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The purpose of this paper is to set forth some results

obtained in certain crosses between the hull-less types of

oats and some of the hulled forms.

The hull-less types belong to the species Avena nuda.

The origin of these forms is not definitely knowTi, al-

though, according to Carleton,^ they appear to have

come from central and eastern Asia. Reports are to the

effect that a certain form of this oat has been cultivated

in China for a thousand years or longer. These types

are not generally cultivated in any other countries and
perhaps due to this fact little study has been made of the

various hull-less types and their possible origin. From
some observations made on our material it seems quite

possible that these hull-less forms may have originated

through mutative changes. For example, in a pure line

of the variety Sixty Day certain spikelets suddenly ap-

peared which were very similar to the true hull-less

forms in having the caryopsis loosely held in the glumes
and an increased number of flowers per spikelet. These
seeds wore tested, but did not reproduce tliis hull-less

tendency. A large number of similar cases have been ob-

served particularly with hybrids, although none of these

1 Paper No. 68, Department of Plant Breeding, Cornell University, Ithaca,
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has been tested as to its inheritance as yet, but it is

planned to do so.

Trabut^ says in regard to the possible origin of hull-

less oats that "the study of the domestication of Avena
presents, from the genetic point of view, some rather

substantial arguments in favor of an ambient medium, a

modifying agent causing fluctuations which end in the

formation of varieties well characterized and fixed by
selection."

Previous Woek

A number of investigators have studied hybrids be-

tween varieties of Avena nuda and Avena sativa. Nor-

ton'' was the first investigator in America to hybridize

these forms. He reports that

the spikelet of the naked varieties usually has more than three grains,

while in the hulled types three grains is the limit. The first generation

plants produced a head naked at the top and hulled at the bottom. In

the second generation, one fourth of the progeny were typical naked

plants, one fourth were hulled, and one half like the first generation

hybrids. The naked plants all had long spikelets with more than three

grains. In future generations no exception to this rule has been found

except that one second generation plant of a cross between European

Hull-less and Garton's Tartar King which seems to have become fixed in

the intermediate hybrid type. In this example we have an extremely

rare case of the fixation of a heterozygote or hybrid type,

G-aines^ reports having made some hybrids between

hulled and hull-less oats and first separated the types

into two groups, hulled and hull-less. In making such a

grouping the heterozygous types were put into the group

which it resembled most. He obtained from one cross

48.7 per cent, hulled and 51.3 per cent, hull-less plants

and says, ''this indicates an intermediate about half-

way between hulled and hull-less for the heterozygous

types. As was mentioned above, the separation was
made arbitrarily into hulled and hull-less, according to

the type any given plant most nearly resembled."

3 Journal of Heredity, Vol. 5, p. 84, 1&14. Translation of original paper.

4 American Breeders' Association, Vol. Ill, p. 285, 1M7.
8 Washington Agr. Expt. Sta. Bui. 135, p. 58, 1917.
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In another cross Gaines found 77.1 per cent, hulled to

22.9 per cent, hull-less, which caused him to conclude that

the two crosses were not similar in their behavior. This

would seem to be the case from the data at hand, yet in

1914 Gaines made a number of other crosses, among
which according to the pedigree numbers is another one

between these two sorts, Black (Wash. No. 665) and

Hulless (Wash. No. 680) which gave, this time, results

very similar to all the other crosses reported as made
that year, which indicated a 1:2:1 ratio. Gaines did not

offer any explanation as to the different behavior of these

two crosses between the same two sorts.

From these experiments Gaines concludes,

the percentage of hulled type suggests a simple Mendelian recessive

although in every ease there are a few too many hulled plants. The

percentage of hull-less plants is not only very irregular in the different

crosses but is also irregular in the different families within the same

cross with the exception of the two families of Sixty Day X Hull-less,

which gave a ratio approaching 1:2:1. The intermediate types showed

tained with every degree of hull-lessness between these extremes. How-
ever, most of the intermediates produced more than half hulled oats.

A curve fitted to these intermediate variations in Black Tartarian

X Hull-less shows larger numbers at either extreme and few numbers

showing per cents, of hulled oats ranging from 30 to 50. This is just the

opposite of what we would expect if the hull-less character was caused

by a single Mendelian unit which produced an intermediate in the F^.

In a paper by Zinn and Surface^ results are given of

a cross between a hull-less and hulled oat. The sorts

used were Avena sativa patula var. Victor, and Avena
sativa nuda var. inermis. The results indicate that their

forms agree very closely with those reported by Norton
and Gaines. The following paragraph gives part of

their conclusions.

The F, generation is distinctly intermediate in most characters. In

regard to the glumes, both naked and firmly hulled grain as well as in-

termediate forms are found on the same panicle and even in the same

Journal of Agricultural ^Research, Vol. X, No. 6, pp. 310-311, 1917.
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spikelet. As shown in Table I, the spikelets near the top of the panicle

are either entirely naked or nearly so, while those spikelets near the

base of the panicle tend to be firmly hulled. A similar but less marked

relation is to be observed between the spikelets at the tip and base of

each whorl.

In the Fj generation a large number of intermediate forms appear.

In addition to the two parental hull types, four intermediate classes

were distinguished. These intermediate forms contain all gradations

from the plants with perfectly hulled grain to the perfectly naked

forms.

As shown in Table II, the inheritance of the hull characters presents

a simple Mendelian relation giving 1 hulled, 2 intermediate, 1 naked.

Matekial and Methods

In cGniiectioii with some experiments in oat breeding

a number of hybrids between the hulled and hull-less

forms have been made. While in these crosses the in-

heritance of other characters such as color of glumes,

pubescence, awns and the like, are very interesting, the

present paper w^ll be confined to the discussion of the

inheritance of the hull-less and hulled characteristics.

A more complete discussion of the various characters is

being prepared for a later publication.

The authors want to take this opportunity to express

their appreciation for the valuable assistance in note-

taking and tabulation of results rendered by W. T. Craig

and Miss A. M. Atwater. Their work has been of great

aid in conducting these experiments.

The hull-less oat used for the various hybrids was
typical of the Avena nuda group and differs from the

Avena sativa forms by three important characters: (1)

The lemma, or flowering glume, and palet do not clasp

the kernel as in other forms, and the kernel is therefore

loose, or free, wdthin the hull; (2) The rachilla; of the

three to many-grained spikelet are so elongated that

the uppermost grains are borne above the empty glumes

;

(3) The glumes and the lemmas are similar in texture.

The illustration (Fig. 1) will give a fair idea of the par-
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tarian. Here the hull-less form was used as the female

parent. The male parent possessed, as indicated by its

name, black glumes, and was a typical hulled oat. The
other cross was between Danish Island and HuUess in

which the hulled type was used as the female parent. In

each case the type was typical of the types as de-

scribed by the authors mentioned above. This form is

intermediate in that both kinds of kernels, hulled and

hull-less, are found on the same head. The type of pan-

icle resembles the hull-less parent more than it does the

hulled and may be considered as intermediate in type.

There are some spikelets with hulled and some with hull-

less kernels and also some with both hulled and hull-less

kernels. As a usual thing the hulled spikelets occur

towards the base of the panicle while the hull-less kernels

occur near the terminal spikelet which is almost inva-

riably hull-less if such kernels are present at all in the

panicle.

There are fewer hulled than hull-less kernels on the

Fi types. The percentage of hulled kernels does not usu-

ally run very high. In Fig. 3 is shown a typical form of

Fi panicle of a cross between a hulled and hull-less oat.

The Fg generation of these two crosses were grown in

the field in the summer of 1913. The plants were then
sorted into two groups, hulled and hull-less, or hull-less

like. All those plants having any indication of huU-less-

ness were placed in the hull-less class. The result of

these counts was as follows

:

Although the ratio deviates considerably from 3:1 it

indicates that this character behaves as a simple mono-
hybrid and that there is one factor pair concerned. In
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order to test this out more fully all plants from which

good seed could b*e obtained were grown in the following

year. The results obtained from these plants showed

without doubt that the segregation followed a simple

monohybrid ratio. That is, the pure hulled and hull-less

plants bred true to these characteristics, while the inter-
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mediate types reproduced the three types again. The

second generation plants tested as to their composition

gave the following results in the third generation

:

111 j
Hulless X Black Tartarian

|

37
j

85

51
j

Danish Island X Hulless
|

115
j

216

152
i

301
I

152

It is apparent from these results that certain plants were

classed as intermediate in the second generation, which

were in reality pure hulled plants. It is evident that the

huUed-huU-less character is inherited in a simple Men-

delian fashion so far as its general behavior is con-

sidered.

The heterozygous plants produced in the third gen-

eration were examined as to the relative amounts of

hulled and hull-less kernels present. This was done by

threshing a representative head from each plant by hand

and counting the hulled and naked kernels and express-

ing the result as the percentage of hulled kernels.

In order to determine whether the results irom a

single head fairly represented the type of the plant a

number of plants w^ere examined and recorded a head at

a time. The percentage of hulled kernels for a represen-

tative head was then compared with that for the entire

plant. The average percentage was the same for the

results from single heads as it was for the entire plant.

Although there was some deviation in the individual de-

terminations, the correlation betw^een the two methods is

very high.

The result of determining the percentage of hulled

kernels was to indicate tlie uicat xnriation existing,

which was from a very low to a very high percentage.

As a result of these observations it was apparent that

while in the hybrids under consideration the usual 1:2:1
ratio was observed, some factor or factors were pres-
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ent which affected the heterozygous forms in such a way
as to modify the amount of hulled or hull-less kernels

present.

In order to determine this effect in a more definite way
it was planned to sow seed from heterozygous individuals

which differed as to the percentage of hulled kernels

present. A rather large number of such seeds were
planted in 1915. The plants were severely injured by a
storm, so that accurate percentage determinations could

not be made.

In the meantime, however, a number of other crosses

had been made in which the Avena nuda was used as one

parent. The following sorts were crossed with the naked
oats : Swedish Select, Sixty Day and Avena fatua. Other
crosses are being studied but these will be reported on
later.

As regards the hull-less character the individuals

of these crosses were all similar to the description of the

first generation given earlier in this paper. Eegarding
the other characters, the cross between the hull-less form
and Avena fatua showed some very interesting varia-

tions. These will not now be discussed.

Seeds of these various Fi plants were sown and the

resulting plants harvested. From each plant a head was
saved and threshed separately by hand and the plants

then sorted into hulled, intermediate and hull-less. The
result of the several crosses is given here

:

The probable error is +7.98 and the observed num-
bers agree fairly well with the expected numbers. The
number of hull-less plants is too low and the number of

intermediates too high. It is possible that in some cases
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hull-less plants may have been recorded as intermediates

although the error from this source is not large. When
the results are considered on a 1 : 3 basis and the hull-less

and intermediates are grouped together we find that

there is a percentage of 24.66+1.07 hulled plants.
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The results of these (liftVront hybrids show that hull-

lessness is inherited in a simjjle monoliybrid manner and

that without doubt the difference between hulled and

hull-less oats in this regard is represented by one pair
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of factors. An analysis of the different heterozygous or

intermediate individuals of these second generation

plants showed that for these hybrids also there was a

great amount of variation in the percentage of hulled or

hull-less kernels in the individual plants, the variation

ranging all the way from less than 5 per cent, to 95 per

cent, or more. In Figs. 4 and 5 are shown two forms of

heterozygous plants, one very low and one very liiiili, in

percentage of hulled kernels. Those pctvciitauvs were

obtained from the heterozj-gous individuals liy soiling-

the kernels from one head of each plant into hulled and

hull-less as outlined earlier. The percentage of hulled

kernels on the heterozygous plants of the second genera-

tion for the three series is given in Table I.

TABLE I

Hulled Kernels ok the Heterozygous Plants

AND Hull-less Oats.

379

202

Hulless X Avena

Hulless X Swed-
I

Hulless X Sixty
j

2 3 5

4 4 3 ii:

§ ^ i ^ i i

From this table it is seen that there is considerable dif-

ference in the percentage of hulled kernels on the dif-

ferent heterozygous plant. The range is from a very

low percentage or one which indicates nearly all hull-less

to a very high percentage or one which is nearly all

hulled. There is no general grouping near the middle of

the series, as might be expected with the exception of

series 382. This may be due to lack of numbers or to a

segregation of the different types which give percentages

ranging from low to high without any tendency to group-

ing. That it is not due to lack of numbers is probably
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borne out by the fact that in series 51, where over 900

plants of the third generation were sorted into the dif-

ferent classes, there was no indication of a grouping near
the middle classes, in fact, the slight indication of group-

ing was near the lower values. The distribution is as

follows

:

TABLE II

Showing Peecentage op Hulled Kernels in the Heterozygous Plants
OP the Third Generation in a Cross Between Danish

Island and a Hull-less Oat.

It was planned to carry some of this work further to

answer in general two questions which are: (1) Does the

percentage of hulled plants obtained from any hetero-

zygous parent vary with the percentage of hulled kernels

possessed by that parent? (2) Do the hulled and hull-

less kernels of a heterozygous plant give approximately

the same results in their offspring?

In order to obtain data on these questions two of the

series have been continued. The huW-less-Avena fatua

series has not been carried further as yet but it is

planned to do so.

Results from Series 202— Swedish Select X Hulless

The first series to be discussed is the Swedish Select-

Hull-less cross. Seed from two hulled and two hull-less

plants of the second generation were grown in the third

generation and each bred true to type. In addition to

these plants twenty heterozygous plants were selected

for planting. These varied as to the amount of hulled
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kernels. The range was from 3.2 per cent, to 92.0 per

cent. The number of seed was not large, therefore the

number of plants obtained was not as large as desired,

yet from the consistency of the results certain conclu-

sions are justified. The offspring from these twenty

plants were sorted into the three classes, hulled, inter-

mediate and hull-less. The intermediate plants were

again threshed and the percentage of hulled kernels de-

termined.

In Table III is given the percentage of hulled condition

in the parent plant, the segregation into the three groups,

the percentage of hulled kernels in the heterozygous off-

spring, the grouping into hulled and hull-less and (where

both hull-less and intermediate plants are grouped to-

gether) the percentage of hulled plants with the prob-

able error.
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The results of the segregation into the three classes

gave 391 hulled, 661 intermediate and 426 hull-less. Here
the hull-less plants are too great in number, while the

number in the intermediate class is too small. The ex-

pected numbers are 369.5:739:369.5, with a probal^le

error of + 11.23. It is possible that some intermediate

plants were classed as hull-less. Such a condition is pos-

sible since some intermediates are found bearing only

one or two hulled kernels, and if these should be lost

through shattering, such plants would be classed as hull-

less when in reality they are intermediates. When the

grouping is made into the two groups, hulled and hull-

less, it is seen that the 3 to 1 ratio is approximated very

closely, as there are 391 hulled plants to 1087 hull-less,

giving a percentage of 26.45 + .76 hulled.

An examination of this table shows further that some
of the families do not give ratios close to 1:2:1. This is

true with regard to certain families particularly with

certain of those coming from plants low in percentage

of hulled, and some of those relatively high in this re-

spect. The results of some of these families have been

brought together in Table IV.
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In this table the plants from parents having 25 or less

per cent, of hulled kernels give 119 hulled: 169 inter-

mediate : 217 hull-less. From this result it appears that

those plants having a low percentage of hulled or high

percentage of hull-less kernels tend to produce a rela-

tively high number of hull-less plants. On the other

hand, those plants having more than 75 per cent, of

hulled kernels do not give results so striking. There are

more hulled than hull-less plants, yet not strikingly so,

and the hulled do not run higher than the intermediates.

It may be, however, that the degree of hull-lessness as

expressed by the percentage may influence the segrega-

tion in the following generations. This can not be def-

initely stated from this cross, and further evidence will

be needed.

TABLE V

Showing the Relation Between the Percentage of Hulled Kernels on

THE Heterozygous Parent Plants and the Percentage

OF Hulled Kernels on its Offspring
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The relation between the percentage of hulled kernels

on the parent and the percentage of hulled kernels on the

heterozygous offspring for this series is shown by the

correlation table given above. The correlation coefficient

is. 421 + .022, which shows a very definite relation be-

tween the percentage of hulled in the parent and offspring.

This relation is also better shown by means of a curve

(Fig. 6) in which the parents are represented by the

dotted line beginning with the lowest and increasing to

the highest value. On the same ordinate is plotted the

average value for the heterozygous offspring, and to this

line has been fitted a straight line whose equation is

i/= 20.1999 + 1.9579i(;.

Certain of these families show a decided grouping; for

example that represented by 20.9 per cent, shows a de-

cided tendency to be grouped in the lower classes, while

that represented by 65.1 per cent., with five exceptions,

shows a grouping around the higher classes.

Eesults of Series 382— Sixty Day X Hull-less

From the second generation of this cross six hetero-

zygous plants were selected for further study. The re-

sults of three of these will be discussed here. These

plants possessed different amounts of hulled kernels,

which expressed in percentages were as follows, 73.3,

37.7, 49.3. Thus, there was one high, one low and one

medium plant. The offspring of these gave the follow-

ing results when grouped in the three classes

:

These figures agree very well with the expected 1:2:1

ratio. Single heads of the heterozygous plants of these

three families were threshed and the percentage of hulled
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kernels per plant determined as before. The three fam-

iles gave the following distribution:

From these distributions it is clear that the percentage

of hulled kernels on the parent form influences the

amount of the hulled condition. The average percentage

of the offspring in each case agrees closely with that of

the parent forms.

From these three families several plants differing in

their percentage values were selected to continue the

study in the fourth generation. As observed from the

frequency distribution just given it is noted that series

7 is of high value, while 8 is relatively low and 9 varies

from very low to high. The plants selected then in gen-
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eral represented the types of their lines; that is, those

from 7 were generally high, those from 8 generally low,

and those from 9 both low and high. The offspring of

these various selections are arranged in a table similar

to that for series *202.

-iiijiliiiiiiiiil
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The total number of plants in the hulled, intermediate

and hull-less classes agree very closely with the expected

numbers. The same is true for tlie .'>:! ^-rouiiing, since

the percentauc of Imllcd is ^5.11 4: .7S, wliich shows with-

out doubt that the vai-ions families give offspring which

follow the 1:2:1 oxpcetaney.

In this series there is little evidence that the percent-

age condition of the parent plant affects the type of seg-

regation in the following generation. In general the

segregation of the various families follows a 1 : 2 : 1 ratio

regardless of the percentage condition of the parent.

To show the relation between the hulled condition of

the parent forms and that of the heterozygous offspring

a correlation table was made in which the different fam-

ilies were arranged according to their percentage values.

The coefficient of correlation here is .726 + .012, which

TABLE VII

THE Heterozygous Parent Plants and the Percentage of

HuLLKD Kernels on its Offspring
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is considerably higher than it was with the 202 series.

One reason for this may be that perhaps there is a dif-

ference between this series and the former or that the

result is caused .uToupiiiu- the three t'nmilies. AVhen
a correlation tal)le is made I'^r each of tlie three families

So

separately, correlation coefficients of .296 +
+ .025 and .741 + ,024 are obtained. Thus it is

within any family correlation exists to a greater

degree. Putting the three families in one table

crease the correlation somewhat over the average

for each alone. Another and possibly more
reason is the fact that these plants are of the

generation, while those of 202 are of the

39, .623

ee~

• o

5
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The three parent series from which these were taken

were of three types as mentioned before, therefore the

parent plants selected from them carried the tendency to

produce high or low as the case may be, and when they

are all arranged in a correlation table naturally a high

coefficient is obtained. In other words, the three i)ar(']it

forms were more nearly homozygous, so to speak, for

high or low values. More will be said on this point later.

This relationship was further showTi by means of a

graph showing the relation between the parent percent-

age condition and the average value for the offspring,

the same as was done in Fig. 7.

In this case the relationship is higher than in the

former series. The equation to the straight line is

2/= 17.2411 + 3.206237.

That the plants arising from heterozygous plants hav-

ing a low or high percentage of hulled kernels did not

segregate in a manner indicating any influence of the

hulled condition of the parent plant, as was the case to

some extent with series 202, is sho^\^l in Table VIII.

It is clca

seem to mt

concerned.
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Hulled Compared with Hull-less Kernels

In order to learn whether there was any difference in

the ratios produced by the hull-less kernels from the

heterozygous plants the seed from the third generation

plants used was separated and planted separately; that

is, the hulled and hull-less from family 382al-7-45 was
planted separately so that the ratio may be determined

on each lot of plants. This was done for all the families.

These results are given in Table IX.

TABLE IX

Results Obtained from Sowing Hulled and Hull-less Seed from the

26
18
19 27
18 28 10

39 14

18

16 17 17

19

_1_
Totals . . .

In maily of the cases the numboi s ; small to give

good ratios, yet the important ])()int is olitaiiicd from

the summation of the two scries, in t adi cisr these a.ui'i'f

very closely wdth the expected iininl)ci-s. If there was

any difference we might ex])ect the Imlled keriK'ls to ])r()-

duce relatively more hulled plants and the hull-less rela-
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tively more hull-less. The facts are the reverse. In the

series from the hulled kernels the hull-less plants are

in the majority and the opposite is true for the hulled

plants from the hull-less seed. It is very evident that

there is no relation between the kind of kernel (hulled

or hull-less) sown from a heterozygous plant and the oif-

spring produced.

General Discussion

From the foregoing data it seems without doubt that

the inheritance of the hulled condition follows a simple

Mendelian ratio giving in general 1 hulled, 2 inter-

mediate, 1 hull-less. This is in accord with the results

obtained by Norton, Gaines, Zinn and Surface, and

others.

In regard to the relation between the hulled condition

of the heterozygous parent plants and of the offspring,

it is clear that there is a very close agreement in regard

to the hulled percentage. When high or low plants are

selected they produce heterozygous offspring giving high

or low percentage. In most cases, howovcM*, the usual

1:2:1 ratio is obtained. This is true in ovn.M-al in all

cases of the 082 series but not so for 202. Wlu'tlicr the

202 series behaves differently or whether in reality it

will agree with 382 will have to be determined with

further work.

The percentage relation shows that there is a variation

from very low to a very high percentage. Owing to this

fact and that any heterozygous plant tends to reproduce

a simple monohybrid ratio, in which the heterozygous

plants tend to follow the percentage relation, it seems at

first that we are dealing with a case of multiple factors,

in which one primary factor pair determines the hulled

or hull-less condition and the other factors influence the

hulled condition of those plants only that are hetero-

zygous for the primary factors. This nia\ ho so, as the

results of selecting high or low imlivichials seem to indi-

cate. If, however, we assume a multiple factor series to
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account for the facts, it is evident that, assuming all the

factors involved to have equal value, we must have an
type that is very nearly intermediate as regards its per-

centage condition. This we have not observed in any of

our series. The type, while being generally inter-

mediate, is not so as regards its hulled condition, for it

always contains fewer hulled kernels than hull-less.

Thus, so far as the percentage relation is concerned, we
do not have a strict intermediate. To be sure, there is a

reduction of the multiple-flowered spikelet and other

changes which cause the type to appear as an inter-

mediate.

With the usual multiple factor hypothesis assuming
ordinary segregation, there must be a larger number of

individuals ranging from 30 to 70 per cent, than we have
at the extremes. With series 379 and 202 we do not have
any indication of such a condition. On the other hand,

there is a slight suggestion that series 382 does tend

more nearly to a frequency distribution such as would
usually be expected with the ordinary multiple factor

hypothesis. When the third generation distribution of

series 202 is observed (Correlation Table V) it is ap-

parent that there is more of a tendency to pile up nearer

the lower values. When the size of the classes is doubled

a decided skew curve is obtained with the mode at class

0-9.9, As stated above, the seed sown to obtain the plants

used in this distribution was selected from plants of

high, low, or medium value, and this may influence to

some extent the type of distribution. Yet, when one ex-

amines the percentages of the plants used as parents, it

is apparent that they are fairly evenly distributed. If,

as suggested above, the nearly dominant primary factor

pair influences the hulled or hull-less condition and the

other factors influence the hulled condition of plants het-

erozygous for the primary factor, then we would expect

a piling up near the lower values.

With series 382 there is a tendency for both the third

and fourth generation percentage distributions to be
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grouped around the middle classes. This is especially

true with regard to the fourth generation, especially

when the size of the classes is doubled.

The results of the different series are rather conflicting

and it does not seem possible at present to explain all of

them on a simple multiple factor hypothesis. It seems

quite possible to explain series 382 on this basis (except

the first generation) but the other types do not at present

seem capable of such an explanation.

The distribution in Table II, which is the third gen-

eration of a cross between Danish Island and Hull-less,

is skewed much the same as for the third generation of

series 202. No doubt for these series there is some dis-

turbing factor which causes such distributions and more
data will be needed before a suitable explanation can be

found to fit all of these cases. It may be that, since in

crosses between two hulled sorts we have found some
hull-less spikelets, we have combinations such that there

is a tendency to produce an excess of hull-less kernels.

This would influence the type of distribution consid-

erably.

At first one might assume that those individuals nearer

the lower part of the distribution were like the types,

however, from all the plants tested where the percentage

of hulled kernels has been low the frequency distribution

of the percentage of hulled kernels from the heterozygous

plants has been low in general and has not ranged from
very low to very high, as would be the case with seed from
Fi plants. These facts would help support the statement

just made, which is to the effect that it is possible cer-

tain crosses tend to produce an excess of hull-less kernels.

Summary

From the results presented it is evident that hull-less-

ness exhibits a simple Mendelian ratio of 1 hulled, 2 in-

termediate, 1 hull-less.

The intermediates show all gradations of huU-lessness

from those nearly hulled to those nearly hull-less.
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The percentage of hulled kernels on the heterozygous

plants seem, to mdicate to some extent the percentage of

hulled kernels on the heterozygous offspring.

No matter what percentage of hulled kernels is present

on the heterozygous individual, it tends in general to

produce a 1:2:1 ratio.

The hulled and hull-less kernels from intermediate

plants reproduce similar 1:2:1 ratios.



ENVIRONMENTAL REACTIONS OF
PHRYNOSOMA^

A. 0. WEESE

If General Disf rilixt'nni.^-The horned lizards, more

familiarly known as the "horned toads," of the south-

western portion of the United States and the northern

states of Mexico form a very distinct group of the family

Iguanidae. Unlike most other comparatively large rep-

tilian genera, this particular genus {Phrynosoma) is

limited to a very special environment, and it is only in

a region of relative aridity that these animals find a

favorable habitat. Within the limits set by the above

condition the specific habitats of the various species and

varieties of the genus vary greatly, ranging all the way
from the extreme aridity and great heat of Death Valley

in southern California {Phrynosoma calidiarum Cope)

to the comparative moisture and cold of the northern

Rockies {Phrynosoma douglassii Bell and varieties).

The species especially discussed in this paper are all

found in the Soiithwot. under varying environmental

conditions.

Phrynosoma uajdcsiiDn, the specimens of which were

taken near Albuquerque, New Mexico, close to the lower

edge of the "mesa" or clinoplane region, at an altitude

of about 1,700 meters, is distributed throughout New
Mexico, and to a certain extent in the adjoining states,

wherever conditions are similar to those in the above

typical habitat. The rainfall here averages about 30 cm.

annually, while the yearly evaporation from a free water

surface is in the neighborhood of 200 cm. The soil is
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rather loose and friable, consisting principally of *'Ti-

jeras fine sandy loam" and containing, near the surface,

a relatively large proportion of fine angular gravel and

wind-blown sand. The color is a yellowish or yellowish

brown. The vegetation is sparse, consisting of scattered

grasses, Chrysothamnus, Gutierrezia, Salsola, Yucca, etc.

This species is not found in the adjoining valley of the

Eio Grande, nor in the mountains (Sandias) which border

the *'mesa" on the east (2,200 meters and above), where

moister conditions prevail. In the mountains the i^in-

fall is probably twice as great, on the average, as on the

*'mesa," although accurate data are not available, and the

evaporation is much less, due to the lower temperatures

which prevail. In the valley the water table is very near

the surface of the soil (actual soil surface or above to

5 meters below the surface) . Standing water is not found

on the clinoplane except after very heavy rains, which

sometimes fail for months.

Phrynosowia douglassii ornatissimum, specimens of

which were obtained with the above, has a much less re-

stricted habitat, both locally and regionally. It is dis-

tributed over a great deal of the eastern slope of the

Eocky Mountains, even as far north as Canada, and,

locally, extends into both of the regions described above

as bordering on the clinoplane. It is, indeed, more abun-

dant in either of these than in the clinoplane region be-

tween, indicating that the determining factor in the dis-

tribution in this case is similar in the lower valley and

on the mountain side. As mentioned above, the aridity

of these two regions is much less than that of the clino-

plane. The soil differences are also marked, in that the

moister soils are more dense and contain more humus,

derived from the more abundant vegetation. However,

the variation in both regions is very great, from heavy

clay to fine sand in the valley and from native rock to fine

sand in the mountain.

Phrynosoma cormitum does not occur in the same local

area as that occupied by the species previously mentioned.
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although it also is of wide distribution. This species is

found throughout Texas and eastern and southern New
Mexico, and has been reported from Nebraska, Arkansas,

etc. In general, it appears to inhabit regions in which

the mean summer temperature is slightly higher than that

l^i and

V V . varieties

required by the other two species. The specimens here

considered were obtained at Alamogordo, in the Otero
Basin, New Mexico, where the mean temperature is higher
by about 5° C. than at Albuquerque.

2. General Habits.—The general habits of the three
species here considered are much the same, so no sepa-
rate description will be attempted. The following dis-

cussion will apply, perhaps, more accurately to Phnjno-
soma modestum than to either of the other species, but
will, in general, be true of all. They are not, essentially,

heat-loving animals, although tolerant of desert condi-
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tions. They are found more abundantly during the

earlier summer months, and during the autumnal rainy

season, when the aerial temperature does not exceed 32°

C. During these periods the animals move about actively

all day, spending the night in protected nooks under

vegetation, in the burrows of other animals, or buried

beneath the surface of the soil. As the daily maximum
temperature becomes greater they are to be found only

in the early morning and in the later afternoon when the

heat is less intense. During the heated part of the day

the lizard is at rest, almost if not quite buried under the

superficial layers of the soil. This position is reached in

a characteristic manner. The snout is directed down-

ward and moved rapidly from side to side, the body ex-

tremely flattened, while the legs take part in a rapid hori-

zontally clawing movement. The net result of this series

of movements is to cover the animal with the loose soil,

the depth varying according to the temperature, the char-

acter of the soil, and other external conditions, as well as

the individual. The same method of burrowing is em-

ployed in preparation for hibernation, when the animal

may bury itself under several inches of loose soil. In at-

tempting to escape from enemies, other lizards have been

observed to dig in a similar manner, and it is probable

that Phrynosoma also escapes in this way.

3. Food Relations.— The food consists of various in-

sects with which the animals come into contact, ants being

more readily eaten by the smaller individuals and beetles

(Eleodiini) forming a considerable portion of the diet

of the larger ones. No food is taken unless it is living or

at least moving. Sand grains set in motion by a heavy

wind or otherwise are often snapped up, and sand grains

are accordingly found in the feces.

4. Water Relations.— 'None of the species of Phryno-

soma have been observed by the writer to drink water,

and it is doul)tful if water, independent of that contained

in the insect food, is ever ingested. Many individuals are

found in situations where there is never any standing
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water except after the very infrequent heavy rains. Very

little water is excreted ordinarily, as when fed on ants,

beetles, etc., the feces are eliminated as a dry mass con-

taining practically no water, and the urine is composed of

an equally dry mass largely made up of crystals of uric

acid. When fed on a moist diet, such as grasshopper

nymphs from a moist habitat, the feces become softer and

are often accompanied by a considerable amount of muci-

laginous liquid. The urine, however, remains as usual.

The idea that the excretion of waste nitrogen as uric acid

is an adaptation on the part of the Reptilia for life in

arid regions is well borne out by the conditions in these

animals. Urinary analyses made by the writer in the

laboratorv of physiological chemistry of the University

of Illinois give the following results (1917^)

:

Urea nitrogen 0.0

Uric acid 765.0

Uric acid nitrogen 255.0

Phosphorus as P,0, 3.5

It will be observed that uric acid accounts for prac-

tically all of the nitrogen contained in the urine and that

urea is entirely absent. In this respect the urine of the

horned lizard differs from that of the aquatic and semi-

aquatic reptiles, which contains a consideral)le amount of

urea, as does that of birds, another group in wliich the

uric acid content is high.

5. Rcproduefioii.— It is in connection with Pliri/uosoma

cornnfum tliat the long-disputed question as to the vivi-

l)arity of (»\ i]»arity of the members of this genus may be

opoiuMl a-ain. (\)]ie (1898) states that Phrynosoma is

ovi]>ar()us. wliich is denied by Ditmars (1908) and Watson
(1911), the latter of whom bases his statement on obser-

vations of P. flonglassn. On July 5, 1917, some twenty

specimens of P. conmtum were received at the vivarium
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of the University of Illinois from Alamogordo, New
Mexico, and placed in a sand-bottomed wire screen cage.

On July 7, between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m., twenty-three eggs

were deposited in the sand on the bottom of the cage.

The eggs were about 1 cm. in length, ovoid in shape, and

covered with a grayish-white shell of leathery texture.

Some were opened and found to contain living embryos

of about 2 mm. length. Several times thereafter, during

a period of two weeks, eggs were found in the cage, always

lots of about twenty. The deposition of the eggs was

never observed. None of the eggs hatched, although liv-

ing embryos were found in eggs opened a week after

deposition. Such embryos were about 6 mm. in length.

P. douglassii has not been observed to lay eggs, although

a few eggs of P. modestum were discovered in the cage

in which these animals were kept. These were found in

small numbers only and differed from those just de-

scribed in being light yellow in color and having no

leathery shell. They were probably abortive. As the

observations of Watson and Ditmars appear to be well

founded, it is possible that the genus is divided with re-

spect to the retention or deposition of the eggs, or that

in the same species different conditions may alter the

length of time the egg is retained in the maternal body,

as is the case among the adders.

II. Envieonmental Factoks

As has been concluded (1917a), it is dangerous to as-

cribe to any one factor or group of factors the supreme
role in determining the seasonal or general distribution of

a species. These factors are certainly not the same for

all species even in the same environment, and before defi-

nite conclusions can be drawn a careful analysis of the

habitat must be made, and experimental data must be ob-

tained as to the reactions of the animals in gradients in-

volving the factors capable of variation. Unfortunately,

it is not possible or practicable to construct effective
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gradients involving all environmental conditions, and in

such cases we must rely on careful observation and

analysis. Such a review as has just been given of the

habitat and habits of the horned lizards may indicate to

us the probable external conditions variations of which

are of importance in the daily and seasonal life of the

individual and of the species. The following are the most

apparent of such external conditions :
•

1. Temperature. *

(a) Air.

(h) Soil.

(c) Maxima and minima.

2. Water.

(a) Eelative humidity and evaporating power of

air.

{b) Soil moisture.

(c) Food in relation to its water content.

3. Soil.

(a) Texture as influenced by

1. Composition.

2. Moisture content.

3. Vegetation.

{h) Color.

4. Food.

(a) Character.

(h) Abundance or scarcity.

5. Light.

(a) Quality.

(h) Quantity,

(c) Rhythm.
In the natural habitat it is rare that one of the above

conditions varies without an accompanying variation in

one or more of the others ; for example, a variation in

temperature of the air is accompanied by a variation in

the relative humidity and in the evaporating power of the

air, and may be followed by an alteration of soil tempera-

ture and soil moisture, as well as soil texture. Thus it

is difficult to consider these conditions separately.
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1. Temperature.— That temperature affects profoundly

the daily life of the animal and limits its activities is

shown by the relation of daily variation in temperature

to the change from diurnal to crepuscular habit and to the

burrowing activities initiated by high or low tempera-

tures. Minimum temperature is probably associated

most closely with the phenomena of hibernation. Ac-

cording to Bachmetjew (1901) the minimum winter tem-

perature which can be survived by hibernating insects

depends on the degree of elimination of water from the

tissues and the consequent lowering of the freezing point

of the body fluids. Tower (1917) states that in the case

of potato beetles those animals acclimated to desert condi-

tions (retention of water) are killed at higher tempera-

tures than those of a more humid climate. In the experi-

ments to be described gradients in air temperature and in

soil temperature (substratum temperature) were estab-

lished and the reactions of animals in such gradients were

recorded.

2. Wafer.—The water relation must always be impor-

tant ill an animal adapted to arid conditions, even though

this iclatioii may seem to be negative. As indicated by
tlic cxainitiatioii of excreta and observation of the water

relations of PUrynosoma it would appear that the ab-

sence of water as such would not have a limiting effect

on the distribution of the animals. It is probably neces-

sary, however, that a certain minimum amount of water
be supplied in the food, and that the evaporating power
of the air must not exceed a certain maximum for any
great length of time. It is to be doubted that any verte-

brate may subsist indefinitely witliont some small water
su]ip]y in addition to melabolic water. As shown in

pre\ion< expcriinent- (llM?*/). the reaction of Phryno-
.sown ill a u-radient of tlic rvaporal in.u' power of air is not
definite nide^^ tlu' ura.li^.nt ]h- v.m v <tee]). Dailv varia-

tion in the normal lial.itat v.m'v laruv.

3. *So?7.— The ap]>ai-ent impoHance of tlie Inirrowing
reaction in the life history of tlie meml)ers of this genus
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points to a corresponding importance of the texture of

the soil. Evidently this must be such as to render the

success of the burrowing reaction comparatively easy, a

condition which is met only in soils of a low moisture

content, and little humus, containing a considerable

amount of loosely aggregated particles of sand or fine

gravel. In a heavy clay or loam it would be impossible

for the animal to burrow deep enough to get below the

zone of killing temperatures during hibernation. This

would also be impossible in a compact sod. Unfortu-

nately, the problem of the soil relation involves an ex-

tensive seasonal study which, so far, it has been impos-

sible to carry out.

While the color and markings of the animals vary with

the individual and the species, and the color of the indi-

vidual changes from time to time, it may be said in gen-

eral that the color of the horned lizard is very similar to

that of the soil of its normal habitat. Experiments of the

author and others have shown that high temperature,

darkness or high evaporating power of the air causes a

centripetal movement of the melanophoric pigment, while

the opposite conditions cause a darkening. Thus, in gen-

eral, individuals observed after a rain are darker in color

than at other times. The soil is also darker when wet,

which might lead the observer to suppose that the change

had taken place as a direct adjustment to the color change

of the substratum, while the actual cause is the change in

the evaporating power of the air. Within the limits of

the conditions of the habitat, variations in the evapora-

ting power of the air are the most potent factors in the

production of color changes. No direct connection be-

tween the color of tlu^ animal and that of the substratum

has been verified ex}uTiiiu'iitally by the author. Eedfield

(1917), in a recently iMih!i>li('(l ].apor on tlio color changes

in Phrynosoma coruutinn, lias >tatiMl that th(M-e is a direct

approximation of the i-olor ot' the animal to tliat of the

substratum, and that the liulit i-ays iT'acliiii.i;- the retina

form the stimulus for such changes. The mechanism for
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the approximation of tlie color of the animal to that of the

substratum is, according to Redfield, subordinate to the

daily rhythm of color change occasioned by changes in

light and temperature, and to changes brought about by

the emotional condition of the animal.

4. Food.—An adequate study of this factor would re-

quire much more extended observation than has been pos-

sible. Some suggestions as to the character of food re-

quired have been made above.

5. Light.—An estimation of the effect of light of vary-

ing intensity and quality in the natural habitat would be

very difficult, but it is probable that the relations of light

in the life of such animals have been greatly underesti-

mated. Experiments with a gradient of the color of light

are included here.

III. Experimental Besults

1. Air Temperature Gradients.—T^o series of experi-

ments were performed in which air varying in tempera-

ture was passed across the experimental cage previously

(1917a) described. In the first series the air passing

across one third of the cage was heated to a temperature

of about 38° by being passed through coils immersed in

hot water, that passing across the next third was heated

to about 33°, while the remaining third was supplied with

air at about 29°. The air was unmodified except as to

temperature and the rate of flow was the same in each

case. Typical results of this series {Phrynosoma mo-
destum only) are shown statistically in Table I.

In the second series the air for the hottest third was
heated to a temperature in the neighborhood of 50°,

which is about the maximum soil surface temperature on

unprotected sand exposed to the direct rays of the sun.

This temperature was obtained by passing the air through
heated iron pipes. A medium temperature was obtained

by passing the air through coils immersed in hot water,

as above, while the lowest temperature was that of the



unmodified air, about 30°. These temperatures varied

somewhat in the various experiments, as shown by the

records, but were fairly constant throughout a single

experimental period.

The records of Experiments 34a and 346 show, for

Phrynosoma modestum, that the optimum air tempera-

ture is in the neighborhood of 35° or 36°. The graphic

records of Experiments 86 and 88 (PI. I) show similar

results. It will be noticed in the record of the former
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that the animal burrowed, first at a temperature of about

38° and later at a slightly lower temperature (indicated

by the circles in the first and sixth minutes of the record).

This burrowing reaction was found to take place very

often, throughout the whole series, usually at the upper

limit of the optimum temperature range. This agrees

with the phenomena observed in the field, of burrowing

as the air temperature rises in the course of the day.

Plirynosoma douglassii, as shown in the graphic records

of Experiments 82 and 85 (PI. I), seems to choose a some-

what lower temperature, between 30° and 35°, although

there is a considerable amount of individual variation.

Plirynosoma cornutum, the behavior of which in the

gradient is illustrated by the records of Experiments 78

and 81 (PL I), appears to show a preference for a tem-

perature slightly higher than that shown by the other

species.

2. Substratum Temperature Gradients.—Yoy the pur-

pose of establishing this gradient the cage was placed in

a water bath so arranged that hot water flowed into the

latter at one end and cold water at the other, the water

being directed backward and forward beneath the cage,

and running out near the center, in such a manner as to

produce a gradient in the temperature of the cage bottom.

The temperature of the substratum was taken at intervals

along the edge of the cage by thermometers whose bulbs

were just covered by the sand in the bottom.

The statistical records of Experiments 43, 126 and 127

(Table II) show an optimum substratum temperature for

Phrynosoma modestum of about 40°, or about 5° higher

than the optimum air temperature for the same species.

In this species the response to changes of temperature of

the substratum is very definite, and by varying the tem-

peratures of the gradient, the animals can be driven re-

peatedly from one end of the cage to the other as the

temperature is raised or lowered. The lizards often bur-

rowed at or near the upper limit of the optimum tempera- .

ture, and, less often, at the temperatures below the
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optimum. The graphic records of Experiments 10 ar

28 (PI. I) show similar results.

EACTiONS OF Phrynoso

IE OF THE SUBSTEATUM

mployed in Table I.

ndicated by the ( umerals burrowed in the space

The individuals of Plirynosoma douglassii gave prac-

tically the same figures for the optimum substratum

temperature. The graphic records of Experiments 101

and 26 indicate the behavior of this animal in the gradient.

Statistical records of the behavior of Phrynosoma doug-

lassii and Plirynosoma cornutum in this gradient were
not made, because of the size of the animals, Avhich pre-

vented the introduction of any number into the cage at

the same time.

Phnjnosoma cormitum, as illustrated by the records

of Experiments 45 and 66 (PI. I), chose a higher sub-

stratum temperature than either of the other species,

averaging nearly five degrees above that shown by the

other curves.
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In summing up the results of the air temperature and

substratum temperature experiments (over one hundred)

in relation to those of the evaporation gradient previously

reported (1917a), it is found that the animals choose con-

ditions which are very near the normal conditions in the

usual habitat at the time of the greatest activity. These

conditions represent the optimum for the animals. For

example, as reported in a previous paper, the evapora-

tion optimum for Phrynosoma modestum appears to be

near 3 c.c. per hour, as measured by the standard atmom-

eter, which is very near the average outdoor evaporation

as observed in the natural habitat of the animal at the

season and at the time of day when the animal is most

active. If the temperature under such conditions be ob-

served, it will be found that the average atmospheric

temperature, 1 cm. from the surface of the soil, in the

sun, is in the neighborhood of 35°, and that of the surface

layer of the soil about 40°. These temperatures vary

greatly, of course, with other features of the weather,

such as air movements, clouds, etc., but the above figures

represent a normal condition. Of the variables men-
tioned here, substratum temperature has much the

greatest effect on the behavior of the animal.

3. Moisture of Substratum Gradieiit.—Although, it was
impossible to esta])lish and observe an effective gradient

in general soil conditions, several experiments were per-

formed on the direct effect of a soil moisture gradient.

The gradient in water content of the substratum was ob-

tained by placing a layer of torpedo sand saturated with
water on the bottom of one third of the cage, a mixture
of saturated sand and dry sand in the adjoining third,

and dry sand in the romainder of the cage. In none of
the s])('ci('s ohxTNcil was ;uiy marked preference for any
l'<>''^i<>'^ *>t" t!u' ca.uc ('xhii)it(Ml. Soil moisture, as such,

although, in the natiu-nl lialiitat. Ilic hiuli cxaiM.i-atiiig

power of the air pro(hi.-c> a .Mwi-idcrablc (Icuivc of tem-
perature difference between dry soil and wet soil l)y the
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vaporization of the water from the latter. This differ-

ence was not reproduced under experimental conditions.

Typical results of this series of experiments are shown in

the graphs of Experiments 91 and 97 (PI. II).
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4. Gradient in the Color of Light {Wave-Length) .-

Although it would be difficult to estimate the efifect of the

various light components in the natural habitat, a series

of light experiments has been included. For use as a

color gradient the cage used in the other experiments was
covered with an accessory lid composed of a series of six

equal strips of gelatine ray filter in the principal colors

(violet, blue, green, yellow, orange, red). Three forty-

watt electric lamps were placed above the cage within the

observation hood, so that the light was approximately

equally distributed throughout the cage, each sixth being

illuminated principally by rays of a narrow range of

wave-length.

Experiment 112 illustrates the movements of Phryno-

soma modestum in such a gradient. The longest rays

were avoided, as well as the shortest, although the animal

remained for greater lengths of time in the red section

than in the violet. The optimum seems to lie in the green

and the yellow.

Phrynosoma cornuttim (Experiments 116 and 118, PI.

II) avoided both red and violet, with an optimum near

the middle of the spectrum. Phrynosoma douglassii did

not respond regularly and seemed little affected.

The color reactions are probably not as significant as

those involving some of the other factors here considered.

Direct sunlight in the arid regions contains a rather

larger amount of the light of the shorter wave-lengths

than elsewhere, and it is possible that the avoidance of

violet light as shown in these experiments is of signifi-

cance in explaining the avoidance of sunlight under cer-

tain conditions, but it is more probable that temperature

is the dominating factor in this reaction.

IV. Summary and Conclltsions

1. Of the temperature conditions capable of being

tested in the gradient, the temperature of the substratum

calls forth the most definite response. In addition to the
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indication of an optimum by the movements of the animal,

definite motor responses of a specialized character (bur-

rowing) are made to certain temperature conditions just

above or just below this optimum. The temperature of

the air calls forth similar reactions but not as readily or

as definitely as that of the soil, the reaction to the former
being overshadowed by the response to the latter when a

difference exists. The temperature of the substratum is

evidently of very great importance in the daily move-
ments of the horned lizards, and probably plays an im-

portant role in the control of distribution. The tempera-

ture of the soil is probably also of great importance in

connection with the deposition and hatching of the eggs

in those species which are oviparous. The differences

between the optimum temperatures of the various species

considered are in the direction and of the magnitude of

the temperature differences normal to their respective

habitats. While the limits of temperature variation

favorable for the completion of the life cycle of the animal

could not be subjected to experiment of the type here

used, it is evident that at least the minimum is of great

importance in connection with the phenomena of hiber-

nation, and the maximum is probably of similar impor-

tance in relation to the estivation which takes place more
or less regularly.

2. In the gradient of the evaporating power of air

definite responses were obtained only in the case of one

species {Phrynosoma modestum), and here only when the

gradient was steep. The daily and seasonal variation

in this factor is very large in the natural habitat. The
reactions of the animals to temperature changes act in

such a way as to prevent the exposure of the organism to

excessive desiccation. The effect of soil moisture is felt

indirectly, through the alteration of the temperature and
the texture of the soil, the latter of which is important

in relation to the burrowing habit. It is probable that

there is a certain minimum water content of food, below

which tlie animal can not survive. This must be very
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low, however, considering the character of the normal

food. The excretion of water is reduced to a minimum
by the character of the nitrogenous excreta, which are

almost exclusively in the form of insoluble uric acid.

3. An important factor in the distribution of these

animals is the texture of the soil, which must be suitable

for burrowing, as this is the reaction of the animal to

unfavorable conditions generally, and specifically to tem-

peratures inducing hibernation and estivation. The soil

texture is affected adversely by increases in moisture con-

tent, and by increases in the amount of vegetation present.

The color of the soil is probably important from the stand-

point of invisibility and it is probable that there is some

degree of approximation of the color of the animal to that

of the substratum. It is difficult to see how this fact

could be of much use to the animals, especially in the case

of such profusely armored species as Phrynosoma
cornutum.

4. The role of light in the daily and seasonal life of the

homed lizards has not been shown, although they are posi-

tively phototactic and avoid extremes in a color gradient.

The optimum in this gradient lies in the green and in the

yellow. This may be correlated with the predominant

colors of soil and vegetation in the natural habitat.
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III. The Migbational Factors in Evolution

1. Introduction

From the preceding discussion of the principles of ani-

mal activity which underlie their behavior, attention is

now directed in greater detail to suggestions for their

application to migration. Emphasis is placed upon those

relations which show the main causes of stress, the cycles

of circulation caused by diversity, and the interaction,

equilibrium, and adjustment operating between the vari-

ous systems. I have not attempted to go into detail on the

quantitative relations, although there is much physical

and some ecological data, already organized, which illus-

trate the method of application. There is, however, but

little quantitative distributional data which are at pres-

ent available. The elaboration of this phase is urgently

needed. Limiting factors retard and prevent the migra-

tion and ditfusion of animals; these are the ''barriers"

so frequently mentioned by students of geographical dis-

tribution. As previously mentioned, two major systems

or agencies are involved in this process, the animal and

the environment. The locomotor activity of the animal

is a phase of its general responses. The migrations of

most anirrals are therefore not different, in any impor-

tant features, from the ordinary daily life of the animals

;

that is, migrations are incidental and included within the

ordinary responses. Anticipating somewhat, and speak

ing broadly, if animal responses are of evolutionar\ value

55
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SO must be the migratory ones. In detail there are in-

numerable animal peculiarities which influence migra-

tion, depending on the stage of development of the ani-

mal, its physiological and ecological conditions and char-

acteristics, and the status of its environment. The large

number of factors involved in this is no doubt an impor-

tant conservative influence and checks the speed of in-

teraction.

The word migration is used in several senses, so that

for our purpose it is now necessary to define this more

definitely. By migration is here meant the movement of

animals from one place to another, and this includes, not

only the causes and conditions of their migration, but

their methods as well and the immediate result upon the

animal. If all migrating animals perished at the end of

their journey the study of its influence would be rela-

tively simple.

In deference to those who are mainly interested in the

animal and who are less interested in the environment it

has been customary in many zoological writings to dis-

cuss animals first, and their environment later. But as

zoology progresses and as explanations are resolved

more and more into the sciences upon which it rests,

greater and greater prominence is given to the physical

causes and conditions of the environment. .Viewed
broadly, zoology should be made to fit into the general

world system in such a manner as will best aid in under-

standing it, irrespective of our traditional habits of mind.
For this reason this phase of the discussion will begin

with the environment, as a factor in passive migration or

transportation, and will lead up to the animal as a factor

in its owTi migrations.

In the orientation of the major features of the world
Powell recognized : the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the

lithosphere and the biosphere. These self-explanatory,

relatively homogeneous, physically and mechanically dis-

tinct, and interacting systems, furnish the medium in

wliich animals live and perform their migrations. We
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may look upon these three physical systems as a result

of existing temperature conditions of the earth. Increase

the temperature to a certain amount and the atmosphere

would be rarefied, the hydrosphere would disappear into

the atmosphere as water vapor, and the solid earth would

become fluid. Or, reverse the process, beginning with its

present state, and should the earth cool progressively,

the hydrosphere would become frozen to the solid phase

and atmosphere would likewise be transformed to

the solid state, and all these systems would become one.

The present resolved and differentiated state is thus de-

pendent on the present temperature conditions. The re-

lation of equilibria between these three systems is one of

the major problems for the application of the phase rule,

and their methods of interaction is an unlimited field for

the application of Bancroft's law, and both of these are

of the greatest importance to all concerned with the gross

environments of organisms.

In view of the dominating influence of temperature, we
must not overlook the fact that temperature is only one

of the essential conditions of life. It is important to ob-

serve that the present stratum of the earth's surface

where organisms live is a remarkably narrow one, and
only moderate departure above or below the condition in

this stratum at once becomes limiting factors to organic

activity. Chamberlin ('06, pp. 1-2) states this impres-

sively as follows

:

riuioe on the

that affecting

ndred million

The maintenance of such a dynamic system of equilib-

rium of the environment and of the organism, and the in-

ertia of their systems—the tendency to continue or per-
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sist in a given state—may well cause wonder and stimu-

late thought.

In the following analysis of the larger units which in-

fluence migration, those agencies will be used which serve

as the basis for the smaller systems of action, and some

of their main cycles of activity and methods of interac-

tion will be indicated briefly.

2. Atmospheric Agencies in Transportation

The instability of the air, its numerous cycles of activ-

ity or circulation, hourly, daily, seasonally, annually, and

those of longer duration, furnish an agency which has

transported animals from one locality to another for

ages. Gentle breezes carry small animals, while violent

tornadoes carry larger ones. Small eggs, desiccated

rotifers, entomostraca, and other small aquatic animals,

have been transported long distances by the wind, and

have thus found many favorable habitats, otherwise not

available to them. The wind, reinforced by streams,

even temporary ones, has transported animals long dis-

tances, as have the waves of the sea and inland waters.

The winds, supplementing the flight of animals, have car-

ried them thousands of miles beyond their normal range,

as in the case of birds and insects. A vast literature has

grown up recording the details of these findings, and yet

about the only evolutionary conclusion which can be

safely drawn from the multitude of facts is that by these

processes animals have tried out and acclimated them-

selves to a vast number of isolated habitats which have

tended to give them a varied and widespread range, and

to that degree it has aided in their perpetuation.

The most definite evidence of atmospheric influence in

evolution is perhaps the direct influence of climate and
of climatic changes. Fortunately, for our present pur-

pose, and mainly through the researches of Chamberlin

(1897-1901) and Huntington ('15, pp. vi-vii), secular

climatic cycles have been investigated. Chamberlin has

related these intimately to the changes in the hydrosphere
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and lithosphere, and lie has indicated their modes of in-

teraction in a strictly dynamic manner. He shows that

during a period of land elevation and mountain forma-
tion, with cold, dry, diverse climatic differences and zonal

arrangements on land and with a deepening of the sea,

these conditions tend to change progressively toward a

moist, warm, uniform and tropical condition, which is

related to the land equilibrium developed during base-

level on land, and a marine condition of extensive shallow
seas. The process of adjustment to these strains beauti-

fully illustrates Bancroft's law. It is not an accident

that mountains are centers of origin and dispersal of ani-

mals, nor are they solely refuges where endemic forms
escape the competition of the lowlands. Mountain re-

gions in their elevation subject whole populations to

severe climatic and other stresses of many kinds, depend-
ing on the physical and vegetational diversity of the

region, and doubtless thus many animals become extinct,

while others as individuals or as a race become acclimated
to the new and changed conditions and thus survive.

It seems strange that, although dynamic principles are
shown in almost ideal form in the unstable air, yet, as a
whole, this phase of science seems to be somewhat back-
ward in the formulation of the ideas of processes, so that
their greater successful application is seen in geology. It

appears that the reciprocal dynamic relations which exist

between barometric lows and highs (both temporary and
permanent) makes them dynamic centers of action (Fas-
sig, '99) in a cycle of circulation and adjustment to stress.

This idea is one which may profitably be extended to the
interpretation of successive phases in the establishment
of climatic dominance. The change from the Ice Age to
that of the present, and the accompanying change of
storm tracks (Adams, '09, pp. 45-46) are comparable to
the seasonal change from winter to summer dominance
while passing through the transit i<)iinl Maivli w<>nther
stage. Furthermore, the suniiiuT and wiiit.T domiiiance
are dynamic equilibria established by a balancing among
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the various highs and lows (Adams, ^Iba, pp. 69-71).

These transitional periods illustrate Bancroft's law in

the process of establishing new relative equilibria. The
dynamic centers are to be looked upon as concentrating,

transforming and radiating centers, whose recognition

and cycles of activity are an essential part in the applica-

tion of Bancroft 's law to the development of atmospheric

equilibria.

5. Hydrospheric Agencies in Transportation

The waters of the earth are more dense than the air

but are yet quite mobile, and undergo relatively rapid

cycles of circulation, both in the sea and in inland waters.

(a) Marine.— The great currents of the sea, the tides,

and the wind-formed waves, are very active agents in the

transportation of animals. Not only are marine animals

extensively transported, but also, in the long run, large

numbers of land kinds, as the animals on oceanic islands

testify, as shown by Wallace. And just as the processes

of erosion operate upon land, and tend to reduce such

areas to sea level, so the sea itself possesses its own
cycles of transformation of its bottom and shores, tend-

ing to flatten them out to the equilibrium of the deep sea

floor, transporting materials and redistributing them in

response to its stresses, eroding here, depositing there,

and always making changes in the conditions which not

only transport animals, but as well, by the migration of

the physical conditions, lead animals from one locality

to another. Land animals are largely influenced by the

surface conditions, while the marine ones are largely by
sub-surface conditions.

(h) Inland Water Bodies.—Bodies of inland standing
water, in their broad features, are smaller editions of the

seas, as far as their waves, circulation and transport-

ing powers are concerned. Their chemical character,

whether fresh or saline, has more influence upon animals
than the mechanics or their methods of circulation. The
most marked influence of the inland waters is their rela-
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tively small area, isolation, even though they may over-

flow into streams. Inland waters are in general rela-

tively ephemeral in character compared with marine

waters, because with progressive erosion of the land they

tend to become extinct through deposition and ultimate

drainage.

(c) Running Waters,—The transporting power of

running water is easily evident. The constant direction

of flow, its duration (as some drainage lines are of ex-

treme antiquity), and repeated transportation, have sub-

jected animals again and again to new conditions, and

carried them to new localities. Streams transport both

land and aquatic animals and by their persistence, activ-

ity, and the thoroughgoing fashion in which theywork over

the land surface, are one of the most powerful agencies

of transportation. Streams undergo changes depending

on the dynamic status of the stream. The greater stress

to which the stream is subjected by uplift, the greater its

v^elocity and its relative transporting power, and the

nearer it erodes to base-level, the less current and relative

transporting power it possesses. Most animals counter-

act the transporting power of the stream by definite re-

sponses to the current, and thus maintain their position

and are not carried away.

4. Lithospheric Agencies in Transportation

The lithosphere includes the solid earth, which to the

ordinary mind is the ideal of stability. The transport-

ing power of the solid is, however, usually at a very slow

rate, but this is not always the case, because of the sud-

denness of fracture. The solid ice of the glacier moves
slowly and yet travels long distances, but usually does

not transport an abundance of animals. Avalanches
move with greater speed, but they operate in rather

limited areas. Landslides transport, slowly or rapidly,

large masses of land containing animals. All of these

processes are dominated by gravity, and tend to trans-

port animals from a higher to a lower altitude. Perhaps
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the most powerful motion of the solid earth is seen in the

crustal movements, associated with the cycle of isostacy,

which elevates and depresses the surface of the land in

relation to sea level. In this is seen an essential condi-

tion which has made all land life possible, because with-

out such movements all the land would have been washed
into the larger dominating sea. The great land eleva-

tions, such as those which produce plateaus and moun-
tains, have transported whole faunas, covering thou-

sands of square miles, upward, and have subjected them
to great stress, through long periods of time. Such ele-

vations as arise in a region unfavorable to animals, may
improve them, as in the case of high mountains, rising on

a dry desert, but often such elevations, which are de-

partures from the favorable thin surface stratum, are

in the direction of unfavorable conditions and of limiting

factors. Broadly speaking, depressions below sea level

are similarly limiting to marine organisms, and these

have operated on a magnificent scale. The mountain

tops, like the deeps of the sea, are relatively animal

deserts, both are extreme departures from the conditions

which are normal to most animals.

The most rapid physical agency in the transportation

of animals on land is the influence of running water and

that of the wind. These forces operate in short cycles

and intensively, in contrast with the movements of the

solid earth.

Volcanic activity has probably been only a minor factor

in the transportation of animals, although in a secondary

way, in conjunction with other agencies, as currents of

water, porous materials buoyed by air, may act as a raft

in their transportation. But indirectly by building moun-

tains, islands, etc., it has had an influence similar to that

of the crustal movements of the earth in forming new

habitats, and has thus had a powerful effect.
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5. Biospheric Agencies in Transportation and

Migration

(a) Plants.—The relatively sedentary and rooted con-

dition of plants caused Cope to aptly call them "earth

parasites." With this stable habit and the unstable en-

vironment, rooted plants have been forced to develop a

line of fracture, as it were, between themselves and the

environment, which has permitted them, by their excep-

tional powers of dispersal, to spread rather freely at

some stage, and to thus scatter over much of the avail-

able surface of the earth. As far as the actual move-

ments of plants are concerned, unaided by winds, wat-

ers, and animals, but solely by growth and similar move-

ments, plants have probably had but relatively small

influence upon animal transportation, although second-

arily, by the spreading of vegetation and the changed

conditions which this causes, they have permitted ex-

tensive transportation and migration of animals. The
specific gravity of wood, its buoyancy in water, and the

various sails, vanes, and structures which favor wind
dispersal, and all the hooks and claws which help make
various kinds of burrs, and the edible fruits which animals

devour, all combine to favor transportation by wind,

water, animals, and other active agencies. By these

means, animals living within, or on such transported

parts, may be buoyed and transported by waves, currents

of water or air, and be carried by animals for long dis-

tances, and into new localities and conditions.

(b) Animal Migration.—The movements of animals

which take them from one locality to another are exceed-

ingly diverse. They vary not only with the character of

the animal, at different stages in its life history both

structurally and functionally, and also under varied en-

vironmental conditions. The fixed and sessile animals
more nearly approadi the conditions f()nn<l commonly
among plants, l^ut ninoiiu- nnimals tliis lia1>it is contiiied

mainly to aciuatic animals, that is. to animals living- in a

mobile medium, which transports them at some stage.
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The most important character which influences the mi-

gration of animals is its own powers of movement. These

movements are dependent upon the ecology and the

physiology of the animal, its structure and its mode of

response. The general principles of response have

been discussed in the first part of this paper, where

the systems of activity, the cycles of activity, the

limits of activity, and the interaction of all systems

was emphasized. All of these factors should now
be recalled. Animals creep, walk, swim, and fly, accord-

ing to the media in which they live, their structure, and

their ecology, and the interaction of all these factors put

limitations upon animal movements.

From the standpoint of function, animal movements
and migrations have two main influences. By move-

ment the animal subjects itself to new conditions, these

conditions have a direct influence upon the animal, and

change the direction or its internal changes, and it be-

comes acclimated or dies; or by its repeated responses

and retreating movements, it escapes from the adverse

conditions and finally comes to rest in a new relatively

favorable condition (Adams, '15, p. 12). This monoton-

ous cycle is repeated with all the variations which diver-

sity of animals and diversity of conditions can produce,

and in its essential features it is the same from Protozoa

to man.

The geological age in which we live is one in which the

land surface, relative to the sea, has accumulated uplift

from former ages, and has been newly elevated, and as a

result there are many high mountains, and the seas are

relatively deep. These are conditions of stress, and the

processes of adjustment to strain are in full operation.

This is a period of relative diversity of the lands and
of the seas, which favors diversity, both in the atmos-

phoi-o and in the hydrosphere. With the elevation of

the land, this diversity is shown both vertically and
hoii/ontally. Large areas lie at considerable altitudes

and in their departure from the narrow mean surface
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stratum, are subjecting many animals to stress, and to

the process of acclimatization to the high altitude con-

ditions. The climatic diversity shown vertically, also ex-

presses itself longitudinally, by interference with free

circulation of temperature, moisture, and other climatic

factors, and tends to produce the varied climatic zones,

such as tropical, temperate, and polar, as well as the

diversity due to humidity. These diversities mean that

many minor circulating systems are caused and conse-

quently there are varied local wind systems, further

favoring diversity. All of these influences tend to favor

local or relatively limited migration, rather than the

widespread dispersal of animals subjected to such con-

ditions.

The hydrosphere is influenced similarly. The diversity

of the lands favors diversity in inland waters, and the

arid climates favor saline waters. Inland waters under

these conditions tend to be isolated and varied. In the

sea the deepened waters produce stresses similar to

those on land produced by altitude, and the elevations

and relative increase in the land area interferes with the

circulation of marine waters and favors local differences

and local stresses. AVith the deepening of the seas, the

shallow waters are restricted and the littoral animals are

under increased stress. It is seen, therefore, that the

conditions dominant on a world scale are those of stress

or strain, now in the process of adjustment. It should

be observed that all spheres, the atmosphere, hydro-

sphere, lithosphere, and the biosphere are involved in the

same general interacting process. It is only by viewing

the subject broadlv that Ave thus gain this ])ei-s|»ect ive of

the status of our own times.

We .nay mnv tiini to eertain .letails which will help to

tioH. Tlu' same ,uro.i|.in- <.r iiitlne.KM^s will be used which

[a) Afmosphrric Iu/hwucrs.^-The atmospheric factors
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which influence active animal migrations are mainly

those which are dependent upon: chemical composition

(largely oxygen, CO2 and volcanic gases)
;
temperature;

pressure
;
humidity ; and mechanical etfects, as they are

combined in climatic changes. All of these influences un-

dergo differences which influence, by acceleration or in-

terference, the movements and migrations, acclimatiza-

tion and ecological attunement of animals. Furthermore,

these influences, or their systems, do not act independ-

ently but at the same time, so that their laws of inter-

action are the main rules of the game.

{h) Hydrospheric Influence.—The hydrospheric influ-

ences are similar to those of the air, depending on : com-

position (salts and gases); temperature; pressure; and
mechanical effects (waves, tides, circulating currents).

In this geological age of stress and diversity, on account

of the mobility of this medium, it has transmitted its

pressure with slight friction to animals. Upon land the

active streams are a direct response to the steep slopes

down which they flow, and they visualize at once the

reality of this active media which has kept fishes and
other animals busy moving up stream for millions of

years. Bodies of standing water, by their isolation, ex-

cept when connected with streams, tend to retard active

animal migration. Such bodies are likely to abound in

the early stages of uplift and to decline as drainage lines

develop. The diversity of climate into humid and arid

as previously mentioned, tends to favor diversity, chem-

ically, in bodies of standing water. These inland waters,

while discontinuous to many aquatic animals, are not so

to many flying and running kinds.

In the sea, the narrowing of the continental shelf tends

to crowd the shore animals, and favors isolation and di-

versity of habitat, and retards ready migration for many
animals. The hastened erosion, however, tends to in-

crease the continental shelf and its continuity. The
deeper w^ater shows relative diversity and tends toward
stagnation in its currents because of the relative increase

of the land area.
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(c) Lithospheric Influences.—The interdependence of

the physical spheres is so marked that by this time, in the

discussion of the air and water, the solid earth has been

included in part. The rigidity of the lithosphere is so

great that its adjustments to strain are in general rela-

tively slow and of long duration. The density of the

medium is so great that animals inhabit only a shallow

surface stratum, the upper part of the zone of weather-

ing processes, in or on the soil. Animals living in the

soil are influenced by its density, its physical and chem-

ical composition, temperature, and its movements. Those

living on it are relatively independent of the quali-

ties just mentioned, but are much influenced by the relief

of the surface, by the climate and vegetation, and are

more truly air rather than earth dwellers. The elevation

of the land above sea in itself, and not as modified by

climate and topography, probably has little direct influ-

ence, except in its degree of stability with regard to

erosion. The greater the altitude and the steeper the

slope, the greater the physical stress and the rapidity of

erosion. Ice and landslides exert pressure and drive

animals before them, and are largely dependent on eleva-

tion and slope. The cycle of degradation of the land,

particularly its topographic diversity, greatly influences

the degree of freedom in the movement of land animals.

{d) Plant Influences.—The stresses of the physical en-

vironment in the air, water and earth, impose pressure

upon the vegetation. Since the largest number of ani-

mals are directly dependent, and a smaller number indi-

rectly upon plants, much of this pressure is transmitted

to animals. The climatic diversity, seasonal and secular

cycles, influence the amount of animal food. Some ani-

mals, during adverse seasonal conditions and scanty food
supply pass into an inactive state, and tide over such a
season, and most animals not possessing such tend to mi-
grate. Thus upon the plains the bison wandered with the

seasonal changes of pasture, just as mountain sheep and
goats migrate up and down the slopes as their pasture
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varies with the season. The succession of vegetation

upon all surfaces, drives out some animals, just as it in-

vites others to follow with it, as when, with the develop-

ment of forest, the animals of the open find conditions

unfavorable. The kind of vegetation, whether herba-

ceous, woody, conifer or deciduous, etc., has an impor-

tant influence upon the movements of many animals.

The cycles of vegetation also change the physical condi-

tions, the temperature, humidity, soil conditions, and

thus influence animals.

(e) Animal Migrations.—The individual migrations of

animals, caused by their owii spontaneity, and that by

other animals, aiv .xcvdiiiuly vari.Ml. All the factors

which influence individual niovriHciits, as indicated in the

first part of this papci', now :i\)]Ay in detail, and in addi-

tion there is the pressure exci-tcd 1>\- aninial> lix in.^' asso-

ciated with them. Simple aiiiiuals re(iuire a favorable
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environment as truly as complex ones. It is known that

many animals decline in vigor if kept in the same medium,
but if the medium is kept fresh, or the animal moves
about freely and secures a fresh medium, it thrives.

Freedom of movement thus permits the animal to move
away from influences which interfere with its system, and
thus minimizes the disturbance. The continuation of

this process tends, with freedom, to bring the animal ul-

timately into favorable non-interfering conditions if

such exist. With these ideas in mind we need to recall

that the atmospheric, hydrospheric, lithospheric and
vegetational pressure all combine to encroach upon the

animal, and to interefere or reinforce its activities and

movements. The normal movements of the animal, and

the ordinary routine of environmental changes, are thus

in process of continual adjust iiuiit. Tims with the mi-

gration of the animal habitat, wlicthci' caused })y a change

in the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, vegetation,
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or any combination of these, the animals also tend to

migrate with it and they are thus led about all over the

surface of the earth. In this we see the importance of

cycles of climatic changes, cycles of crustal movements
of the earth, changes in circulation of the sea, and the suc-

cession of plant and animal associations. It is to the

changes of this character that the student of paleontolog-

ical evidences and causes of evolution gives much thought,

and it is to the present evidences of these changes to

which the field ecologist gives much attention.

In my study of migrations of the fresh-water snail lo,

in the drainage of the upper Tennessee Elver system

(Adams, '15fc), it was found that there were great cycles

of change in the history of the streams, and that there

were probably corresponding migrations of the snails.

This is shown if we compare the map of ancient hypo-

thetical drainage, Fig. 1, with that of the present, Fig. 2,

and the supposed migration of the snails. Fig. 3, and
compare these with the map of their present distribution,
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Fig. 4. The shells of these snails are shown in Fig. 5.

The presence of these snails in the headwaters of streams

appears to be due to the ordinary creeping movements of

the snails taken in connection with the up-stream migra-

tion or growth of the stream habitat, because, on the

other hand, the current tends only to favor a down-stream
dispersal. Such animals, therefore, appear to be led

about hy the migration of their habitat. This sort of

migration is comparable to those land migrations w^hich

have clearly taken place during climatic migrations, as

during the ice age, and during similar changes in humid-

ity, and with base-leveling changes (Woodw^orth, '94;

Adams, '01).

The competition among different kinds of animals has

long been recognized as an important factor in animal

migrations. Overcrowding produces a condition of

stress, and as a result of this stimulus, animals tend to

migrate and become diffused from the region of pressure

in all possible directions. Thus new conditions are en-

countered wiiich necessitate changes on the part of the

animal, and thus this process continues indefinitely.
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IV. Summary and Conclusions

The animal should be looked upon as a dynamic system

which tends to continue in its course of action until

changed from within or until diverted by external inter-

ference with its system, and until a condition of relative

equilibrium is developed by balancing all influences. The
behavior of animals should be viewed as a process of

rhythmical activity.

The cycle of activity of the animal agent is a unit of

fundamental importance. To study cycles, their dynamic

status, their degree of relative equilibrium must be de-

termined. In this manner the conditions of stress, the

processes of adjustment to strain, and the conditions of

relative equilibrium may be recognized and determined.

These determinations should be applied to all cycles of

activity, that of the life history, and all others. The use

of these ideas enables one to apply Bancroft's law—that

a system tends to change to minimize external disturb-

ance—to animal activities, and thus one is enabled to ex-

plain a large number of diverse observations. Supple-

mentary to Bancroft's law are the influences which tend

to accelerate or reinforce, without other change, the con-

dition of the animal.

The activities of animals cause them to collide with

their environment. Conditions under which animals

have become accustomed or attuned are those of relative

equilibrium. With departure from these conditions, the

animals are stimulated, their system is interfered with,

and the animal tends to change until the interference is

minimized. The hindrance thus placed upon animal

activities are its ''limiting factors," and these are to be

viewed according to Bancroft's law. This law is not

limited to the actions of the individual animal. l)iit in-

cludes also the race, and those of aiiiiiial associations.

The Vernon-DeVries law of the dlm}}iish-nni mfiurynr of
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migration in relation to evolution because it suggests the

critical period at which the stress of the new environ-

ment may have its greatest direct influence upon the new

generation and thus influence its heredity.

The next important category above the animal system

is the laiv of interacting systems. The main models of

interacting systems are

:

1. The physical model of interacting forces, recalling in

this connection the law of inertia, the tendency of a body
to continue in its present state at rest, or in motion, and

the law of reinforcement or acceleration.

2. Bancroft's law is that a system tends to change in

such manner as to minimize external disturbance. This

should be applied to the interaction of all systems. This

is a law concerned with responses to stress and to the

process of adjustment, and it shows development or evo-

lution of equilibria.

3. The phase rule applies to the result of responding

to stress or equilibria. This is thus complementary to

Bancroft's law; one is concerned with the condition of

stress, and the other with the condition of equilibria.

These laws appear to be universal and not limited

solely to the non-living. Irritability may not be causally

explained, but it seems to obey these general laws in the

same manner as causal changes. Applying these laws to

animal migration, we see that the present geological age

is one of physical stress, and that the process of adjust-

ment to strain is now in operation. The physical stress

applies to the air, water, earth and to their interactions.

'This is an age of physical diversity—tending toward one

of simplicity and uniformity. With diversity there are

many local cycles of activity in all features of the en-

vironment. These cycles of circulation influence the

transportation of animals, and their active migrations.

By transportation and migration animals encounter new
conditions, new stresses, and change to minimize the dis-

turbance and acclimate themselves to the limit of their
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possibilities; and they repeat this cycle with unending

monotony and persistence.

December 15, 1917.
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SOME STUDIES IN BLOSSOM COLOK INHERI-
TANCE IN TOBACCO, WITH SPECIAL EEFER-
ENCE TO N. SYLVESTRIS AND N. TABACUM

H. A. ALLARD

U. S. Department of Agriculture

The blossoms of varieties of Nicotiana tahacum exhibit

three distinct colors, white, carmine and pink.^

In the writer's crossing experiments, two white-flow-

ered nicotianas were used, N. sylvestris, a species with

long, slender, pure white blossoms, and a variety of A".

tahacum from Honduras (S. P. I. No. 30887), with rather

small, pure white blossoms of the tahacum type. The
pink-flowered variety generally used was the Connecticut

Broadleaf variety, although the varieties 70-leaf Cuban,

a mammoth type of Cuban which appeared as a mutation

in Connecticut in 1912, and Maryland Mammoth also were

used. The carmine-blossomed tobacco^ is a variety of

tahacum sold by various seedsmen for ornamental pur-

poses under the name giant red-flowering tobacco. This

variety breeds true to blossom color and crosses readily

with all the commercial varieties of tahacum.

Crosses of Pink-flowered Varieties with Carmine-

flowered Varieties

In the crosses Pink $ X Carmine and their recip-

rocals. Carmine, without exception, has been perfectly

1 The colors carmine and pink have been eompared with Eidgway's Color

almost exactly his Hellebore Red, shown on Plate 3S.

2 There seems to be little definite information at

origin of the carmine-flowered varieties of N. tahactir

monograph '
' Delle Razze Dei Tabacchi, '

' Atti. Bel R 'Tn>

di Napoli, Serie 6, 1905, pp. 77-306, speaks of the Nej

of N. tabacum, as having intensely red blossoms. The

said to have distinctly red blossoms.

79
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dominant, so that all the blossoms of first generation

plants bear <

TABLE I

First Generation Plants of Cross Carmii

Ki-(.iii the .l;ita shown in 'r;il)lrs T and II, it is evident

that the characters i)iuk and eaniiine behave as typical

unit characters, with carmine completely dominant.

Segregation takes place in the 2d generation into carmine

and pink blossomed plants very close to the theoretical

ratio of 3 to 1.

A heterozygous plant of the first generation of the

cross Pink (Conn. Broadleaf) $ X Carmine <^ was then

crossed with homozygous carmine. Of 115 plants ob-

tained in this cross, all were carmine in color, which is

in accord with the expected result.

Heterozygous plants of the first generation were now
crossed with recessive pink with the following results.

From tlu's.' ivsnlts it is cvid.Mit that th.- thooivtical

ratio 1:1 which obtains in such a cross is v. My ch)s,-ly ap-

proached.
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In further studies of the cross Carmine X Pink, the

progenies of many extracted, recessive pink-flowered

plants of the second generation have been grown, and

all have produced pink-flowered lines. Of the carmine-

flowered plants of the second generation, some (the

heterozygous) have again broken up into Carmine and

Pink, while others (homozygous) have given pure Car-

mine lines.

Crosses Involving Carmine of Pink with White

In crosses involving Carmine or Pink with White,

white has behaved as a recessive, whether the cross has

been made with the white-flowered species N. sylvestris,

or with the white-flowered variety of N. tabacum S. P. I.

No. 30887 from Honduras. Carmine, however, is not

perfectly dominant in these crosses for plants of the

first generation are somewhat lighter red than the car-

mine itself. In the cross Pink X White (N. sylvestris)

the blossoms of the first generation are somewhat paler

than the usual pink of the tabacum varieties. In crosses
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between pink-flowered varieties of N. tabacum and
White (S. P. I. No. 30887 from Honduras) white has be-

haved as a recessive. The intensity of the dominant pink

depends upon the pink variety used. In some crosses,

the blossoms of the first generation plants are similar in

color to the pink of the pink parent. In other crosses,

the pink of the first generation plants may be noticeably

deeper than that of the pink-flowered parent.

A number of heterozygous plants of the first genera-

tion of the cross Pink (Conn. Broadleaf ) ? X Carmine ^
have been used as mother plants and crossed with the re-

cessive white N. sylvestris, with the following results

:

42 plants, of which 25 were carmine blossomed and 17

pink blossomed.

41 plants, of which 23 were carmine blossomed and 18

pink blossomed.

Here we have a total of 83 plants, of which 48 possessed

Carmine blossoms and 35 possessed Pink blossoms, show-
ing an approximation to the 1:1 ratio. In crosses in-

volving the species N. sylvestris, some difficulties are in-

volved, since the first generation plants are usually sterile

or nearly so. However, this sterility has been overcome
in the cross in which a first generation plant of the cross

(Pink (Conn. Broadleaf) $ X Carmine J*) was pollinated

with the pollen of N. sylvestris. In the second generation

of this cross, whites, pinks and carmines appeared. A
number of carmine plants were selected and their prog-

enies studied. One known as no. 12, proved to be homo-
zygous for carmine and has bred true to this color for

several generations. A sister plant no. 9 with carmine

blossoms proved to be heterozygous. In a progeny of 32

plants obtained from this plant, 26 were carmine and 6

were pink blossomed, approximating the theoretical ratio

3:1.

In the cross Carmine X White, using the white-flowered

variety of N. tahacum S. P. I. No. 30887 from Honduras,

the plants produce an abundance of fertile seed. As has

been stated, carmine is dominant over white, but it is not
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a perfect dominance as in the cross Carmine X Pink, for

the blossoms of the first generation plants are somewhat
paler than pure carmine. In the second generation there

is a segregation into whites, and various degrees of pinks

and reds, ranging from light pink to pure carmine. Of
278 second generation plants of this cross, grown in 1917,

the blossom colors were grouped as follows:

White

Light pink

Lighter than carmine

Total 278

It is evident that the recessive whites which were easily

determined approximated very closely the theoretical 25

per cent. Owing, however, to the uncertainty of analyz-

ing correctly the varied pinks and reds, the carmines

which probably represent the homozygous dominants

are somewhat below the theoretical 25 per cent. It is

quite probable that this class is somewhat smaller than

it should be, owing to the difficulty of distinguishing with

certainty all the homozygous carmines from the hetero-

zygous somewhat paler carmines.

A number of extracted, recessive whites of the second

generation of this cross have been grown and all have

produced white-blossomed progenies. These white-blos-

somed plants have proved somewhat puzzling, however,

for some seemed to reveal a hint of color, like an almost

imperceptible sheen, that could be detected only in cer-

tain lights. So fugacious was this suggestion of color,

that I felt inclined to ascribe it to the imagination, until

certain crosses were made with pink-flowered varieties

as follows

:

From the cross Pink (Maryland Mammoth) $ X White

(extracted) t^, 54 first generation plants w^ere obtained, of

which 17 were carmine, 18 wore pink as in tlio Mammoth,

and 19 somewhat lighter than carmnio.

In the reciprocal of this erosr^, /. r.. Wlii1(> ( oxtraeted)

$ X Pink (Md. Mammoth) d^, 4:] pliintA wciv obtained, of
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which 20 were carmine, and 23 were pink blossomed as

in the Mammoth.
This same extracted white-flowered plant was also

crossed with Pink (Conn. Broadleaf) as follows:

From the cross Pink (Conn. Broadleaf) ? X White

(extracted) J", 51 first generation plants were obtained, of

which 12 were carmine or approaching it, and 39 were

pink approximating the pink of the Broadleaf parent.

It is apparent that the extracted white used in these

crosses has somehow retained the factor of Carmine

which reappeared in the cross with Pink.

From the results reported in this paper, the Mendelian

behavior of the cross Carmine X Pink is particularly

striking, and for those who wish to demonstrate before

students interested in questions of heredity simple Men-

delian behavior in a monohybrid, this particular tobacco

cross is especially suitable. Not only is the technique

of crossing easy, but a single fertile capsule from a cross

will produce several thousand seed. Furthermore, to-

bacco plants may be readily grown to the flowering stage,

in five or six inch pots under greenhouse conditions.

Summary

Among the varieties of tabacum, carmine and pink in

crosses behave as unit characters, carmine being domi-

nant. In the second generation perfect Mendelian segre-

gation follows, approximating very closely the theoret-

ical ratio of three carmines to one pink. The extracted

recessive pinks and the homozygous carmines breed

true. The heterozygous carmines again break up into

carmine and pink. If a heterozygous plant of the first

generation is crossed with a pure carmine, the progeny

will all produce carmine blossoms. If it is crossed with

a pink, carmines and pinks will appear in the progeny,

approximating the ratio 1 to 1.

In crosses involving- eaiTiiiiK^ or pink witli white, white

behaves as a recessive, .-ipitcarino- in the second genera-

tion.



SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION

A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF DESCRIBED CERCARI^
IN THE UNITED STATES*

Among the earlier American zoologists Joseph Leidy alone

was a student of cercaria?. From his time to very recent years

American cercarife have received little attention. This may
have been due to the greater demands made by other groups of

animals, or possibly to the minute size of the larvae and a failure

to appreciate the exact differences of their structure. It could

not have been due to a lack of knowledge of the presence of cer-

cariae, for the European records were abundant and the classical

studies of Leuckart, Ercolani and Looss had demonstrated the

life-history relations of cercariffi and adult flukes. Moreover,

the large number of adult trematode records showed that the

larvas must be fairly abundant.

Within the past few years a revival of study in this larval

group has revealed a large number of forms, so that now there

are some sixty named species. Only eight of these have dates

prior to 1914. The majority of described eercariae have been

worked over by Cort, Faust and O Rokc

A study of the descriptions of carlifr nailed species shows

them to be very general, so that they a|){)ly not to the species at

all but to larger groups, genera or i)erliaps even subfamilies.

For example, the record of a monostome with three eye-spots

instead of characterizing a species merely distinguishes the tri-

oculate from the binoculate group of species. A parallel is

found in the diplostomulum commonly known as Diplostomum

cuticul<h von Nordmann 1832, which has been recorded from a

variety of vertebrate hosts and from equally variable habitats.

There is great probability of the existence of several new spe-

cies concealed beneath these generalized data. Such cases illus-

trate the futility of generalized descriptions.

Cort emphasizes the value of the excretory system of the cer-

caria as a basis of description. The conservatism of the system

is urged as a basis on which fundamental groui) rt'lationshi[)s

of the trematodes can be discovered. Advaiitajre in usinu^ this

Illinois, No. 113.
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system lies in the fact that it can be studied entirely in the living

cercariae. The writer has used this method with profit, but in

addition has worked out a method of staining the genital organs

in the preserved larva?. This method can be utilized when the

worker has access only to preserved larvae. While the excretory

system is indeed a conservative system, the genital system is

probably more conservative and less likely to change from cer-

carial to adult stage. It has been found to be remarkably simi-

lar in the large, yet variable in minor, details in groups of cer-

cariae known to be related through other organs or systems.

The best description of a cercaria is probably that which includes

both the excretory system as worked out in the living animal and
the genital cell masses as depicted in carefully preserved and

stained material.

A mere superficial description of the worm is a distinct burden

on the literature. The cercaria should be carefully studied in

minute detail or not at all. It is the nicety of technic and care

in observation which have yielded the number of species now
known and bids fair to increase the number vastly in the next

few years. It is necessary, then, to urge the investigator in this

group to use the utmost care in his work, to describe the minute

parts of the organs, and to record the complete biological data

available that these records may be of use in life-history inves-

tigations.

In order to place the more important biological data of de-

scribed cercariae in the United States in a convenient form, a

table has been prepared to cover the groups, the authors and

dates of the naming of the species, the hosts, localities and dates

of collections and the per cent, of infection (see Table I). The

same data have been collated from the standpoint of the host

in Table II.

A study of the described species shows that the great bulk are

distome larvae. Most of these fall into three groups, the stylet,

echinostome and forked-tailed cercariaB. The former group bear

evidence of relationship to the Plagiorchiidae ; the echinostome

cercariffi are known to be larval Echinostomidae, and the forked-

tailed cercariflB are probably larval schistosomes. The life his-

tory of only one species in the group has been worked out with

certainty, that of Cercaria Zmorc/n'.v f(iiri>orti\ with I'latmrbis

trivolvis as larval host, a chironomid lai-va as iiitrrnuMiiate host,

and Ictiobus spp. as definitive hosts. Of the species recorded



for the United States only one, C. (Tetracotyle) typica Diesing,

1858, is recorded for another locality than North America.

The larval hosts are without exception mollusks. All except

two, Anodonta cataracta and A. marginata, are Gasteropoda.

Several of the species have been found in two snails, although

none have been recorded as infecting three or more hosts.

Usually where the species occurs in two hosts the infection of

the one is more widely spread and heavier than that of the other.

Several records show the parasitism of several species of cer-

carise within the same host species in the same locality. In fact,

the writer found as many as four trematode species within the

same host individual {Planorhis trivolvis) at DeKalb, Illinois,

in August, 1917. The occurrence of two cercarite species in the

same host individual is commonly found in the records. In this

case one of the parasites usually has a heavier hold on the host

than the other and constitutes the major infection.
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Limited geographical areas have been covered in the sur-

veys for cercarias. Two drainage systems of the Atlantic slope,

isolated regions around the Great Lakes, a portion of the upper

Columbia and an isolated region in Wyoming, together with

more widely investigated areas in the Mississippi basin, consti-

tute the localities in which collections have been made. The
entire south, southeast and southwest constitute vast unexplored

areas, the former two of which should yield a great number of

species. In addition, the variation of species of flukes in snails

from one season to another makes it highly probable that many
more species occur in the Mollusca of the areas surveyed than

the records show. Table I shows that one distome species, Cer-

caria megalura, has been found in Gmiohasis virginica from the

Atlantic slope, and in Pleurocerca elevatum from the Mississippi

basin ; and that C. inhahilis and C. diastropha have been found

on both the eastern and western slopes of the Mississippi drain-

age. On the other hand, none of the species described for

the Bitter Boot Valley have been recorded east of the Rocky

Mountains.

Records of percentage of infection from larval flukes vary

from a few hundredths of a per cent, for certain cercarise de-

scribed by Sisnitzin in 1911 from the Black Sea to a heavy infec-

tion of every individual of a particular species in a locality.

The lowest infection record for the United States is one per cent.

(C. fusiformis in Physa gyrina). On the other hand, several

heavy infections have been recorded, including three with total

infection. The mollusks most heavily infected are the ubiqui-

tous species, Planorhis trivolvis and Physa gyrina, and the

western species, Lymnaa proxima. In the case of the Planorhis

and the Lymnaa the average heavy infection is caused by dis-

tome cercarisB. The heavy infection among the physas is caused

by monostome and holostome larva?.

Table II, which summarizes the infection from the host point

of view, shows that Lymnaa proxima has the greatest number
of species per habitat. Planorhis trivolvis has been found to be

infected in the greatest number of localities, while Physa gyrina

is the only mollusk to harbor three groups of Digenea. Of the

sixty named species listed in Tables I and II eleven are recorded

from two hosts.

Accompanying the cercariae in the mollusks are the parthenitai

(sporocysts and redise) of these cercarise. The cercariae develop

parthenogenetieally within these parthenitae. Typically, as in
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the life history of Fasciola hepatica, the sporocyst and redia

generations both occur, but in several groups, notably in the

stylet cercariae and the furcocercarise the redia stage has been

omitted or replaced by another sporocyst stage.

Sporocysts and redia have not been sufficiently distinguished.

The sporocyst is an adult which has lost its digestive tube, while

a redia is an adult which possesses both a rhabdoecele gut and a

pharyngeal sphincter. In certain sporocysts the sphincter still

remains, as in C. dendritica. In other sporocysts, as in some fur-

cocercariae, while no definitely differentiated sphincter is pres-

ent, the anterior end of the sac is muscular, turning in and out

like the finger of a glove. This may easily be mistaken for a

rhabdoecele gut.

The cercariae develop within the parthcnitae and usually at the

time of maturity break out of the parent and work their way
through the tissues of the host into the water. In case no suita-

ble host is at hand in which the larvae may continue development

they ordinarily encyst. Groups like the furcocercarise, however,

are not known to encyst. On the other hand, the writer has

found encysted larvae of C. hiflexa within the larval host and

encysted larva of C. micrapharynx even within the parent

sporocysts.

The parthenitas of monostome, amphistome and holostome cer-

caria are redia;. Parthenitae of certain groups of distome cer-

cariae are sporocysts and of other groups of distome cercarise

are rediae, although some of the records are conflicting. This

shows the need of the accurate determination of the parthenita

of each cerearia, since the parthenita is a distinct generation in

the life history of the species.

In order that the records may not be confusing the writer

proposes the name Cerearia gracilescens for C. gracilis O'Roke

1917, preoccupied by La Valette 1855, and G. minima for C.

minor Faust 1918, preoccupied by Lebour 1912.

In conclusion, the effect of the larva on the mollusk must be

emphasized. It is an observable fact that heavily infected snails

die sooner than uninfected ones. The cause of this mortality is

both the mechanical disruption of the tissues of the infected

mollusk and the pathological changes within the cells of the in-

fected animal. A pathologieo-chemical study of this relation-

ship would be of great value to parasitologist and malacologist

alike. Ernest Carroll. Faust
Univeksity of Illinois
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ON EEGENERATION AND THE RE-FORMATION OF
LUNULES IN MELLITAi

The ambulacral lunules of the genus Mellita are characteris-

tically developed by the inclusion of reentrant marginal notches

;

except that in M. sexiesperforata these lunules, like the inter-

ambulacral lunule in this and in related genera, is formed by
resorption through the test.^ In a few species the ambulacral

lunules are permanently maintained as open marginal notches,

and Jackson^ has called attention to the fact that in Encope
annectans Jackson, the adult interambulacral lunule is repre-

sented by mere dorsal and ventral furrows, not sufficiently deep

to meet and form a hole through the test. In view of the possibly

exceptional character of the formation of the ambulacral lunules

in M. sexiesperforata, note may be made of the manner in which

the lunules of this species are re-formed during regenerative

changes consequent upon natural injury. For in collections of

Mellita comprising half-a-dozen or more individuals of adult

size it is rarely found that every specimen presents a complete

and regular marginal outline. The degree of irregularity is in

most instances not large, but in some cases amounts, at the

deepest point, to a radial deficiency of 13 mm. in a specimen 12

this character in specimens less than 8 cm. in t laMsvrt-.' diain-

eter. The nature of these deficiencies is such a> tn that

they have been inflicted by other bottom-feeding animals, pos-

sibly fishes. The wound-surfaces seem, however, to be readily

covered over; and the various degrees of alteration toward a

more perfect outline, exhibited in different specimens, show that

relatively complete restitution is possible.

It is a noteworthy fact that these injuries are almost entirely

confined to that end of the animal which is morphologically the

posterior (cf. Figs. 1, 2, 3). It seems to me possible that this

fact may be understood upon the assumption that when burrow-

ing the anatomically anterior end of the "sea plate." which is

somewhat more sharply pointed than the posterior, is the one

1 Contributions from the Bermuda Biological Station for Rt^<>ar.h.

2 Agassiz, A., "Revision of the Echini," pp. 320-324. Clark, H. L., 1904,

"Echinoderms of the Woods Hole Region," Bull. U. S. Bur. Fish, for 1902,

pp. 545-576 (p. 565).

3 Jackson, R. T., 1917, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 53, pp. 489-501 (p. 494).
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which is carried ahead.* These animals do burrow beneath the

surface of the sand when the weather is at all stormy, and, if

this assumption be valid, the posterior end might then be exposed

(or even separated somewhat from the bottom) to a greater

extent than at other times. If the process of emergence from the

sand is somewhat different from, or quicker than, that involved

in burrowing, one could understand why the anterior end is

rarely, if ever, damaged, as might otherwise be expected if dif-

ferential exposure of some kind alone determines the incidence

of injuries ; there are, of course, other possibilities.

However they originate, the restorative phenomena which these

posterior injuries entail show that the ambulacral lunules of

M. sexiesperforata May, in regeneration, follow a method of for-

mation resembling, in a measure, that adhered to in the normal

development of these lunules by other mellitas. The individuals

herewith depicted in outline (Figs. 1, 2, 3) exhibit several stages

in a process of lunule-completion through the concrescence of

the growing edges of the disc. It is difficult to decide whether

this process is of a specific regulatory character, "aiming at" the

reconstitution of the lunules, or whether it represents merely the

inevitable consequence of ordinary (though accelerated) growth

at the margin of the mellita disc, and is, perhaps, for this reason,

devoid of any recapitulatory significance. An inspection of

Fig. 1 will show that at a there is evident a decided out-bulging

of the disk-margin, at the point of union with the old outline of

the lunule. This out-bulging, seen also at /? in Fig. 2, and at /8

in Fig. 3, shows definite growth of the tissue toward the opposite

lunule-wall in interambulacrum V. At p in Fig. 1 an outgrowth

of this type has met and fused with a less extensive outgrowth

from the opposite lunule-boundary
;
here, as at a in Fig. 2, it will

be noted that the lateral extension of interambulacral area V is

not confined merely to the margin of the disc, but affects also the

whole lateral wall of the lunule on that side,—provided the injury

be sufficiently extensive—so that closure of the lunule is slow.

If the original disturbance be small, as at /3 in Fig. 1, this and

other similar cases show that reparation may be relatively com-

plete. On the other hand, more extensive injurj-, as at in Fig.

3, seems to result in "regeneration" which is not so quickly

effective as, for example, in /?, Fig. 1 ; under these circumstances

the posterior extension of the substance of interambulacrum I,

* Cf. Cole, L. J., 1913, Jour. Exp. Zool., Vol. 14, pp. 1-32.
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not met by growth from interambulacrum V, produces a rela-

tively considerable distortion of the old lunule. Moreover, the

coalescence of the lunule-walls may be carried to a length which

seems greater than it need be, as a a in Fig. 3. For these rea-

sons the idea of a specific regulatory character in the re-forma-

tion of the lunule seems unnecessary.

It would be of interest to observe the effect, upon the course

of regeneration, of an injury deep enough to remove the area

of a lunule down to its proximal border; I have seen no cases

of this kind, nor any in which the interambulacral lunule had

been affected.

Morgan^ was unable to find in the literature any mention of

regeneration among echini. The present observations may con-

sequently help to fill a gap at that point, since I am not aware

that any one has previously commented upon the matter, al-

though the conditions described are perhaps well known to other

students of echinoderms. For M. pentapora cases have indeed

been noted in which a lunule, unclosed, extended to the periphery

of the disc; but these instances have been referred either to

accidental injury or to delayed growth, and "repair" phenomena

seem not to have been observed. In M. sexiesperforata regenera-

tion (of a sort) does undoubtedly occur, giving evidence of a

respectable degree of plasticity in a stony structure where such

might not be expected.

W. J. Crozier
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Tx tlie writorV ()])iiii()n tlie wl" \l.-{'mci-. t'iitit]«'d

CI). Sliul! u) an.] \ >'i)i ^aril ;irtic!r^. Init n,ily

Witll lorclrlU-.. to MrCllU'v'^ nl.MM\at-<.l,^ ..H til.- -ll-rvioV-

it> (.1^ V h>l.rl(U in point .;t\x'u'M. a^ ^niai .:nv.l with t!u-ir

].aiciit^. Tl,o otluT iiialt.T of ucnctir iiit.'ic^i in llie

I.crailM' of the uimv (.Meii-.Nr cai-lir,- ..NiXTiiMciiN {
^9-

!M) of K.-Il."nii;iii an<l Snx-moI,. ( [). ;n;.l tlu' ihoiv ini])or

However, with iv^ncrt to f!,(. >u|MTior yirld of F, liy-

WuU. McClu.T^ y-Ayrv ('N,m.,mK in int. i tli.- more fro-

MiHMitly <,uolr.l oiu- of^InnoNN aii<l <iar.!iiri- in n-peet

-PM-ialK in the I'art oi'tlu-Vf^'i^viix ot'liio F paiit^liav-

inu iMM.n IoIIowcmI out in tbo n icl-K of the V u.nrralion,

wliiclK in all luit a ^vv^ ^e^^ .-aM-. n\,mv fnun.l Xu !„. ,]i^-

Tin<-tl> I,-, than the >irhN of tlu- \\ plants. Tlii^ ^..-.n^

to have hern, historicallv >iH'al<iii- the lirM <lenion^l ra-

tio,, of the Infei-ioiitx in vicM of T, M-reuat.-. a^ .•0,11-

PiH-.Ml with tir>t ocnn-ation liyhi i.ls. Mc( 'inei-'^ cxperi-

ments Involved a wider raiiu'e of tvj.es of niai/e than did

IhoM" of M,.rrow and (JaidiiiT. and conipi-iM-d .Irnt. .wrct.
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pop and soft corn varieties in eighteen different crosses.

He was thus enabled to make observations on the inherit-

ance of characters other than those resulting in yield.

Tn 18(S9 McCluer began his hybridization work with

corn, crossing a number of strains of dent maize, without

at first, however, making crosses between varieties of

different colors. Tn addition he utilized the following

characters in thii'teen crosses made in 1889. and in five

cross(>s made in 1Si)() obtained in the former year 36 and

in the latter year 158 ears.

Sugary endosperm X starchy enilosperin.

White endosperm X yellow endosperm and the reciprocal.

Expressing these crosses in the following notation,

according to presence and absence, for convenience, with-

out regard to the actual gametic composition of the pa-

rents, which of course can only be inferred, we have:

MrCIiici-'-^ ci-o^M.^ then .-i.-i^Hrv ar-cording to the for

mu!a> on tlic followinu' pngo.

Leaving it understood that this is siniplv a classi-

fication in shorthand formulas, of the \ i-ilih' rliai-ndcrs,

without predicating their gametic com] M)>it ion. wliirii was

unknown to McCluer, since he far antcdarctl the days of

pure lines, Mendelism and fnctoria! analyses, we are

struck by the numlxT of faddrs witli which he experi-

mented, and with hi< ch'.ui (»li>civati()ns on the results.

Being a hoi-ticnltni-i-t. iic \v;i> h'd to h(> interested in these

various type- nf maize, to which ^Forrow and Gardner,

as agronomi>l>. gaxc no attention.
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ABc ;
Learning

ABC
I

Abe Golden Coin (Swi

as lie sa>>

arc cro>S(

In athcr words, lie oLsorved tli;

sues beyond the endospci'iii wcr

crossing.

Mc'CHuer found that iti 1^ cmt-.

low and non-yellow t'lKlo.-pcnn. i

the F, kernels wa- never dnrk ;

whether the latter were tlic I'dIIi

This fact was o1)mm-n(m1 in .to.m-

and 18. Siiuv :\Ic(Muer remark^

uniform in yellow dent \ white

across the phenomeiioii ..f ix\o >

1911 by East and Tln>^ CIk pi'-

however, that niosl of tli<' in~t.ii

heterozygous yellows, beinu lij;lite
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yellows, as reported by East and Hayes, loc. cit., pp. 55-6.

In McCluer's crosses, 14, 17 and 18 at least, lie was evi-

dently working with endosperm color factors, the be-

havior of which was identical with those reported by East

and Hayes in their crosses as given in the citation above.

McCluer made a considerable number of obsei-vations

on xciiia, but rcmai'ks (italics mine), "The results oh-

tahnd troin /ihiufiuf/ crossed seed have been of more im-

porhni'c llitui llir unmediate effect of crossing, not so

mucli in 1 Ik'iiiscK'cs perhaps as in the conclusions which

may be di'awn froin tliem." Such a point of view could

only liave been arrived at by one with something of an

instinct for genetic studios.

Mc(,Muor reinnrks ur)on the great uniformitv of what

we should call liyl)i-i.l<. lie <ay> :

Some iiitcrcMiii- nol.- were iiKidr to llh- rliar.-u-tcr-

i^tics of M)inc of llu' 1'
,
ploN. Vov <"\ninpir, il ^(WMtis

that the ])lof^ in ulii<-li Lrnininu u^.mI tlic pollen

parent decidedly rcM-mlihMj tlint parnit; tliat in o-osses

between Queen's (iohlcn X \Vliit(> Dent, the V\ plants

resembled the ])ollen ])arent. whereas in the rc.-ipi-ocal

cross, the plants were intermediate Ijctwccn tlic two pa-

rents. An interesting result came from tlic cro-- bcl \v(M>n

Queen's (lolden and Tearl ]X)p-corn. The >t;ilks were

intfi-niediatf^ ])et\veeii the i)ai-ents, ])ut l;n-ucr than the

avcrnii.' of^ th<' two ].areut<. Thi> characteristic extended

to the -K.wth of the eol). vo that the K, e.-ir^ were dis-

tiiirth l;iruer th:in the irvei'a-e of the ear^ of either of

ll'e p, tents :i fact \rrx uHl illiisti'.ded ill Tlate 2 of the

hnlletin. l'lot< of \'\. hybrids Ix'tween White Dent X
IJhiek Mexienn. divide<llv re^,. milled the white dent. An
extr:iuidinai> r-u!t s,..,,is to have heen ol.tained in this

ere... The s.,,,]. , H,,. .eed- ul' the white dent

ear pollinated with Illack ^Mexican pollen, show the usual
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doiuiiiaiice of imrjile aleiiroiu" in tlic 1-', kci-iicl-. I'ut tlie

stareliy cliaracter, ordinarily (M.niplch'lN (hMniiiiiiii In Fi

seeds of starcliy X sii<?ary cndd-] ici'iii cro-scs. ndi doni-

iiiaiit in all tlio kernels. So I';!!' the F, vav llln^t rated

on Fl;ite 1 indicates on Nvlii<-li tliiMv ai'o foni- tol.M'nhlv

co.nplctr n.xN. in >i,ul!K tln iv i. ratio of N\rinklod to

sniootli kernel> of 7;;::)(l, .n- approximately 1:1. wliieli

would o-o to indicate that tiic -rrd parent \va^ prol.ahly

lieterozyg'ous as to >tarcli> cndo-pcrni. The wi'inkled

seeds fi'oni tliis eai' jtrodnccd car-, to juduv ;iii'ain from

iho plate, for tlierc i- n<. dct;;ilc.l dc-.-ri pi ion. that were

pniv ^\rinkled in tlicii- kcrnc!-. wlicrca- the Hnn.^r,, ker-

neN from the F, (s-ir prodncc^l eai'- on whicli hotli Mn<.otli

and wriidsled F, keriieU wciv liorne. Three Midi ear^ are

illn^trated. On ea.-h of ih. ear- three .-omplep- i-ow^ of

kernels are visible in the illn-t ration. Counts ot' these

kernels, as nearly as th(\v can !><' made from the illu-ti'a-

tions, show: In ear Xo. :! (
/'. c the ear sliowinu' the im-

mediate effects of the cro-- and l.earinii- the \\ kernels)

the ratio of smooth -eed. to wrinkled -eed- i- a-

It wa^ ei-ht vear- later thai the paper- of Mmdel xvere

re.H-<.overed, an<l at thi- lime no ...icntilic kn^ulrd-e of

tile uviiMti.- iM.havior of coi-n e\i-te.l nt nli. M.-Clner oh-

taine.l. houover. vex <k-!imte <.vidence that thr cars

-))orne l.> l!> hrid corn plant- urown ihe tirM y.iy iVom

the cross," as he puts it. or a- \\ c -hoiild sa\ t o-day. plants

of the F, o-cneration. wrvr lai-er mi the aveia^c than the

avera,e:e eai' horne 1>\ tlie parent-, and that the \ield was

o-nafer. Takin- M.-Cliier-- tahiilat ion- of hi- iv-nlt- on

p. !>7 of r>nll. lM. an.i rcNi-inu it- imtiition to cnrre-pond

with pre-ent n-a-e. xve have the data -iven on pa-e 102.

From thi- earh ovp-rimmit the ,v-nlt of cro-in- >o

far a- the yield of the K -..netali-n i- concernd. i- fairly

F, h>hrid- >ie!d moiv than the averauv of the two pa-

rent<. although in onlv <even ca-e- did tlu- vield of the

F, hxl.rid exceed that of ix.tli the j.aivnt-. McCluer aUo

enipha,-i/es the infcrioi- c.aidltion <.f the -elf fertilized

plots.
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fertilization consciously prr.cliMMl. \u icad to

tion," and that cross fVil ilizaiion. :i> ii (m-cui - <

in corn, is desiralilc for llic hi'-t ri'-nli^. \.) ^

is offered by McChier ns to iitlli/in-' llii- fad in

cal way. It remained for M('>>r>. Morrow and

also of the Illinois Station, to dorivc tlii- .-oiiclu^

their experiments. In I'ullotiii lT) of tlii' HHiioi

pp. 179-180, results aiv ui\rii of ci-.^h- mad.

dent corn varieties cxclu-ixcly. winch, while ic

sivo and varied than McClucr's. aiu' coniii-inato

experiments. The followjuii- table. a(hii)ted fr

25, p. 180 (1893), presents these results:

Burr's White 64.2

In each of the above ca>e^ the yield t^-oni the

ceeded the average yield of the two parent-, altii

in all cases exceeding that of each parent.

In Bulletin .'H, pp.\'J59-60 (1894), the result of

and Gardner's second experiment in crossing

given.
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Bun-'t Whito 38.6

Avevnj?(> 38.0

Cross 28.4

Burr's White ;}8.6

Cross'! 37.8

Tn three out of the four eases above the cross out-

yiekled tlie average yield of the two parents.

Some observations were made by McC^uer, (p. 86), as

to effect of crossiniT on tlie number of rows of kernels,

the results beinp: an appi-oximat(4y intermediate condi-

tion in tlie Fi hybrids w^ith respect to this character.

AFcl 'hit'i- i'('iiiark> upo!; tlic di (t'crciict' in reciprocal

])nl.-rortl- <l.'nt-.M,ni rf()>M.^. to tlu' ..ff.'rt thilt wliou the

pop (MH'ti wil- u>cd it- ;i pollen ]i;n'<Mir. tlic 1'', kci'nels were

iiKMv fliiily tlmii wild! til.' dciil .•..I'll \v.-i> ii^M :is the pol-

So fni- the wi-itcr know-. M.-Clurr llic first ]>crson

known lo hnvv uuulv ;i <to.. hotwro,, twn dift'oivnt tvpos

of rorn. who p;,id rIoMM-nnuol, ;,t fill i oil [n tlu^ roMlIt- of

such a cross lo lead him to illustrate the parent ears, the
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ears produced as tlie result of the cross (Fi) and tlio

second j^eneration hybrid ears (l^..)^ tos:etlier for compari-

son (Figs. 1 and i'; ^IcCluer's Plates 1 and 2). Each of

these is a .loil M\(vl-.M,ni (to-s and the results, both of

Fi doniinaTicc and ()\' scmco'ation in the F^ ears, is very

l)lainly shown. In McCMuer's Plato 4 the results of

segreo-ation aic -liown, -o far as the rea])pearance of

parental types is concei-ned. Of course, in all these

crosses, it must l)e remend)ered that the ])arontal types

were not selfed strains, but were undoubtedly heterozy-

gous f()]' some of the factors under ol)servation. Thi^ i^

shown in the wliite corn ear, coming out of a cross be-

tween Leaming (yellow dent) and Mannnoth Sweet.

McCluer makes the i)enetratino- remark regarding the

production of V.> seeds that

The ^olf-for(ili7<Ml ciii'^ tlu- -anic nioditicatiMn of korncl^ as

those nnturallv fort ilizcl. provm- that nvh l-pvuel of the crossed corn.

In tlio writ-T'^ npiiiimi. ////^ fhr mn^l >, uunlnhh

pres.siou upon thr jialnrc of },< t , > <r_,inn., . ,nn>h h, ,

McndeVs time.

The reai)pearance of i)areniMl Ix pc- i- rcfcncd t(

follows

:

A further indirect ('(.mnicnl on the snpci iorli \- in >ize

on the part of P", liybi id- i.- h'cii in MrCiuiT's -tntcment

that
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Tlie tablr o-ivino' the we.-lit ot ton selccte.l cars ol cm tioni .elf

feitili/od se((l m.l of ton fioni now.l m fi m tkfl( 1 m od does

not one , (ontd id( i of tlie mU^^,^^\^ of tin- ( iin fi im mII t.ililized

'^eed beciu^e It doo^ lu t t )1 uit i unt (illu i Mi u it i ii p^r

The fact 1^ noticod tinl m.uk n nulu uluii i.^ (d

s:ive rise to ])]aiit^ ot itinvnscd -i/.c. wiiil.' oiIum'^ do not.

Ainona- otlicr jiicidt'iilnl iiinltcf,-. Mel liicf v\\\\> \\\W\\-

tion to tlu IK ( ( -.Mt\ 1.1 \ IK 1.
1

I i 1 1 iK.wl. <1^. (»f

the d(^ol()l.^uut d tli. i itid x nu ^ ol * .in md
^\l-e]^ lunaik^ it^udm., tin I innu ^ ]nt m (om
breednig-:
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Here, of course, McCluer quite naturally overlooks tlie

fact of dominance, and adheres, although with a more
rational reason than most i)lant breeders of his time, to

the idea of fixation of typo tliroiioli tlie effects of selec-

tion. McCIuer, however. Iumc a- throughout his paper,

shows the inherent instincts of a geneticist, and his paper,

although an obscure contribution to the literature of plant

breeding, deserves special notice on that account.

LITERATURE CITED



HYBRIDS AMONG SPECIES OF SPIROGYRA^

PROFESSOR EDGAR NELSON TRANSEAU

Ohio State University

Conjugation between filaments of different species of

Spirogyra have been reported by several students of the

alga\ Bess-ev (1884) reported and figured zvaospores

formed by the erossin- of S. majusoila and S. pinfn fa.

He iK.ted that tlie >pore> fonue.l by the ,to>.^ in cither

dirertioii ronv^p.uided to the ^poiv tvpr of Hi., female

filament. This has been coniirnie.l by all Mihs,M,uent ob-

server.v and we shall see later that tiiis i^ a ne.-e.^.^ary

result of the process of fertilization as it (.c.-ui'> in Sj/iro-

giira. Thi^ ci.js^ i> .)f particular interc-t bcfauM- the

veoftative .-ell. of luajnsmJn have plain end walN. while

those of prnfrrfa have replicate end walU. Con^e.iuently

th(-re i^ nothino- in the i.hysiolooy of th(-e two >pc.Mes,

reprcM'iitative of the two divisions of the uvnu--. that in-

terfere^ with conjugation. Wolle (b^SS) Huur.'^ a .-ross

between S. uia.nnui and S. / uilifia under the name of

S. wurlma var. -n;a <iu,ills. \Ve>t an.l AVeM (
1S!»S) fiuured

a cro» between two of the ^nallei- >i..'cie. ..f .S'/wVor/z/m

but .li.l net uive their names. An.lrew^ (imi) ti-ured

and .IcM-ribcl a cnvs between N. miss.,. „ne of .mr hir-

cst species, with several ch I'omatophoiv^ in ea<-li cell, and

S. mnnHiiHis, one of the smallest of our >pe,-i.-. with a

sinoio chromatophore. Here again the sp.nv f..rmed re-

send)les that normal to the female tilament. Hvi.lently

differenees in h/.c. in number of chromato].hon-. ^hape

of zygospore, and character of the eml wall^ of tit." vege-

tative cells are not impediments to cro>ving. In the col-

lections from central Illinois which 1 liaw Mndie.l I have
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species: *S'. communis X *S'. rarinns from one locality, 8.

variant X aS'. porticdlis from two localities, and S. max-

ima X 8. suhmaxim<i from one locality.

The phenomenon of hyhridization in this o'enus is evi-

dently (piite rare, as shown l)oth by the small number of

references to it in the literature and l)y the few cases

that liave come under niy observation. From the collec-

tions ma<le in Illinois, ^ia--achusetts, ^[ichigan, Ohio and

New Yoi'k, I have sf)-! i-ccords of conjugating Spirogyras

and only five records of conjugation between different

species from four localities, all in central Illinois.

In tliis paper I wish to record, not only the finding of

conjugation between species, but what seem to be the

progeny of such crosses. It lias been found impossible

to cultivate these fonns in the laboratory so that there

is no experimental proof of their origin. Nevertheless,

they have been found associated w^ith filaments that were

crossing and with filaments of the two parent species that

were conjugating normally. There were few other spe-

cies present in these collections, and there are no species

in central Illinois that could ]-)0ssibly ])e confused with

them. Tender the circmnslniKM's it seems i iii])ossible to

account for th(^ >tr;nmc niixliirc of fortiis in tlicse five col-

lections except on the l);i>i> of a hybrid oi'i-in.

Spirorn/ra rariaus X S. communis

In collections taken from Campus Creek, two miles

southwest of Charleston, 111., during the latter part of

May, 1913, specimens of typical S. varians and S. com-

munis occur together with filaments that resembled one

or the other of these species l)ut whose dimensions ex-

clude them fi'om these species. In going over these col-

lectioiis in l*.*!.") lihnneiit s of rtiridiis were found conjuga-

tiim- with ( (niniiiiinsrAud hybrid /yuospores were found in

both kiii.N ol" filnmcid^. Tlii^ Miu-'cvted that the unnam-
ahlc form- were the pi-duciiy of liylirid zygospores.

V. >a,nn,. ha- v.-rtiii ix (•cjU .:!(> 40 fi X 30-120 a

single chi'omatophore making one to five turns in the cell.
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The sporiferous cell is usually inflated on the eonjus?atinj?

side and the spores are frequently placed obliquely. In

conju^^-ating filaments cells that fail to mate usually be-

come oTcatly distended. The spores arc ('llipM)id. 40 m

X 5(>-100/x (Fig. 1). This species i^ lii-liK xnilal.N', hut

I have examined many collections containing it and have

seen none that resemble the hybrids.

typical filaments others with the characters of varians,
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In collections from Cossel (-reek, about one mile west

of Chaile^ton III m ule duimo Af n Vn4 and \])ril

11)1 T). a similar mixture of forms was round associated

with til uiunt ot t\ j.K il / / M/ uid p >t, il, It \N i«>

tlu (llM()\U\ ot llu ( I itK 1 (
l|. tlnn 111 I'll , th It ud

llK to ^O ON(l tll( (Olh( tion h .11, ( Mil! U (M.I I Mil

and the prevums colle('tu)ns fioni ( o^cl Creek. In all

cases the tonus seemed <]uite cxi >ii('al)lc on the a->imip-

tion that livhi'idization had occiii rcii m jireN Kiiis xcars as

it was occurriuo- when the collections were made and that

the piootiu ot th( Inbiid /X..
1

( i( 1< w.d \ ninu

combinations ot the characteristic.- ot the \yAvv]\\ >iiecies.

Fertilization m Spiro(fi/r<i takes niace b\ the tusion of

two g-anietes throu^-h a tulx^ lornied bv the union ot

euui^didv tiom two idioini . . II ii tn. nm oi dif

finnt fihnunt llu /n.<
t
ok mitiiK it u ill withm

tlii(( oi loui d i\ itt( 1 th.
I

I u. ol th. „ in . 1.

In tlu 1 n_.
I

.< 1. s
^11, i> ; / 1 h i\. w I. lud

the nioveiiH'iil ami fu^i.iii of the uani.'te>. The male

Toj.hvll th.'ii tui'iN brown and -tain- the

Ml it .-an b.' -eeii thronah th.' niMtiirinu-

v,i il .lu Diiiuu till 11 1 it .1 idu
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All the recorded, facts concerning hybrid zygospores are

in harmony with this observation.

The male and female nuclei, however, do not fuse until

some time later, perhaps two to four weeks. The charac-

ter of the zygospore is therefore entirely dependent upon

the female parent. This is well brought out hj all the

published tigures of h3^brid zygospores as well as by my
own observations. After the formation of the fusion

nucleus various observers— Chmielewski (1890), Trondle

(1907), Karsten (1909) and Kurssanow (1911) {Zpg-

nema)—report the occurrence of a double mitosis of

which the second division is heterotypic. This results in

the formation of four nuclei, of which three degenerate

(Trondle, 1911). The degeneration of three of the nuclei

has been observed also by Kurssanov in Zygnema. The
remaining nucleus becomes the final nucleus of the zygo-

In a hybrid zygospore, therefore, the first fusion nu-

cleus would contain the hereditary factors for the alter-

nate characters of both s})ecies; in the subseciuent reduc-

tion division and degeneration of three of the nuclei the

final zygospore nucleus would contain one of the several

possible combinations of these hereditary qualities. The
vegetative filament derived from a hybrid zygospore

would present some combination of its vegetative charac-

ters, such as cell dimensions, number of chromatophores

and character of the end walN. The factors for spore

characters would not l)ecome visible until it conjugated,

and then only the characters cai-ried by the f(Mnale fila-

ments would become visible since the spoi-e chai-acters are

entirely matriclinal. In tlio adjoining diagram (Fig. 5)

the zygospores nre fiuurcd In typical Tortus. The two

characters most im]>ortnnt in scp;! r;U inu- the s])ecies are:

(1) The dimension- m|' the filMiMcnt v (/.nnms averages

about 3;^, (omwHin. nlu.nt J-_M :

(

-J ) tlu- Inlcral inflation of

the sporifci'dns cell in ranniis in cdntr.-i-r witli the cylin-

drical sporilVrou- rcll of < " m hi nn i ^. If we rcpi'esent the

factor for th.' .linicn.'M!- .,r '.nm,,.. hy A and of com-
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from Lerua and Ci-oek can be similarly accounted

for. In tlii> ca^e, liowcNcr, the two species, S. rarians

and S. porticdlis, evidently dilTer in three cliaracters.

The characteristics oT rarians have been given above.

8. portirali.^ (Fig. (->) has vegetative cells 4(^r)()/x X
66-2()())U containing a single cliromatophore, making
three to four turns. The fertile cells are cylindrical and
the zygospore is ovoid, 38- 50 X 50-83 /x. "it, therefore,

ditfei's from S. rarUnis in dimensions of the vegetative

cells, in the absence of inflated fertiU' cells, and in the

OVOldloilt nl Mm /\.n.|„,H In Mil. ol .oll(,tl()nS

all of the ( 1.1 1 i-o.Hl.h n, 1 ii> t (.11^ (.t tii( ^ l,iM( liai

In the aKMiiipiiiv II . di m> 111, ( Ti- 7) tlu dmunHon
factor for rarniiis and junl n-ai is ai'c rciMcstMitcd hv A
and a, resped ivelx . 'I he lador loi' the rai iaus tv}>e of

fertile cell b\ // .iiid tm Mm i>nifnah. t\iH I.n h The
factor foi till ( I ipMii." ..It li^ ( .1. d t.u ll . ..xoid -poic

by c. The iiu.'lcn^ r*.ni!<Ml l.v th.' fuM-.n .)t' llif two

gamete nuci.M t ticret .^rc ('.uitain- ail tlic taclor- i Aa lib.

Tr). Tli(> fm .1 ..1. 1 11. h 11^ < .iitaiii^ in\ .hi. of
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fertile-cell form, with porticalis spore form; ahc, typical

porticalis; aBc, porticalis dimensions and spore form,

with varians fertile-cell form; ahC, porticalis dimensions

and fertile-cell form, with varians spore form; aBC, por-

ticalis dimensions, with varians fertile-cell and spore

form.

The female filaments derived from these several zygo-

spores should show these eight possible combinations

when they fruit. These forms have all been found in the

two series of collections in each of two successive years,

and there seems to be no question but what they are the

products of hybridization and segregation. Since the in-

heritance is entirely matriclinal, segregation occurs in

the first generation.

As to the relative numbers of the several types it is

impossible to count filaments in a collection. Theoreti-

cally they should be present in about equal numbers if all

the filaments are of hybrid origin. In all the collections,

however, there were filaments conjugating in the usual

way, so that any attempt at counting filaments would be

useless even though it were practically possible.

Summary

1. Hybridization between Spirogyra communis and 8.

varians and between S. varians and S. porticalis have

been observed. The forms probably derived from these

crosses have also been found.

2. Hybrids are exceedingly rare among species of

Spirogyra.

3. They have been observed only in a few species.

4. Hybrid zygospores may be formed between species

even though they have very different vegetative and spore

characters.

5. The nuclei derived from the two gametes do not fuse

until after tlie zygospoiv wall matures. The form of the

zvu-()>iHMv .h.t.Tniincd ..ntiiviv I.v the tVitiah^ oaniclc.

a The fn>ioii mxr\vn< of a hybrid zyg(..,H.,v (•(uitains

factors for all the various characters of both species.
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When the reduotion division takes place these factors are

segregated in various combinations in the final spore

nucleus.

7. AVlien the filamonts derived from liyhihl zygospore^

fruit their ]iyl)rid diai-nct cr Im'couics evident iu tlie dimen-

sions of the filament, the clmra.-ter of the .^poi-iferous cell

and the form of the zygos]>ores.

8. Inheritance is matriclinal and therefore the segrega-

tion becomes evident in the first generation.
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SYNTHETIC PINK-EYED SELF WHITE
GUINEA-PIGS^

DR. HEMAN L. IBSEN

Introduction

In the fall of 1914 Professor W. E. Castle kindly sent

to the Department of Experimental Breeding, Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, five gninea-pigs re])resentiiig some of

the rarer color varieties, snggesting that their genetic

make-np be studied independently. These animals wore

sul)sefinently turned over to the writer for investigation.

During tlie winter two of them died without offspring

and hence only tliree were left the following spring.

Two of these proved to he what has been called by Castle

red-eyed agoutis and the third was a pink-and-red-

oyed" tortoise. The factors involved in the production

of these animals will be descri1)od below in more detail.

(^astle (1914) had already (U-scribcd tlie different fac-

tors found in these aninuds niid lind uivcn some indica-

tion of their relationships to other tactoi's. At this

time he stnli'd tliat rcd-excd was a Mclomorphic to al-

binism, and lhal ])ink-('y('(l was i-cccssive to the usual

(lai-k-cycd con. lit ion. In 19 IT) \Vi'i-ht showed that red-

e\«'(l formed an alh'h)mori»hic series with albinism and

dilute and inlcnsc ))igmentation. This made the account

of the relationships of the factors fairly complete.

At alxuit this time it occurred to the writer that with

the projx'r eoml)ination of the newly described factors

and otlier factors it should be possible to produce an ani-

mal which to all appearances would be an ordinary al-

bino, 1)ut entirely different geneticallv fi'om what have
hitherto })een known as albinos. Matin-s w,mv inmie-

120
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diately started with this in view, but since there were
only three animals to work with at the start progress

was necessarily slow at first.

In the meantime Detlefsen (1916) had described some
pink-eyed white mice carrying the color factor. He be-

lieved they were due to the combination of the dominant
self white condition and the pink-eyed, but in his paper
this was not fully demonstrated.

Castle (1916) refers to two pink-eyed white guinea-

pigs, presumably albinos, which Avere born to pigmented

parents. The male parent was tested with true albinos,

but all of the eleven offspring obtained were pigmented.

Castle therefore supposes that the two pink-eyed white

offs]-)ring Avere not true allnnos, but " pink-and-red-eyed"

animals lacking the factor for the extension of black or

chocolate ])igiiK'iit. Tliis is undoubtedly the correct ex-

planation, as the ('vi(U'nce presented in this paper will

demonstrate, ('astlc, howt-vcr. must liavi- diseardi'd his

pink-eyed whites before h" realized iheir iniiortauce

since he makes no mention of testinu' them u-enet ieally.

Before -oin- into farther detail it inav he well to do-

scrihe briefly the various faetors dir.rtly eoneerne.l in

the produetion of the pink-eyed self whites. S.mu." of

those indirectly coiicei-ned are also described in order to

give the proper orientation.

Desciuption of Factors

B, the factor for black ])ignu'ntation. When unmodi-

fied bv other factors hlack i.i-ment is found only

in thi' evelids. nianunae. external genitals and the

skin of the ears and feet.

h, the factor f<.r choeoh'ite (<.r brown) ].iginentation.

E, the faetor for extension of black or ehoc.late

thr.,u-hout the pigmented paH of the coat. The

nn])ii;numte,l parts are r,f (MUirs.' white.

c", the partial ext.msion faetoi-. This faetor causes

hlack or chocolate to he only partially extended

and therefore to appear in l)lotclies, the remainder
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of the pi^inontcd part beiiiii' red. ( iuiiir;i ]M<rs

spotted black and red m this nKiiiiicr iiic coiiiinonlv

kiio\ra as tortoises.

e, the non-extension of black or cliocol.ii c hi iliis (•;isc

black or chocolate are louii.l oiiK in llic plncfs men-

tioned under B, t. c. in ihr cncIkIs. cIc. L. r ' ;nid

e form an allelomorpliic series ( Iltseii.

They are p^iven m tlie oi-der ol llieir (loimiiaiiee.

C, intense pigmentation.

Cd, dilute pig-mentation. ^ ellow is dilute red.

Cr, red-eved or noii-vellow. In a ( , animal red (or

yellow) is never present in the coat and black or

chocolate are somewhat dilute. Owing to the ab-

sence of red tlie amount ot pigment m the eves is

decreased, therebv ]3artiallv allowing the blood to

show through. It is because ot this reddish tint to

the e^es that tluA hu( b.in ( dh d i.d.v.d bx

Wiight (lOD) Ifou.N. 1 It ^..1.1^ lh..l. piop, ,

to call them non-MlI()\\^ Mil., tli. il.^. n.. ..l \

m the .coat is the mor." iivnernl and >1nknm' rjp-ct

produced bv the 1 act or. A ( toil .use is there-

fore black-and-white becniise ih.' red >pot< ot tii."

ordmarv tortoise are her.' ;d*seiit. An ( ( aiiiiiinl

is a self red, but an aiiinial with the coiiiitosition

eCr is a self whit*., owing to th.. ab^< lu. oi ud pig-

ment, bucli an animal will ])e rei erred to in the

text as a ''non-extended {<') noii-vellow ((',).''
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The Cr factor has been described in some detail be-

cause it plays an important part in the production

of the synthetic pink-eyed self whites. G and Ca

are dominant to Cr, while it in turn is dominant to

Ca.

Ca, albinism. Albino guinea-pigs generally tend to have

some pigmentation on the nose, ears and feet.

This varies in amount depending on the other fac-

tors present. A he albino is almost if not quite

devoid of pigment (J* 1830.1, Fig. 1), while a BE
' albino is heavily pigmented at its extremities

($1866.2, Fig. 1). In all cases, however, the eyes

are pink and the greater part of the coat is white.

P, dark-eyed.

p, pink-eyed. The eyes are as pink as those found in

albinos. Black (B) or chocolate (h) are also af-

fected, becoming quite dilute, while red is unaf-

fected.

It will be seen from the description of the factors

given aliove tliat if we can o])taiii an animal which is a

non-('xt(Mi(l('(l ii()ii->('ll()\\-, cCr, juid tlierofoi-e a self white,

and wlii.-h iii Mildltlnii 1^ or pink .'vod. we -hall have a

pink-('\c(l scir while ( (('>)>). which is not an albino in the

ordinary sense of tlie word as ap[)lied to guinea-pigs,

but which nevertheless to all appearances in an albino

(see $1118.1, Fig. 1). There is one difference, however.

Albinos vary considerably in the amount of pigment in

the ears, nose and feet depending on whether E, e'^, or B
are present or absent. The sviithetic pink-eyed self

wliites 071 the other h[md cannot carry E or e'', but may
carry //. The ]>ink-('yo(] fjictor (/>) dilntt^s bhick pig-

ment { /!) to such ;in rxK'iit that it is ini})ossi1)le to tell

by th.. ;ippc;ir;i!ic- of ih.- .•inim.-il wli.'th.T oi" not black is

))r('.s,.iit. All thr >> mil. 'tic pink-ex rd -elf whites arc

thei-cfoi-o ;i jturc whit*' .'uid fnllil the uninca pig fancier's
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Breeding Operations

As previously stated there were three animals with

which to begin breeding operations in the production of

the synthetic pink-eyed self whites. These were two

non-yellow agoutis, J* 360.1 and $361.1, and a pink-eyed

non-yellow tortoise, $363.1. By various test matings

these were proven to be of the following gametic com-

positions: J* 360.1, AaPpCrCrC^'e^^;' $361.1, AaPPCCe^e^
and ? 363.1, aappCrCre^'e^. It will be seen that all

three were homozygous for c^', the factcn- for the partial

extension of black or chocolate. ( >ii Ihis account it would

be impossible by mating tlie aiiliiials toucllici- to produce

the pink-eyed self whites since the tlesiied niiimals must
lack the extension factor and therefore l)e ee.

What seemed the best method of procedure was to

mate $363.1 {ppCCrP^e^) to a self red (PPCCec), and

then to inbreed the F,V (PpCCc'r). Thi-e all Looked

like ordinary tortoises. Since this was a t !-I-h\l)rid

cross and since tlie desii'ed aiiiinals were to lie homo-

zygous recessives, it wouh! iheoret ieall\- he necessary to

have(;4otr-],rinu lor the pr.xhietion of of thi'.h-ir.Ml

t>pe. Thi. ]Moxed to h,^ a xerx ^h.Nv pKu-e.. aii.l ua^

filially disrai-ded in favor of other less nu'thodical rat-

ings, which were more rapid in their I'esults. Tiie most

successful will be described in some detail.

A heterozygous tortoise (^572.1, of the eompo-ition

PpCCe^e obtained by mating ^"360.1 to a self re.l. was

mated to a yellow-and-white female. iVl\K'-K carr\inu- al-

binism iPPCCnCc). One of theii- otrsi)rin.u-. -s-HM

(Fig. 2), was at first mistaken for an albino, hut more

careful examination proved him to In' a dai'K-e\e(l mm-
extended non-yellow. The reason for niistakinu' him for

an albino was that he did not can-\ hlaek (//i. His
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gametic composition turned out to be PpCCaee. He
was mated to a pink-eyed tortoise, $734.2,^ whose com-
position judging by lier otfspring, must have been

ppCiCe^e. This cross may be represented as follows:

[pCae pCre

PpCrCrePe \
PpCrCaePe J

^yed non-y^ }p..e.ea„o„.e„o....„.e

'

tct: }~-~-"<.»-»- =

Total 12

It will be seen that according to expectation there

should be equal numbers of '8 different phenotypes. The
12 offspring actually obtained are remarkably close to

expectation.

At the time this cross was made the gametic composi-

tion of the mother, $73-l-.2, was not definitely known.

When, therefore, the two pink-eyed non-extended non-

yellows were born one could not be certain that they

wore not just ordinary albinos. The oidy definite method
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to test this was to mate them to true albmos, and this was

accordingly done.

One of these animals, $1118.1 (Fig-s. 1 and T)), mated

to an albino,-^ c?596.3 {PPCCaee), had 4 dnrk-cycd non-

extended non-yellow offspring and 2 alhinos. Tlils would

make her composition ppCCaee and the eross may be

represented as follows:

596.3 X $1118.1

PPCuCaCe ppCrCaCe

The other animal, J'li'O^.l (Figs. 8, 4 and 5), was

mated to an albino (? 1171.3, Figs. 3 and 4) of the com-

position PPCaCae"e. There were 12 offspring. Of these

6 were dark-eyed non-yellow tortoises and the other 6

were dark-eyed non-extended non-yellows (see litter 151-1-,

Fig. 3). This would indicate that 1202.1 was of the

composition ppCCee, and the cross would be as follows

:

^ 1202.1 X 9 1171.3

VpCyCree PPCaCaCPe

uanietos. ,>

^^^^^

rt will lliu< !)(' s<MMi tlial til.' two i)iiik-."y(Ml non-ex-

tended n.Mi-\cllouv wrvr not of the Nanir com])OMtion,

the male, li'mM Itdnu' homozygous for (',-, while the

female, 1 1 Is.l. w as ( ( . This is what one might expect
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nothing but pink-eyed non-extended non-yellow offspring.

Thus

:

1202.1 X $1118.1

ppCrCree ppCrCaee

pC <

pCae

J he iiijiliiiu' Ims been made and thus tar there have been

_'4 olfsitniiu-, all ol them pmk-eved non-e.xtended non-

xcllows (s(M' ! lu'. 4). Some of these offspring are bemg
tested h\ Ix'iiiu- mated to albinos, but as vet their compo-

sition with rcs)iect to the presence ot albinism is not

ch'hiiitt'h- know n. It mav be of interest to mention that

on ( I 1h in wh 11 111 it(d to I PPFL albino h id out dark

(\ 1 // // / lUpiin<, Jlu othei two oft^^pung in

the same httcr were black-and-white, due to the fact that

neither parent was lioniozvgous tor entire pigmentation

DiscrssroN

narilv understood h\- hivcdcrs. is ;i compl.-lelv s(-lt wliite

animal witli pink exes. Aihiiio rahlnts aiv di tins t\pe.

In ulditi. 11 111 1 1^ th Mm .1 V 111 N 111 u whidi iKo

h I- 1 ml X - 1 nt t„ ( ,1 ,,, 1 ,.! II iiu ntiuh \Nliite

is ])mnient('(l at the aiiiinai s cxt remit ics. Miis condi-

tion 1- d< mm ml 1 ill ii ih i m 1 i ( -im to the fulh

piii'meiited coiidit 1(111, thus torminu' ])ai't ot an allelo-

morphie series ( Stii rtex ant. i'.M.i). (iumea-pig fanciers

aK > h !\ uh It 111 \ ( ill 1 llim .1 IX m ^ nut\ Uik
how X 1 Ih . n ti( 1 ] itu n-hip ditf tioni th it lonnd

m 1 il)l It- Ilim il IX in ^um i u im loiibt( dix tine

dhiims , iMMiu th( t utoi t .1 blid (/ ) m 1 tin (xtdi
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sion factor {E) which extends the bhick. The presence

of these two factors tends to make the extremities heav-

ily pigmented.

The albino guinea-pig, according to llic fmiciors'

standard, should be as completely wliito ns the nlhiiios

of other species. This, however, has never been entirely

attained, even though much selection has been practised.

Albinos most nearly approaching the standard lack both

black and extension factor and are therefore eh. When
mature they ordinarily show, nevertheless, a lightly pig-

mented rim along the edges of the ears. The synthetic

pink-eyed whites, produced as explained in the earlier

part of this paper, are, on the other hand, pure white,

and they tlierefore satisfy the fanciers' standard in this

respect. They would meet his desires, furthermore, in

that they l)reed true for this character.

There are other means besides those already men-
tioned whereby pink-eyed self white guinea-pigs could be

produced w^hich would satisfy the fancier's standard.

One method would be to combine a self white condition

described by Castle (1905) witli the ]nnk-eyed. Self

whites of this type, however, do not bn-ed true. A'ery

frequently they throw^ spotted ori'sru iuu-. Tliey se.^m to

be merely an extreme form of white spotting, all of the

animal being unpigmented except the eyes. Pink-eyed

self-whites of this type would necessarily on this ac-

count be very unstable in the transmission of their coat

character.

Another method would be to prodijce a pink-eyed "

ipp) albino. The pink-eyed factor in this case would

cause the pigmentation ordinarily found in albinos to

become invisibh\ "\Ve have produced an animal of this

type. AVlien mated to ])iiik-eye(l it had uotliing Imt pink-

eyed ()ffs))i-iiig, and wlieti mated to a]l)iiios it had only

al])ino offspriiig. It was |)ni-e whiti" in color.

It seems quite proliabh- that synthetic pink-ey.-d s.^lf

whites may also be ])rodueed in rats. Casth'
( r.>14) lias

already described yellow varieties and piidv-eyed varie-
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ties, and Whiting (1916) lias stated that the non-yellow

factor has been found in some animals.

In conclusion it may be said that we have furnished

one more proof of the fact that the phenotypic appear-

ance of an animal may entirely mislead one as to its

gametic composition. The synthetic pink-eyed self white

guinea-pig may also serve another purpose. By proper

matings an animal can bo produced which carries all the

known recessive color factors in guinea-pigs except al-

binism, and animals of this type should be most useful

in determining the possible linkage relations between

the factors.
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PARTHENOGENESIS AND CROSSING-OVER IN
THE GROUSE LOCUST APOTETTIX^

PROrESSOR ROi'>i:irr k. xahoi u's

Theee have been found among the grouse locusts, genus

Paratettix,^ in nature, fourteen factors for color pat-

terns, all in one series of multiple allelomorphs. A tif-

teenth factor, a modified S, in the same series, has orig-

inated in the laboratory by means as yet not understood.

Another factor, B, for melanism, discovered in nature,

has been found to segregate independently of the multiple

allelomorph group (Nabours, '14, '17). Still another

factor, for red-all-over, yet to be described, also from
nature, behaving precisely as does 6, though segregating

independently of both it and the multiple allelomorph

series, has been bred in considerable numbers. In one

si)c(M,.s (>r the ovinis T<trni}du,:' bred in our laboratorx

,

til. 'IV li;,x,' iMM.n <l.-rl-il)r<l ;i M-fir. of ti\ r mullipl.- allcl.)-

Among another genus, Apotetiix,^ of the grouse locusts
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there have been discovered in nature eleven factors for

color patterns, all in the same series, but evidently only

a few, if any, are allelomorphs. Pending further con-

sideration, the patterns are designated as A A, GGr, KK,
MM, 00, EE, TT, WW, XX, YY and ZZ, respectively

(all conspicuous, except AA which is of a mottled gray

ground color and well protected). These patterns are as

sharply defined and distinct, each from any other, as are

those of Paratettix. Any two make a readily recog-

nizable hybrid pattern, with the elements of each parent

pattern seemingly equally represented, except that the

part of a hybrid pattern produced by the factor A, when
it is a member, is less clearly perceived, and such hybrids

can not be, in every case, superficially distinguished from
the pure, or homozygous, pattern of the more apparent

member. For instance, it requires trained and careful

scrutiny to distinguish between AK and KK, AW and

WW, AY and YY, etc. It appears that the pattern AA,
if it be the result of only the one factor, is quite different

from the others, not only in its manifestation in the

hybrid of which it may bo a member, but also, as will be

shown later, in tiiat it apjiears to result from crossing-

over niii.ui- tlie others. On the other hand, KW, KY,
WV, and most othei- hyhi-id patterns not containing A as

a rnemher ni'e slinr])l>- di-tinct, each making a composite

picture of botli coiiiijonents. ICven in case of linkage,

whei-e three, four or moi-e factors are combined, the in-

dividual ])resents tlie composite appearance of all the

patterns involved. For example, in KME, KME or

KKM. KVZ and !\KVZ individuals all the patterns con-

cerned are clearly \-isil)Ie and apparently equally repre-

sented. In rosix^ct to representation of patterns in the

hybrids, as well as in the actual resemblance of a few

of the patterns, tliere is striking parallelism between

some of the nuMul)ors of this genus and some of those of

Paratetfir.

However, as alread\ suggested, in contrast with the

inheritance behavior in Paratettix, most of the factors
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in Apoiettix show from small to considerable percentages

of crossing-over. The discovery of crossing-over, with

the further disclosure that these forms breed partheno-

gcnetically, as well as bisexually, prompts me to submit

a preliminary report in advance of a more extended

presentation of the data and ilhistrations whicli can not

be made ready this year.

The Adams fund has cared for tlic .'xpciiscs. niid T

have had the generous and oiii'ii-iiiiiidcd sni>])oit of di-

rector, now president, W. ^I. .lafdiiic Mr. A. \\'. Bel-

lamy gave effectual assistaricr (!ui-iii,u llic earlier stages

of the experiment.

Parthenogenesis and Crossin(;-o\ i.h tx iui: Fkm \t.e

The discovery of parthenogenesis in Apnh-tiir was

the result of attemi)ts at cross-breediiiu" the iiieniiiers of

this genus with those of the genus Pf/rah tln. \\ was

observed tliat wlien an Apotcfti.r male was used with a

Paratetfir female no ])rogeny evei' ri'snlt.'d. hut the

female of tlie reeittroeal ga\-e offsjiriiig. exclusively

females, and of hei- own e(dor i)attern if she were honio-

ZNgous. oi- seu'regated into liei' (M>mi)onents and cross-

o\-ers if she wen- hetero/.yu-ons. Then it was soon ascer-

tained (s,M' ehai't) that tiie Aimtilhr females which had

never been ex[)ost'(l males of an\- kind at any time be-

haved in this ]-espe('l i)i-ecisel\- as did thos(^ exposed to

Farali'fftr males. Copulation between members of the

two genera was ne\'er observed. Conlirming these ob-

mens for nn- and concluded that on account of structural

differences the memliers of the (Uie >J:vo\\\^ could not mate

with those of the othei-.

The chart illustrate, a poitlon ef the .Aprrinn iil -Ahich

definitely determin.Ml that parihein^uene^i. nccu,-. It

also shows crossin<>'-o\'er in the females, ^^)lhu\in^• the

chart, the first' KK female, .'xpo-ed to a I'nnii, 't>> male

of strongly contrastinu" jiattei-n, produced Ki ot'fsi>i-ing,

all females and of her own pattern. Tliree of these
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Paratettix_xKK

individuals were separately exposed to Paratettix males

and gave 7, 10 and 14, respectively, and again all were

KK females like the female parents and grandparent.

One of these females was subsequently mated to a

male of the strongly contrasting pattern MM, of her owii

genus, and then she produced 12 males and 16 females of

the composite pattern KM.
From left to right, in F^, a female KK was mated to

an RR male and gave, in F,, 49JJ:39$$ of the inter-

mediate KR pattern. About three weeks after the death

of til"' male this K K female was removed to another cage,

where she [nocUiced a few offspring, the only one re-

conled being a KK female. The next Fo KK female was
mated to a TT male of a strongly contrasting pattern.

She produced 10 55:4$? oC the hybrid pattern KT, and
IT) KK's, all females and without a trace of the TT pat-

tern. The following three F^, KK females were placed

with Parafrffi.r males and produced 7, 8 and 12 KK
females, resj)ectively. The next four F^ KK females

were also ex])osed to Paratrffi.r males, and gave 4, 49, 4

and 7 offspriiiu\ all like th(^ female parents; while the re-

maining two sisters, witlioiit exposure to males of any
kind at any liin.-. -aw, iu P,, (iS and 41 KK females,

respectiv'ely.

One of tlicsc, the one havino- pi-odueed (JS offspring
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gave KY 20 5J:28$$ and 10 KK ?? without a trace of

the YY pattern. The other F, KK female, which had

given 41 offspring parthenogeneticallv, when mated to a

KM male, gave KK 7 5$: 6$?, and KM 13$$: 10?$. It

is obviously impossible to determine if all the KK off-

spring from this mating were produced bisexually, or

some of them parthenogenetically. However, since par-

thenogenetically produced individuals are, with rare ex-

ceptions, females, the result is somewhat checked by the

proportion of 7 5$: 6$?. From the 68 F., offspring sev-

eral females were allowed to reproduce without exposure

to males of any kind at any tinu>, and IC).". KK females

resulted in F,*. From the 41 KK V, individuals one

which had never associated with any male gave 40 KK
females in F^, and another, a

KK and YY.
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The five next Fo KK females placed with Paratettix

males produced 1, 2, 8, 9 and 22 offspring, respectively,

all KK females. The sixth female of this group, ex-

posed to no male whatsoever, behaved precisely as did

those individuals which had been with Paratettix males.

Another of these Fo KK females was placed with an

MT male with 4 KK female offspring resulting in

F,, none evidencino- any M or T part in the par-

entage. Three of these were bred further and gave off-

spring in F^ as follows: one, without any male, 2 KK
females ; the second, mated to an MM male, 3 KM females

showing the male parentage unmistakably ; and the third,

mated to a YY male, 1 KY female showing male par-

entage clearly, and 3 KK females indicating none of the

male characteristics and plainly parthenogenetic. On
account of the extremely small numbers involved, I sug-

gest there is no special significance to the absence of

males in the two last described matings. An eighth Fg

KK female, of this group, was mated to an OY male and

gave KO 11$$: 21?? and KY 13 $5:26??.
The following two matings show EE males mated to

KM females and giving KE 27JJ:26$?, ME 215$:35$$
and the crossovers KME 1J:1$. Three of the KM
females were placed with Paratettix males, but the off-

spring exhibited no more evidence of male parentage

than those produced by the two KM sisters without ex-

posure to any male. The combined result from the five

KM sisters was AA 1:KK 26:MM 38:KMKM 1, all fe-

males, except that the sex of the AA individual was not

determined. As in the case of the KY females already

noted, this furnishes a very interesting exhibition of

segregation as well as crossing-over in parthenogenetic

individuals.

Subsequently from KK females, individually and in

groups, but not exjioscd to males of niiv kind at anv time,

thcr.. l.avr 1).., ,1 ulvrii 2J2(; frinalc and 4 niah' otT>|.ring,

all KKs. snnu. m' Wu^m liavln- arrive.! at thr lifth par-

thenogenetic generation. Including the KK females rep-
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resented in the chart, and others exposed to males Avith-

out effect, there have been produced parthenogenetically

from KK females, a total of n.2(S<) fenudes and 5 males,

all of the KK pattern. Oilier IVni<-des tliaii KK (some

of the data presented below) have i)i'()dnced 1,181 fe-

males and 2 males, makiiig- a total of 4,470 females and

7 males of various pattciMis i)ro(lu('iMl partliciioirenetically

(AuunM 1. In(li\i.lu;iU of nil tli." pntlcriiN except

AA uhi.li In. nut 1) ...1 ;.(h,iu.it"lx 1 .-t 1. h.iN r ui \ cii ..ff-

spiin- l.N i)aitlH']M>uuHM^. It 11. .t knoNMi if aii> one

br<M.l. iM thi-^ x^..\ mo,.. iv.i.liK llinii .nix oil, .,.tli.- KKV

r.'M. rmtin iiiioir,'it 1,.,-- no'' 1. ...ii dctr, nnn.Ml uh- ili.'r,

or not the eaparit> t'o, ] )n 1 1 iirn. -u.-m ^i^ 1^ in .iin ^ui^-

an ndieritable character. There are, ho\ve\-er, ai-eat dif-

ferences among- indi\idnnls in tliis r(>spect, even from

the same F\, or F.., partlieno<>-em'tic batch.
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A few other results rroni ])r(H'(lii)u- Apotciiix females

partlienos^enetioally ;irc m the above tables, wliicli

aKo incliule the M-n-atioii aii.l .m .>^^inu--()vei- in tlie K\
and KM t'eniales shown in the chart.

b'lirthcr ('i-()ssinii,--()V(M' is indicated in the partheiio-

genetic KYZ females (8) and the Mil female (9). The

latter indicates more than '11 per cent, oi" crossing-over,

but the total crossing-over shown in 296 offspring from

MR females, produced both bisexually and partheno-

genetically, amounts to only 20, or less than 7 per cent.

A few other simple hybrid females, some partlieno-

genetically and others bisexually, have produced cross-

overs as follows

:

From RY (V,n;,l<.~

From TV Icrnal,-^ 7.

From HT t.,,.,!, - IJ"

There is every indication lhal as the nnnihcrs avail-

able become lai-gei- tlicsc pcrct ntauc li^-nrcs will l)e dif-

ferent; therefore it sccnis i!ia(l\ isal)h' to project at this

time even a tentative (liaurani ilhistrating crossing-over

percentages.

("linssiN.; oVKi; ,N TllK ^\ ^^ .V.

Crossinu o\,., i,, Ww t-Miiah ^. in paith. no^.-nrlic as

well as bisexual rej^rodiict ion. is shown in ihe chart, and

tables (1 i>). an.l th. ir ai.- nnniM.m. ,,ih. i ca^. ^ to be

presented later in hoth hi>e\ual and i la iM hent •uviietic

breeding. While it appejn's tliat the cro>>ov<"rs in the

females greatlv exceed those in the males, tile data are
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the considerable iiuinber ol cases ot ci'(issini?-over in

males are herewith given:

The KM X nil mating (Li) it, ot int. i. M md . ^ unpk^

of a frequent occurrence. The K^Ih* iiidix idii.il, oi un-

mistakable pattern, could not be aceoiiiHed loi- otlin wise

than by assuming crossmg-over m the male, hut since AH
and RR were so much alike and wei-e not hred in it her,

we can not know whether l)()lh oi these were the A
gamete coming from crossiiiu'-(>\-er in the iiiah', or \\ heiher

they were RR produced parthmouvnet icalh' 1>\ the

parent, or one was produced 1>\- the lornier and the other

by the latter method.

Discussion

Are the female gametes in this group of grouse locusts

all of the same kind witli res])ect to the necessity of fer-

tilization, or (1.) some of them re-iuire the si)erinat(V.ooii.

in order to de\-(do)), and others not The bitter situation

is suggested by the fact that mated iiidivichials frequently

reproduce bisexually and partheiiouvnetically at the

same time. Also, often, when an indiviibial which has

been reproducing ])arthenogenet ically is mated she

thenceforth gives otTsprinu'. some exhibiting, and otliers

not. male parentage. In nn unmated female ])erhaps the

eggs that re,|uire fertilization disintegrate either before

or after oviposition. (The eggs are ovi})osited in the
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ground. This matter can be, and is being, investigated.)

On the other hand, it as often happens that when an in-

dividual reproducing parthenogenetically is mated she

thenceforth gives offspring all showing male parentage.

Also, though less readily, a mated female reproducing

exclusively bisexually, when placed to herself, will, after

a few weeks, give offspring parthenogenetically. Al-

though the end result data which might give light on this

point have not as yet been adequately developed, I ven-

ture the suggestion that with respect to the need of fer-

tilization the mature eggs are approximately the same,

and that it is the time of the entrance of the sperma-

tozoon which determines the matter. If a spermatozoon

enters the egg at the proper stage of its maturation the

pronuclei unite; if no spermatozoon enters, or one enters

too late, the egg either proceeds parthenogenetically, or

fails to develop altogether.

The diploid number of chromosomes in the Apofeftix

female appears to be fourteen. This number has been

clearly demonstrated in the late metaphase plate of an

oogonial division in an individual derived bisexually. In

a preparation of soniatic c -lis of n female produced par-

thenogenetically, iiiiii' appar(>iitl\- Avhole chromosomes

and some f rauiiiciits were ol)st'Vved in one (Mr. A. H.

Hersh, unpublished.) The females of some other mem-
bers of the Te1tiui(l;e ha\(^ fourteen chromosomes (Rob-

ertson, '16). Ill some forms of the Tettigida^ the males

have been shown to have thirteen chromosomes as the

complete number (Harman, '15, and Robertson, '16).

The ''maneuvers of the chromosomes" theory of Mor-

gan may very well account for the observed end results

presented in this paper, though the possibility of some

other explanation is not by any means excluded. Even

if the results herein entitled "crossing-over" should at

some time be found aetnally not to be connected with

the maneuvers of tin- chrotiK.sonies. the i<'ini mi,i;ii1 still

be retained as an adeijnnte expi-.-ssion of \vhate\cr does

occur. The discussion of the mechanism, physiological
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processes, or both, involved in the parthenogenesis must
await further investigation.

In nature, individuals of the pattern AA, of a mottled

gray ground color, in striking contrast with, and much
less conspicuous than, the rest, exceed in numbers
all the others combined. This situation has been ac-

counted for in the past by the assumption that the bril-

liant patterns rendered the individuals possessing them
so conspicuous that they more readily fell prey to en-

emies, while the inconspicuous and protected AA indi-

viduals were largely unmolested. Now, since it has been

demonstrated that crossing-over among the forms of con-

spicuous patterns produces the A gametes as well, the

cause of the preponderance of AA patterns in nature

may, in part at least, call for an entirely different ex-

planation. AA may be the primitive form and the others

have originntc^l from it, by mutation or in some other

way. The form A A seems to coi-respi^iid to llio so-called

"normal" oi- wil. I tvi.e," ilu.udi all the others have also

been found exclusively in nature, none (in Jpofcflir)

having so far originated in the hiboratory.

Conclusions

1. Through complete isolation of females from males

of any kind, in some cases for as many as three u'euera-

tions, and, in addition, by genetic behavior, it has been

demonstrated that these forms of ApnirHi,- are ,u> iio-

genetically, except rarely parthenogenetic ( t\ choJ)arthe

nogenetic).

2. Segregation is demonstrated as occurring in hetero-

zygous individuals reproducing l)y parthenogenesis, as

well, and apparentlv to the same extent. in those

females reproducing bisexnallx'.

erozygous indi vidnals reprodncinii: bv pa rtlnaiogenesis,

as w,qi, and a])par.'ntlv to the same .xtent. as i,i those

females reprodncing bisexually.

4. C*rossing-over occurs in the male, as well, but ap-

parently not to the same extent, as in the female.
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THE EVOLUTION OF ARTHROPODS AND THEIR
RELATIVES WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE

TO INSECTS '

The two lines of docciit wliicli have culiiiiiinted in the

production of some of the most active and "dynamic"
of livm|2^ creatures, and those in whicli tlie psychic facul-

ties have attained their highest degree of perfection, are

rei)resented by tlie vertebrate group Mammalia, at whose
a])ex is man, and the invertebrate grou]) Arthropoda, at

whose apex are the Insecta. Since these are the great

rival groui)s, contending for the ])ossession of the earth,

the tracing of the paths ])v which thev have aiTiv(Ml at

their present dommariiiii' [...mIk-h- <-itl(.r<l> (.nc of the

most fascinating cha])t<'i'> ot the >tu(lv ot oiiiaiiK- cxolu-

tion. Concerning the ancestry of num. there is some
degree of agreement of oi)inion in modern works upon
the subject; but the recent investigations of Handlirsch,

190-J-1908, are not in accord with those of his predeces-

sors in the stndv of insect jihvlogenv. and since his views

have received a -urpn-iiiiiK- wKh'-inend acceptance, his

w^ork has served to rcs ivc the (h-cn->ioii of the ultimate

derivation of the iiisectaii tvpe of animals.

There can he hul litth^ doubt that the insects and their

arthropodan relative- are the descendants of ancestors

related to the worin-iike forms. These m turn were de-

rived from h)wer worm-like ancestors resembling the

members of the Kotifera-Platyhelminthes group. In the

present state of our knowledge of the subject, it is hardly

possible to state with anv decrree of certainty whether

the ancestors of tlie woiiii-Iik(^ forms wvvo ultimately
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derived from the Ctrlenterata-Porifera group— i. e., from

a ccelenterate (cnidarian ?) type of animal through

Ctenophora-like (?) forms; or more directly from a

colonial protozoan type through forms comparable to the

"Mesozoa" and their relatives, such as Dicyema, etc.;

although there is a strong probability that the lower

worm-like forms arose from ancestors occupying a posi-

tion intermediate between these types of animals. From
the standpoint of evolution, the Kotifera and Platyhel-

minthes (also such worms as DinopMlus, etc.) are among
the most important of the lower worm-like forms, since

they have departed as little as any from the condition

characteristic of the ancestors of the "Annelida" and

many other invertebrates; and even the line of descent

of the vertebrates themselves may ultimately lead back

to forms not unlike the members of tliis group. A higher

stage of development is represented by the ''Annelida"

(including the Sternaspididae, Gephyrea, etc.), which are

a group of the greatest phylogenetic importance due to

the fact that their line of development is approached by,

or is paralleled by, those of many other invertebi;ate

groups, and to the fact that they have retained a great

number of characteristics apparently typical of the an-

cestors of the Arthropoda. Their forebears probably

occupied a position intermediate between the Rotifera

and the Platyhelminthes, and indeed, some investigators

have even placed the ''archiannelid" DinopMlus among
the planarian Platyhelminthes, although its closest affini-

ties seem to be with the annelidan worms Profodrilus and
Polygordius.

From their nimelid-like forebears, there have branched

off two important liiif- of descent, wliich have ap-

proached very do-c to the arthropodan type, and which

have even luvii cln-c.l among the Arthropoda by some
investigatoi->. One (»!' tlic^e lines of development is rep-

artliropod-liko in many jiarticulnrs. altliough they have

retained many annelidan characters; while the other line
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is represented by the Myzostoiiiida, whicli are regarded

by some authorities as occui)ying a position intermediate

between the oli<Ttopod Annelida and the Tardigrada.

The position of the Tardigrada is still a subject of con-

siderable discussion, and the decision of the matter de-

pends largely upon the settling of the (piestion whether

the apparent simplicity of their organization is due to

the retention of a primitively simple condition, or to a

secondarily acquired simplicity brought about by reduc-

tion or degeneracy, etc. If the simi)licity of the Tardi-

grada is a primitive one, there is iniicli to be >;nd in fax or

of placing them next to the M \ /oMoinida lii the Mv zo-

stomida-Onycliophora grou]): hiil wlicilicr liic Lnmua-
tulida should also be included in this uroup seems very

doubtful.

From the resemblance of the adults to Ei-io]->hyid mites,

and of the immature forms to such short-bodied mites as

Phytoptu.^, etc.. many recent anllioi'ities would i»lace the

Linguatulida near llic Acarina a iiiiiiily nioditicd ai-oup

far remov(Ml tVcm the ha^c of tlic artliro] .odan stem. If

this vi(.x\ i. ,M,Mc. 1. Ilic ai.paicni HinpliciiN ,)f t'lc Lin-

gnatnlida is \o Ur ivuar.lc.l a^ the result of a rcducti.tn or

dcuuicralion lathc. man the ictention m' a piimilivc

condition, in 1'...,,,^ la' M'Mio\,m1 t'loni the ha^- of the

aithropod.-n, Men: and i f 1 he .i ni] )lici t> ..f t he TarJ.iui adu

is primitive, wliih' that of the Lin-n:itnli(hi ha^ h.'cn mH'-

ondaiiK ac-iuiied tliiouuh ivdnctioii oi .h-cneiacx. the

apparent icMMnl lance hetueen the Taidi-a<ia and

Linun.atnlida muM he leuaided a^ the ir^nlt of conxer-

gence. Ol- p;ii;dle|i.m. lallur than o' .•nn-^aiiunlnily.

rndei- l!i(-e con.lition^ the Li ii-uatulida coiild not he

group,.,! uith tlu^ Tanliiiia.la. il ih. !att,.r aic p!:i,.,Ml

next to the M > /,.M ,>mi.la in lh,' \h /oMonii,la ( »n> clio

])hora ui,)up: hnt if the aiMwMvnt ^ia'plicitx of th," Tanli

grada i^ aNo ,1m' to -vductn>n or .l,-i:,.nerac> . tlu^x too

althouuh I'hi^ ,lo... not appear t,. h,' xei> pioh.-.lre f.oni
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parent, however, that the matter needs considerable

further investigation before this question can be definitely

determined.

The affinities of the molluscan group are somewhat

obscure, but the study of their immature stages would

indicate that the Mollusca are rather distantly related

to the Chaetopoda, Gephyrea, "Polyzoa," and other

annelid-like forms. If this be true, their line of develop-

ment apparently likewise extends back to forebears simi-

lar to the members of the Rotifera-Platyhelminthes

group (which are very like the ancestors of the ''Anne-

lida" also), and the ancestors of the Ecliinodermata and

Hemichordata may possibly be traced back to a similar

stock (or to forms closely related to them) as well.

The Hemichordata are regarded by many authorities

as a group which has departed but little structurally

from the ancestral condition of the forms leading up to

the vertebrate type of animal. From a study of their

larvre, some investigators have concluded that the Hemi-

chordata are related to the Echinodermata ; but this

brings us no nearer to the solution of the problem, since

the Echinodermata occupy an isolated position, and their

ultimate affinities are very obscure. Although the Echi-

noderm line of development may lead back more directly

to the Coelenterata, there is a possibility of their fore-

bears being quite closely related to the members of the

Rotifera-Platyhelminthes group wliich have departed

but little from the condition characteristic of the ances-

tors of the '

' Annelida '

' and other invertebrate groups

;

and even if the Echinodermata are to be regarded as the

descendants of Ccelenterata-like forebears, it must be re-

membered that the ancestors of the Eotifera-Platyhel-

minthes group were themselves very closely related to

the Coelenterata, and w^ould probably have been classed

as such, rather than as colonial Protozoa.

It is quite possible to regard the line of development

of the Echinodermata as related to the other two lines of

development in question, and as branching otf near, or
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even further down in tlie developmental scale, than the

points of origin of the lines of descent of the Hemichor-

data and the worm-like forms. It is also possible to

suppose that in the hemicliordatan line there have ])een

carried over certain developmental tendencies from their

common ancestry, such as the preservation of a "tor-

naria" larva characteristic of the Ecliinodonnatn. while

in other respects the Hemichordatan line of (l(»vcloi»)u*nt

has paralleled that of the worm-like foi'iiis iikh c do-oly.

having taken over more of the tendencies wliieli wen- to

find opportunities for fuller expression in the wonii-iike

forms from their ultimately common inheritance. Under
these conditions the Hemichordata are related to both

the Echinodermata and the worm-like forms, but their

line of development has accompanied that of the worm-
like forms much more closely and for a longer distance

before each branched off along its own path of speciali-

zation. If the lines of development of the Hemichordata
and of the worm-like forms have an ultimately common
ancestry, and if both lines of descent have "travelled

along the same developmental road" for a considerable

distance before eaeli bi-an.-lied off ah)iig its own path of

specialization, it is not sni piMsin.o- that we iind many
structural resenil)hui(H'< in tlie two lines of de-cent, and

the rosembh-ince of -u.-h I lenii.-h.)rdata a- C pJinhulism^,

Bhalu/npJrnni, l>hnrn>ns, vU:. to .Tilain -\\^yv^K^r may
be as mneli the resnU of .on>an,uninity a- of - .-on vn-ent

development." Tliis view enahU- n- to harmoni/e the

apparently discordant theories concerninu' the ultimate

origin of the Vertebrata— all of which may contain a por-

tion of the truth, as is frequently the ca>e in the different

hypotheses put forward to explain (MM-tain observed jilie-

nomena. Thus, accord inu- to this <M.nce])tion. we inay

derive the Vertebrata from fornw similar to the Hemi-

chordata, and still acctmnt for the anneli<l-like (and

arachnid-like) feature^ wliich ap]>eai- in cei'tain of the

tendencies ])resent in the ancestors which ultimately
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gave rise to both the Annelida and the Hemichordata

are quite likely to appear in both Annelida and Hemi-

chordata (or in forms descended from them, such as the

Arachnida and the Vertebrata).^

One of the chief difficulties in the way of reaching a

proper understanding of the mutual interrelationships

of the different lines of development is the attempt to

arrange these lines in the form of a dichotomously

branching tree drawn in one plane—which is almost as

impossible as the attempt to arrange all animals in a

single linear developmental series; for it must be borne in

mind that these different lines of development frequently

approach one another from different directions, so that

it would be necessary to represent their relationships by

a figure drawn in three dimensions, rather than in a

single plane. If this is done, it becomes easier to under-

stand that the line of development of the "Annelida,"

for example, is paralleled (on different sides^ bv those

of several other gi-oui)s, and that all of these lines ol

descent mav lend back to a common ancestry, or that

tlieir ]>oints ot oimiii ni;iv be near the pomt at which the

Imc ot (Icscciir (it llic ••Aiim^lida" arose.

Ill (liscii>>inii' I he iiltiiiinte relationships of the Verte-

l)rata, I'icliinodci iiiatn. Mollusca, etc., the lack of inter-

mediate forms annectent between the different develop-

mental series, or connecting them with the siip])osedlv

ancestral forms, has made the subiect of their affinities

extrcKuMv s])('('ulative : and it is not until we come to the
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have become too greatly modified along their own lines

of specialization in regard to those particular structures

most frequently used in comparative morphology to be

of much value for a phylogenetic study of the develop-

ment of the different parts of the body in the lower

arthropods. Among the "Annelida," on the other hand,

we find some very ])r()itiisiim' inalcrial for sucli a study,

especially among tlio (•!ia't()i)u(la!i aiiiii'lids. >ucii a> the

Syllidai (e. g., Dujanlmni mhh eic). wliirh have seg-

mented appendages, while others of the grouj) liave de-

veloped structures no k'ss interesting from the stand-

point of pliylogeny, indicating tliat they have departed

but little from the ancestral condition of the arthropods.

The segmentation of tlie body of these annelids,'* tlie

nature and relative i)ositions of tlie lieart and the di-

gestive, nervous and other systems, very readily lend

tliemselves to such an interpretation, and it is not a ditlfi-

cult matter to derivi^ the head reuioii of a pi-iinitive

arthropod from that of the atincli<l type ( r>ci'iia rd, 1^!>-!),

or to derive the ai)]>('ii(la,ues of such au a ft h lopo*! tVoiu

those of the annelidan tyi)e, as has hfcii rc-.Miily dis-

cussed by Borradale, 11)17.

In connection with the discussion of the (h ri\Mtinii of

the appendages of the lower artliro))od> from >tnirtures

co7np;ifa!)h' to the i)ara])odia of the annelid^, it mav he

retnarkod that the attempt of I^aiikoM.T. \^rl. to dctiNe

tho Ai1hi-op.)da Ml. .IV dirertly fmm tlio K'otifora. >u.-li

a^ the ivmai-kahh. ]^r,!ahnn nnm (NNlm^e ap|Mmdaire-

and the -'anu^" of the male A^i>hi,>h,n, he e.,mpare>;

to Ihr moNahle .pine, of T,n,,ilna and PnhnnHn.,). has

not IxH'u i)roduetive of as impoi-taut i-esults a> tlio-e ob-

tained from the comparison of the annelidan >tniclnres

with those of the arthropods. This, however. i> merely

to be expected, since the annelids lia\e dexclepet] far
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more features in common with the lower arthropods than

have such primitive forms as the Rotifera. On the other

hand, the Annehda themselves (and hence ultimately the

Arthropoda also) are the descendants of Eotifera-like

(and Platyhelmintlies-like) forebears, and it is quite

possible that certain rotifers might develop features

which later find opportunity for fuller expression in the

forms descended from them (e. g., the striated muscles

of Pedalion ) ;
but, since the general organization of a

rotifer's body is not so similar to that of the lower

arthropods as is the case in the annelids in question, for

the present at least it seems preferable to regard the

slight resemblances between the appendages of the Rotif-

era and the lower Arthropoda mentioned above as the

result of ''convergence" (parallelism) in development

rather than to consider it as a precocious development of

structures later to be developed in the arthropod de-

scendants of ancestors ultimately arising from rotiferan

forebears. I would not utterly deny the latter possibility,

however, since it may be quite possible that arthropods

are to be derived more directly from Rotifera-like fore-

bears (e. g., Hexarthra polyptera, etc.) through forms
related to the Tardigrada and Nauplius-\\ke ancestors;

but the great mass of evidence from comparative anat-

omy, embryolog}^, etc., points to an ''annelid ancestry"

for the Arthropoda, and until other hitherto undiscov-

ered forms have been found to indicate some other deri-

vation for the group, we are safe in assuming that the

"Annelida" represent as nearly as any known forms the

ancestral condition of the Arthropoda.

In taking up the consideration of the evolution of the

Arthropoda themselves, the question naturally arises as

to what arthropods liave departed the least from the

probable ancestral condition of the group as a whole.

Some investigators would claim that since the Nauplius

larva is of such widespread occurrence among the lower

arthropods, that it represents an ancestral type; but it

must be borne in mind that a free-swimming larva is
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usually very greatly modified in adaptation to its own
mode of life and environmental conditions, and fre-

quently represents an interpolated stage having no great

. phylogenetic significance (in comparison with the devel-

opmental stages of the embryo). Furthermore, it is

extremely probable that the ancestral arthropods were
not of one single type at all, but doubtless differed very

greatly among themselves in size, the number of seg-

ments composing their bodies, etc., just as is the case

among certain annelidan groups, or as is the case among
the assemblage of lower arthropods comprising the most
primitive members of the group next to be discussed.

The assemblage of lower arthropods comprising the

Copepoda, Branchiopoda and their immediate relatives

may be referred to as the Copepoda-Branchiopoda group.

Its members include some of the most primitive of the

arthropods, and it may be regarded as representing as

nearly as any the forms giving rise to the different

arthropodan lines of develo]^in('iit. The Ostracoda rep-

resent a line of development wliicli branclicd off at an

early date, and should also be 'mchuled in the group; but

they are not structurally so important as the Branchio-

poda, etc., for a phylogenetic study of the lines of descent

to which the ancestral arthropoda gave rise. The Cir-

repedia likewise reju'csont a grou]) wliicli 1)raiK'lied off

from this stem nt an (s-irly date, hut tlicy aiv to,. <1, -gen-

erate, and ]iav(- f.^llowed tlirir ..wn line ..f ^lu'riali/.ation

too far to be iiicliKled aiiioug the ])riinitive ivi.rc-e;ita-

tives of the Copepoda-Branchiopoda groiij). The Trilo-

bita are very closely related to the Apodia> and P)ranc]iio-

poda in general, for such trilobites as Xatlmrstln Iransi^

ians are soniewliat annectent betwcn-n the ti-ih.hitcs and
the branelii. .{.(..] Opnlnun n-nolis dt-crihtHl l.y Wah-.ttt,

19lL'. an<l sn.-li irih. hires as MarJIn splrwlrns aiv very

like certain Apodida'. ('t<-.; l>nt the r\o-v>\ al'linilic^ of the

Trilobita ai-pcar t(. lie with tlie group iirxl lo he ron-id-

ered, and altluHigli th." trih)hilr> have piv-rrvcd many
very primitive iVatiuTs which might eiitith- them to a
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position in tlie ancM^sti'al
'

' Copepoda-Brancliiopoda"

groui), it is ])i'ct\'ral)le to consider tliem as members of

the Trilobita-Aferostomata group, with which they liave

inucli more in common.
The Trilobita-Merostomata group is composed of the

Trilobita, Eurvpterida, and Xiphosura, with their imme-

diate relatives, and includes the forms which have de-

parted the least from the ancestral condition of the

arachnoids in general. The Trilobita are extremely

closely related to the IMerostomata, some of which (such

for ('xnmi)Ic as the fossil iiH-rostoiiic fluuorirs hnnila,

which has 1k"(mi a.liiiirahly I'otorcl l»y l>att.ai. IDIi*. or

the camhrian merostomes, SirhH'i/i<i iurxpicfans, Emcral-

deUd brocki, etc., described by Walcott, 1911-1912) bear

well-developed antennae very similar to those of the trilo-

bites; so that the division of the Arthropoda into ^'Te-

leiocerata" and "Chelicerata" by Heymons, 1901, or

into ''Antennata" and ''('heliceiota" by Boerner, 1909,

can not be strictly a|ipli<'d when wv take these forms into

consideration. Walcott, 191 2, considers that such mero-

stojuos as Mohiriii n i/'r ra are connected with the trilo-

1)it('s through >nch inl ci-mediate forms as Natlior.stia

fidHsihiHs -n trilobitc also related to the Branchio])oda.

AValcott nUo c.)ii>i(l(.i-^ that the inerostome Siduniia rep-

rescMN a t in n>itioii form h.'twc.'n the trilobites and the

enryptcrid>. and tlial the tncrnstonics HHtnia an.! Sid-

uviiin arc related to the ancestor^ of living Xiphosura;

so that according t.. hi^ views the trilohites are descended

from brancliiopods, while the eiirypterids aiv descended

from trilobites thronuli ^ncli mero^tonu- hi- "A-la-

si.ina" and l.imulava." from u-hlcli livin- Xiph-.^ura

are d<.>ccnded.

In di>cu.Hng tlK' lower araciinold t'.»rnis. it i> ne<-es-

sary to take into cnn^i<lerat ion the Pantojioda. which

have apparently retaine<l cei'tain tVatures strongly >ug-

gestive of .•rn>tacean aflinitio. while certain other fea-

ture suggest that they are related to the arachnoid

forms. Boerner, 1902, however, tliinks that the Panto-
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poda are structin-allx- .jnitc far vcitioxcd t'l-oiii the arach-

nids exaiiiiiu'd by him, and since he lias iiuuh' a very

extensive study ol" the different arachnoi.l forms, his

opinion should liave eonsiih-raltle wei-iit. Since tlioir

line of development does not ap]»idacli \-ei-y ch)>ely to

those of the oViwv forms liere di.M-n^MMh the ^tudv of the

Panto])oda is not of as ,o,,.at phy h.uvnet i.- importanc.. as

tliat of those forms wlii.-1i o<-cnpy a i)nsition aimectent

between the otlior -roups, or wlm^c lines of (h-c.mt a])-

])roacli tliose of tlie other -ronp^. tlie purpn^' of

tlie present paper, it is therefoiH' -nihcient to sa\ that

the Panto])oda represent a lii,ahl>- a1)eriant uren]* whose

line of descent hranched off at an early date, soniewliere

near the Trih)bita-]\rerostomata group, and that they

have followed a widely <livergent path of specialization.

The scor].ion> are (hv-cended from forms very like the

enrypterid ineni])ei s of the Trilohita-Merostomata group,

and such euiwpterids a- (llt/ptosmrp'nis occupy a ])osi-

tion annectent between the two gi-onps. On the other

hand, the s,M,r].ions, togetluT with the Pedii.alpi. are in

many respeets very like tlu' an.-estors of the higher

ai'achnids. so that they form an anc.-tral group, the

Scoi'pionida [*e<lipal}.i. intermediate between th(> Trilo-

i)ita-.Mero^toniata group and the higher arachnid^. In

the Seorpionida-IN'dii.alpi uroup should be inclu.h'd tlie

elo>ely allied p>emlo>corpions and ]n'obably the Kn^ur-

uia-Wkv forms and the Solifugie also.

Of the higher grou]» of arachnids, the spiders (Ara-

nea^) are ai.parently <piite closely related to the ambly-

I'igid (tarantulid) branch of the Pedii-alpi. while the

rehited to tlie pseudoM-orj .ion^ and Solifn-a-. although it

}M)sition intei'inediate between'tlie Tedipalpi (to which

tliey are >omewhat nnnv clos.dy allied) an<l tin- Phalano-i-

dea. The Lim-uatulida liaN'e been pla.-ed neai' the mites

l).v many rvrvu\ authorities on account of the supposed

resemblance of tlieir hii-va^ to sncli sliort-bodied mites
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as Phytoptus, etc., and the apparent resemblance of tlie

adults to eriopliyid mites, so that provisionally, at least,

the Lingnatulida may be regarded as strongly aberrant

mites, while the Tardigrada are probably not related to

them, but to the Myzostomida, as has been previously

discussed.

Since the arachnoid path of evolution has led off in a

direction widely divergent from the path followed in the

development of the Insecta, it is very difficult to under-

standi how Thorell came to the conclusion that such

highly developed arachnids {i. e., those occupying a posi-

tion far along the divergent line of development) as the

SolifugsB are intimately related to insects. Further-

more, since the trilobite trend of development leads off

toward the merostomes and the divergent evolutionary

path of the arachnoid forms, it is necessary to search

further back than the trilobites for a group standing

more nearly in the direct line of development eventually

resulting in the evolution of the insectan type, and for

this purpose the study of the branchiopod representa-

tives of the Copepoda-Branchiopoda group is much more
valuable.

The members of the Copepoda-Branchiopoda group

which seem to be the nearest to the stem forms at the

base of the line of descent which ultimately leads up to

the insect type of development are the Notostraca (Apo-

didse) and anostracan Branchiopoda, which are likewise

very closely related to the trilobites, so that certain an-

cestral features are to be found in the trilobites also,

having been inherited from their common forebears ; but.

as was stated above, the trend of triloljite development

is toward the production of the eurypterid and arachnoid

type of development, and therefore leads away from the

line of development which eventually results in the pro-

duction of the insect type. Walcott, 1912, nuices with

Bernard, 1892, in regarding the Apodid.-p .-i- aiiioim the

lowest representatives of the Arthropoda ( altlioiiiiii cer-

tain copepods are also extremely primitive) and suggests
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that the fossil annelids, Canadia spinosa (in which the

head is bent down "so that the mouth faces posteriorly"

in the position assumed by Bernard, 1892, to be that of

the annelids which gradually took on the character of

head region leading up to the arthropod type), and the

Crustacea "were derived from the same general type of

animal." The Copepoda represent a line of develop-

ment which branched off near that of the Branchiopoda,

at the base of the arthropod stem; and the Argulidge

(which are grouped with the Coi^epoda by Caiman, 1909)

are regarded by some authorities as annectent between

the Copepoda and tlic l>raitclii()]ioda. The Ostracoda

are related to both the coiicliostiacan and cladoceran

Branchiopoda (following Caiman's classification) and
the ancestors of the ostracods doubtless arox- t'l .tin l'(»i ins

intermediate between the Cladocera and (On.lio-traca.

The Cirrepedia are apparently descended I'ldni nii.-c-tors

related to both the Ostracoda and CoiH'pn.la. and llieir

line of development branched off at ;iti carlx date to fol-

low their own strongly aberrant i)art of (U'xclopnicnt.

Such anostracan l)rancliiopod> a< tiio fo->il Opahina
regalis, whose structnrc accoi-dinu' to \\';d<-ott, 1912, "is

very suggestive of an anndiihin ancestor." and such

notostracan branchiopods as the fo--il Hnif/cssia hella

(which has sessile eyes and liei»atic uhind^ in a carapace

resembling that of Lcpt'ln nts) sei ve to indicate wlint the

first arthropods were ].i-ol)ably like, and they dcmi^y a

position near the base of tlio steni-fornis who-e lines of

development were eventually to prodnce tlie in^ectan

type of arthropod. The fossil noto-trnran l.ranchiopod

Waptia occupies a position annectent Ix iween the above-

mentioned branchioiK)ds and the malnco^tracan uionp

next to be considered.

The leptostracan ().hvlh.cai'id ) u'l^Mip oc.-npio a po-

sition intermediate l^etweeii the re<t of thi^ Malaco-t raca

and the branchiopods described aho\e. They have idso

carried over from their coininon hranchiopod ance>lry

certain features likewise inherited by the trilol)ites; but.
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as was previously stated, the trilobites do not stand in

the direct line of descent of the Leptostraca, and those

characters which they possess in common were inlierited

from their common l)ranchiopod ancestry, and can not

be interpreted as indicating that the trilobites represent

the ancestral forms .giving rise to the lepostracan type.

The fossil leptostracaii Hf/iix Hnrdi is is evidently related

to the fossil branchiopod Wnj^iia (which occupies a posi-

tion intermediate l)etw(M'ii tlic binuchiopods and Lepto-

traca), but Ihiwrnnrmis i> rh.arly a loi)tostracan. and

resembles siidi li\iiig I'ornis a> Xchfilia. while tlic fossil

leptostracaus Cnmnrni/in and 'iniont rociiil)!*' siirli liv-

ing Leptostraca as Xrhalinpsis tiiptat in the character

of the cara])ace, etc. The closer affinities of the fossil

Ceratiocarid^e, etc., have not been determined, due to the

imperfect preservation of the limbs, etc., but they clearly

belong to the le])tostracan group. There is much to be

said in favor of incliidin- the Leptostraca in the next

groHi) of the Malaco>traca t<) lu- considered. Imt from the

consider the Leptostraca (together with other primitive

forms not yet described) as nearer the ancestral forms

from which the other Malacostraca were derived.

A fni-tliei- stage of development is represented by the

Anoinostraca-( 'uniacca group which includes the Synca-

rida and a i)(trtion of tlic Peracarida of Caiman's classi-

fication, together with their immediate relatives. The

Anomostraca ( Ana^pi<lacea and P.athynellacea of Thap-

pius, 1915), My.Mdacea and Cnniacea are very closely

interrelated and all of theni exhibit affimti.'s with the

Leptostraca, so that the member- of th<' h'ptostracan

group might well be includetl Iutc al<o; hnt the>- have

been treated as a separate ui'onp. to enipha->i/e the fact

that they occu])y a )»osition annectent hetwet'n the

stron,u(-t' affinities hn-).
'

Althon-li the nuMnbei-s .»f Ano-
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are with the Isopoda (and Aiiii-liipod;) ). so ilint it i- ])i-of-

erable to consider them with tlic hitter moii)!. The Aiio-

mostraca-Cumacea group is of the uiTjile-t )»liyl()0(.iH'tic

importance, since its members have dc] mitcd as little as

any known forms from the prohal)!!' amc-tial condition

of the higher Crustacea, Inx'cta aiul "Myriopoda"
{seusu lata).

The Mysidacea have retaiiUMl some primitive charac-

ters indicating their connection with the I.ei)tostraca-

Hke forms wliicli preceded them, and tlic>- are .|uitc like

the ancestors of the encaridan (eni)]iansiacean and deca-

podan) members of tlie liigher crustacean grou])s. They
are also probably related more remotely to the ancestors

of the aberrant hoplocaridan (stomatopodan) line of de-

velopment, and through such forms as the Cumacea they

are connected with the ancestors of the Tanaidacea (and

therefore of the Isopoda also). Tliey are not so impor-

tant for a phylogenetic study of the ins(M'ts, (^tc. how-

ever, as the Anomostraca and ('ninacca (with tlic Tanai-

dacea) are. The Cumacea occupy a i>o-ition interme-

diate 1)etween tlie Mysidacea aiul the Tanaidacea. h.Mng

somewliat more clos.dy allied to tlie latt.'r. Tliev are

also related to the Anomostraca ( Syncai'ida ). a> i^ true

of the My>i.lacea, the intenvlation^ of the diff.n-ent

UH'mhers of the gnmp being rather complicate.!.

Ki-om the staiKlpoint cf the >ln.ly of th(^ ].liylou-env of

the insects and their relatives the Anomostraca and Cu-

macea (together with the Tanaidacea) nr.' by far the

most imjiortant forms, since the an.'otor^ of the in-ects

aiKl their relatives were (hmlnh-> descended fi'om f..rms

closely related to the Anomostraca. CmiKmea. an<l Tanai-

dacea. Of the-e three, the Anomo.^ti'aca are a].parently

the most ancient (fo»il i'emain> of the other- have not

yot Unm fonnd). an.l hav d(mbth'>< departed as little

The fossil [>lenrocarida' ( c. ./.. ArnHfhnh l..n>i. eti-.) are

nearer to the living genera KoouHUf/a, Amisi.idrs, Para-
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naspides, etc., while the fossil "G-ampsonycliidaB" (e. g.,

"Gampsonyx/* PalcEOcaris and Gasocaris) are nearer

the living genus Bathynella. Such fossil forms as Prcea-

naspides found in the Carboniferous rocks is extremely

like the living Anaspides which has apparently pre-

served many ancestral characters, but little modified, to

the present time. The Anomostraea are related to the

Leptostraca, but no forms intermediate between them

and the Leptostraca have yet been described, and it is

possible that the line of descent of the Anomostraea leads

back to the branchiopods through Leptostraca-like forms

not yet discovered. Superficially, at least, such slender

branchiopods as Yohoia tenuis, etc., resemble certain

members of the Anomostraea, and it is possible that the

slenderer, more cylindrical Anomostraea, such as Bathy-

nella, may have inherited the tendency toward the slen-

der form of body from anostracan branchiopods of the

Yohoia type. In Bathynella the eyes have become com-

pletely lost, but in Koonunga sessile eyes are found and

their presence suggests that sessile-eyed forms may have

developed from the Koonunga type. In Anaspides the

eyes are stalked.

From ancestors occupying a position intermediate be-

tween the Anomostraea and Cumacea (and also related

to the Mysidacea) have arisen the lines of descent leading

to the isopod Crustacea, Insecta, and ''Myriopoda" (s.

1.). The Tanaidacea (Chelifera) which occupy a posi-

tion near the base of the isopod stem are very closely

related to the Anomostraea, Cumacea and Mysidacea,

and, together with the Isopoda and Amphipoda (which

are descended from ancestors very similar to them), they

might be included in the Anomostraca-Cumacea group;

but if the Isopoda-Amphipoda group is considered sepa-

rately, the Tanaidacea must be included in the latter

group, since their closest affinities are with the Isopoda.

The Amphipoda are quite closely related to the Isopoda,

and their ancestors may also have arisen from forms

intermediate between the Anomostraea and Cumacea
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(and also related to the Mysidacea), so that the sessile-

eyed character occur rinj:>- in the j>Tonp might be regarded

as a retention of the tendency toward the formation of

sessile eyes exliibited by sncli primitive forms as Koo-

nunga, while the slender body form present in such Am-
phii)oda as the caprellids, Rhahdosoma, etc., may possi-

bly be due to the retention of the tendency toward the

slender form of body (such as that ])resent in the more

primitive Bnthynella) in forms which are otherwise rather

higlily modified. Tlie Isopoda-Amphipoda group origi-

nated very close to the point of origin of the insect line

of development, and the two lines have paralleled one

another extremely closely. Since the* members of the

Iso]->oda-Am])hipoda group have not travelled so far

aloim- the inith of specialization in following the same

developmental road with the iii-ect<, they have retained

many primitive feature^ characteristic of the ancestors

of the insects (and "myriopods"), and such forms as

Apsnides^ are particularly interesting for a phylogenetic

study of insects and their immediate relatives.

Tlie Svm])hvla-Panro])oda grou]-) (composed of such

form^ S< ,,inpnuh > lii , S, nl m, , rlia .
I^onopu., K,tru-

p>iHjn,ni^, and tlicir iinnitMliatc ivlali\.-) cnritniii- the

fornix ^v]^n•ll m.pear to he very near tiie of tlie

''myriopoit" stem, and wliicli have retained a great num-

ber of features characteristic of the ancestors of insects,

so that a study of the structures of the Tsopoda-Amphi-

l>oda group and the Synii)hyla-Pauro]ioda group are of

the greatest inii^oi'tanc*- foi' a prop^M- conception of tlie

nature of the lir-^t in-c.-t^ to ho oxohed. The Syni].]iyla-

Pauropoda gi-ouj) |irobnltiv also arose from forms occu-

pying a i)osition int(M'nie<liate between the Anomostraca

and Cumacea. and likewise closely related to the Tanai-

dacea which originated from similar forebears. Such

Anomostraca a- h'afln/tnlhi hn\e not de})arted far from

the ancestral c(»n(lition of llit^ Synipliyla-Pauropoda

group, and altlioiiuli ilu-\ lia\e developed niany modifi-

cations along their own line of si)ecialization, they are as
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near as any kti(»\Yn tonus to the ancestors of the Sym-
phyla, etc. Tlic Sympii.x la-Pauropoda group in turn has

departed but slightly from the ancestral condition of the

"Myriopoda" as a whole, although the ancestral ''My-

riopoda" comprised forms with bodies composed of

more numerous segments as well as those made up of

fewer segments. From ancestors similar to the mem-
bers of the Symphyla-Pauropoda group one line of de-

velopment has led to the chilopod type of myriopod,

while the other has led to the diplopod type. From their

ancestors related to the members of the Symphyla-Pau-

ropoda group, the Chilopoda have carried over man\
characters also in*lierited by the ancestors of insects, so

that a structural study of tlio Chilopoda is of consider-

able value from tlic stniulpoiiit of iiisoct i)!iylogeny (as

is true to a l(->fi' (Ir-i'cc of tlto I )ii>lo! loda also).

As was stated al)ove, the ancestors of tlie Insecta were

related to the members of both the Isopoda-Amphipoda
group (including the Tanaidacea) and the Symphyla-
Pauropoda group, so that the lines of descent of all three

grou])s (insects, iso]iods and Syni]»hyla) doubtless had
a connnon oriuin m Umn> intrrino.liab' l.ctwccn tlic Cu-

]na<-ca and A nonio^t I'a.-a (and aU.. rclatrd to tlio Mysi-

dacea), and all of the tinve -i'oiip> liavo inlicritcd from

their common ancestry many diarartc.-- aUo rai-ried

over in the lines of develo])nH'nt ol' l!ic other two of the

three groups in question. The conimon ancotor- of the

three groups just mentioned (insocts. jsopods and Sym-
phyla) were not of any one sinulc typo, hut doubtless

differed quite markedly among thom-elvcs in the number
of segments composing their hodie-. tlic slender or

stouter and flatter character of the body an.d otlier fea-

tures. Some of them were more like the Tanaidacea.

while others were more like /Inl Jun/rlhi and otliei- mem-
bers of the Anomostraca. etc. and tlii- duud.! be <-learly

borne in mind in attemptiti- to determine uhat tl,<' an-

cestors of the in-ects. etc.. were lik.- for tile urealest

obstacle to arriving at the realization of the true nature
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of the ancestors of insects and their relatives has been

the attempt to derive them all from one type of creature

—which is manifestly impossible, since even the lowest

representatives of any group dii¥er markedly among
themselves, and their ancestors also must have differed

markedly among themselves (although not to such a

great extent as their progeny do).

Although such Anomostraca as Batliyndla have be-

come specialized along their own lines of development,

they have retained many features which suggest what
some of the ancestors of the insects and Symphyla must
have been like, and I think it very probable that the an-

cestors of ScolopeiidreUa and the Protura were quite

similar in many respects to Bathynella, while other ap-

terygotan insects, such as Macliilis, have carried over

more characters from the tanaidacean side of their com-

mon ancestry. Therefore, if we accept the idea that

some of the common ancestors of insects, isopods and

Symphyla occupied a position intermediate between the

lines of development of the Anomostraca and the Cu-

macea-Tanaidacea, and differed n little less among tliem-

selves than the Aiiomostrncn do from tlio ( 'nmac(>a-

Tanaidacea, it bocoiiics lici-l'-'ctly dc;))- llint >(»iiic nptrry-

gotan insects could Inlirrlt IVom \\w t;in;n.l:iccMM side of

their common ancestry cliai'Mrtci's wliicii aNo M]»]K'nr in

the isoi)ods which ai-e dcriNcd fi'diii 'raiinidacca iikr foi-e-

bears; while on the oIIut liaiid. otli.-r aptn-N i^otan iiiMM-r^

could inherit from tlic h'ulhinn /hi si.lr ot' liirii' (•(.miiion

ancestrv certain cliai-actci's wliidi aNo apjicar in the

Symphyla or other r..rni^ .]<-.M.n.hMl iVoni /lafln/nrlla-

like forebears.

The Protura (such a^ A' < i > ^.in.nn,^, Kn^, ntnnn,u
. vX^-.)

are the most primiti^•t' i-cprr-t'nlat i\cs of liic lii-ccta,

and have inherited lV(»ni llicir cniiinuui aiicr-tr> many

features also preserve! in the " ^[yri(»|)(Mla "
; and the

wliich Ihrv h.-loii- ha'^ niurh in connnon with that of the

"M.M-i..lKMhi/' a. ha^ iKvn pointed out hN I>hiliptM-henko,
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1912, Lignau, 1911, Chamberlain, 1917, Heymons, and

others. The retention of the stumps of three pairs of

legs on the abdominal region (in addition to the three

pairs of thoracic legs) at first caused some zoologists to

doubt that the Protura are really insects (since the idea

that such forms with vestigial abdominal legs could not

be true ''hexapods" if they had more than six limbs

seemed to stand in the way of their realizing the true

insectan nature of the Protura), but the overwhelming

evidence of their structural organization has convinced

all recent entomologists that the Protura are true insects.

As pointed out in a recent paper (Crampton, 1916) the

Protura are quite closely related to such other Aptery-

gota as Tomocerus; and, with the Entomobryids and

Sminthurids, they constitute the non-styli-bearing divi-

sion of the Apterygota.

Of the styli-bearing Apterygota, the next group to be

considered, which may be referred to as the Campodeoid
group, comprises the Ehabdura (e. g., Campodea), the

Dicellura (e. g., Projapyx, Japyx, etc.) and their imme-

diate relatives. Dicellura, such as Projapyx, Anajapyx,

etc., have segmented cerci, and occupy a position inter-

mediate between the Ehabdura, such as Campodea, and

the other Dicellura, although their closest affinities are

clearly Mitli tlie Dicellura. The Campodeoid group,

wluc^c iHctiiljcrs lia\ c •iitoi^iiathous mouth parts and ves-

tigial abdominal le.us suggestive of the proturan struc-

tures, occupy a position intermediate between the lower

apterygotan Protura and the higher apterygotan forms,

such as Nicoletia, Lepisma, etc., which also belong to the

styli-bearing apterj^gotan subdivision which includes the

Campodeoid group as well (Crampton, 1916). The Cam-
podeoid group, while inheriting certain features from the

symphylan side of their common ancestry, have inherited

in addition certain other features more typical of the

crustacean side—which likewise reappear in the isopod-

amphipod descendants of their common ancestors.

The Lepismoid group, composed of the lepismids,
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madiilids, and tlieir immediate relatives, is quite closely

connected witli the Campodeoid group in the styli-bear-

ing subdivision of tlic Apterygota; but tlicir moutli parts

are ectognathous, and in their gonei-al organization they

approach remarkably closely to the lower Pterygota;

so that they may be said to occupy a position annectent

between the lower Pterygota and the Cani]X)dooid group.

The members of the Le})ismoid group seem to have in-

herited more characters from the crustacean side of tlu^ir

common ancestry than from the symphylan side, while

the members of the Proturan group seem to liave inher-

ited more characters from the symphylan side, and the

members of the Campodeoid group appear to i)artake to

some extent of characters occurring in botli the crusta-

cean (isopod) and symphylan sides of their common
ancestry.

It miglit be possible to exi)lain tlie pre^eiice of both

crustacean (isopod) and s\unphylan characters in the iii-

sectan stem })y supposing that the ci'uslaccaiK insccian

and symphylan ''currents'' in the "onward flow ol' lilV."

viduality a- 'tlieir ''waters'' oinoru,. r,,,ni the comnum
-ti-cani at their s.)uiro. ncN .nlh'h— ha^r an iMtcnnin-

gliiig or connninu'ling o[' c.nitiunon- watri> a^ thry How
side by side, before ultiitiately <livt.'r<iinii- too gi'catly for

such an interminding. This idea, liowevei'. miglit in a

sense be interpreted as meaning tliat the Synii)hyla-like

insects were descended from Sympliyhi. and the Crus-

tacea-like insects from Crustacea (/. r.. isoi^od Crus-

tacea), whereas insects as a whole were jn-obahly not

common ancestral source. Tlie forms composinu' this

common rnx't'stral source, however, differed amoiiir them-

selves ver\ ureatiy. although the amount of diveruvnce

was probably not too o-reat to tu'event theii' heinii- grouped

in a single ela-^ oi- ]io-^ih!\ even in a -inuie subclass

or order. In tliis anee-tral in>eelan u-rouji. there were

doubtless isopod lila^ insects which I'esembled the most
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insect-like representatives of the ancestral isopods, while
the Symphyla-like members of the ancestral-insectan

group must have resembled the most insect-like repre-

sentatives of the ancestral Symphyla. In other words,
at the common level at which the lines of descent of the

isopods, insects and Symphyla originated, some of the

ancestral insects (which differed greatly among them-
selves) occupying the ''hereditary territory" contiguous
to that of the ancestral Symphyla would inherit certain

develo])mental tendencies in common with or similar to

those also inhei'itcd by certain Symphyla; and similarly,

some of the ancestral insects occupying the "hereditary
territory" contiguous to that of the ancestral isopods
would inherit certain developmental tendencies similar

to those of certain isopods and the same principle would
ai)])ly to successively larger, as well as to the smaller
groups in any evolutionary study. According to this

view, certai]! developmental or "inherent" tendencies
exhibited by the isopods or myriopods might also appear
in insects if the op]:)ortunity of manifesting themselves
should arise, and this would merely imply that these

tendencies were inlieritcd from an ultimately common
ancestry,- rather than that some insects were descended
from isopods while other insects wore descended from
Syni])hyln. etc. Some evolutionists might object to the
u.>e of Mich tenns as "inherent tendencies" on the ground
that they >av()i- too strongly of "vitalism"; but, so far

as 1 can see, tlie expression "inherent tendencies" means
much the same thing as a part of "heredity," and one
implies no more of a i)redilection toward vitalism than
the other does.

Althongh their cio^o^t affinities are with the Cam-
p()<1i'f)I(l gr<Mij) an<l the A

]

iIo'n uota in general, certain

inenilM'i'> of th(^ I.opi-iiioid uroiij) .-iro sj ructurally remark-
ably sintihn- in many rr^iic.-i^ 1o snch primitive Ptery-
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attempt to derive the Pterygota more directly from trilo-

bites, is forced to assmiie that the lepismids may represent

degenerate Pterygota! Their whole stnrctiiral organiza-

tion clearly proclaims in no uncertain terms that the

closest affinities of the lepismids are with the rest of the

Apterygota, with which they are connected by inter-

mediate forms, and a careful study of the comparative

anatomy and embryology of the A])torygc)ta, " Myrio-

poda" and Crustacea can result in no othei- conclusion

than that the Apterygota have de|)arted as little as any

known forms from the condition characteristic of the an-

cestors of the Pterygota. The lepismids are therefore no

more to be considered as degenerate Pterygota, than apes

are to be considered as degenerate men—unless one re-

verses the whole scheme of evolution; and under such

conditions there would be nothing to prevent any one from

assuming that trilobites are degenerate lepismids, or any

other equally improbable reversing of the evolutionary

sequences

!

In connection with the supposedly degenerate" con-

dition of the Ai)terygota. 1 would take issue with the im-

plication carried in sudi >\i\truwn{< as that by Totliill,

lino (]). ;]7(i), who would claim tiiat the A ptci'v-ota ''are

highly spcfializcd animals as iiidicatrd b\- the t'rr.iucut

reduction of mouth parts, visual oruaiis. trachen'. etc.;

and by the development of ptM-uliar structures sucli a- the

caudal spring and collopliorc. In. tlic first |ilacc. it is

inadmissible to judge the ancotral character of any

groui> by the condition of it- mo>t highly specialized

memhcrs. as Tothill apitears to do in the case of the

low it may bo in the sc.-de of develoi-ment {r. r/., Cope-

poda. etc.) niav include certain nieniheis which have be-

come very higlily spociali/ed along theii- own lines of de-

velo])ment without affecting the genei'al position of the

group as a winkle: and in a phylogenetic study we must

consider the most juimitive repre>entatives of the group,

rather than the nio>t highly >pecialized ones, if such a

studv is to vield anv tangihU^ roults. If Tothill had
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therefore considered sucli lowly organized Apterygota as
Eosentomon, Anajapyx, etc., instead of the highly special-
ized Anurida, Sminthurns, etc., I am sure that his opinion
of the "degenerate" condition of the Apterygota as com-
pared with the Pterygota would have been quite the
opposite of that expressed in his paper. Furthermore,
there are practically no arthropods known which are
primitive in all respects, and, as is the case throughout
the whole realm of zoology, forms which have retained
many features in an exceedingly primitive condition may
be very highly specialized in other respects ; so that one
must take into consideration the composite primitive
features of the group as a whole

;
and, just as the most

primitive members of the Pterygota are studied in an
attempt to determine their ancestry, so the most primi-
tive members of the Apterygota must be considered in
such a phylogenetic study.

Even in the matter of the nature of their eyes, such
forms as MachiUs (which are related to Lepisma) can
hardly be called '^degenerate," and in the face of the
fact that in the trilobites themselves there occur at least
three types of eyes— ''isolated eyes or ocelli, aggregate
eyes of biconvex lenses, and compound eyes" (Tothill,

p. 321, quoted from Lindstrom, 1901), it is very improb-
able that the type of eyes found in Lepisma are of a
higher type than the compound eyes of the Pterygota.
As far as their mouth parts are concerned, I find the
lepismids much more primitive than the Pterygota (with
the possible exception of nymphal ephemerids) and Boer-
ner, 1908-1909, has called attention to crustacean struc-
tures so similar to those found in the maxilla, etc., of
apterygotan insects, that there can be no doubt that the
mouth parts of the Apterygota in general instead of
being "degenerate" have retained many more primitive
features than those of most lower Pterygota.
As far as the number of abdoitiiiial sconK^nts is con-

cerned, some Apterygota, instead of having- fewer seg-
ments, have even retained twelve, and in these forms,
such as the Protura, there is also a postembryonic in-
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crease in tlie number of segments (from nine to twelve

in the abdomen) comparable to tlie increase of segments
in the ''Myriopoda," so that Tothill's statement that

''in the Hexapoda numerous investigations have shown
the segments arise only diu-ing the egg stage" does not

hold in the case of the Protura. There is also one other

point in Tothill's paper which niiglit easily lead to error

unless properly explained: namely, that his discussion of

the nature of the appendages of the abdomen in a

"larval" Sterwdictya is based upon a figure taken fi-om

Handlirscli's book, the sui)i)Osition being that it i'0])re-

sonts the restoration of an actual fossil larva, whorcis in

reality the figure is purely a figment of llandliisch's

imagination, for no known insects have })iramous ab-

dominal legs, and even the supposedly l)iramous condition

of such specialized structures as the maxilhr of insects is

now thought to be a secondarily ac(|uired feature, and not

a retention of an originally birnmons coiidilion ( I'orra-

dale, 1917). TothilTs Miguvstion i.f a (Icrivalioii of

winged insects directly from Chilopoda (which rcprocnt

develoimient) withont icfnvncc 1.. the a) •Irryu'otan forms

winged insects from a jttcryuoian l'o)'iii> without having

any of the advantages oT the latter h\ ).(,tli('<is. and if

the latter is untenable, the idea of derivinu winded iii-ccts

from chilopods is infinitely more so I

Despite the fact that trilobites are on a diveraent

branch leading away from the main line of insectan de-

velopment [i. c, leading off to the arachnoid develop-

ment) TTandlirsch, !{)()(), would derive winged insects

directly from t i-ilol.ites. wholly iu-norin- the A])1("rygota.

Syniphyh,. Tanai.hicca. and all of the other analoniieally

inteniKMlinle forms wiiirh wouhl he exactly on a par witli

an allenipl to derive tlie "yor<li<-" race ..f men <lirectlv

ing to the (leveh)pniei!t of the linnian t>pe) wlioilv io„or-

ing the Mongolians. An>traIoi(l>. X(>anderthaloids,
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Heidelberg man, Pitliecantliropus, the great apes, and
all other anatomically intermediate types! His line of

argmnent is somewhat as follows: winged insects oc-

curred at an extremely early period, and no fossil Aptery-

gota dating back to so ancient a period has yet been dis-

covered; therefore Apterygota are more probably a re-

cent degenerate offshoot, rather than forms standing

more nearly in the line of development of winged insects—

a line of reasoning which caused the earlier Coleopter-

ologists to reverse the evolutionary sequence and attempt

to derive true beetles from the snout beetles, until further

discoveries brought to light the fact that true beetles were

geologically as ancient, or more ancient, than the snout-

beetle type, which comparative anatomy clearly showed

must have been derived from, and therefore could not be

ancestral to, the true beetles ! As experience has shown,

tlie |)aleontological evidence, wliicli at best is of a most

fragmentary and incomplete nature, must supplement

that of comparative anatomy (of adults or embryos) —
and even in the ca<o of tlie paleontological evidence it de-

pends wholly upon comi^arative anatomy here also; and
furtlKM'inore many fos^ii^ were themselves as highly

-lMM'I;ill/.c(l ;iloim- tlu'ii- (iwii lines of development as the

Jiio-t priniili\-(' li\ inu' forttis ai'e (some of which have re-

tained Jusi as many ancestral characters and are as little

modified in certain re^l1ects as those forms which fell by

the wayside at an early date). Paucity in numbers of

individuals among the Apterygota, their usually small

size and fragile nature, have all contributed to make their

fossil remains exti'emely I'are, and under these conditions

tlie lack of remain^ from earlier strata can not offset the

weidity aro-nment of eompai-ative anatomy and embryol-
ooy 1,1 favor of le-nrdinu tlieiii a^ the n."ar<-t re])resenta-

As for (lei-iviiio- winued in>eets directly from triiobites

on the ground of the faint r.-enil)l;i nc(> of triiobites to

insects in regard to their ii(»-^c-h(iii of a certain type of

eye structures antenna', and lateral projections of the

tergal region (woefully inadequate resemblances in com-
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parison with the multitude of resemblances between in-

sects and their real ancestral forms), it may be said that

these same structures are likewise shared by such fossil

merostomes as Bunodes himda and on precisely the same
,s:rounds, insects should be derived from merostomes also

(a manifest impossibility) since those have tlie same

ancestral qualifications of urcat antiquity, and they

possess the Irilohite tspe ol' aii1eiiii:e. rxc^ .-iiid l.-iteral

tergal projections! AVlieii one studies tiie eiiibryolooical

development of in>eet-, however, it i- e\i(U')it that their

ancestors iiad tiro i^airs of antenna^ instead of the one

pair apparent in trilobites, and the insectan type of head

is nothing- like that of a trilobite in which the head region

is not set off by a marked constriction witli well-defined

mandibles, maxilhi^ and underlip of tlie insectan tyj)e.

while the head region and mouth parts of isopod and

ampliipod (.'rustacea, etc. (with their two pair of aii-

tennip, insectan type of head, mandibles, maxilhr and

underlip), are clearly similar in character to wliat the

ancestors of insect'; mu<t have lieen like, and the ^ame

]h)1(1> true of the leg^ nud terminal ap])endage^, etc., in

these Crustacea. TlKTci'tn'e. far a> (•()m|)arative

aiuitomy is concerned tlu' ( rn-1aee;i. with their progeny

the Symphyla. etc., are, heyond any p()s>il)irity of doubt,

the nearest forms to the ancestors of in.^ect^ in general,

and this is also borne out by embryology, which, how-

over, can not be ai)i)lied in the case of the trilobites; so

that here we must depend largel\- upon comparative

anatomy, whose verdict is unmistakably in favor of the

Crustacea, Symi)hyla and Apteiyuota as tlie ancestral

forms leading uj) to the ptei-yuotau type, junl is uimiistak-

ably against eonsidei'iim' the irilohite^ anywliere near the

immediate ance-tor- ol' wiimcd in-eets or oxon in their

direct line (d' de-cent. ()n tln> account, it is most

Knedcmaun. liMC). Lull. l!M7. dc. ) huw accepted with-

out r,-,.r\atinti ^uch <tartlinul\ r.'x -dut ionar) id^:,.

those propcM'd hy llandlirM'li- and upon Mtdi nu-aiivrly

insufhcient grounds when one looks into the subject at
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all! Such implicit faith in this age of skepticism speaks

volumes for the weight of Handlirscli's authority among

paleontologists, but the true mori)hologist prefers the

direct evidence of his own observ^ation to any " petitio ad

auctoritatem" especially when such startlingly revolu-

tionary ideas as those which Handlirsch proposes are

based upon no firmer foundation than a vague resem-

blance which will not even bear the test of close scrutiny.

When one turns to the published figures of the earliest

fossil insects for some light upon the nature of their body

structures, his eye is met by a dreary succession of disem-

bodied wings, and in the rare instances in which the body

parts are also figured, only the vague outlines are given

with a nonchalant disregard for the vital details so neces-

sary for any phylogenetic study; and one can not help

wondering what impression the ''pterophilous" x^aleon-

tologists ^vould have of their subject if the tables had

boon reversed and they had been presented with merely

the vaguest outlines of a series of wings containing no

veins or otlier important structures, in the expectation

that such figures would be of any vakie for a phylogenetic

study! Furthermore, many liviiiu " syiitlietic" types

are quite devoid of wings (as it true of iiiiniature forms

also) and the studv of these fonns i- in. some cases even

more iin].ortnnt than that of the wiim-l.caring ones (e. g„
Tlniriiia. (niilldhhifhi. riyiiiplial lMtM-(.i itera, Lepisma,

etc.). l)iU liow arc wc to coniparo them with a series of

disembodied wings ? So far as one can judge from the

figures of fossil insects, we have living to-day certain

lowly organized forms which are in many respects just as

primitive as these fossil forms (which are also specialized

to some extent) and when the paleontoloo-ist returns

again and again to a coiMpari^on witli living forms for

an interpretation of fds^i! structures, the siis])icion be-

comes a conviction that a study of the primitive cliar-

acters of vai'iou- h^wlx- (ifuniii/.cd liviim- iii-cet- i< jii-t as

instructive fVoni n plixlduviietic j)(»iiit of \-i(^\v. and is

infinitely more ^nti^factory than a lal)oriou> reconstruc-

tion of fossil f!-auiiients.
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The different theories concerning the origin of the

wings of pterygotan insects were discussed in a recent

paper (Crampton, 1916) in which it was pointed out that

it is possible to consider that the wings of insects were

derived from paranotal outgrowths of the tergal region of

apterygotan forms, Crustacea, etc., which are ultimately

homologous with the paranotal outgrowths of the trilo-

bites, without attempting to derive the wings from these

trilobitan structures without the intermediation of other

ancestral forms. Not only do the lei)isnrids exhibit para-

notal structures (lateral torgnl onturowtli.<) which are

homologous with the precursors of wiims. hut the lepis-

moid forms {Lepisma, Nicolefia, ^[^(Itili>\ etc.) approach

remarkably closely to the pterygotan type in many re-

spects, and may be considered as annectent between the

remainder of the Aptorygota and the lower Ptorygota.

The lowest re]n-esentatives of the Pterygota, or winged

insects, constitute the Perlid-Ephemerid gi-ou]). com]io-^ed

of the Plecoptora, Kphemerida, and their imiiu'diale rela-

tives. The modern representatives of the gi'ou]) are in

many respects fully as j)riinitive as certain of their fossil

relatives, nlthoimh It is iic(m'~-:ii-_\ to turn to some such

extinct rorins as the " Prolcpln'tHci'oidea " and Pahneo-

dictyo])tera to find the connecting forms annectent be-

tween the Plecoptera and the ephemerids. The imma-

ture r^lecoptera are remarkably Similar to lepismids in the

nature of the head outline, mouth parts, tlioracic sclerites,

etc. (Crampton, 1917a), and even in regard to their

terminal abdominal structures the lepismids are very like

Plecoptera (Crampton, 1918«), but tlie Plecoptera have

lost the median terminal filament, which, however, is still

retained in the ephemerid members of the group. The

ephemerids, and the Odonata, represent somewhat aber-

rant types of development which branched off at an early

date to follow their own patlis of specialization, although

they have not i)roeeeded very far n'oiiu" tlr- road. The

Plecoptera, on the other hand. Iiav*^ can I.m] over in their

line of inheritance a great many (/liaiaeters which were

to beconu^ furtliei- developed in the hiffhei' groups of in-
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sects, and they appear to have departed as little as any
from the ancestral condition of these groups, so that they

are as important as any synthetic types, with the possible

exception of the Palaeodictyoptera, for a phylogenetic of

winged insects in general. The great antiquity of fossil

Plecoptera is also in harmony with the idea that the

Plecoptera are quite like the ancestors of the higher

forms, and since the anatomical and phylogenetic data

are in complete harmony in this respect, we are justified

in assuming that the Plecoptera have departed as little

as any forms from the ancestral condition of the groups

next to be considered.

The Plecoptera, embiids, and Dermaptera originated

from essentially similar ancestors, which were not far

removed from present-day Plecoptera, and their lines of

descent have followed a common developmental road for

a considerable distance, before first the embiids, and a

little later the Dermaptera branched off to follow their

own paths of specialization (Crampton, 1917a). The
IIcniinicn(s-]\ke forms branched off from the Dermapteron
>tocl< at ail viivW date, and a little later, the Coleopteron

Ixfi' \\a- (litTciTmi.-itra. T\n^ Strci)>iptera were possibly

.lilh-nMitialcd IV.mii ;i Hinilar >l(U'k still later. The terms

"caiTiei-" or '-lalrr'" a- u-cd above are ('m])loved in the

sense of iiidlcnt i r.- tlie relatively l„\ver nr higher level

along a line of dex-elopnient, at which a grouj) branched

off, and is based npoii the coniparative anatomical primi-

tiveness of tlie gi-onj) under consideration. In the case

of the Coleoptera, Handlirsch maintains that they are

paleontologically older than the Dermaptera, and if sub-

sequent findings should corroborate this view, it would

be necessary to search for the origin of the Coleopteron

line of development lower down on the Plecopteron stem

than the point at which the Dermaptera branched off to

follow their own path of specialization, but the Dermaptera

are <(> iniieh ini>r(^ lowly (n'u-anized than the ('oleoptera,

to which they jiri- aiiat(.iiiie;il!y very >iiiiihir (see also

Crami)ton, l!>lS/>), that I am inclim-d t<. believe that the

lack of earlier Dermajiteron remains is due to the incom-
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pleteness of the fossil record, rather than to the absence

of Dermapteron forms antedating the Coleoptera.

The Isoptera, blattids and mantids seem to have

originated from a stock similar to the members of the

Plecopteron group mentioned above (Crampton, 1917a)

and they apparently branched off at a very early date to

follow their own developmental road for a short distance

before each of tlu^ throe se])arated to follow its own path

of deve]oj)ni(Mit. Tlic lso))tera are anatomically inter-

mediate between the iiKMiibers of the Plecopteron group,

and the rest of the l)hittid uroiip (with whicli the Isoptera

seem to have somewhat sti-oiigor affinities than with the

members of the Plecoi)teron group, although tiiey are

related to the embiids and Dermaptera (juite closely).

This might be taken to indicate that the Isoptera are

more primitive than the blattids, as is borne out by cer-

tain of their anatomical features; but on the whole, the

blattids seem to be somewhat more lowly organized and,

according to HandlirRch, the Tsoi)tera are paleonto-

logicallv much voiiiiger than the ))lattids. It is quite

pro})abie that the Zorav>tera described ])y Silvestri, 1913,

are an offshoot of the i^.M.ieioti <t.>ek.

The orthopteroid iiiM-rt^. \ llnhiani.U and phasmids

were descended from aiice-tni'^ very -iiuiiar to Gryllo-

hlaffa reeentlv dexM'iixMl l.y Walker. 1914. and such

plia^niids as Timmhi are aUo x ,m-> near tlie ha^. of the

chara'eters tVoni tlie i)lee.>]»ter<)i(l nde ,>i their anc'-try,

and they also share many featinvs in vomuum with the

blattoid grou]) mentioned above (see (^rampton. I!»17f7).

Their line of descent is apparently ultimately traceable

to a plecopt(M-oi(l ance-try (a^ i^ pr()1)al)ly aNo the case

with the blattoid forms), but their line of development

branched off very near that of the blattoid group, and

they continued to ])arallel the ].atli of (leveloj.ment of the

latter li-roup for a eoiisidrrable .li-tan.-.. hcfore divero-ing

alonu- thei,. o^^u hran.-h m' .p.eia li/athm. Ti'e urxUo-

blatti.N M'eni to h- -..meuhat <-loM"r to the ai;.M-Pn- of

the grvllids aiMl om^i.K.-' uhile tlie phaHnids nia> be
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nearer to the ancestors of the ''acridids," although the
line of development of the latter may have branched off

from a ''locustid" stock. The Phylliwn-li'ke forms seem
to be modified phasmids which have certain features in

common with the grasshopper group.
The plecopteroid, blattoid and orthopteroid groups are

all very primitive, and are so intimately connected by
intermediate forms or synthetic types that they are to

be considered as representing one section of the Ptery-
gota, to which the term '^Plecopteradelphia" was ap-

plied (Crampton, 1916a) to indicate that they are the im-
mediate descendants of Plecoptera-like ancestors and the

ephemerids and Odonata should doubtless be included in

the same section of the Pterygota, There is a bare pos-
sibility that the blattoid forms rather than the Plecop-
tera are nearer the ancestral type from which the others

were derived, but the close resemblance of immature Ple-

coptera to lepismids, and the very primitive organization
of the Plecoptera, make it very probable that they, rather
than the blattids, represent very closely the ancestral
forms which ga\'e rise to the blattids themselves, and the

other ty])es meiitionod above. The higher insects were
a]<o ni)parently descended from forms ultimately de-

rived from ancotor^, related to the Plecoptera, but they
have "clustered togethei'" in another division forming
tlie "Xeur()i)terade]pliia" (('rami)ton, .U)1Ga) or forms
grouped about the Xeuroptera in the second section of

winged insects next to be considered.

The members of the second section (or ''Neuroptera-
delphia") fall into two principal groups. One of these,

comprising the psocids. Tliysanoi)tera, and hemii^teroid

forms, were probably descended from ancestors not un-

like the psocids. and it i- iil^o niiiK- i.o^^il.K. tliat the Mal-
lophaga, and liic Aiioplcui-a or '"Sipliniiciilata,'' rep-

resent offslKjot- of till- -lock. Tlii> grouj) had a common
origin with the neuroi^teroid insects (probably from
Pleco])tera-like forebears) and the two paths of develop-

ment have extended side l)y side for a considerable dis-

tance, both having numerous characters in common.
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The jSTeuropteron group comprises the Neuroptera,

Trichoptera, and Mecoptera, with their immediate rela-

tives. They and their descendants are very closely re-

lated to the members of the psocid group mentioned

above, and the two lines soon merge in a common ances-

try when traced back toward the plecopteroid stem. The

Neuroptera seem to be a very ancient type, and have

inherited certain primitive characters which would indi-

cate that their line of development branched off at a com-

paratively low level. Both the Trichoptera and the Me-

coptera are descended from ancestors quite like the pres-

ent-day Neuroptera, while the Lepidoptera branched off

near the trichopteron line of descent, and the Diptera

branched off near the mecopteron line (see also Cramp-

ton, 1917&). The Siphonaptera were apparently de-

scended from ancestors not unlike phorid Diptera.

The Hymenoptera represent a somewhat aberrant

group having affinities with both the members of the

psocid and neuropteron groups. Their line of descent

probably originated near the point at which the psocids

and Neuroptera branched off, and they inherited many
features also present in the members of both of these

groups, so that their line of development must have ac-

companied or extended beside those of the other two for

a oonsidcrablo distance before it branched off to follow

The i^oints which should be especially emphasized in

regard to the evolution of the insectan branch of the

arthropod lines of development may be briefly summa-

rized as follows

:

The ancestors of artliropods were not of any one type,

but varied in regard to tlie number of segments compos-

ing tlieir bodies, tlio outline of tlie body, etc.: and while

some (.r til. •Ill may lia\-(' Lccii as small as tlic tardigrades,

it is 111. .IV |ir,, liable that llic typ.'s woul.l in' iticluded be-

tween the extremes represented l)y the ( )ny('liophora and
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the Annelida, or even between the extremes included

within the annelidan group itself.

The first arthropods also were not of one single type,

but possibly varied as greatly among themselves as a

branchiopod-like copepod would differ from a copepod-

like branchiopod, etc. It is very probable that the stem

forms eventually giving rise to the line of development

leading up to the production of the insectan type of

arthropod would be included in the branchiopod group.

The next stage in the evolution of the insectan type of

arthropod is represented by forms related to the lepto-

stracan group, although the Leptostraca do not include

all of the types representing this stage of development.

It is possible that the Trilobita may be considered as

somewhat near these forms, since they exhibit a few char-

acters in common with them, but the trilobitan line of

descent is not directly in line with the insectan path of

development, since it diverges toward the evolution of

the merostomes and eurypterids leading off toward the

arachnoid type of development and away from the in-

sectan type.

A further stage of developuKMil Tcjti-cx'ntod by tlie

members of the group includinu' the .\iioiii()>ti a('a. ( 'u-

macea and Tanaidacea. While tlic.x' doiilitless also re-

sembled the other members of this ur(»ii|t in certain re-

spects, it is quite possible that the aiiccstoi-s of insects

and "myriopods" varied between tlie extremes repre-

sented by Bathynella among the Anoniostraca and by

such forms as Apseudes, etc., among the Tanaidacea,

from which the Isopoda, etc., were also descended.

Bathynella, with no eyes, with its cylindrical body, re-

duced legs and "stumpy" pair of pleopods. basal limb

a])pen(la-es >nggesting the precursors of >tyli, short

tei-niiiiai a] 'pendau'es, etc., must be ver\- like the ances-

tors of til.' Pn.tnra and Scolopenrelloi.l fonns; while

such Ta.,ai,hi(..a n> .\,>sr,nJrs, xvith its flauvllitorm termi-

nal ni-o|iod>. an<l the t\])e of hea<l appeiKhiuvs, etc., pres-
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tors giving rise to those Apterygota which are provided

with flagelliform terminal appendages.

The members of the Symphyla-Pauropoda group have
retained many characters present in the ancestors of the

''Myriopoda" and Insecta. The Chilopoda are an off-

shoot from this stock and do not stand quite as near the

direct line of development of the insectan type.

The Apterygota are the nearest known representatives

of the ancestors of winged insects, and while the first

insects to be evolved possibly were of types resembling

both the proturan forms and the campodeoid forms (or

even the machiloid forms), the lepismid type approaches

as nearly as any known forms to the lowest representa-

tives of the Pterygota.

The first winged insects resembled the lepismids in

many respects, and their nearest living representatives

are the ephemerids and Plecoptera. The Plecoptera and
the fossil Pala^odictyoptera stand at the base of the lines

of descent of the higher forms, and, since the line of de-

scent of the Plecoptera has accompanied those of the

higher forms for a longer distance, they are even more

iini)ortant tliaii tlic Pahrodictyoptera foi- a )>1i\ louciu'ti.-

study of the evohition of liiglior inseots. Mest hiulicr

forms cluster al)out the Plecoptera and XcurDjitcra a>

nuclei representing synthetic types of tlie greatest ini

portance, and both types are of consideral)Ie aiitit]uity.

although the Neuroptera were possibly ultimately dv^

scended from forms not unlike the Plecoptera (and

ephemerids).

It is quite improbable tliat injects or arthropods in

general (as well as tlie iiuire iiiclii>l\ e groups) are of a

polypbyletie origin. The anrc^icr^ of insects, for exam-

ple, were of soveral ty])v>, >..nie foenihliiig the anee^t<.r<

of iso]„),ls. wlrih' others resoinhlc-l the aneo>tei- of tin'

Symphyla, etc.. and the line> of deveh-i.nient of all thivo

extend for some distance n.le by <i.le hcfore eaeh he-iii^

to diverge from the other-. Those in>eets rex-iiiMin-

Symphyla were not descended from syini^hylid foi-ehcat^

nor were those insects which reseinhlc isopods doccnded
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from isopod forebears, but the sympbylid and isopod

characters which appear in certain insects were inherited

from their ultimately common ancestry, and the relative

positions of the different ancestors of insects in the ''he-

reditary areas" of this common ancestry {i. e., whether

their hereditary areas were contiguous to those of the

ancestors of isopods or to the ancestors of the Symphyla,

etc.) determines whether certain of the insects descended

from them shall resemble isopods or S>Tiiphyla, etc., and

the same principle applies in the successively larger as

well as in the smaller groups of living things.
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SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION

ON THE RESISTANCE OF FUNDULUS TO CONCEN-
TRATED SEA WATERS

T. TiJLUi: is ;i! PxTiPih!,! -1 Kiiii.liihis. .Icscribed by Giinthor

(79) undei- the iiainc /•'. Ix mi mhi , which is very closely related

to F. hrifrocllhi.-^, if not s|)('cifically identical with it."

The coiiniion ha])itat of this K.m. lulus is alon- the shores ol

mau-rove swamps, in water normally having a saliTiity of -So-iiG

per mille (CI- 20 ± per mille ; sp. -r. about l.O^LV)-"^*.

When this Fundulns was placed in soa water which was allowed

to evaporate at laboratory temperature (about 27°) a good

number of specimens were found to resist a concentration of

about ^r sea water (C\ - 67 per mille). According to Loeb

( F. lufn-orliti,^ at AVoods Hole may be brought to live

in a coiiccutratioii o(|uivalent to i% M or i% M, if the water be

slowly rvajioratcd. but a '-'s M concentration is rapidly fatal.

Soa uat. r a' Wno-K Hole i^ at about M/2 (salinity= 32 per

mill.' ^ Willi a ffccziug-point depression of 1.81° (Scott, '18),

whft'cas the l>.'tiiiii(la sea water is nearly %q M, with (accord-

ing to KnudsiMi s Table. 5) a freezing-point depression of 1,95.°

McClciiilnii (

'll - touud the A of Tortugas water (S= 36 per

Is 111 rniio,i,.,-al.h' difference noted in the resistance of Fun-

diiliis talo'ti iVdiii thfse differing environments to be regarded

as an instance of adaptation brought about in nature?

11. Tests were made at different seasons to discover the upper

limit of concentration which the Bermuda fundulns will toler-

ate. One of these experiments may be cited as an example:

threo^sln-> ;Hin.iiia khimi ^ '2 hhi. nf m'.-i ^^Mrr\ C] —-W.Goy^^;

S= 35.50V,J hrnndU iVnui \hv unuv'royr cvck in win.-li the fundulus

ture (2S°). In .•tMiia.-nim No. 1. lu.. lidics wc'iv still alive on Sept. 7,
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for a long time in rain water containing but a trace of salts, and
those from the brackish ponds will live equally well when sud-

denly transferred to sea water of full salinity (36 per mille).

Now, the fundulus living in the brackish ponds have been

there for an indefinitely long period. They reproduce there,

and must be regarded as "adapted" to the low salinity of the

ponds. There is consequently no reason to expect, on the

adaptation hypothesis, that they should be as resistant to con-

centrated sea water as the individuals living in Fairyland Creek,

for example, where the water is of normal salinity. Yet this

appears to be the case. It is true that this species inhabits other

brackish swamp pools at Bermuda, where the salinity under-

goes considerable changes. But if the high resistance of the

isolated-pond fundulus were to be explained as the result of a

persisting mechanism inherited from ancestors adapted to with-

stand changes in salinity, then it will be noted that the appeal

to adaptation in the first place becomes not merely superfluous,

but inconsistent.

IV. There is another explanation available, which probably

accounts for the high resistance of the sea-water and brackish-

pond fundulus to concentrated solutions. This explanation con-

siders that the conditions of temperature and the composition

of the water (especially in the brackish ponds) have shifted the

protoplasmic equilibria which determine the composition (and
hence the permeability and the resistance) of the limiting mem-
branes of the fish 's body.

Loeb and Wasteneys (12, '15) found that fundulus taken

from a temperature of 10° died in the course of several hours
wlien kept at 29°, in a few minutes at 35°

; whereas those main-
tained at 27° would live indefinitely if transferred to 35°. The
fundulus at Bermuda living in the mangrove creeks are at a

temperature of 26°-27° (during the summer months). They
withstood for some hours a temperature of at least 37°, and died

when heated to 40.9°. In the shallow landlocked ponds the sur-

face temperature was 30°-33°. Fundulus from these ponds

withstood for several hours a temperature of 39°-40°, and died

when heated to 42.6°. The upper temperature limit was also

determined for fundulus from the brackish ponds which (at

27°) had for two weeks been living in M sea water; they

withstood 40°, and died at 42.5°. Other individuals living for

the same period in % M sea water withstood 40°, and died quickly
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at 41.5°. There is thus seen in fundulus the correspondence

usually found in every thermal species between the temperature

at which the animal lives and the maximal temperature which
it can successfully withstand (cf. Mayer, '14).

The alkalinity of the waters inhabited by the Bermuda fun-

dulus is quite various. In the mangrove creeks the reaction of

the water along the shore may vary a little with the state of the

tide, but is usually not far from p//= 8.1. In the landlocked

brackish ponds, however, the alkalinity is commonly much higher

than this. In one pond, where many algae were growing, the alka-

linity was conspicuously high, p//^ 9.0-9.2 (except after

rains) f and in another, with a sparser growth of Avater plants,

the reaction usually observed was pji= 8.1. Rain water had at

this time a consistent reaction of 5.9-6.0, but after contact

with the soil and limestone it quickly becomes alkaline, so that

the water in cave pools, or dripping from growing stalactites,

was found to have a reaction of = 7.9-8.0. The high alka-

linity of the pond waters may be important in determining the

survival of fundulus in abnormal solutions.

If the idea is correct that the composition (e. g., the calcium

content) and (?) the temperature of the sea water or pond

water are responsible for the high resistance of the brackish-

pond fundulus to concentrated sea water, then avc sliould expect

that NaCl solutions would ho less toxic for the Konnuda fundu-

lus than for the northern vnrirty. which. ;icco!'(liii<i- to Loeb, and

Wasteneys ('12), is killed by 1 M XaCl in less than one half

hour (at about 18°-20°, it is inferred). The pure NaCl solu-

tion increases the permeability of the surface membranes of

fundulus. At 25°-27°, 50 per cent, of the Bermuda fundulus

lived forty-five minutes in 1 M NaCl solution, when the speci-

mens were taken from the mangrove creeks. Individuals from

the landlocked brackish ponds lived about the same length of

time (even after rapid washing, three times, in changes of NaCl

solution). At 20° they lived a little longer. This result is in

agreement with that obtained experimentally by Loeb ('16, p.

332), namely, that fundulus adapted to higher concentrations of

sea water became more resistant to pure NaCl solutions; those

brought artificially to live in i% 31 sea water could live two to

green alga Valonia.
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three days in % M NaCl, which killed fundulus taken directly

from the sea in less than four hours. But in the present case

the fundulus from the brackish ponds lived about equally well

in pure NaCl solution. The cause of this behavior, which would

not be expected from an adaptational standpoint, is believed to

lie in the direct effect of the calcium or some other element of

the pond water. In % M NaCl solution fundulus from the man-

grove creeks and those from a brackish pond lived respectively

3.5 and 4.0 hours, roughly, at 20°. The experiments with 1 M
NaCl seemed more valuable for the purposes of this inquiry,

because of the more rapid toxic etfects, secondary complications

being thus more easily avoided.

V. The fact that the Bermuda fundulus, closely related to F.

heterocliius, but living usually in water of greater salinity than

that inhabited by the Woods Hole variety, seems also able to

withstand a distinctly higher concentration of evaporated sea

water than tlie latter will tolerate, is therefore not to be con-

sidered an expression of adaptation to life in more saline water.

Other members of the same species at Bermuda which are con-

tined to brackish ponds of low salinity, and have for at least

several generations been restricted to this environment, are

equally resistant to concentrated sea water, and to pure NaCl

solutions, and more resistant than the fundulus at Woods Hole,

indicating that the resistance of the Bermuda form is due to a

(lii-ect action of certain constituents of tlie waters in which it

lives upon the composition of its surface membranes.*

1879. Rei>t. Yoy. ClmlU lun r, Z..,.].. Vol. 1, Ft. 6.

Loeb, J.
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Xo. .-, Cons. Perm. Intern. Expl. Mer.

A NOTE ON THE FATE OF INDIVIDUALS HOMO-
ZYGOUS FOR CERTAIN COLOR FACTORS

IN MICE

TSBEN and Steip:l(Mler have reported on certain ])ree(]iiia' e:

periments with mice which produce evidence in supixMi (»f ili

view advanced by Castle and the wi'itei- ni jukI lair

strengthened by Kirkham. 1917, that lioniozy-diis yellow mir

the results of Isbeii aiul SirinhMlcr aii.l of Kirkham were ob-

tained. It seems best at tins tniH- to put these results on record.

The embryos referred 1o a> • ahnoimar " may be considered

as fallinpr in Isben's and Sf cjoliMl.'r "s Class A of dead embryos,

that is to say, those in which drvclo|)nicnt ceased shortly after

suited probably from overcrowdinii' within the uterus during

Tliree typ. ^ of nialiius ro rontrol the results in yellow X
yelh)w ci'iw^cs wciv made. In all eases, the non-yellow animals

used were taken from the same stoek as that produeinp: the yel-

lows. The control maiinos mad.- were as follows: Yellow female

X non-yellow male, non-yellow female ^- yellow nuile and finally

non-yellows cross.Ml mhr si . The numbers ol)tained arc small

and are grouped together in the following table:
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TABLE I

11696 Brown X 11713 Yellow 11

11776 Brown X H'l'' Yellow 7

11442 Yellow X Brown 6

11562 Yellow x Brown !)

10619 Yellow x Brown or Black 2

The one abnormal embryo consisted of a small apparently

embryonic mass, with a blood clot closely jammed in between

two normal embryos. It will be noted that from these matings

97.6 per cent, of the embryos are normal and 2.4 per cent,

abnormal.

When yellows are crossed inter se a very different result is

obtained, as may be seen from the following table, which shows

the result of such matings:

TABLE II

Yellow D X Yellow

Yellow H X Yellow

Yellow F X Yellow

Yellow G X Yellow

11867 Xll'l]
11786 X Yellow

Yellow E X Yellow

11151 X 111S2

12916 X Yellow

Yellow J X Yellow

11149 X Yellow

Yellow A X Yellow

Yellow C X Yellow

12672 X — 99 S""ty V.'Uow

18.7 Per cent, abnormal

81.3 Per cent, normal.

From this table it will be seen that 81.3 per cent, of the em-

bryos produced are normal, and 18.7 per cent, are abnormal.

If one considers in addition the fact that Kirkham obtained

embryological evidence that certain embryos broke down even

before implantation, it seems probable that the fate of the homo-

zygous yellow mouse is known.
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One other point of some interest should be noted. In 1915

the writer reported on the hereditary behavior of black-eyed

white spotting in mice. At that time it was found that this

character behaved in a similar manner to yellow in that no

animal homozygous for it was obtained. Later it was found

(1917) that black-eyed white spotting was, however, entirely in-

dependent of yellow in heredity, although its behavior was

analogous.

If the uteri of black-eyed white females which are pregnant

by black-eyed white males are examined they are, in some cases,

found to contain a certain number of abnormal embryos of the

same gross appearance as those occurring in the yellow X yellow

matings. The numbers obtained are small but striking.

TABLE III

Black-eyed White A X Black-eyed W'b

11413 X
Black-eyed AVhite B X Black-eyed \V1.

— 73 X Black-eyed Wli

The percentage of abnormal embryos is 27.2. Wliib' tliis last

mentioned cross should be repeato.l it Jievcrtlieloss indicates

that, like the homozygous yellow embryo, the homozygous black-

eyed white embryo breaks ih)wn. in most cases at least, after its

implantation in the uterus.

C. C. Little

December 2, 1918
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191 7'. Anat. Record, Vol. 11, pp. 480-481.

Little, O. C.
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THE VARIETIES OF HELIANTHUS TUBEROSUS

The ^irasole. Jerusalem articlioke or sviiiroot. IleliantJuts

tuherosus of Linnams. lias been m cultivation more than three

hundred vears. It is native in North America, and its tubers

were weW known as a source of food to the Indians in pre-

Columbian times. In spite of its lon<? history and value as a

''root-crop." this plant has received little attention from breed-

ers in modern times, and it still remains to be seen what may
be done with it, with intensive study and improved methods.

At the present time we can say that it is enormously prolific,

and the tubers are excellent food for man and beast. Recent

experiments indicate that thev may be an important source of

su^rar in the form of syrup. The very lar^e tops can be used

as fodder. For these and other reasons it is desirable to inves-

tijrate the existmp: varieties, and place on record their principal

charficteristies. This vear. m Boulder. Colorado. I have grown

all those listed below, exeeptinp; the first:

figured by I'abius Cohuniia iii his a.-.-ount of. littU'-known ;unl rare plants,

published in 1610. This fijrm. is ,lt<.l hv l.]um'u<. \t is labelled Flos
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the better shape of tlio wild varieties. If purpureUus, shaped

like a Zeppelin, could be crossed with another form to secure a

larjre tuber while eonservin<r the form, the result would be valu-

able. It still remains to determine the chemical constituents of

the several varieties, and this will be done during the winter.

From the standpoint of genetics, an interesting: feature is the

distribution of the anthocyanin pigments. The variety pur-

])in-(iis. with a urcat (|nantity of anthrocyanin in the skin of

vai'iriy (tUnis has ii ill the leavers and st(>ms. but not in the

exi)!ained.

One of the greatest difficulties in the way of plant l)reeding

comes from the impossibility, in so many cases, of making sure

of the history or oven the identity of the varieties used. The

same thing may go under several names, or the same nam(^ may
be applied to different things. In the case of species, it is usu-

ally possible to unravel the synonymy by reference to the origi-

nal descriptions, or to refer to the type specimens. With hor-

ticultural varieties, there is usually no type and no formal

description. The history, in the majority of eases, is lost. AMien

a new variety is introduced, the firm putting it on the market

rarely states where it came from, and often, after a few years,

can not recfillect. There is no way to ascertain definitely that

what is sold today under a certain name is identical with the

plant bearing that name a number of years ago. These condi-

tions lead to many inisunderstandings and difficulties of all

sorts, and to much waste of time and energy. They are no

longer toIcfal)lc, wlicii the production of new plants is of such

prime iinpoi'taiice lo mankind. "Wliat we need is an organiza-

report on every plant put upon the market as new. Each shoidd

be carefully described in botanical language, and if necessary

figured. Its origin, if asc('rtainal)le, should l)e preri^'ly stated,

with full details. Any firm refusitm- to submit its alleiivd nov-

T. 1). A. CoCKERELL
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ADAPTATION AND THE PEOBLEM OF ORGANIC
PURPOSEFULNESS"!

DR. FRANCIS B. SUMNER

I. The Reality of the Problem

Despite tlie ^'revolutions of thought," which succeed

one another with rather bewildering rapidity these days,

we may occasionally listen with profit to the voice of a

past generation. And I can not believe that we are yet

in a position to wholly reject Herbert Spencer's well-

known characterization of life as a "continuous adjust-

ment of internal relations to external relations." Now
it is this process of adjustment to which we give the name

adaptation, and the special structures or functions by

which the adjustments are carried out are called adapta-

tions.

By earlier biologists and philosophers these facts of

adaptation and adaptedness were regarded as among the

most fundamental phenomena of life. It was facts such

as these that furnished ammunition for Paley and a

whole succession of natural theologians. It was these

which Lamarck sought to explain by his theory of evolu-

tion through functional activity, and which Darwin at-

tributed to the action of natural selection. And it is in

this same realm of facts that the vitalists find their rea-

1 In its main outlines, this paper was written about Ihv year. a-o. It was

submitted for publication February, 191 S, and .iinf thou h:i< tm,lrr-oiir

relatively little revision. For this reason, ado<|uate rrr.Mvn<-.. !ia< not Imvu
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sons for attempting to remove biology from its place

among the natural sciences.

Now it is a curious circumstance that recent develop-

ments of the evolution theory have carried us continually

farther from an explanation of adaptation. Natural se-

lection, in the Darwinian sense, has been relegated to a

secondary position, while the Lamarckian principle is

denied in foto by many. On the other hand, all that the

niutationist can tell us in regard to the matter is that

such useful characters as spring full-fledged into exist-

ence are not likely to be eliminated. Thereupon, the vi-

talist takes fresh hope and asserts the inadequacy of

what he calls ''mechanistic" biology to account for pro-

gressive evolution.

Of course, one way to solve a problem is to deny that

the problem exists. And this is what is being done by

various persons who are interested in minimizing the

difference between the living and the non-living. Thus

one physiological botanist, Livingston,^ tells us that any-

thing organic or inorganic is adapted to do just those

things which in reality it is found to do. And he seems

to think it quite as reasonable to speak of the adaptation

of fragments of pumice to float on water, as of the adap-

tation of a flower to insure the visits of insects. The

"concept of purposeful adaptation," which still plays

such an extensive role in biology, is due to the fact that

"ours is a developmentally young science," retaining

"features of its early youth." Sooner or later this con-

cept will be "totally abandoned, even as the same

concept has already been abandoned by the other natural

sciences."

Now it ma>- well ho that a more mature state of science

will enable us to disponsr with such naive expressions as

imply that an otuaii has a function to perform in the
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arrives, I think that most biologists will continue to re-

gard the origin of adaptive characters in animals and
plants as offering a real and important ])roblem for

solution.

Again, Parker,- while going to no such lengths as this

in denying the significance of organic adai)tation, ex-

presses his belief that

range for possible reactions, and of a number of responses that mi<rht

be made to ii given set of conditions, one may be quite as appropriate

seems to be a more truthful description of actual conditions in animal

It may be freely granted that much iimcimity has been

displayed in discovering ada])t:iti()iis which ])r()])ably do

not exist. And it is doubtless ti'uc thnt iii;iiiy organisms

may live indifferent Iv under a wide r;ni.uv ..f conditions,

or may cat indinVrciitly n wi.h" niimv of fo.)ds. \\u\ is

not thi> (M.iiditioii of Nrr>^atilit> it-Ml a I'act of a<la|.ta-

tion ? The "coiit iinicd adjustincnt of internal relations

to external relations" implies that the external relations

change. Man, it is true, may live indifferently on the

ecjuator or within the Arctic circle. But would any one

maintain that the physiological states which adapted him
to these unlike conditions did not differ widely in the two

localities ? I may make a meal equally well of meat or

of vegetables. But the digestive fluids secreted for the

occasion would differ in the two cases.

Again, because two wholly unlike plants grow >id»' !>>'

side in the same soil, it does not follow thai tlicy arc ad-

justed in (|uite diverse ways to the sanir >rt m rntnlilloNs.

The (Mivironm.-nt of an or-'aiiisni d<.ul>tlfss comprises
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the organism comes into functional relation. And as

the organism evolves, these effective elements become
different.

As I see the situation at present, the fact of organic

adaptation remains the central one in evolution, and in-

deed the central one in biology. I shall give no further

time, therefore, to justifying a rather laborious attempt

to show how this fact may be accounted for without car-

rying us outside the limits of natural science. Before

passing on to this discussion, I will merely remark that I

place in the category of adaptation anything which in-

creases the adjustment of the organism to the conditions

of its existence, whether or not this may ever have a de-

termining influence in the preservation of life. Many
such adjustments have arisen in our own race which cer-

tainly can have played no part in the survival of the indi-

vidual or the race. An example of this is the case dwelt

upon by Spencer, of the correspondence between the

nicety of tactile discrimination on various parts of our

skin and the relative frequency of contact with foreign

objects on these surfaces. And such cases could be mul-

tiplied indefinitely. Nevertheless, much recent biolog-

ical speculation has been vitiated by the identification of

adaptation with self-preservation.

11. Adaptation and "Contingency"

If an intelligent animal is confronted with the neces-

sity of taking action to avoid injury or secure food, two

ways only would seem to be open to it

:

1. It may consciously adapt its actions to this end, or

2. It may go through a series of more or less random
movements until it happens to make one which is fitted to

the needs of the situation.

On first thought, it might seem that these two modes of

procedure were radically distinct, and indeed, in a sense

they are. Considered historically, however, the second

may be regarded as a step in the development of the first,

or, to express the same thought otherwise, intelligent

action is in every case the outcome of earlier experi-
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mentation. We can foresee the results of an action, oiily

in so far as they have been experienced lioforc, citlnT in

a situation identical with the present one, or at least in

situations having certain elements in common with it.

Furthermore, in the early life of the individual, the

movements of the so-called ''voluntary" muscles were
in a high degree random and undirected. The associa-

tion between a given muscular contraction and a given

result in consciousness must, in the first instance, have

been purely arbitrary, and could not have been antici-

pated prior to experience.

Thus to restate somewhat paradoxically our original

proposition, an intelligent animal attains a sought-for

end, either by blundering into it or by directing its course

on the basis of past blunders. In eitlier ease, the asso-

ciation between the means employed and tlie end attained

is, in the last resort, accidental. At tlie outset, the idea of

the end did not in any direct way call fortli tlie means to

its realization, liowcvci- ] )iir| losivc tlic action nniy appear

when fully perfected.

Let US extend onr argnnient to those Ileitis of organic

activity from which intelligence seems to be largely or

wholly excluded. In instinctive actions, even more than

in intelligent ones, a series of movements proceeds unfal-

teringly to a given end, as if directed by the latter. In

earlier days the adaptive instincts of certain lower ani-

mals furnished some of the most telling arguments for

the special interposition of an all-wise Providence. To-

day, as biologists, we commonly explain these movements
on the basis of an inherited ''mechanism." We may be-

lieve, with Loeb and others, that we have to do with a

chain of reflexes, each serving as a stimulus to call forth

its successor at the np])ropriate moment.
How this nn'clinnism arose is a disputed point, but

there are two ]irinci])al hypotheses as to its origin: (1)

Instincti\-e actions are ones which originated, iiitelli-

rience, and linally l)ecame lixt-d through heredity; and
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(2) they are the result of natural selection, acting on
congenital tendencies toward such movements as proved
to be adaptive.

Without discussing the merits of these rival theories,

which are by no means mutually exclusive, I merely wish

to point out that both of them assume a complete contin-

gency as regards the relation of means to end. On the

assumption that instinct is inherited habit, the actions,

before becoming habitual, must have been performed

either intelligently or as a result of blind groping. In

either case, their adaptedness to the end in view was, at

the outset, accidental, as we have already seen. On the

assumption that instincts have arisen through natural

selection, chance tendencies toward movements of an

adaptive sort were perpetuated. Here, the complete

contingency is obvious, unless we assume some directing

influence determining the nature of the variations. I

shall return to this last point later.

Still lower than instincts, in the scale of organic beha-

\ i()r, we have the various responses to stimuli which are

known as "tr()])isnis " or "taxes." lender this head are

included the loconiot ion of the oi-u'aiiism to or from a

source of stinml.Mt i.)n. or. in the case of a Hxed organism,

the assumption of a (Ictinitc i)osi1i<)n, or tlie arrangement

of its parts, with relation to the direction of the stimulus.

Here, again, we have two rival hypotheses, wliich are

not, it seems to me, wholly antagonistic. According to

one view, the organisms are "fatally" turned to or from

the source of light, heat, or the like by the unecpial stimu-

lation of the opposite sides of the body. When the ap-

])ropriate orientation lias })een brought {d)out, the two

>i.h- (.f the oruanisiu an- <M,ually an\'ct<Ml and further

locoinolioii wil! he ill line with the sunrcc of stinndation.

Th- oih< r virw ia>> -liv>^ ..n iho>r ('a>('> In which or-

stiniuhi-. l)nl nmhTuo i-an(h»m movements, having no

p!-inia!-\ i-ch-itidii lo it. in what are regarded as the most

priHiiti\e cases the stimulns which results in a change
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of behavior is usually a noxious one, loadiii"- to a backing
out or turning aside. When forward iiiovt'iiu'iit is re-

sumed, it is a matter of chance wliotlicr the organism
remains hi favorable surroundings or Hnds its \va>' back
to the unfavorable ones. If the latter, tlic "nvoidiiig

reaction" recurs, and the performance is rcix^atcd until

it leads to a more fortunate issue. The iin ai'iahh'

"pull" or "push" of the tropism theory is not regartled

as the primary phenomenon, though an observer who
viewed only the end results of the process might easily

believe that they had been brought about by such a di-

recting influence.

Here, again, it is not my purpose to discuss the merits

of these rival hypotheses. It is possible, indeed, that

they should be regarded as complementary, rather than

antagonistic. Jennings admits that n-sijoiiscs which

originally were performed according to the nicthod of

"trial and error" may, through thr al)hrt'\iatiiig infhi-

ence of habit, come to be determined more (lirectl>- by

the stimulus. But, however we may view the method of

origin of these responses to stinmli. it seems ph-iin tliat

any adai)tiveiiess that we meet with is eontingenl in the

sense in whieh I have already used tlie term. Aerording

to tlie investigations of .lennings, tlie or-anism reaehes

an optinnim environment by chance, and remains there

because it is stimulated to change its course whenexcr it

begins to pass out of this environment. 'IMiat unfaxor-

able stimuli should provoke these changes of hchax ior

need not be attributed to any "primaiy pur])osefnhiess*"

in living matter, since w(> can l»e ])erfeetly sure that any

organisms ])eha\ ing ditferently wouhl be sjieedily elimi-

nated.

Again, I take it that the ehief a.lvoeat." of the theoiy

of direct orientation would l)e the la>t to assume a ])vh\-

ciple of primary adaptedness. and w(ud(l admit that any

utility connected with these ••tropisnis" must have been,

in the first instance, a i)ure eoineidenee. In tiu' case of

an organism, "•irri'sistil)l\ " drawn toward a favorable
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stimulus, as a growing plant toward the light, we might

seem to have an instance of such a directly purposive

action, i. e., the determination of the means by the end.

But several things must here be taken into consideration.

(1) It not infrequently happens that organisms are

drawn in an equally irresistible manner toward a fatal

stimulus, e. g., the moth to the flame; (2) w^e can not feel

sure, in every case, that the attainment of the goal is not

the outcome of random movements, unperceived by the

observer; (3) even where the response is indubitably

adaptive, and as direct and unfailing as a simple reflex,

it may be the outcome of a mechanism developed through

natural selection, i. e., the survival of random variations

w^hich were as frequently unadaptive as they were adap-

tive. The fact that some organisms still make suicidal

responses to less familiar stimuli favors this last view.

Next, we may consider the phenomena of metabolism,

growth and development. We group these things to-

gether, because they can hardly be considered separately.

Growth is the outcome of metabolism, and development

of metabolism and growth.

The phenomena revealed through studies of normal

physiology and embryology are obviously highly ''pur-

posive," in the sense that they have relation to the at-

tainment of an end, that end being the preservation of

the individual and the race. Nevertheless, they are be-

lieved by most biologists to be the outcome of a ''mech-

anism" the functioning of which presents no greater

difficulties, apart from complexity, than the working of

a clock or a steam-engine.

When we come to consider the origin of this mech-

anism, we may mention three chief hypotheses, which

have been or still are held. (1) It may have been spe-

cially created by a super-mundane power in each indi-

vidual species of organism; (2) it may have gradually

developed out of simple beginnings by the "selection"

or survival of random variations which were as likely to

be unadaptive as adaptive; or (3) it may have gradually
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developed out of simple beginnings through (a) direct

responses to environmental stimuli, or (b) the ei¥ects of

functioning upon the functioning parts themselves.

The first of these alternatives has been well-nigh dis-

carded by scientist and layman alike, and need not be

further considered here. I will point out in passing,

however, that certain elements of the ''special creation"

hypothesis have recently been put forward in the name
of science. Of this more anon.

The second alternative, that of natural selection, is ad-

mitted by most biologists to be one of the factors con-

cerned in the production of adaptive mechanisms, though
it is doubtful whether any two thinkers would agree as

to the importance to be assigned to it. The essence of

this hypothesis is the contingency of the individual vari-

ations in relation to the need to be satisfied. If the vari-

ations are directed, in the sense of tending preponder-

atingly toward the satisfaction of this need, then our

explanation is shifted to a totally new basis. It is this

directive tendency, not natural selection, which is the

effective agency in evolution. The consequences which

would follow such an assumption will be discussed later.

The third of our alternative hypotheses has figured his-

torically as the chief rival of natural selection, though by
many (e. g., by Darwin himself), both principles were

accepted. One of the merits of the Lamarckian prin-

ciple, in the eyes of som6 of its adherents,^' is its apparent

rejection of contingency or chance, a fatal weakness, so

they believe, in the natural selection theory. But a little

thought will show us that the Lamarckian principle, no

less than the Darwinian, is based upon chance, as regards

the relation between the need and the means to its ful-

filment.-^
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Let us consider (a) the case of modification through

direct environmental stimuli. There is much vague talk

about the "environmental mould," in which the "plas-

tic" organism is supposed to be "cast"; but those who
have given much study to the subject recognize that modi-

fications produced by the environment are in the nature

of reactions to stimuli. In many cases, these reactions

are plainly adaptive, in the sense of furthering the life

or comfort of the individual or the race, as when a cal-

losity is developed in consequence of continued friction,

or an antitoxin is generated to combat a bacterial poison.

The fact, however, that there are varying degrees in the

adaptiveness of these responses, and indeed that many
of them appear to be wholly unadaptive, suggests the

prol)ability that the truly adaptive ones, when at all con-

stant, have resulted from the selection of "accidental"

variations. This can, of course, be true only of re-

sponses to environmental stimuli which have presented

themselves frequently in the history of the race. Cases

in which the organism has responded adaptively to stim-

uli quite new to racial experience are not, however, en-

tirely unknown. These w^ill be discussed in a later sec-

tion. It may l)e said in passing, however, that the only

conceivable scientific explanation of such cases involves

the principle of "trial and error," which, of course, is

based upon complete contingency as regards the relation

of means and end.

Let us pass to (h) the effects of functioning upon the

functioning parts themselves. It is held by the Lamarck-

iaiis that organs or parts grow or diminish through use

and disuse, and that the perfected mechanisms whicli

insuflicicnt analysis. (Iranting the i.arl played by vol-

untary action (c. exercise or practice) in the post-
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natal development of many higher ors-aiiisms. we need
only refer the reader to what we have already said about

the ''contmgent" character of even intelliuent action.

But it seems likely that the claims of the ])>yelio-vitali>ts

(e. g., Pauly and France) are largely fantastie, and that

voluntary struggle toward an end has not jilayed the im-

portant role in organogenesis which they iniai;iiie that

it has. The greater part of the functioning of the organ-

ism probably consists in blind responses to external or

internal stimuli—blind in the sense of having no con-

scious end in view. Thus regarded, they are in no way
different from the responses already considered under
(a), save that we there dealt with the effects of external

stimuli alone.

Accordingly, we may repeat here that so far as these

functional responses— and the organs tlie\- jxTleet ai e

adaptive, their adaptiveness must have arisen, in the lirst

instance, by the selection of contingent vai'iations. I ii-

der this head are to l)e inehi<h'd ( 1 ) tlie i)reservatioii of

those individuals which chanced to make appropriate

responses (natural seh'ction ) : and i il) the making liabit-

nal on successive generat ion- of iti(li\ i(hials of resjxMises

which chanced to fulfil a ui\-en need when lirst expe-

rienced (Lamarckism). The onl\ olhei-altei-nat ive wnuld

seem to be some sort of inscrntalile foreknowledge on tiie

part of the organism of every need to be experienced, and
of the way in which this need could be satisfied. Such a

conception would obviously carry us beyond the field of

scientific explanation, but I shall none the less consider

it in its proper place.

It is not my purpose here to discuss the arguments for

or against either the Darwinian or the Laniarckian ])rin-

ciple. It is my object merely to i)()int out that hotli

theories rest on the scjr, fmn , m <nn n;ni nr n>n,ih,>. <>(

variations which irrrr <>i inimill >i coHlnnh ut nr
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SO far as they may be regarded as scientific theories

at all.

The theory of mutation, in its original form, postulated

large and abrupt variations as the material for selection,

a modification which does not affect the principle essen-

tially. In its later form, it merely insists that these

variations must be of the discontinuous or Mendelian

type, assuming that all other variations are non-inheri-

table. Those who maintain the importance of isolation

in evolution can not, of course, regard this as a vera

causa of adaptive change. The actual changes must be

either ''spontaneous" variations or mutations or else

modifications due to environment. Thus, we must resort

finally to either the Lamarckian or the Darwinian prin-

ei]^le to account for such of them as prove to be useful.

"Orthogenesis," so far as it is not a vague appeal to a

"perfecting principle, " "elan vital" or the like, is a mere
assertion that variations may accumulate in a given

direction independently of selection. Wherever the vari-

ations are sufficiently adaptive, however, we are not justi-

fied in excluding selection. When non-adaptive, such a

process presents no greater difficulty in principle than the

continuous growth of a crystal or the continuous deepen-

ing of a canyon by erosion.

Most of us are prepared to admit that much in the

organic world is non-adaptive. We may even grant that

a large proportion of the diagnostic characters of species

and genera belong to this category. Such characters,

while they may baffle the investigator, are in general not

such as would have suggested the operation of a super-

natural factor in evolution. In this paper we are con-

cerned with the problem of organic adaptation, and shall

leave aside the origin of characters which are useless to

the organism.

In fhe foregoing analysis, I have regarded adaptive

response, ivhether of structnre or fiinciiou, as hf'nig in-

variably a secondary p}ii'}n)}}i<'})(>u . Tin' cmi th'dini) be-

tween the need of the orgaiusin mid the nicius ad,-'^iinif>-

to satisfy this is believed to have ahcays been, at the out-
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set, an ''accidental" one. In those cases where the cor-

rect response appears to ensue unhesitatingly, we have
had to suppose either (1) that the observer has overlooked
''trial and error" stages preceding the response in ques-

tion, or (2) that the response is the outcome of an inher-

ited mechanism, based upon racial experience, and there-

fore ultimately upon some form of selection.

III. Vitalism^

Let us now consider the claims of a school of thinkers

who argue for the existence of a primary purposefulness

in living things, and who deny that any conceivable mech-
anism can account for certain of the phenomena ob-

served. As the most conspicuous representative of this

school we naturally turn to Hans Driesch, who has made
a more determined attempt than any other vitalist to

reduce his beliefs to a unified system of philosophy.

Driesch 's three "proofs" of vitalism may be summar-
. ized as follows

:

1. In the earlier development of some organisms,

rather low^ in the scale of life, any part of the embryo,

provided that it be of a sufficient size, will, if artificially

detached, produce the entire organism. This he regards

as conclusive disproof of the supposition that the spa-

tially arranged diversities of the adult organism depend

for their origin upon diversities of a spatial sort in the

embryo. Such a spatial prearrangement of the parts as

is postulated by the Weismannian "germ plasm" theory,

and other preformationist hypotheses, he assumes to be

essential to any mechanical theory w^hatever.

But, Driesch claims, the spatial diversities of the adult

organism must depend upon preexisting diversities of

some sort, therefore he invokes a non-spatial airent, "en-

telech}'-," to account for them. Now "eiitrltn liy " imisT

be a manifoldness, ^ince it is conjured u\) to txi'laiii

other manifoldness, but this manifoldness is infoisi rc,
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not extensive. As an illustration of an " intensive mani-
foldness" lie instances one of our own states of con-

sciousness, in which many elements are presented simul-

taneously, though not spatially separated from one an-

other. But entelechy is not to be identified with mind.

It is an unknown something which stands in the same
relation to our mental life as it does to other organic

phenomena.

2. Driesch's next "proof" of vitalism is somewhat
similar to the first, though it rests upon the facts of nor-

mal life history, instead of upon artificial disturbances

of this. The primitive germ cells, each of which, accord-

ing to the hypothesis he combats, should contain the

"machine" or spatial prearrangement of parts neces-

sary for the development of an entire organism, undergo

in the gonads an extensive series of divisions, leading to

the formation of the mature ova and spermatozoa.

"Can you imagine," he asks, "a very complicated ma-
chine, differing in the three dimensions of space, to be-

divided hundreds of times and in spite of that to remain

always the same whole? "^

3. The last "proof" of vitalism is based upon an anal-

ysis of animal behavior. Driesch makes much of the

fact that an action of a higher animal, particularly of an

intelligent one, is something more than the sum of many
simpler elements, each depending upon an element in

the complex of stimuli to which the organism responds in

a given case. The response of the organism is a unified

whole, corresponding to a total situation in the outer

world. A slight change in this complex of physical stim-

uli, provided that it has significmice for the organism,

may result in a totally different kind of response. On
the otlier linnd, an entirely diftVivnt set of ])hysical ele-

ments --having, however, the sniii.. >nra,iiHri I'or the or-

other words, there is no functionality (in the mathemat-

ical sense) between the response and the stimulus.

This line of argument, different as it may seem, rests

5 "Science and Philosophy of the Organism," Vol. I, p. 225.
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upon the same fundamental assumption as the two pre-

ceding ones, namely, that a truly mechanical theory must
find in the cause as many separate elements as we ob-

serve in the efifect. The structural diversities of the

adult organism must rest upon corresponding structural

diversities, present from the beginning in the germ. The
functional diversities, constituting a complex act of be-

havior must rest upon corresponding functional diver-

sities in the stimuli which make up the total effective

situation. If no such correspondence can be sho\\^l, we
must invoke some principle of a totally different nature

from those which we employ as explanations in the inor-

ganic world.

Now, such a conclusion as this seems to rest upon an

insufficient consideration of what really ha]ii^('iis in the

inorganic world. In a sense, the solar system was ])vr>-

ent potentially in the original homogeneous iichula. while

the various continents and oceans, mountains, lakes and

rivers of the world we live in were all present ])(itentially

in the molten globe which in some way detached itself

from the parent mass. But there was certainly no ' • pre-

formation" of these final products of cosmic evolution.

The diversity which was introduced was totally new. In

the language of biology the world's development was

strictly '

'epigenetic. " And yet the process was none the

less mechanical, as every vitalist will allow. Why then

does Driesch insist that a nieehanisni ade(iiiate to ac-

count for an animal's ontogeny must present a i)art-t'()r-

part correspondence with the adult oruanisni .' i-'oi' it is

only a mechanism, as thus cou ci rt /l , that is disposed ef

by his ''proofs" of vitalism. His experiments e<»mi>el

liim to dismiss the notion of a spatial prearranuement ot

l)arts. Therefore, he jumps to the conclusion that there

must be a non-spatial prearrangement of i»art< an •in-

tensive nmiiifoldness." But why shoidd there l)e any

prearran-ennmt of parts at all.' Is it not a fallaeious

phih>s<.i.hy which insists on snch an exact nnnierical cor-
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respondence between the elements of the cause and the

elements of the effect!**

Despite these logical difficulties, Driesch's third

''proof" of vitalism contains such an unmistakable ele-

ment of plausibility that some further consideration may
profitably be given to it here. His contention is summed

up in the phrase "individuality of correspondence" be-

tween stimulus and reaction. "It is not the single con-

stituents of the stimulus," he says, "on which the single

constituents of the effect depend, but one whole depends

on the other whole, both 'wholes' being conceivable in a

logical sense exclusively" (II, 81). Why is it that we

react to objects rather than to sensuous images? "The

dog, 'this dog,' 'my dog,' " to quote Driesch, "is 'the

same' stimulus, seen from any side or at any angle what-

ever: it always is recognized as 'the same,' though the

actual retinal image differs in every case" (II, 73). Ex-

perience and association, he thinks, afford an insufficient

basis of explanation here. There must be something ca-

pable of resolving past experience into its elements and

making wholly new combinations of them.

Driesch challenges his opponents even to conceive of

a machine that could accomplish results such as these.

This introduction of the word '

' machine '

' would seem to

prejudice the case in his favor at once. But is he not

really challenging us to imagine how phenomena that re-

quire sense organs and a nervous system for their per-

formance could be performed by some other type of

mechanism which is simpler and more fully understood

by us. Confessedly we can not do so. Looking at the

subject in an unbiased way, it would seem that the nerv-

ous system had the appearance of a finely wrought mech-

anism to a higher degree than any other portion of the

body. It is truly one of almost infinite complexity, and

one that is largely inaccessible to experimental observa-

tion, r.nt certain significant facts have been demon-
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stratecl none the less. Sherrington has described in

some degree the mechanism of inhibition, and has ascer-

tained some of the factors which determine which of two
simultaneous stinmli shall prove cffedivo in a given re-

flex. Do not such data at h'ast In']]) iis to ('(.nceive the

possibility of a nervous system wlio.-^c actis iiics may be

understood without the aid of an ciitclcchN- to make its

decisions for it ?

1'lie emancipation of the organism from the controlling

influence of immediate stimuli is admitted to be one of

the salient features in animal evolution. Now, in order

that present activities may be directed with reference to

future results, the stinmli must become more and more
synd)olic, /. e., they must acquire a "meaning." That
one thing may "stand for" something else, and call u])

the responses proper to that something else ni;iy rcjidily

be understood in terms of association. At least tlim'

would seem to be no desperate need t'oi- iiixokinu' "cu-

telechy" at this point. If this uTantcd, why shonld

we expect any correspondence Ix'twccii the si'iisnons de-

ments of the stimulus and the eh'iiien1> of the ivs|ion>e.'

The effeet^ of a given " indi vi<lua li/ed Miniuhi^" are de-

pendent ratlier u]h.u the agmvuvitr oT a^^oeiativ i-i-oe-

essc's whieh this stiiiiulns ealls up. And this au'-i'e-ale

is altogether an empirieal one, not a h.uieal ..lie as

Drie.sch >uppo>,.v. The cM>niH.eti..ns that bind it to-vther

maybe quite ai-hitrary and aceideiital. It is partly the

product of individual experienee, partly ot' i-aeial expe-

rience- this hist on an> theory of inhei-itaiiee. That

several wi(kdy different stimuli, having the same nu'an-

ing ('., having certain important associations in eoni-

wonld seem, .m "he t'aee of it, no more .litlieult to uinler-

stand ••nieehanieaily" than that sevei-al veiy differently

sha])e(l keys eaii open the same lock.

The urakiM-. of DrieM-li'^ -third proof of \italiMii"

would <vvu\. theivfore. to he twofold. (1) He aiM^'ars

to believe tliat an explanatn.n, in order to be mechanical,
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must find a definite correspondence between separate fac-

tors of the cause and separate factors of the effect,' and

(2) he appears to believe that in any mechanical expla-

nation of action the character of the response must be

determined by the immediate sensuous stimuli them-

selves, without regard to the representative (associa-

tional) character of these stimuli.

Driesch, like other vitalists, lays great stress upon

"adaptive" or "regulative" phenomena, though he

makes no claim that these necessarily demonstrate the

truth of vitalism. Indeed, it will be noted that the three

foregoing "proofs" rest on quite other grounds. We
may safely say, however, that for most biologists the

great stum])ling-hlock to a consistent mechanical expla-

nation has been this central fact of oru'anic "purposeful-

ness." In pre-Darwinian davs the Avliole subject was a

mystery, which science clieerfully handed over to theol-

ogy for solution. Later, we grew accustomed to the idea

that much which seemed pur])oseful in nature was the

outcome of "chance." But for many ther-e was always

a considerable residuum which deiied solution. For
tiiere certainh mm m to hv c.i^..^ <.l <i(l<ipti\.' n'-pon-e 1o

Axhollx new s, In., tin,,., tii.it ( .mi imt In accuuiit^l to, on

thebuM^of.nMNol\..lnh.ii.niiMn \im1 t ni 1 h. . nioi ( . il

is now obvious that wo smule theory ot evolutn)n yi't

proposed, nor, indeed, all of them combined, c[in ade-

quately account for much that has come to pass.

In the face of these perplexities, it is but natural that

many have taken refuge once more in various intangible

forces and principles, almost wholly devoid of positive

attributes, and agreeing only in their alleged competence
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to explain" otherwise inexplicable facts, (^f these

Driesch's "entelechy" and Bergson's "elan vital" are

but types.

Much less discordant with our scientific liabits of

thought are the utterances of some of the so-called

"psycho-vitalists," to whom dhision has already been

made. These writers do not have recourse to meta-

physical principles, wholly beyond the realm of expe-

rience. They invoke the familiar facts of conscious pur-

pose, intelligence and will. Organic happenings scon
purposive, they think, because they arc ])nr])()siv('. in the

same sense that our own voluntary actions nic imi |»<«>iv('.

Such a view carries the realm of mental lite far L.-vimkI

the bounds which we are wont to assign to it. Its logical

outcome is a thoroughgoing panpsycliism, an outcome
wliicli some of its advocates are (luite ready to accept.

Xow, it seems to the writer that a panpsychic view of

nature can be stated in such terms as not only to be

plausibk% but to meet certain of our most fundamental

intellectual needs. But such a view is at best a philo-

soi)liical creed, ]H)t a scientific explanation, and should

never be offered as a substitntc tV.r the hitter.

The introduction of will, jtm-post", etc., in the role ot'

scientific exi)lanations nia\- have one of two ini])li('at ions.

Kither (1) it may be a-smned that a uIn-ii ].h>Heal eon-

figuration, plus these psychical concomitants, is ahlr to

accomplish what would be inipossiMe lor the .<<iiiir phys-

ical configuration minus these ]is\chical conc(»niitants

(interactionism) ; or (2) it may be assumed that only

that type of physical configuration which is invariably

bound up with certain psychical factor- is com])etent to

call forth the result in question (parallelism). Accord-

ing to the second point of view, the question whethei- tin-

same result would have ensued without the aucnc}- oi'

purpose or will is an absurdity. If purjmse and will had

been lackinu\ the i)hysical antecedents would of necessity

have also 1 n (lilT.Mvnt.

It is needh'ss to sav thai l>otli oi the foregohig posi-

tions have been upheld by philosophers. It is my wish
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to point out, however, that on neither assumption does

the introduction of conscious purpose supply a missing

link in our explanation of the "teleological" in nature.

Whether or not we admit the efficacy of mental states, in-

dependently of their physical concomitants, we have

already seen that conscioils purpose must proceed on the

basis of experimentation. It must have learned through

trial that a given means will lead to the attainment of a

given end. The existence of any primary foreknowledge

of the relation of means to end is contradicted in our own
every-day experience.

It may be useful to introduce a description by a psy-

chologist^ of what actually occurs when we are trying to

solve a problem:

It is. therefore, a false theory of our own i)urposeful

actions that is projected backward into organic nature

b\' the p^ycho-vitalists. The existence of instinctive

,i('ts. which tit means to ends, prior to experience, in no

WAV iiivarulates what I have said. For these may be

assmued to be based, in some way, on past racial exjie-

rience. And, in any case, so far as an action is instinc-

tive, it can not be couscimiaJ}) pii rpn..; r, . .\--niniii-- llial

instinctive actions are perfornit'il (•(.n-cicu.-lx , .-it all,

which soine wonhl p("rha])s <h'ny, it is not likely that any-

thinu' l)c>(ni(l llir in'xt snccccdiiig stop in the series is at

an>- nionicnt jircscnt to consciousness. The biological

meaning the entire pei-formance (say the building of

8 Hodgson, quoted by James ("Principles of Psychology, " Vol. I, p. 589).
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a nest) can not be understood by the organism. Each
sfep is desired and willed on its own account alone. The
end takes care of itself, by virtue of a preestablished

mechanism.

Thus purpose, in the psychological sense of the word,

can not be predicated of a complex instinctive act, even

though the individual steps be consciously performed.

Least of all can it be predicated of a process of organic

regulation or reparation, the object of which can never

be consciously in view. It was doubtless in part consid-

erations like these which led Driesch to deny the mental

nature of ^'entelechy" altogether and to remove it to a

transcendental sphere in which it was no loiigL'r sul).jeet

to the exacting demands of experienced reality. Tudced.

he tells us that ''there must be a somothiiiu' in tlicni

[morphogenetic, adaptive and instinctive ciitcKH-hio
]

that has an analogy not to knowing and williiii;' in uciirral

. . . hut to the ivilling of specific iinexperu'iicrd rralifics,

and to knowing the specific means of attaining them"
(II, p. 142). We think more favorably of Driesch 's good
sense when he admits that the position of his doctrine is

at this point rather desperate." Xor is I'.eruson's

eert;iiii of the most l)at11iiig phciioincnn of instinct liy in-

voking the aid of "intuition" or "•synipatliy."' The

psycho-vitaiists introduce an agent which is to -onu*

degree intelligible, even though it is ina«le(inate. The

agents wliieh Driesch and Bergson con.jni'e njt ai'e neither

adequate nor intel!igil)le.

In the writings of these and sonu- other vitali>ts the

"vital prineiph'/" by whatever name caHed. is distinctly

credited with ])ow(M's which we shouhl ordinarily term

clairvoyant. Indeed, we are forced to conchule that it

must I>e ahh' to -Map** sources of information whicli are

closed even to the lii-hest tinite intelligence. This, of

course, is ni>sticism ]mve and sinii»le. though such a re-

proach admitte.llv does not constitute its ivfutation for

all minds.
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It may be interesting perhaps to consider where such

assumptions would lead us. Suppose that we adopt the

absolutist idea of an Infinite Knower, having cognizance

of the future as well as the past, or rather including both

future and past in one eternal present. By getting into

connection with this, our entelechy could doubtless solve

any ]^roblem which confronted it. But how, on such an

assumption, could we account for the multitudinous mis-

a.lai)tations which confront us? How should we explain

an instinct which led to the harboring of baneful para-

sites in an ant community or a regenerative process

which resulted in the formation of the wrong organ?

Perhaps these perplexing cases would be merged into the

general mystery of the origin of evil, and there, indeed,

may be where they belong.

But we are not compelled to accept an absolutist inter-

pretation of things. As scientists, we may find it more
easy to lieliove in the evolution of God, in a " Dieu qui se

fait. Well and good, but then the essence of this view

is the i/rHi)r;^s of everything that happens. No mind,

however infinite, could foresee the future, for the simple

reason that the future is not detenniiicd until it comes to

pass. Even our deity must learn by ('X])riieiice, and
"entelechy" would have to do the saiiu/. In that case

neither would be of much service in attempt iiiu' to ex-

plain organic purposefulness. Had we picx innsl\ learned

to expect any great amount of consistency among the

various views of M. Bergson, it won Id have been a source

of surprise to us to find him coupling together this idea

of "creative evolution" with a transcendental "elan

vital," which provides the organism with useful struc-

tures without the guidance of experi(Mice.

Such a .h'pai-lniv as 1 liave nn-uh- fnuii the lield of

h'i^itlniate M.ienlilie di^en^Hon niay ^lun-k the>e <.r my
readei'^ ulio ^hv at anvthin- ^u-uotive of inetaphy>le~

or theeh.-y. r>nt we have heen tnhl with inerea>in-

freciueney of hite that <.nr aeeepte.l -eientilie method^
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have broken down in the face of vital jtlK'nomciia. and

that the only path of escape was one whicli lo.uically led

to mysticism. For this reason it seemed worth while to

inqnire whether even this abandonment of our scientific

in-inciples would lighten our difficulties.

Now, while we believe the solutions offered by the vi-

talists to be but pseudo-solutions, we must admit that

the issues they have raised are real ones. It is to the

great credit of this school, and of Driesch in particular,

that they have awakened some of us biologists from our

"dogmatic slumber" and forced these problems upon
our attention. The prohl(>nis arc I'cnl ones in the prag-

matic sense of determiiiiiiu- our attitii(l(\ both theoretical

and practical, toward biolouieal iii\cstigation in general.

Most important of all, vitalism has uiioarthed a number
of highly interesting experinu'iital data, which it chal-

lenges its opponents to ex])laiii. To this extent it may
lay claim to the rank of a "working hypothesis."

Let us consider some of the points at issue between

vitalism and what I shall call "scientitic biology." In

what follows, I have stated what I believe to be the typi-

cal attitude of each side, though it is likely that no two

persons would agree in every particular.

1. Scientific biology is sti-ictly detiM-ministic. It ad-

mits the i)ossibility of only one result fr(mi a given set

of antecedents. \'italisin is iinleterministic, holdingthat

from pi-t'eisel\- the same anteeeiU'nt >ituation more than

one result is possible. Driesch saves the principle of

different results follow the 'same physical causes, there

must have In-^en a difference in "-enteleeliy." But John-

stone,^^ a disciple of Driesch, throws over even this

formal adherence to scientific method, and asserts l)oldly

that there must be ''uncaused differences" in the organic

world. He illustrates this belief from the varial)ility

among the millions <^f eggs si)awned by a single fiounder.

The usual ex])lanation. based upon differences ill (vxter-
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iial conditions or on imperfections in the mechanisms of

cell-division he holds to be inadequate. Now, in his be-

lief, it is these "spontaneous" variations (using the

former word literally) that furnish the raw material for

Jennings sees in this postulate of indeterminism the

fundamental fallacy of vitalism. It certainly is the fea-

ture that would most seriously affect us as investigators.

For whether variations are regarded as uncaused or as

caused by an agent beyond the ken of scientific investiga-

tion matters little. Any attempt to account for them by

cxpcrinu'iital or observational means must be futile.

2. Scientific biology endeavors to explain organic phe-

nomena on the basis of antecedent physical conditions,

though admitting that our knowledge of cause and effect

is in the last resort empirical, to the extent that much
which happens could not have been predicted in advance.

Vitalism explains organic phenomena— or a certain part

of them—on the basis of ends to be realized, and gives to

these ends a determining influence in providing the means
to tlieir realization. Since the a ter(/o "push" of phys-

ical causation would only by rare chance be directed in

haiitioii} with these ends, vitalism introduces a non-

physical agent to guide or control the former. Driesch

goes to great lengths to explain how "entelechy" can

play this role without coming nito conflict with the law

of the conservation of energy.

In a certain sense the existence of such "ends" must

be admitted by all biologists. Attainment of the typical

form, self-preservation, racial preservation, etc., are

"ends" in the sense that organic processes in general

are observed to trend in those directions. Furthermore,

disturbances of this normal trend often seem to be cor-

rected automatically. Phenomena strictly analogous in

this respect can, of course, be instanced from the inor-

ganic woi-ld. All we have to do is to designate the ob-

served ii'oal ol' such a process as the "cud" aud the
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causally determined steps become the means to its reali-

zation. The difference between such a physical process

and a vital one, as conceived by Driesch, is that in the

latter a given sequence of events maij or may not come to

pass, depending on the whim of "entelochy." The issue

here, then, is practically the same as that first raised,

namely, that of determinism versus indeterminism.

o. Scientific biology declares that vital phenomena are

clieniico-physical, in the sense that they are the inevi-

tal)lo outcome of the particular material aggregations

which we term organisms.^ It grants that in these

manifold chemical syntheses entirely new properties

have emerged, though insisting that the same may l)e

said of any union of elements whatever. Mtalism de-

nies that any possible configuration of material parti-

cles, without the aid of an immaterial principle, can

account for the phenomena observed. It is for this rea-

son that ''vitalism" is commonly set in opposition to

''mechanism." Driesch 's three "proofs" of vitalism

are concerned with this last aspect of the theory. We
have seen that all three are based on the assuni])ti()n that

we must find a diversity in the cause, corresponding to

«'ach diversity in ilw viYvct. And it has been pointed out

that tliis docs not hohl Wur even of a(hiiittedly physico-

chemical systems.

Xow, I do not cLaini that the hare word ••mechanism,"

however hallowed hy seieiititie usage, has any greater

explanatory value than -'enteleehy." Indeed, 1 do not

see why we should he called on to t*arnisli a uirrJinHiral

^'xplanation, smsu sfylrfn, of hiolo-ical plienoiuena at all.

Xot all natural >rienee i> meeliani<-s: some of it rhem-

istry. And I believe it is e.|ually true that still another

pan is biolo-y. a seienci' <iiiite di>tinct from either. lUil

I think we can claim the ]»o^>il)ility of a >cienti(ic exi'lana-

tion in the >en>e Indicated by ti'ie f.-re-oing antitheses,

and it is with this in mind that I have gra])i.led with the

problem of uruani<-"iMirposefnlne^^."

13 It is not. however, ne. es>anly ' .nateriali.tic
'

' in a metaphysioal sense.



GIGANTISM IN NICOTIANA TABACI M AND ITS
ALTERNATIVE INHERITANCE

ALLARD

Bureau of :

roTON, D. C.

Wi i iiix I'ccciit years observers working with dil¥erent

varietii- of Xlcofnuni idhacum g-rown commercially in

the ViiittMl States and el-ewliere have recorded tlie sud-

den aiiiicaiance of occasional liiaiit plants of abnormally

high leaf number. Kxce]>t in height and number of

leaves, wliich may be increased several times above the

usual nunil)er. the>e giant plants in general appearance

do ]iot (h'])art widely from the varietal type from which

tliey took tlieir origin. The great increase in number of

leaves, together with a greatly elongated main stem, is

acconi]^anied by a period of vegetative vigor of such long

duiation that blossoming does not normally take place

when the ]^lants are growing in the field. In order to ob-

tain -eed from >ucli ]»lants, the usual ])racti-e lias been

to ii-an-phint the root- and -tub, oi- even the i»lants en-

tii'e. to the ureenhouse ill the fail, whei'e veuetative vigor

i- ivMuned with the final pro.luction ..f normal l)lossoms

and M'ed <luring tlie winter. Plant- of thi- hal)it of

growth have Ixm'U recorded in the Sumatia. Maryland.

('ul)au and Connecticut Havana ty})es of tobacco.

Occurrence of Gigantism in Different Varieties

The first published record of gigantism in tobacco ap-

pears to have been made in 1905 by Hunger (1905), work-

ing witli tol)a<*co in Sutnati-a in connection with an inves-

(iarner (1!M-J) mentione<l a Maryland Mammoth type,

the oriuin (tf which wa- a--oclated with a cro-- between

tWM .•nmmon vai-ietie- of Maryland tobac-...

llaye- and P,einhart iVMA) reported the occurrence of

218
,
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giant plants in tlie Cuban shade tol)acco and the Connec-

ticut Havana t.ype in Connecticut.

In addition to Hunger's observation previously men-
tioned, Honing (1914) brought out other interesting facts

concerning the occurrence and behavior of giant plants in

Sumatra (Deli) and Java.

Hayes (1915) further discussed the occurrence of giant

plants in the Cuban and Connecticut Havana types of

tobacco grown in New England.

Hunger, in the ])aper referred to, states that the largest

giant i)laMt ol)served by him developed 128 leaves and

reached a height of nearly five meters. These plants were

entirely sterile, or, if blooming took ])lace, the number of

blossoms was greatly reduced. Honing states that the

behavior of these giant Sumatra ])lants with resj^ect to

the transmission of their peculiarities is variable. In one

instance he observed that a line of these plants finally

disappeared entirely. With respect to number of leaves,

Honing's studies of the T)eli tobacco indicate^ tlial >cv

era] more or less distinct types exist. Even rliouiili iiiu'

selections of these have been grown under bau' for <e\ (M a!

generations. i)laiits ])()ssossino' hio-h loaf luunlxM- hnw cc-

peared in tlic Suinalra vai-icty <ii'o\vn in the {'\)\iv>\ Stati-

from seed oblaiiuMj from Sumatra. In llMi! two plant-

of thi^ l\ pr apiM.arrd in a mI' aiuuit Inn plant- -rown

at Arlinmon. ('a. TiicM' j^Iant- app*'aiv,l in tin- Mvond

year's plantinu' iVnm -cimI <.l)taintMl tVom Sumatra, (^ne

of tln-c. ^^hruvvmnvrd P. tiu' lirrrnliuu-.'. Iiad vriu-hM a

height of (-Icven feet aii.l had prc.luccd al)(Mit ini) l(^•lves.

with no indication of hloomiim-. It \va> not po-ible to

determine to what cxtont tluv-e plant> transmitted their

characteristics to tlidr proiivii\- -inco both died after

In 11)0(1 and IDO? uiant or mammotli plam> were ob-
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type known as the Broadleaf Mammoth was first observed

in 1906 in a selection line of Maryland Broadleaf begun

in 1904. Of 100 plants grown in 1906, five were typical

mammoth plants producing many leaves and showing no

tendency to bloom at the end of the season. Subsequent

generations of these plants were grown successively in

1907, 1908 and 1909, and all reproduced the characteristic

habits of growtli of thv orioinal parent isolated in 1906.

'rhi> niaimiiotli \y\n\ a- tlir name indicates, differed ma-

terially ill .-liajK' <if leaf from the better known Xarrow-

leaf Aiam.iiotli.

The so-called Narrowleaf Mammoth appeared in 1907

in second generation plants of a cross made in 1905 be-

tween a F^roadleaf tyi)e and a Narrowleaf tyi)0 of ^lary-

land tobacco. From a single mammoth ])lant found in

l*.»ii7, 157 plants were grown in 190S. all of wliicli were

nianimoth i)lants. Two of these ]»lants which wore al-

lowed to grow until frost without topjiiiig had produced

109 and 111 lea\v>. ropeetlvely. witli no indication of

blooming. The Xarrowieaf Mainiiiolli has been propa-

li'ated from seed and m<.\vii on a cominercial scale in

Maiyland u). to the pivMMit tiiii.'. and under iionnal field

eoiuiition^ >till retain> it> eharaeteri>tie> of liiuli leaf num-
her and the non-1, loo, ni n- hahit.

eialion plants of a ero^> nilw'le in IDo:) helween Maryland

15r<.adleaf aii<l the White I'.iirley vari.'lv of Kentneky. In

a riop ,,f :;().(inii to 4iM.(in plants l.nt <ine niainnioth j.lant

wa^ found, riifortunatelv. tlii^ plant wa< liarveMed in-

all MaMinK.th typ.- vvhieli liav appear.-.l in the Tnited
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Mammoth characteristics from generation to generation.

Intermediate forms have not been observed.

Behavior of Gigaxtism in" Crosses

Since Mammoth forms are now grown connnercially in

the United States and ])romise to become vahiable new
varieties, it has been considered desirable to determine

the ])ossibility of combining the Mannnoth character of

indeterminate growth or gigantism with other characters

of commercial vahie by crossing Mannnoth types with

'V\\v Mai'\ land XaiTowlcat' .Mannnoth has been crossed

with a number of pin'c lines ol' the more distinct varieties

nf XicnlhiiKi IdbacioH, including White Burley, Yellow

I'r.Nor. Little Oronoco, C^onnecticut Broadleaf, and the

vei'\ (li-tinct variety known as A^. Clnnensis (S. P. I., No.

4L'.:!,"3r)). In all these crosses the Mannnotli characteristic

l)ehaves as a unit character and is rccessiNc to normal

size and normal blossoming hal)it ol' ilie oi'dinary

A Maryland AFannnoth and a liurlcy Maiumnth. x'cui-ed

as the rcMilt nf \hc rm-^. Mai'> land .\iaiiiiMoili ^ Wliiti-

Burley o, hav(> aUo hrcn (tos.mmI with the distinct s]Rvit-.

A", mz/^-./ms aihl .V. ah<rni"^n. In llu-e rr..^M- ihr V

planN invariablx liav.^ iM.^^onied nnrniallx a^ ^^hr^v

rVn.^r^ Iliad. wilh varirti(- nf .V. fnluiun,..

of all .Mammoth cio^m'. haxv l.i..^^nnHMl ir prac-t'irall>

a; tnhacuL The plants, however, are UMiall> M.niewhat

taller and. on an averauv, produce a mmucw hat hi-lier leal

number than the ordinarv \ ai'ieti<-s. >liowing that the F.

plants aro nioiv Ir^. interiiUMliate hctueen the normal

atui the Mairmi..ih parents. Tlii^ relation of leaf number
is shown ill M\-ihle 1.

Ii; r, brtuorn Liltlo Dutch a, id Marxlaud Maii^
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TABLE I

Maryland Mammoth and Normal 'Vakieties

l.laiit> of the ('ro..s Maryland Mammoth ? X A\ CJihim-

sis (S. P. I., 42,355) were grown in 1918, and records

of dates of blooming were made for comparison witli the

dates of blooming of tlie parent N. CJiineusis, which is an

unusually small and early maturing variety of N. tabacum.

From the following table it is evident that the parent N.

Chiuensis blossomed somewhat earlier than the plants

of the cross with ^ra^^iand ^[annnoth:

In the cn)>s Afaryhni.l Mniniiu.lh :' AVIiite Burley,

Mammoth l>ui-h-> ivpc- !ia\r roii-l-h'iii l> nitiM-ared in the

Fo progenie-. and lia\M- ^inc,. iriiialinMl true to Mammoth
character. Th.-.' Imv.. hern <-i<.-Md with a inmibcr of
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Maiiiinotli (iiari'owlt'af type) has been crossed with Stew-

ai't Cnhan (a li'iant tx pe previously mentioned as oriijina-

tin- in (\)nn('<-tirut in CuU-.m ^hade-rown tohacco). and
aiM. witli a -\[ainnu)th Wuvlvy tx,:.'. wlii.-h w.-)^ ^.--nred in

the F, feneration of the cro^^ Marvhui.l Manniiotli X
AVhite Bnrley. In the ero^^ Mar>hin<l Mannncth x Stew-

art Cuban, many plants of the Fi generation were grown,

all of which were of Manmioth habit of growth. Selec-

tions of these Fj plants were grown and bred true to the

Mannnotli habit.

In the cross :\[aryland Mannnotli 9 X l:>urley ^Mani-

moth many F, i)lants were grown at Arlington. A'a.. in

1018. Of a total of 558 individuals, all were of Mannnoth

habit and of this number twenty-otie were yellowish

green like the normal White P.urlev varletv, and -J:;: wciv

full green in color like tlie Maryland Mannnotli parenl.

In a study of the reai)])earanee of Mammoth lype^ in

the Fo generation of crosses involvinu' Mannnotli and nm--

mal forms, several different coml)inations have been

made. In one grou|) botli parents were of l>urley type.

In the second group one of the parents was normal ui'een

and the other of r>nrley typ(^ In the third uronp both

In the lii-t -roup. iiiv.)lvino- P.ui'lev roh.i' in both pa-

rents, one ot' the parents w:i< the r>nrlev Mammoth >e-

<'uiv<l in the F o.'iier.'iti.m of tnr rro^^ Mar\!aiid Mam-
moth . White linrh^v. Fr.uii the ero- Mannnotli

P>urley i \ m-dinar\ White Ibirlex -\ (iiN F_, plant- weiv

grown, of which ]7)S were Mammoth. 'rhi> a \-er\- i-lo-e

approxinuition to the theoretical Meiidelian ratio i'>;!> 4
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Of the total number of Mammoth phmts, i. e., 986, appear-

ms: iTi the Fo of the^e crosses, oiilv two were Green Mam-
moth, the rest beini>' tvpieallv of I^urley character.

Whether these two exeei)tions represent mixtures or re-

versions can not be stated.

In tlie second q;toui:), one of tlie parents involved in the

oriiiuial cross was Green, the other being of Burlev

cliai-acKT.

l-'roiii ihc (MOSS Connecticut Broadleaf ? X Burlev
:\I.niiniot,i !ir, r_ plant- \\eie o,o\mi of ^^hlch si\t>

nine were ot Maiimiolh hahil. Tlii> approximates the

tli(oi(ti<al latio !()-) 4 ?(. _> lioinili. oo.. MaiUand
Mammoth ?x W liiti Ihnhx txpi ol m V T) J F. plants

^eieoioxMi, of N\hichfoit\ xsiieot M.minioth habit Thi,

figure is very close to the theoretical ratio 152/4 = 88.

Of the total number of :\rammoth ])lants, i. c, 457, which
appeared m the two (io--e^ (V)nne(ticnt Broadleaf $ X
Burlev :\Iammotli and Marvland Mammoth ? X AVhite

Buile\ t^pe80A o «ii \ two uci, ,,1 P,niU\ (oloi, the i est

A\e wdl now consider the tiiird yroup, which involves

normal ureen color m both jvarents.

From the cross (/onnecticiit P.roadleaf 9 X Marvland
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expected ratio 1820/4:= 455, if the Mammoth habit be-

haved as a simple Mendelian character in contrast with

the normal blossoming habit.

From these data it would appear that the Mammoth
character is recessive in its inheritance and reappears in

the Fo generation in numbers approximating closely the

expected ratio for a simple Mendelian recessive.

The Origin and Behavior of a New Mammoth Type of

Tobacco ix a Lixe Descexdix^g from a Species Hybrid

In an earlier paragraph it has been mentioned that the

Maryland Narrowdeaf Mammoth and a Burley Mammoth
appeared in the generation of certain crosses. In the

writer's experience a giant type appeared in third gen-

eration plants descending from a species cross.

In 1914 the blossoms of a first generation plant of the

cross Connecticut Broadleaf (pink) ? X Giant Bed flow-

ering (carmine) were pollinated with the pollen of

Nicotiana sijlvestris ( white). ^ Although first generation

plants of crosses between the species N. tabacum and N.

sylvestris are likely to be sterile, or nearly so, consider-

able fertile seed were obtained from Fi generation of this

particular cross. In the second generation there was a

noticeable segregation into plants with pink, white and

carmine l)lossonis. The size and shape of the blossoms

of tlic plants (if the Fo generation were also very variable

and A aridiis ahiionnalities were noted. Some plants were

completely self-sterile and others produced blossoms with

supenuiiiu'rai-y ))etals. A number of plants producing the

largest and finest earmine-colored V)lossoms were selected

for further inheritance studies. Tlie progenies of two of

these mother plants, nos. 9 and 12, were grown in the field

at Arlington, Va., during the season of 191 (i.

The mother plant, no. 9. proved to be heterozygous,

breaking up into carmiiu's and pinks, approximating the

theoretical ratio of three carmines to one pink. All the

plants of tliis line were normal in size and habit of growth.

• 3 The so-called Giant Ee.I flowerincr tobacco sold bv seedsmen for orna-

mental purposes, is only a variety of A', iahacum with deep carmine blossoms.
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The sister plant, no. 12, wliieli proved to be homozygous

for carmine, behaved differently, giving rise to a progeny

of plants which were very variable in height.^ A number

of these plants appeared to possess the Mammoth habit

of indeterminate growth and gave no evidence of blossom-

ing. On October 26, 1916, the heights of the plants, all

of which had blossomed except those of Mammoth habit

of growth, were as follows:

TABLE III.

Number in class 12 (blossomed) 16 (blossomed) 3 (Mammoth)

The shortest plants in this progeny were first to blos-

som and produce'd an average of only 20 to 25 leaves, in-

cluding the first bald sucker. Other plants of intermedi-

ate heights blossomed considerably later and produced an

average of 35 to 40 leaves, including the first bald sucker.

Those plants of Mammoth habit of growth which showed

no indications of blossoming had produced considerably

more than 40 leaves.

Two of these Mammoth plants, nos. 12 (a) and 12 (b),

each seven feet in height, were transplanted in the green-

house October 21 without cutting them back. Both plants

1)1os>()iium1 December 8, producing carmine blossoms,

i'lant IK). I'J (a) had produced 70 to 75 leaves, not includ-

ing many Iji act-like leaves below the flowerhead. Plant

no. 12 (b) produced 60 to 65 leaves, including all small

ones below the flowerhead.

In addition to these two Mammoth plants the seed of

several of the taller sister plants, nos. 12 (c) and 12 (d),

in class 2, which had blossomed late, producing 35 to 40

leaves, were saved separately. The progenies of all were

grown in the field at Arlington Farm, Va., in 1917. A
4 The leaves of the mother plant no. 12 were characterized by coarse,

thick, broad and rounded blades abruptly contracted at the base to a long,

almost naked or slightly winged petiole. This striking tj-pe of leaf has re-

12 (a), 12 (b), 12 (c) and^l2^(d), descending from this mother plant.
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total of 60 plants was grown from the Mammoth mother

plant, no. 12 (a), all of which were of Mammoth type, with

an average height of seven to seven and a half feet. On
September 11 a few of the tallest plants were eight feet

in height. On this date an average of 50 to 55 leaves had

been produced and none showed any evidence of blossom-

ing. A progeny of 60 plants (see row 38A, 1917) was
also grown from the Mammoth mother plant, no. 12 (b).

On September 11 these plants averaged six and a half to

seven feet in height and resembled the progeny of no. 12

(a) in all respects except that they were not quite as tall.

From the mother plant, no. 12 (c), which was one of

the late blossoming plants, producing an average of 35

to 40 leaves, 49 plants were grown. On September 13

the heights of 48 of these plants and their blossoming

habits were noted as follows

:

TABLE IV

LECTED FROM CLASS 2, OF TaHLE III

111 tins i.iooviiy of 4!) plants it is evident that 14 plants

jiossessed Mammoth characteristics of contiimous growth
and showed no evidence of blossoming, while 35 plants,

some of which were of giant stature, blossomed. From
the late l)lossoming mother plant, no. 12 (d), a progeny
of 48 plants was grown. The heights of 42 of the^e plants

were also measured on Se])toiiiher 13 and tlioir l)lossoming

habits noted as follows

:
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In addition to these individual progenies of the sister

plants, nos. 12 (a), (b), (c) and (d), selected from the

progeny of the mother plant, no. 12, in 1916, a mixed lot

of seed was harvested from several other sister plants

which had blossomed. Fifty-six plants were grown from
this mixed lot of seed, all averaging six to six and a half

feet in height, and all blossoming. In this lot of plants

there were no indications of Mammoth types and so far

as could be determined with the eye, no intermediate

forms were present.

From the inheritance behavior of the sister plants, nos.

12 (a), (b), (c) and (d), it is evident that pure Mammoth
types, breeding true, and intermediate inconstant types

appeared simultaneously in the progeny of the original

mother plant, no. 12. These intermediate plants behaved

as hybrid forms,' in that they gave rise in their progeny

to a certain percentage of typical Mammoth, non-blossom-

ing types. Since the progenies of the two sister plants,

nos. 12 (e) and (d), were handled under similar condi-

tions from the time the seed were sown, it is e\ddent that

the mother plant, no. 12 (c), yielding 14 Mammoth plants

in n total of 4!> jtlaiits. was ooiis^idorably more prolific in

MniiiUM.th iihlividuals than the sister ].lant, no. 12 (d),

whicli yicld.-.l (uily tw.. Mannnoth individuals in a total of

48 plants.

It is of interest to note that Lodewijks (1911) in work-

ing with to])aceo in Java, has observed the occurrence of

Mammoth types which breed true and also intermediate

or inconstant races which break up into Mammoth or

Giant forms a])proximating the theoretical Mendelian

ratio of 25 per cent.

Lodewijks regards these inconstant races as hybrid

mutations and -tatc- the rt^snlt- of hi- invcstiu-ations as
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25% giant and many-leavod and few-leaved plants,

mutation arising as a hybrid.

Honing (1914), in his studies of the aberrant types

occurring in Sumatra and Java tobacco, states that in

some instances 100 per cent, of the progeny of normal

plants were of the Mammoth type. According to Honing
even the Mammoth plants were not always constant in

their inheritance, and intermediate races were also

present.

From Lodewijk's observations in Java, and the writer's

obser\^ations at Arlington Fann, Va., it is evident thai

intermediate races, as well as Mammoth t^-pes which

breed true, may appear in a progeny. Conceniing the

actual mode of origin of these intermediate and Mam-
moth races nothing definite is known. Hayes and Bein-

hart (1914), speaking of the origin of a Mammoth Cuban
type in Connecticut in 1912, say:

This mutation must have taken place after fertilization, {. e., after

the union of the male and female reproductive cells. If the mutation

had taken place in either the male or female cell before fertilization,

the mutant would have been a first generation hybrid, and would have

given a variable progeny the following season.

They assume that if one gamete alone were affected, a

progeny of hybrid character would have resulted, but if

we assume that one gamete can become so affected, it is

quite as reasonable to assume that both may sometime

be changed in the same manner. If such were the case,

^Nfammotli ]ihnit< breeding true to this indeterminate

habit of growth would be expected.

If, as Lodewijk finds, intermediate races behave as true

Mendelian hybrids, producing the theoretical ratio of 25
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per cent, true Mammoth plants which breed true, there

is strong reason to believe that the change responsible

for ^Nrammoth hal)it of growth has affected one gamete

only. If this gamete unites with a normal gamete, then

the simple Mendelian ratio would follow, just as in the

case of an artificial cross between gametes produced by

a Mammoth plant and those of a normal plant. In the

one case a portion or all the gametes bearing the Mam-
moth character are produced by a normal plant. In the

other case, Mammoth plants themselves produce gametes

with potential Mammoth characters. In the experience

of Honing, normal plants have even produced progenies

containing 100 per cent, mammoth plants. This behavior

would indicate that all the gametes produced by a mother

plant may sometimes become modified to express the

Mammoth habit of growth. Although Honing has ob-

served the complete disappearance of a line of Mammoth
plants which gave rise to progenies of blossoming plants,

this behavior has not been definitely observed in this

country except as a response to obscure environmental

condition>. It is ]iossil)le that the behavior of Honing's

inconstant IVrniniiiotli^ i< nf this nature rather than an

intei'imi uaiiictic diaiiuv, pcDnanently affecting the hered-

ity of the Maintnotli fcntiirc. Until this question is more
definitely setth'd, Honing'^ iiicoiistaiit ^rammoth can not

be disposed of.

Since inconstant, intenncliatc plant- behaving as Men-

delian hybrids with respect to ]\raninioth character, and

sister plants of pure type are known to arise suddenly in

the same progeny, there is reason to believe that the

clmnge responsible for Mammoth behavior may affect one

or both gametes, as the case may bo. Tliis inconstant be-

havior of these mutant hybrids is ].ai ticulai ly significant

sinee it appears in every way similar to tlic actual be-

havior of a controlled cross between a :\rainnioth and a

normal plant. Of course, if it is possible for one or more

gametes produced by a normal plant to become so modi-

fied as to originate a hybrid-mutant or a pure line mutant,
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then it is quite as probable that all the gametes in a single

blossom, or the gametes produced by all the blossoms of

a normal plant, may become so modified. Honing 's ob-

servations at least would indicate that this does occur.

In those instances where an occasional Mammoth ap-

pears in the progeny of a normal plant, it is usually as-

sumed that the change responsible for the Mammoth char-

acter was associated in some way directly with the ga-

metes themselves. In those instances where many or even

all the plants in the progeny of a nonnal plant produce

Mammoths, the question becomes more involved and dif-

ficult of interpretation. It is very difficult to see how all

the gametes of a normal plant can become simultaneously

modified to ]>roduce by their union Manmioth plants, un-

less we nssunie that the change take^ place at some stage

preceding the development of the gametes. Should the

change take place in a mother cell of the anther preceding-

tetrad formation, /. e., by the addition or subtraction of

some factor in the chromosome material, it is reasonable

to suppose that the four pollen grains resulting from the

division of this mother cell may l)e similarly affected, and

bear the ^raitiinotli character. It is i)ossil)le, however,

that the cluniuc may tnke plnco \-ory much earlier, so that

a part or cwn all the si.(.ro--eii(>iis cells will be al¥ected.

If this condition occm rrd, ii is ensy to see how great num-

bers or even all the pollen trains arising from their di-

vision would bi'iir the Mammoth character. Since the

development of the mega>porangium is in every way par-

allel to the develoi)ment of the microsporangium or an-

ther, similar changes would affect one or more egg-cells,

depending upon whether the change responsible for Mam-
moth character took place immediately in the egg-cell it-

self, in the mother cells, or very nmch earlier, so that all

the sporogenous cells, and hence all the egg-cells arising

from tliem, are affected. Such chanu-es affectinu" ii'reat

numbers oi- all the u-anu^o- in a -ina'lc llowci-. or even

in the entire tlowci- liea<l it-rll'. would pro(hn-t' the i»he-

nomenon of a nioi'e or less complete actiuiienient ot' Mam-
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moth character in the progeny of a normal phmt. It may
be stated here that East (1917) has offered the same sug-

gestion concerning the origin of variations in cell-divi-

sions preceding the formation of the gametes themselves.

The Peoductiox of Xew Mammoth Foems by

HYBEmiZATION

Two Mammoth types of tobacco are now grown com-
mercially in the United States, the Maryland Xarrowleaf
Mammoth in Maryland, and to a lesser extent the Stew-

art Cuban in the Connecticut Valley. Promising Mam-
moth types have also originated in Havana Seed tobacco

in Connecticut. Beinhart (1918, however, in a brief dis-

cussion of the occurrence of Mammoth types in the Con-

necticut Valley, states that practical methods of seed pro-

duction and special cultural methods must be worked out

before the Stewart Cuban Mammoth and the Havana Seed
]\ramraoth can be successfully grown on a commercial

-cile. Although these Mammoths originated spontane-

ously from commercial types, there is every reason to

believe that valuable new types can be secured by cross-

ing with the ordinary commercial types of tobacco.

Since in crosses with ordinary varieties gigantism is re-

cessive in its inheritance, the problem of producing new
giant tA'pes by hybridization and recombination has not

been difficult. Several :\laininotli types have already

been secured in crosses with Comioctient Broadleaf, Little

Dutch and White Burley. If by this means it is possible

to combine the habit of gigantism, which insures greatly

increased yields, with the desirable quality characteris-

tics of ordinary varieties, very valuable commercial types

can be obtained.

1. Gigantism has occurr(Ml in -cvrr.il dilTenmt commer-

cial varieties of tobacco, inchiding ^Sfaryland types, Cu-

ban, Connecticut Havana and Sumatra. It has also been

associated with certain varietal crosses and species
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2. Not only giant or mammotli types which breed true,

but intermediate or hybrid types occur spontaneously

which subsequently give rise to a greater or less propor-

tion of mammoth forms.

3. In crosses with normal varieties the mammoth char-

acter is recessive, and plants invariably blossom. The
Fi plants average a somewhat higher leaf number than

the normal parent which entered into the cross.

4. In the Fo generation mammoth plants occur in pro-

portions approaching the theoretical ratio of 25 per cent,

obtaining in a single Mendelian cross involving two con-

trasted unit characters.
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THE MEXDELIAN BEHAVIOE OF AUEEA CHAE-
ACTEE IN A CEOSS BETWEEN TWO

VAEIETIES OF NICOTIANA
EUSTICA

H. A. ALLARD

Office of Tobacco and Plant Nutrition Investigations, Bureau

Washington, D. C.

IXTKODL^CTION

The species of tobacco Nicotimia rustica comprises a

number of more or less distinct varieties. One of the

more characteristic varieties which was received from
Eussia (S. P. I. 85080) is a light, yellowish-green type

with distinctly white stems and midribs. In these re-

spects this type of N. rustica resembles the well-known

"Wliite Burley variety of N. tabacum. According to

Splendore/ who has described it in. detail, this white-

stemmed variety of N. rustica is grown commercially in

Eussia (Makorka,Bakoun,Kolmak,Tseco, etc.) as a pipe

and cigarette tobacco. In this variety of A", rustica, the

stems of young plants— especially if they have been

somewhat etiolated by crowding— are almost snow white.

A cross section of the stems of such plants one month
old reveals the fact that this whiteness is not merely su-

perficial, but extends entirely through the stems, whereas

in green varieties of N. rustica the internal structure of

the stems is green throughout. The cotyledons are de-

cidedly chlorotic and the leaves have a pale yellowish-

green, chlorotic appearance which becomes more marked

as the plants approach maturity. As a matter of con-

venience, the writer has applied the term "aurea" to

this peculiar, varietal form of chlorosis.^

iSplendore, A., "Due Partioolore Forme Di X. Rustica Brasilia Chwit-

zent e Kapa Magiara," BoU. Tech. Delia Colt. Dei Taharhi dd E. Inst.

described by Lodewijks as having occurred suddenly in plants of V. taba-

234
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DoMixAxcE OF Geeex Pla^tt Colok IX Plants of

Crosses

In 1914 the writer made reciprocal crosses of this

white-stemmed, chlorotic aurea type of N. rustica, with

green-stemmed, green-leaved type, and several hundred

plants were grow^n in the field at Arlington, Va., dur-

ing the season of 1915, All the F^ plants were green in

color, whichever type was used as the seed-bearing par-

ent. It was at once evident that the white-stemmed,

chlorotic, aurea character behaved as a simple recessive

to normal greenness of stem and leaf. To determine

more fully the Mendelian behavior of this cross an anal-

ysis of the F^ and F^ generations was made.

Segregatiox IX Y- Plaxts

In the F- generation, green- and white-stemmed aurea

plants appeared. So distinct i^; the white-stemmed re-

cessive that four or five weeks nftor ori-mination, the

young plants can be readily disthignished from the

green-stemmed types. This made the growing and han-

dling of large numbers of plants a comparatively easy

matter, since it was only necessary to grow them to the

size of small seedlings and obtain counts when they were

four or live wec^ks old. In the folhnving table an analysis

of L»:),(»no F> plniits is slunvii.

From this (hita it is cx idciit tliat the recessive white-

stemmed (i)in-<i tyi)e of nisficti appeared in numbers ap-

proximating very closely the theoretical Mendelian ratio

of 27) ])vv ('('111., since in a population of 25,000 plants,

24.;)1 per cent, were of the white-stemmed, aurea type.
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TABLE 1

RVTIOS OF GREFN bTMIMLD \ND EEf}SSI\E A\ HITE S TEM Alt D U KF V Pi VN TS

BETfwioK 01 F- Grlex Tiam^ \nd AVfiul-^iemmed

Extracted a u rea Recessive

Of twenty-eight F- green plants selected at random the

character of the inheritance in the progenies of those

showing segregation was noted as follows

:
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The green individuals Nos. 2, 3, 9, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19,

20, 25, 29, 30 were homozygous for greenness and gave

pure green progenies. A progeny of several thousand

plants was grown from each individual.

Of 8,123 plants descending from heterozygous green

individuals analyzed in Table II, 2,004 or 24.6 per cent,

were white-stemmed recessives. It is evident that these

figures for the extracted recessives also approach very

closely the theoretical 25 per cent. Mendelian ratio which

obtains for contrasted characters in simple hybrids.

This ratio of 24.6 per cent, extracted recessives of the

aurea type descending from green heterozygous indi-

viduals, is very close to the ratio 24.3 per cent, obtained

in a count of 25,000 individuals descending from F^

plants. Since 12 of the 28 green F- plants tested were

homozygous for greenness and gave all green progenies,

it is evident that these were extracted dominants.

The progenies of 20 extracted white-stemmed aurea

recessives of the F^ generation were also studied. Sev-

eral thousand plants were growTi from each of the 20

individuals, and all proved homozygous for the aurea

charaetiM-, etc.

liETiAvioK OF Back Crosses

First generation plants of the original cross No. 35080

(white-stemmed aurea) ? X No. 1 from India (green-

stemmed Rust tea) S were now crossed with the parent

green-stemmed and white-stemmed aurea types.

In the back cross with the recessive white-stemmed

aurea parent 591 plants were obtained of which 303 were

green-stemmed individuals, and 288 were aurea. These

figures approach the theoretical 1:1 ratio which may be

expected in such crosses.

In the back cross with the dominant green-stemmed

type, 280 plants were obtained, all of which were green-

stemmed.

From these results obtained with the cross between the

green-stemmed types of .V. rusi'iva and the distinctive
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white-stemmed aurea type, it is evident that we are deal-

ing with a clear-cut instance of Mendelian behavior, in

which greenness of stem and leaf is contrasted with the

character of white stems and a yellowish, chlorotic ap-

pearance of the leaves. Since these characteristics are

readily distinguished in plants in the seedling stage, only

five or six weeks after germination, this cross is espe-

cially favorable for the demonstration of simple Men-
delian behavior in all its phases. The technique of

crossing is simple, and many thousands of seedlings may
be gro\vn in a comparatively small area in a short time.

SUMMAEY

In crosses between a distinctive white-stemmed aurea

type and green-stemmed type of N. rustica the following

Mendelian relations were found

:

In plants the white-stemmed aurea type is recessive

to the green-stemmed type.

F2 plants segregate into green-stemmed and white-

stemmed aurea plants. Approximately 25 per cent, of

the plants are aurea recessive. Some of the green plants

are homozygous for greenness of stems, etc., and some
aio heterozygous, again segregating into green and

white-stemmed aurea types with the same ratios ob-

tained in the generation. The extracted aurea re-

cessives of the F^ generation are homozygous with re-

spect to the character of white stems, etc., peculiar to

this type.

In back crosses between a heterozygous F^ plant and

the dominant green-stemmed type, the progeny consists

of 100 per cent, green-stemmed plants.

In back crosses with the recessive aurea type, the

])rogeny consists of green-stemmed and white-stemmed

(iiirca i)laiits in approximately the expected ratio of

1 to 1.



SOME FACTOR RELATIONS IN MAIZE WITH
REFERENCE TO LINKAGE

D. F. JONES AND C. A. GALLASTEGUI

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station

In viow of the many distinct Mendelizing characters

known in maize {Zea waijs L.) it has been rather sur-

])risinp: tliat so few cases of linkage have been reported in

this plant to the ])resent time. The number of chro-

mosome ])airs, al)out ten, is not large for plants and about

twenty distinct contrasting factors are known of which

the inheritance can be easily followed and about as many
more whicli offer some difficulty in following in transmis-

sion but which can be used more or less satisfactorily in

cari-ying on experiments on linkage. The writers have

made no systematic search for cases of linkage hi maize,

hut having found, almost a.videntally, what seems to be

a faii-ly good cas(> of linkage between the tunicate factor

which d('t(M-niin('s iho production or inhibition of the

glum.- .M.Nciin- the MM-<N and the factor f<.r Maivhy ..r

sweet .nd<.-~|MTni. the rcilt^ arc reported here ii, the

ho])e tliat they ma\ be of use to others wlio may be pnr>u-

ing investigations alony this line.

Collins and Kemptou (11)11) were the tir>t to record a

case of linkage in maize. Their re>nlt< involved the re-

lation of endos]xu"ni texture, as contrasted in our ordi-

nary starchy varieties with the waxy condition found in

Chinese vai'ieties, to the color of the aleurone layer. They
did not determine which of the several factors concerned

with alcnrone color wa-^ involved in thU litdcao-o. More
recenti.N r,re-^cr lia^ -iveii a<]diti<.nai proof of

thi> .-jwe nf li„ka-e. lb- lia^ deternrnicd tlu" amount of

cro»ino--ovcr and lia^ aUo ^Imun tliat it i^ the (' aleurone

factor (Ka>t and lla>c^. IIMI : KnierMMi. 1!Mm which i^

the one involved. At about the -anie time LiiuUtn^ni

(1917) reported the Mvond ca^' <.f linkage, that <.f one of

239
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the factors of chlorophyll color G, with another aleurone

color factor, this time the R factor, which in the presence

of a suitable basic factorial combination produces red

color in the aleurone cells. More recently Lindstrom

(1918) has found another chlorophyll factor L linked with

R and G. L is completely linked with R and both show
al)out the same amount of breaks in the linkage with G.

This makes the first group of three factors so far reported

LtXKAGE BFiTWEEX TUXICATE EaR AXD StARCHY-SwEET
Endosperm Factors

The curious type of maize, known generally in this

country as pod corn {Zea mays tunicata Sturtevant) is

considered by Collins (1917) not to be a pure type, but a

heterozygous condition somewhat analogous to t*he blue

Andalusian fowl. Wlien selfed seed of the ty-pical podded

ears are planted Collins finds that three types of plants

are produced: one type like the typical podded parent;

one with normal ears without the enclosing glumes; and

one anomalous type of a plant which does not produce

seed in lateral inflorescences, but in perfect flowers in the

tassels. On these last plants lateral inflorescences with

much elongated glumes are produced, but are sterile. All

these three types have been secured in about the ratio of

1:2:1 as expected on the assumption that a single Men-

delizing difference is involved and the heterozygote is

distinguishable from both homozygotes.

Our own rather limited experience with this type of

maize confirms Collins 's conclusions. In 1915 seed of a

typical podded ear was planted (there was no record

whether it had been selfed or not). All three types which

Collins described later were obtained. A number of t>i>i-

cal podded plants were self-pollinated and grown the

next year in the hope of getting a pure podded strain. At

that time no thought was given to the possibility of its

lu'inu- a h('t«'fozyoT)ii^ type. The plants with seeds in the

tM-M'l- wt'iv tlu night to he extreme variations from the
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usual type. Nine selfed ears were obtained and grown
the following year and all gave some plants with podless

ears and others with seeds in the tassels as well as plants

of the typical pod type. Xo record was made of the num-
bers in each class, but it was noted as rather suriDrisiug

that all of the nine ears gave some normal non-pod plants.

An attempt was made to self-pollinate some of the

plants with the peculiar terminal inflorescences which

were easily recognized as the type which produced seed,

but no seed was obtained where they were enclosed in a

bag. Very little good pollen is produced in these tassels

and probably all or most of the seeds which are produced

on open-pollinated plants result from crossing with for-

eign pollen. One tassel with a number of such open-pol-

linated seeds was saved and the seed planted. No normal

non-pod ears were obtained. Most of the ears were of

the typical pod type or half-tunicate as named by Collins.

All of these results bear out the assumption of Collins

that the podded maize considered by Sturtevant (1899)

as a separate species and stated by him to have been

known for 300 years is not a constant type and has little

more claim to specific rank than the blue Andalusian

fowl.

One of the half-tunicate ears produced from the open-

pollinated seed of the perfect flowered segregate was self-

pollinated, and when examined this ear was found to have

segregated into starchy and sweet seeds, showing that the

plant which had furnished the pollen had sweet seeds.

Since all the podded maize which had been grown up to

that time was starchy and all of the sweet maize was non-

podded, the cross involved the tunicate character and

starchy endosperm from the female ]iarent. and non-

tunicate, sweet endosiu^rm from tlie male. The starchy

and sweet seeds were planted >o]^arately. There were 173

of the starchy and forty-three of the sweet seeds. Not a

perfect 3:1 ratio, but reasonably close. All of the seeds

were planted, but since not all of each type produced a

mature plant, it is legitimate to correct the observed re-
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suits according to the theoretical starchy-sweet ratio.

The results obtained and corrected in this way are as

follow^s :

The numbers are small, but the distribution obtained is

clearly different from a 9:3:3:1 ratio. The agreement

with the nearest theoretical results, assuming linkage, is

close (Pr— .615). The per cent, of crossing-over, 8.3, in-

dicated by tliese figures is low. In the other cases of

linkage reported, the percentages of crossing-over were

much higher, 25.7 per cent, in the waxy endosperm-

aleurone color combinations and 20 per cent, in the

aleurone color-chlorophyll color combination with the

exception of the one ease where complete linkage has so

far been found.

In making the clnssificatimi nil of llic ).laiit> which

showed the tunicate chai'actcr. whether nf the hairtiini-

cato or full-tunicate typo, wcic .-ia— cd as tunicate, as con-

trasted to the normal ])laiii-. Scmcual ion was clear ))e-

tween these two class(>- and their \\a- little possibility of

confusion even when the ear- were innnature. On the

other hand, it was not always easy to distinguish full-

tunicate from half-tunicate plants, as the tassels of the

former class do not always produce seed, and the ears,

which are quite characteristic wlieii fully doveloi>ed, are

not so distinct when inunatui-e. and many of those ]-»lants

were late in matui'ing. Any ei-ror ot" cha-^ilieation here

does not affect the linkau'o re~iilt<. however. Tliero is one

source of error in that llie ph'inf^ Hickeiv.l iirot'nsely;

many of tliese bore ears an<l ta—eU aini weiv difficult to

distinguish from the main Mad<. 'Idie piant- \\ei'(> o-rown

in hills, and when classifying them it was not always pos-
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sible to tell which was plant and which was sucker, so

that the same plants may have been included in the count

more than once.

The figures for the segregation with respect to the tuni-

cate character together with the figures from a similar

ear, which instead of segregating starchy and sweet seg-

regated for yellow and white endosperm, are given as

follows:

Foun.l 75 153 I S7

Expect e l 79 , 158 | 79

With regard to tliis second ear, which was similar to

the first except that it was crossed with yellow, starchy,

non-tunicate instead of white, sweet maize, it is to be

noted that tliere is no indication of linkage between the

factors for tiiiiicato oar and yellow oiulosperm. The fig-

ures ohtaiticd cotn ) >ar(M 1 to \]\o cx] xM-tancv- are given

herowitli :

Factors

Another case of linkage is suggested by the results of

Kast and TTayes (V.m) in the inheritance of aleurone

<'oloi'. From cro^-c- of colorlc^- alcnroiif b\ purple they

obtaiiUMl iiinrkcd drviat ioii^ \'vo\\\ the cxpivted ratios

which llioy could not. account lor. At that time the first
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cases of gametic coupling had just been published by
Bateson and Punnett and the subject of linkage was not

well understood nor its true significance realized. These
writers considered the possibility of gametic coupling as

a disturbing factor, but came to the conclusion that this

phenomenon could not be concerned in their aberrant

results.

One of the crosses studied involved two aleurone fac-

tors, the basic color factor C and the factor P (Emerson's

Pr factor), with R present coming from both parents.

This cross was expected to give a ratio of 9 purples : 3 red

:

4 non-colored, but actually showed a large excess of pur-

ples and deficiency of reds. East and Hayes considered

the possibility- of linkage between the P and R factors,

but since R, according to their theory, was homozygous,

crossing-over between these two factors would make no

visible difference in the results. On the other hand,

since PC entered the cross from one side and pc from the

other, the cross-over class pC, if there is linkage, would

be red because of the presence of R. Hence any possibil-

ity of linkage should be looked for between the P and G
factors. Such a situation would account for an excess of

purples and a deficiency of reds in the cross under con-

sideration. Another cross involving, in addition to the P
and C factors, a color inhibiting factor likewise showed

an excess of purples and a deficiency of reds.

Since it is always rather difficult to prove linkage from

F2 distributions alone, in this case it would be even more

difficult because only one of the cross^over classes, if such

it is, can be distinguished. The data of East and Hayes,

as far as numbers go, do not agree with expectation from

linkage with any amount of crossing-over, and since other

crosses involving the same factors have been reported

which seem to show independence, it is doubtful whether

or not linkage really exists in respect to these two factors.

It is more probable that the deviations from theory are to

be looked for in either incomplete analysis of the factor

relations or faulty classification of the seeds. R«d seeds
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gradate somewhat into purple and there may be a ten-

dency to include reds among purples. If this were the

case, however, wrongly classified purple seeds should

sometimes give all red progeny or red and white progeny

in the next generation. East and Hayes found no cases

of this kind. The possibility of linkage between the P
and C factors should be kept in mind until this point can

be definitely settled.

Other Factorial Relations

Looking over East and Hayes's data for other cases of

linkage or independence of factors there seems to be good-

evidence that the C aleurone and E aleurone factors are

not linked, and also that the factor for sweet endospema

is not linked with either the R or P aleurone factors. In

a factorial analysis of the characters of an organism with

reference to linkage it is just as important to know the

cases where no linkage is shown as those cases where it is

shown. Collins and Kempton (1913) give data which in-

dicate independence between sweet and waxy endosperm

factors and in another paper (1917) independence he-

tweenthef?n/imfa and ycnunsn fnctt^rs. Kn^t (1910) gives

data which indicate that tlu- two f;u'r(»r> U)v yi^llow endo-

sperm color are not linked with c.-icli otlirr nii«l it is quite

probable that both of them are indfpciidont of the factor

for sweet endosperm.

With this evidence we can attempt a lieiiiiiiiing at an

analysis of the factorial relations in maize. Three inde-

pendent groups of factors can be tentatively in-oposed as

follows

:

Ww Endosperm Ge Chlorophyll Bs Endosperm
Cc Aleurone LI Chlorophyll Tt Tunicate
Pp Aleurone (?) Rr Aleurone

The fact of no linkage between the Cc nleni one and the

Rr aleurone color factors separate^ uroii}!- I and II. No
linkage between Ww and Ss endo>pt'i iii factor- separates
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groups I and III. No linkage between the Ss endosperm
and Rr aleurone factors separate groups II and III.

Since the number of known factor differences in maize

is already some three or four times the number of chro-

mosomes, more definite knowledge of the behavior of all

these factors in relation to each other will be awaited with

interest. Especially since maize is one of the best mate-

rials from the ])Iant side to which the chromosome hy-

pothesis, as worked out in Drosophila, can look for con-

tradiction or support.

Oollins, G. N., and Kemi)ton, J. H.

IStll. Tiiheritauce of Waxy Endosperm in Hybrids of Chinese Maize.

1V Conf . Tnternat. de Gi^n^tique, pp. 347-357.

Tin:;, inheritance of Waxy Endosperm in Hybrids with Sweet Corn.



HOOKE'S MICEOGRAPHIA

PROFESSOR LORAXDE LOSS WOODRUFF

Biological research in general during the latter part

of the seventeenth century begins to be permeated with

an attention to details and with an intensive critical

analysis which is conspicuous by its absence in practic-

ally all but the masterpieces of previous times. Nor is

the explanation far to seek. The improvement of simple

lenses and the invention of the compound microscope

provided a method of increasing the apparent size of

things which, in addition to revealing a new world of

animalcules " beyond the range of unaided vision,

brought to the attention of students finer details of struc-

ture of the higher animals and plants. But, as Sachs

has emphasized, the use of magnifying glasses contrib-

uted an advantage of still another kind— it taught those

who employed them to see scientifically and exactly. In

equipping the eye with increased powers the attention was
concentrated on definite points and observation had to

be accompanied by conscious critical reflection in order

to make the object, which is observed in part only by the

microscope, clear to the mental eye in all the relations of

the parts to each other and to the whole. Therefore, in

marked contrast with the very slow progress in obtaining

a mental mastery over the macroscopic morphological

features of plants and animals is the work of the early

students with the microscope such as Hooke and Grew in

England, Malpighi in Italy, and Swammerdam and
Leeuwenhoek in Holland.

The earliest clear appreciation of the importance of

studying nature with instruments which increase the

powers of the senses in general and the vision in ])ar-

ticular, is found in a remarkable book by a remarkable

247
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man— the "Micrographia" of Robert Hooke, published

by the Eoyal Society of London in 1665 (cf. Fig. 1).

The point of view of the author is well illustrated in the

following extracts from the preface

:

It is the great prerogative of Mankind above other Creatures, that we
are not only able to behold the ivorks of Nature, or barely to sustein our

lives by them, but we have also the power of considering, comparing,

altering, assisting, and improving them to various uses. And as this is

the peculiar priviledge of humane Nature in general, so it is capable of

being so far advanced by the helps of Art, and Experience, as to make

MICROGRAPHIA:
Phyjulc^al Defcriptions

minute' bodies
MAGNIFYING GLASSFS-
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an' maHiin (1 In/ 11 heels, and Engines, and bprinqs. that were devised

SupoiMiiKliiio-. 7 am ahundanth/ satisfied; and all m>, ambition is. that

I nun, •^,,1' lo the qttat Philosophers of this Aqe, as tlu malo'^ and the

qinideis of nn, Classes did to me, that I maif prepaie and furnish them

uilh ^, me M u< nil^ ulmh thei, maii afteiitards oidei and manaqe uith

louaut th' ,n >^ ,n nf thi. mdhod in Physical Inquiries, I haie

hen and tin. A, uud ,i,> an huuHn] of Obsetxations, in the collection

of mo.i of >,hi,h I iK<nh nf Mid.w'ope^. and some other Glasses

and riiMinnKiit^ that imp, n th s „se, uhich uaqlhaie heiein talen,

The Mutlior of tliis work was a versatilo genius who

ap])]ie(I liis ])o\\er^ to a wide field of endeavor— physics,

chemistry, mathematics, mechanics, architecture and

pliilo.soi)liy—fields which long since have expanded be-

yond tlie grasp of one man, and which, even in his own

time and hv himself, might more profitably have been

coped with singly. It is impossible to adequately sur-

vey TTooke's vni-ied career within the limits imposed by

this paper, Imt tlu^ t ollowiiig extracts fram his biography,

appended hy Hicli.-i i-d Wjilicr to Hooke's "Posthumous

Works," show wliat niniiiier of man he was (cf. Fig. 5).
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ise, and order'd that Mr. Hooke should come and sit among them, and

)oth bring in every Dav three or four of his own Experiments, and

ake care of sucli others as should be recommended to him by the

The Pofthumous

W OR K S
ROBERT HOOKE, M.D.s.Rs.

Cutlerian Ledures,

discoijJrses.
ROYAL SOCIETY.

his Peifor c U ^^h

. he produc'd his

/ I ^7//fl, atthe

Stipend upon Ri

ingthe PreM 1

appoint the saul
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John Cutler, with their Tlianks for his particular Favour to a worthy
Member. and for that liesi)ect and ("ontidence he hath hereh\ exi)re>t

towards their whole Body, etc."=

From tills time he brought in almost at every Meeting Experiments,

Observations, Schemes of new Instruments and Inventions, or something

considerable to the advancement of Knowledge, and very frequently read

his Cutlerian lectures, of many whereof he published, the most material

l)art> in his Tract Printed at different times, in Quarto, call'd Lectures

and Collections, &c. comprizing compendiously in one eontinu'd Dis-

course, tlie chief ]V[atters and Subjocls handled in several Lectures.

Thui the senerous Ardor with which the Eo^al Societv wn^ iu-pir'd

continued 'till the Year Ififir,. when, by reason of tlie -roat :\Iortaity

then reigning, they were oblig'd to desist and break up their Weekly

MeetiuG's till the fourteenth of March 1()G;1. . . .

The dreadful Conflagration of a great part of the City oC London

happening in the beginning of September 1666. brought another srreat

hindrance to the Societies Proceedings: so that tliey were oblig'd to

remove their usual place of Meeting from Gresham Colhnr to AruiuVl

House in the Strand, where, by the favour of the then l^uke of X.nfull,

ITousrbeinsr on the ninth of Jan.lQQ .

On the nineteenth of Sep. 16G6. he produc'd a :^ro<luIe he liad

dcsisrn'.l for the Rebuilding of the City, with which the Socictii were

very well i)ioasM. and Sir John Laurence the then Late Lord Major, ad-

Aldprmcns hVnv- Iher.-of. as also their desire that it micrht be shewn to

his Ma jest, I. they pn^txTi^ine it far before the Model drawn up by the

AVhat this :\rodol was. I cannot so well determine, but I have heard

that it was desi-n'd in it to have all the chief Streets as from Leaden-

Tlall comer to Newgate, and the like, to lie in an exact strait Line, and

all the other cross Streets turnini? out of them at ritrht Angles, all the

Churches, publick Buildings, Market-places, and the like, in proper and

convenient places, which, no doubt, would have added much to the

Beauty and Symmetr\- of the whole. How this came not to be accepted

of I know not. but it is probal)le tiiis migfit contribute not a little to his

beine taken notice ot¥ by the :\rairi-trates of the City, and soon after

made Surveyor.

The Rebuilding of the City, according to the Act of Parliament, re-

riuirin? an able Person to set out the Ground to the several Proprietors,

^ From the Journal of the Secretary of the Boyal Society, November 9,

1664.
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Mr. Hooke was pitch'd upon, and appointed City-Surveyor for that

difficult Work, which being very great, took up a large proportion of

his Time, to the no small hindrance of his Philosophical Disquisitions.

In this Employment he got the most part of that Estate he died pos-

sessed of, as was evident by a large Iron Chest of Money found after his

Death, which had been lock'd down with the Key in it, with a date of the

Time, by which it appear'd to have been so shut up for above thirty

Years: In this was contained the greatest part of what he left behind

That he might by this place justly acquire considerable Estate, I think

Mr. Oldenhurgli, the then Secretaiy, dying in the tune of the Swieties

Recess, 1677. Mr. Hooke was desir'd to take his place, and take the

Minutes of what considerable Matters past, which he did on the twenty

fifth of October 1677. and the same day produc'd his Waterpoise and

shew'd the nicety thereof.

From that time he officiated in that Place, as well as his Curatorship,

shewing several Experiments and Instruments in order to explain the

Gravitation and Alterations in the Air by Vapours, etc. Contriving an

thin ball of Glass counter-poised.

From this time he made Microscopical Obsen-ations on Animalcules

in Peper-water, and other Seeds steeped in Water, confirming Monsieur

Leuenhook's Assertions, and proposed some Improvements of Micro-

Apr. 25. 1678. he shew'd an Experiment farther to explain the action

of a Muscle, " wiiich was by a Chain of small Bladders fastened together,

so as by blowing into one Pipe, the whole might be successively fill'd,

and by that means contracted, supposing the Fibres of the Muscles

which seem'd like a Necklace of Pearl in the Microscope, might be

fill'd with a very agiU Matter, which he thought most likely to be Air,

which being included in so thin Skins, was easily wrought upon by

Heat, Cold, or the acting Properties of the Liquors that pass between

them, and so perform the lengthening and contracting of the Muscles.

Aug. 1678. he read several Discourses, and shew'd Experiments in

order to confirm his Theory of Springs and springv' Bodies. . . .
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Defects : Whether this mistake arose from the multiplicity of his Busi-

ness which did not allow him a sufficient time, or from the fertility of

matter to render their use more practicable and : i

Whatever the answer may be, Hooke's iir>t and best

known work, the Micrographia, at once epitomizes the

versatility of his genius as well as his apparent inability

to see one problem through to a finish. To quote from a

review of the work in the Philosophical Transactions,

Xo. 2, Monday, April 3, 1665

:

The Ingenious and knowin^r Author of this Treatise, Mr. Robert

Hook, considering with himself, of what importance a faithful History

ophi/, and what advantage Experimental and Mechanical knowledge

T., this ciul. li.. Im'l, inn.lc a viTV curious Survey of all kinds of

^Iu>n.<n,,Hnl^^^^^ ..t .ho 1- ,hn. of Envoys, Fine haul, Tabhij,%'niered

bill., GUis^-uaie^, Olas^-drops, Fierif Sparhs, Fantai,tical Colours,

Metahne Colours, the Fiqures of Sand, Gravel in Urtne, Diamonds in

riint>, Frozin ligiues, the Kettering Stone, Charcoal, Wood and other

Bodies petrified, the Pores of Cork, and of other substances. Vegetables

'i>nnni<i nn Idiqhted Leaver, Blew mould and Mushiom^, Sponqe^, and

<il> > I >'n,nns Bodies, Sea-weed, the Surfaces, of '^ome Liuu^, the ^linq-

r">uu ,,f a Xettle, Coiiage, the Beard of a udd Ont< , iht ^< ed of the
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In representing these particulars to the Readers view, the Author

hath not only given proof of his singular skil in delineating all sorts of

Bodies (he having drawn all the Schemes of these 60 Microscopical

objects with his own hand) & of his extraordinary care of having them

so curiously engraven by the Masters of that Art ; but he hath also sug-

gested in the several reflexions, made upon these Objects, such con-

jectnrs, as are likely to excite and quicken the Philosophicall heads to

Propagation of Light through differing mediums; concerning Gravity;

:'oncerning the Roundness of Fruits, stones, and divers artificial bodies;

concerning Springiness and Tenacity; concerning the Original of Foiin-

Pores. Here an attempt is made of solving the strange Phcpnomen^ of

Glass-drops; experiments are alleged to prove the Expansion of Glass

by heat, and the Contraction of heated-Glass upon cooling; Bes Cartes

his Hypothesis of colours is examined: the cause of Colours, most

likely to the Author, is explained: Keasons are \)rodi\\(^GA,i\ia.t Reflection

siderable HyjMthese^ are offered, for the explication L Light by Motion ;

for the producing of all colors by Refraction ; for reducing all sorts of

colors to two only. Yellow and Bine; for making the Air, a dissolvent

of all Comhuslible Bodies: and for the explicating of all the regular

figures of Salt, whore lie allotros many notable instances of the Mathe-

vile, rude and cnnr-,-. ^!.. i.l.uM.laiice of curiosity and excellent

Geometry and Mrrha>n.m. Au.i Ihtc he ot>ens a large field for in-

ITe goes on to offer In's tlioiiiilits Ml)oiit the Pores of bodies, and a kind

Putrefaction of bodies; about the nature of the Vegetation of mold,

mushromes, moss, spunges; to the last of w^hich he scarce finds any

Body like it in texture. He adds, from the naturall contrivance, that is

found in the leaf of a Nettle, how the stinging pain is created, and

thence takes occasion to discourse of the poysoning of Darts. He sub-

joyns a curious description of the shape. Mechanism and use of the

sting of a Bee; and shows the admirable Providence of Nature in the

.-cM,ti-i\;.n.T ;in.l fabiiHc ..f l-^nthrr^ for Flyin- He delivers those par-
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Having dispatched these Matters, the Author offers his Thoughts for

theexplKdti^ t nam Phccn mtna of the \n tun t\e Infle n n
from a Multiplicate Refraction of the rays of Light within the Body of

superficies of the Air above, nor from any such exactly defin'd super-

ficies within the body of the Atmosphere. . . .

He concludeth with two Celestial Observations: whereof the onr im-

ports, what multitudes of Stars are discoverable by the Telescope, and

the variety of their magnitudes ... the other affords a description of a

I ale in the Moon ccn j aied xMth th t of He el us in 1 Ri I ul eit

the Reader will find several curious and pleasant Annotations . . .

about the vanations m the Moon, and its gravitatmg principle, together

Moon.

ibcd in this Book, the curious

1 the Pressure of the

lid durinsr the time oJ

2. A Ilygrocoje

iiitd ^^hlch the \o^ it «elC i i ot

described m the Observations touchi

:he means whereof this Instrument :

making Trnils of lliat kiii.l. In ,.st;il)!isli the Laas of I{, frac1„>u. . . .

L-x^th tl V tl 1 ] 1 1 1 t tl It tl 1 N le t ]n ^ Me
eh nif llmeiti toiniioxeou Sei e of 7/e j ng ^mcll ng last

inq ToucJ no a ^^ell a \ve ha\e improved that of Seeing h^ Optick

Glasses.

Thus the ''Micrographia" is obviously something

more than "Some Physiological Descriptions of Minute

Bodies made by Magnifying Glasses"— it is a demon-

stration of the advantages to be gained by the use of ar-

tificial devices of precision in studying nature. The
book is replete with singular anticipations of later dis-

coveries and inventions by other workers and "it will

hardly be deny'd that there are more excellent Philo-
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sophical Discoveries and Hints, than in most extant of

its bulk." It contains the first study of the fantastical

colours '

' of thin plates with a partial explanation by in-

terference; a theory of light as a ''very short vibrating

motion" transverse to straight lines of propagation

through a ''homogenous medium" (p. 56). Heat is

stated to be "a property of a body arising from the

motion or agitation of its parts" (p. 37) ;
Fluidity is "but

an effect of a very strong and quick shaking motion,

whereby the parts are, as it were, loosened from each

other, and consequently leave an interjacent space or

vacuity" (p. 41); while ideas in regard to combustion

are clearly outlined (p. 103) which foreshadow those

reached by Mayow.
But the biologist's interest in the "Micrographia" is

chiefly in Hooke 's application of his improved compound
microscope (Fig. 2) to the study of animals and plants.

At this time Malpighi, Grew, Leeuwenhoek and Swam-
merdam were engaged in studies, with simple lenses or

compound microscopes, on the secrets of the finer struc-

ture of organisms which were to give them higher rank

in biological history than Hooke 's desultory work in this

field. Hooke, as has been said, was interested primarily

in demonstrating the usefulness of his microscope and

his belief that in inventions for the "improvement of

the senses" lay the key to a more profound understand-

ing of nature. This he accomplished and therefore, en-

tirely aside from the other remarkable qualities of the

"Micrographia," the book holds a unique place in the

history of biology. It paved the way, as it were, for the

more special, profound and methodical studies of the

contemporary founders of the morphology of organisms

by creating a considerable interest in microscopy, and in

addition ]:»roved to be for over a century the standard

source from which writers on the microsco])e gleaned

much infonnation niul many figures.'^
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Among the large variety of observations made by

Hooke, which are cited in Oldenburg's review 'just quoted

in extenso, one in particular claims the attention of the

biologist. This is'' Observation XVIIL Of the Schema-
tisme or Texture of Cork, and of the Cells and Pores

of some other such frothy Bodies. " Here are clearly de-

scribed for the first time the ''little boxes or cells" of or-

ganic structure, and his use of the word ''cell" is re-

sponsible for its application to the protoplasmic units of

modern biology. This observation, together with the

plate, is presented in facsimile in Figs. 3 and 4. In

Hooke 's treatise on '

' The method of Improving Natural

Philosophy," included in the volume of his posthumous
works (p. 28), this observation on cells is selected by
Hooke to illustrate his method of scientific inquiry.

Again, "Observation XXV. Of the stinging points

and juice of Nettles, and some other Venomous Plants"

is accompanied by a figure of the lower side of a nettle

leaf in which the outlines of the epidermal cells are well

delineated and, as Miall remarks, "there is something

very like a nucleus in one of them, but this may be acci-

dental." However, Hooke did not recognize any rela-

tionship between the structures he observed in the nettle

and in the cork.

As an appendix to his (^bservations on cork, the author

relates some experiments on Mimosa in which he attrib-

utes the "motion of this Plant upon touching ... to a

constant intercourse betwixt every part of this Plant and
its root, either by a circulation of its liquor, or a constant

pressing of the subtiler parts of it to every extremity of

the Plant"— a partial anticipation of the modern idea

of turgescence (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). The "Observation on

Petrify 'd wood and other Petrify 'd bodies" is interest-

ing because the author takes quite a modern point of

view in regard to fossils (ef. Fig 4, Part T).

And so niidit ('(.iitiniic - but as tlio rovi.nvor re-

marks in ihi^ Joiinial firs S, tirtni.<, DecciiilMM-, l(i<i(i: "This
Book contains more than can be taken notice of in an
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Extract, '

' and we conclude the survey of this man of the

past still using the words of the past:

the Greatness and Extent of his natural and acquired Parts, and more

than common, if not wonderful Sagacity, in diving into the most hidden

Secrets of Nature, and in contriving proper Methods of forcing her to

confess the Truth, by d.-iving and pursuing the Proteus thro' all her

Changes, to her last and utmost Recesses; so that what Ovid said of

PyOiagoras may not untlttly be apply'd to him.

Mente Beos adiit, et quae Natura negavit

Visibus humanis, oculis ea Pectoris hausit.

There needs no other Proof for this than the great number of Experi-

ments he made, with the Contrivances for them, amounting to some

numerous, his admirable Facility and Clearness, in explaining the Phae-

nomena of Nature, and demonstrating his Assertions; his happy Talent

in adapting Theories to the Phaenomena obsei-v'd, and contriving easy

those Theories; proceeding from Observations to Theories, and from

Theories to farther trials, which he often asserted to be the most proper

method to succeed in the interpretation of Nature. For these, his happy

Qualifications, he was much respected by the most learned Philosophers

reckon'd among the great Men of the last Age, so had he been free

from them, possibly, he might have stood in the Front. But hurmnum

* Waller, op. cit.



SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION.

SIAMESE, AN ALBINISTIC COLOR VARIATION IN
CATS

Comparative studies of color inheritance in mammals have

shown that pigment production throughout the group is due to

similar processes and to genes probably homologous. These

studies have shown, for example, that the pink-eyed albino con-

dition seen in white rabbits, white rats, white mice and white

guinea-pigs behaves in all cases as a simple recessive in crosses.

It is probably due to variation in the same (/. e., in an homo-

logous) genetic locus in all these rodents. In its usual form

albinism consists in a complete absence of pigmentation from

the ectoderm of the embryo and from all derivatives of that

germ-layer in the adult animal. This includes, not only th-?

hair, but also the retina and iris of the eye. Such is the condi-

tion seen in the white mouse, the white rat, and the "Polish"

or "Russian" rabbit. But this same locus may apparently

undergo a different change which, while it behaves as the per-

fect allelomorph of the pure white albino variation, differs from

it in that it allows a certain amount of pigment to be produced,

more particularly in the retina of the eye and in the hair at

the extremities of the body (nose, ears, tail and feet). At times

a small amount of pigment is formed elsewhere throughout the

coat. This condition is best known in the "Himalayan" rabbit.

Clear white albinism of the Polish rabbit is an allelomorph of

Himalayan albinism. In the guinea-pig only the Himalyan

type of albinism is known ; in rats and mice, only the Polish

type is known.

In the guinea-pig, "Wright has demonstrated the existence of

two other albino allelomorphs, which apparently are distinct

mutations of the same genetic locus. These are found in the red-

eyed and in the dilute varieties described bv him. Among rats

Whiting and King have demonstrated the existence of a variety

comparable with the dilute varieties of guinea-pigs and which

they call "ruby-eyed." It behaves as an allelomorph of ordi-

nary albinism in crosses.

White spotting of colored animals, sometimos called "partial

albinism," is an entirely different variation, du,' to variation in

a different locus. True albhiisni and spottinL^ may by suitable

crosses be made to coexist in the same individual. In this way

265
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I have frequontly produced spottfd Himalayan rabbits, which

^\ould show partic'uhir types of white spotting, as Dutch or

English, on the feebly pigmented Hnnalayan background (as

has also Punnett). and Wright has produced w^hole series of

varieties of spotted red-eyed and spotted dilute guinea-pigs.

Among certain rodents pink-eyed varieties occur which are

due to variation in a genetic locus wholly distinct from that

which is responsible for albinism. Such are the well-known

pink-eyed varieties of mice having colored coats. Here the

retina and the fur alike have a greatly reduced amount of black

and brown pigmentation as compared with normal individuals,

though yellow is unaffected. Pink-eyed rats and pink-eyed

guinea-pigs are similar in appearance and in genetic behavior

to pink-eyed mice. When crossed with the albino variety of

the same species, they produce fully colored offspring as regards

both eye and coat. The gene for pink-eye is thus seen to be

complementary to the gene for albinism, with which it is known

to be "linked" in rats and mice. AVhether the two are also

"linked" in guinea-pigs has not yet been ascertained.

Among mammals other than rodents albino and pink-eyed

varieties are not certainly knowm to occur, though white-spotted

and black-eyed white varieties are common. It is thus an open

question whether the same genetic loci are found among them

as among rodents. Bateson has pointed out similarities be-

twt'fMi a color variety of cat, the so-called Siamese, and the

IIiniala>an variety of rabbit. Both are born white or nearly

white and later become more heavily pigmented. I may add

(2) that both are inherited as recessives and (8) that in both

varieties yellow pigment is largely or wdiolly suppressed, which

is characteristic of the albino variation, but not of the pink-eye

variation of rodents.

Wright has suggested that blondism among human beings

fwhich when extreme in character is commonly known as al-

l)inism) is similar in nature to the albinism of rodents, being a

graded series of allelomor]^hs similar to the series wdiich he has

It thus appears prol)al)]c that the same tivtietic locus, which

occurs in rodents and wliu-h h,i- 1 .a'hd the "color factor,"

The ca e of the Siamese <..• i,,.. s „„ ,| i., „ir for s.mie >ear,

deserving of more careful stu 1\ kiii<r nppoitunity for such

study myself, I sent out an inquiry several years ago through
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the pet-stoek journals for information about Siamese cat crosses

A single reply has just come to hand, but from an authoritative

source. A doctor, who prefers to remain anonymous, resident

in an extensive institution in England and a fancier of Siamese

cats, has employed his leisure, and the unusual opportunities

afforded by his position, in studying the genetic behavior of

Siamese cats in crosses with other varieties. He regards as

characteristics of the Siamese breed a peculiar quality of voice

and "cross-eyes," which characters often are seen in first

generation crosses and so would seem to be inclined to domi-

nance. But the distinctive Siamese color, he states, is never

seen in individuals, "although quite a number show a mid-

way color. At a glance you would say they were black, but on

more careful examination you see they are near the color of the

Siamese ears, seal brown. Most first crosses in my experience

are black or seal, but some tortoise shell, or tortoise shell and

white, or black and white.
'

' These statements indicate the usual

behavior of yellow and of white-spotting in cat crosses. (See

Whiting, 1918.) The Siamese color is evidently an independ-

ent character incompletely recessive in F^. The doctor contin-

ues his account with a brief statement concerning a back cross

of Fi with pure Siamese. "I have a first cross female, black

seal color, marked cross eyes, Siamese voice. She has been twice

mated with a pure Siamese male. In her first litter she had two

pure Siamese, perfect Siamese color. Unfortunately both died

of distemper when about three months old. Her second mating

resulted in one pure Siamese which is still alive. It is about

five months old and is perfect in all Siamese points and fit to

win [at shows]." Presumably the same sort of back-cross mat-

ings as these would produce also kittens similar to the F^ mother

in color character, although no mention is made of them in these

notes. The information given suffices to show the segregation

of Siamese color as a recessive character in generations later

than Fj. The doctor confirms the observation of others as to

the deficient pigmentation of the eye, a point of resemblance

with allelomorphs of true albinism, as seen, for example, in red-

eyed guinea-pigs (Castle and Wright), and in ruby-eyed rats

(Whiting). He says: "The reflex which the Siamese eat shows

in the dark is worth notice. It looks l)loo<l rod and must he due

to absence of pigment in the retiiin."' A furthtM- point of re-

semblance with albinism is its distiru-tiuss fi'om dilution as seen

in "blue" varieties. The doctor speaks of having produced
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four Siamese which are "blue-pointed," presumably as a re-

sult of crosses with maltese, which are blue pigmented. An
exactly similar combination I have recently secured in crossing

rabbits, obtaining Hiraalayans with blue points in Fo from a

cross between ordinary black-pointed Himalayans and a self-

colored rabbit which carried blue as a recessive character.

To summarize, we have the following indications that Siamese

coloration in cats is a form of true albinism similar to that of

the Himalayan rabbit, and still more closely resembling the

ruby-eyed rat and the red-eyed guinea-pig, all of which species

possess also more typical forms of albinism, but which are allelo-

morphs of those mentioned.

(1) Siamese coloration in cats is attended by a deficiency in

amount of pigmentation in both coat and eye. (2) Yellow pig-

ment is more affected than black or brown pigment. (3) The

pigmentation is less at birth than at a later period. (4) The

character is recessive in heredity. (5) It is distinct from

"blue" dilution since it can be combined with it by suitable

crosses.

Siamese in cats as far as reported occurs only in a non-agouti

form, as does Himalayan in rabbits bred for exhibition. But
by a cross with agouti rabbits, Himalayan rabbits are obtained

in F, which have agouti points. As this makes the contrast of

points with body less strong, fanciers' standards do not recog-

nize the combination. Nevertheless the experiment shows agouti

to be due to a genetic factor distinct from Himalayan. If Sia-

mese in cats is also distinct from agouti, it may be expected that

a cross of Siamese with tabby would produce Siamese tabbies in

F^, though the combination would probably not be pleasing to

the fancier.

W. E. Castle.
RrSSEY INSTITI TION.
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THE MORPHOLOGICAL BASIS OF SOME EXPERI-
MENTAL WORK WITH MAIZE

Of all the plants that have been made to contribute to our

knowledge of the principles of evolution and heredity in the last

twenty years, probably none holds a more conspicuous place than

Indian corn. The technique of its manipulation is compara-

tively simple, and it exhibits an extreme variability, which is

almost unique in extending to the endosperm ; the behavior of a

large number of i1»s characteristics has been found amenable to

a Mendelian interpretation and has aided materially in estab-

lishing present-day views of heredity. Indeed, maize shares

with Pisum the distinction of having been the means of the estab-

lishing of Mendelism itself, for it was in connection with their

work on maize that Correns and De Vries discovered Mendel's

paper. Since then its genetic behavior has been studied in detail

by a number of investigators, and there is probably no other one

plant that furnishes such a wealth of material illustrative of the

principles of heredity.

The writer has in recent years had the opportunity of examin-

ing in more or less detail this same plant from the morphological

point of view, and it has been found that we are far more famil-

iar with the Mendelian behavior of some of its characteristics

than we are with the characteristics themselves. This has led to

some results illustrative of the need of very close coordination

between genetics and morphology.

In one of the numerous experiments made by East and Hayes,

an attempt was made to interpret the Mendelian behavior of

the irregularity of the rows of grains on the ear of corn. The

ratios produced in the breeding experiments^ were not very sig-

nificant, and, after suggesting the possibility of " monohybridism

with reversed dominance," "fluctuating dominance," etc., they

finally conclude that "it seems probable that a more complex set

of conditions exists."

If, as is suggested, this irregularity is similar to that in Coun-

try Gentleman sweet corn, it was probably another set of con-

ditions that caused the trouble. As the writer has since pointed

out,- the irregularity in the rows of this variety is the more or

less complete expression of a ver\- definite and comparatively

simple state of atfairs. Each female spikelet of ordinary maize

1 "Inheritance in Maize," Bull. Conn. Agr. Expt. Sta., 167, 1911, p. 132.
2 "The Morphology of the Flowers of Zea Mays," Bull. Torrey Club, 43:

127-144, 1916.
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produces one ^rraiii; but in Country Gentleman sweet corn, a

second flower, ordinarily aborted, becomes functional, and the

spikelet produces two f?rains. Since there is little or no com-

pensation for this in the length of the cob, and insufficient differ-

ence in the size and shape of the grain, the ear is producing a

larger volume of embryo and endosperm than is ordinarily pro-

duced in the same space. As a result of this crowded condition,

the straight rows are more or less obliterated for a more econom-

ical arrangement. At times, however, a set of conditions, pre-

sumably environmental, may limit the size of the grain or

increase the length of the cob sufficiently that the rows are almost

definite expression of a definite characteristic. If the heredity of

the two-flowered conditicm of the spikelet had been tested, a more

direct explanation would probably have been afforded.

of hermaphrodite flowers upon the basis that ''the immature sex

organs, so-called, of maize seem endowed with the power of be-

coming either stamens or carpels." In so far as actual genetic

results are concerned, this is, in most cases, at least, a sound

working basis, but it is far from exact morphologically. There

is no organ in the young maize flower that has the possibility of

becoming in some cases a stamen and in others a pistil. The

young flower has the ability to become either staminate or pistil-

late because it contains primordia of both stamens and a pistil,

one or the other of which usually does not develop to maturity.^

Blaringhem's extensive experiments,' in which he attempts to

initiate mutation by means of injuries to the plant, fail to take

into full account certain very significant facts of morphology.

It is probably for this reason that he believes that the acquisition

of hermaphrodite flowers in the maize plant is a progressive step.

On the contrary, every indication points to the fact that the

rudimentary stamens and pistils that have been found in the

riowers of maize are the vestiges of organs that have been, and

iHit tlie pliylogeiietic forerunners of organs that are to be.

Mni-cover, normal behavior shows that in mutilating the plants

h.' had merely promoted tlu- production of suckers, which nor-

of phvsiology (,f mono.vism; but. the nonual plant being under-

•f I bid., pp. ]21>-134.
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stood, and full allowance being made for the recognized effects

of inbreeding, it is not believed that there is any clear evidence

that he produced a single neiv hereditary characteristic in maize.

But not all of the assumptions of fundamentals upon which

geneticists have based their work on maize have been so unhap-

pily chosen as those cited. Most of the work that has been done

on the heredity of endosperm characters depends upon the so-

called "double fecundation" and upon the degeneracy of three

of the four potential megaspores. The former of these facts was

observed by Guignard^ in 1901, but he did not figure it; the

latter has been deduced by analogy. Circumstantial evidence

was good in both eases, but evidence of this kind is not always

dependable. No one would risk much in a financial way on

chances like these, but some geneticists have risked years of

work. In a recent paper^ the writer has verified the facts as-

sumed in this work.

The peculiar behavior of reciprocal crosses between varieties

of corn ditfering in the physical nature of the starchy endosperm,

has been explained' by the assumption that the two hereditary

factors presumably carried by the two polar nuclei be dominant

to the one factor carried by the sperm entering into the consti-

tution of the primary endosperm nucleus. This idea is in accord

with the multiple factor hypothesis, and the phenomenon is one

of the few direct evidences that we have as to the behavior of a

double application of a factor as opposed to a single application

of its allelomorph. But so little is known of the morphology
and the chemistry of these two kinds of starch and their relation

to the surrounding tissues that it is not at all iiuproltable that

the explanation advanced may be modified by the lesults of

further investigation.

An interesting light is thrown upon the the multiple factor

theory by certain other morphological peculiarities of the grain

of corn. The essential idea of the multiple factor hypothesis, in

a simple form, is tliat a single visible effect may be due to two
or more factors, only one of wliicli is necessary to produce the

same effect, at least in a limited (h-ire. Little is known of the

relative natnres of tlie two or iiioiv factors that compose the mul-
tiple unit in tlie eases that have heen in vst i-'ated ; they may be

s Guignar.l, L., "La -lou!,!,. tV.,.,„;.;;ition .i.ui^ Ma.^."' Jour, de Bot.,

in the Endosperm of Zen Minis/ - Bull. Tormj Cliih. Iti : 7:i--90, 1919.

^ Hayes, H. K., an.l ?:ast. K. ^t.. " I<\irthor Experitnciits on Inheritance
in Maize," Bull. Conn. Agr. Expt. Sta., 188, pp. 12-13, 1915.
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alike, or they may be very different from each other. A grain

of corn homozygous for yellow starch and red aleurone is dif-

ferent in color from one having only one of these characteristics.

But to a person vsrith defective vision, or when viewed in a light

of proper color, these two colors and a combination of the two

may appear to be merely different shades of one color. By
breeding this stock with a homozygous white, carrying no con-

flicting factors, we should get what would be to this same defect-

ive vision a perfect illustration of the behavior of multiple fac-

tors. But it is in reality a case of dihybridism in which we have

failed to distinguish between the two sets of allelomorphs. And
who can doubt that relatively as great a lack of discrimination

may characterize our chemical, physical, or morphological vision

in observing some of the classical illustrations to which the mul-

tiple factor hypothesis is applicable?

Other examples could be selected from the work that has been

done on maize, and doubtless many are available from the inves-

tigations made with other plants and with animals, but these will

suffice for illustration. Many of the organisms most useful for

establishing and testing principles of heredity have an external

appearance that may be very deceptive as an indicator of their

true structure, and the true structure alone is the key to the

deeper significance of their genetic behavior.

Paul Weatherwax

ON HETEROPHYLLY IN WATER PLANTS

The occurrence of two or more different types of leaf upon one

individual, which is so fre(iueiitly characteristic of water plants,

has long attracted the interest of botanists. The most usual case

is that in which the submerged leaves are finely divided while the

floating or aerial leaves are relatively simple. Lyte's Herbal

(1578) contains a vivid description of this type of heterK)phylly

in the water buttercup. Since this description is also noteworthy

for its insistence on the influence of external conditions, it may
be cited here.
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Among certain NymplneacesB we find a different type of hetero-

phylly in which the submerged leaves are large, thin and translu-

cent, somewhat resembling the seaweed Ulva. These leaves are

particularly well shown in the yellow water-lily.

To enumerate all the varieties of submerged leaf met with

among angiosiperms w^ould be too long a task to undertake in the

present paper. It must suffice to say that they are either highly

divided, ribbon-like, or else thinner and broader than the cor-

responding air leaves. They are characterized anatomically by

the lack of stomates and by the presence of chlorophyll in the

epidermis. They are thus well suited for the aTasorption of car-

bon dioxide in the dissolved form in which it presents itself to

water plants.

In considering the significance of heterophylly, it is a matter of

importance to remember that the occurrence of different leaf-

forms in a single individual is not confined to aquatics but occurs

also in terrestrial plants, Nehemiah Grew, as long ago as 1682,

pointed out that in many eases one plant bears leaves

of Two Kinds or Two distinct Figures; as the Bitter-siveet, the common
Little Bell, Valerian, Lady-Smocks, and others. For the Under leaves

of Bitter-Sweet, are Entire; the Upper, with two Lohes : the Under

Leaves of the Little Bell, like those of Fancy; the Upper, like those of

"We find parallels to the heterophylly of hydrophytes, not only

among terrestrial flowering plants, but also in the case of the dis-

tinct "youth forms" of conifers, and even—more remotely— in

the " Chantransia" stage of such alga? as BatracJiospermum.

Heterophylly is indeed so widespread that no interpretation can

be valid unless the condition be treated broadly as a very general

attribute of plant life, rather than as a rare and exceptional phe-

nomenon, for which special and individual explanations will

suffice.

To the earlier writers, such as Laniart-k, tlie problem of hetero-

phylly presented no difficulties. They regarded the su])merged

or aerial type of leaf as representing a direct response, on the
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part of the plant, to the medium. The work of the last thirty-

years has, however, rendered this simple eoneeption untenable

;

the theory that now holds the field accords a much less prominent

place to adaptation. The first observation that shook the founda-

tions of the idea that leaf form necessarily depended directly on

the milieu, was that of Costantin, who showed that, in the ease of

Sagittaria, the aquatic and aerial leaves were already differen-

tiated from one another in the submcrired bud; he noticed au-

ricles on a leaf which was only 2 to 3 mm. long. In Eanunculus

heteroplnjllus, also, the leaves destined to be aerial are differen-

tiated in the bud.

A large amount of experimental work has been published by

various authors on the effect of conditions upon the leaf forms of

heterophyllous plants, and, although some of the results are con-

fused and conflicting, a study of the literature seems to justify

one general conclusion—namely, that, in many cases, the sub-

merged type of leaf is, in reality, the juvenile form, but can be

produced later in the life history in consequence of poor condi-

tions of nutrition ; the air 'leaf, on the other hand, is the product

of the plant in full vigor and maturity. This conclusion, which

is primarily due to Goebel and his pupils, is substantiated not

only by experiments but by observations in the field.

In many heterophyllovis phiiits, the first leaves produced by

a seedling, whether it (i('vcl(>i)s on liind or in water, conform,

stance, in the Alismacea'. In Ahsnni jihuihir/o. the water i)lantain,

and Sagittaria sagittifoJia, the arrowhead, the first leaves pro-

duced by the seedling (or the germinating tuber) are ribbon-

like, even when the young plant is terrestrial. The formation of

this type of leaf can be induced again, even in maturity, by con-

ditions which cause a general weakening of the plant. Costantin

thirty years ago, recorded that, when the leaves of Alisma plan-

tago were cut off in the process of clearing out a water course, or

in a laboratory experiment, the next leaves produced were rib-

bon-like, thus representing a regression to the submerged form.

More recently, another worker, Waehter, tried the experiment of

cutting off the roots of healthy, terrestrial plants of Sagittaria

natans bearing leaves with differentiated lamina?. It was neces-

sary to cut the roots away every week, as they grew again so

ra,|)idly. The result of this treatment was that the plants were

found to revert to the juvenile stage, the new leaves being band

shaped. When the experimenter ceased to interfere with the

roots, the plants again formed leaves with laminfe. Other plants,
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with uninjured roots, grown as water-^cultures in distilled water,

also produced the juvenile leaf form, while those grown in a com-

plete culture solution developed their laminae normally.

The same observer recorded a ease in which a plant of Hydro-

cleis nymphoides Buchenau (Butomacea3), which had heen bear-

ing the mature form of leaf, was observed to revert to the ribbon

form. On examination it was found that most of the roots had

died off. When a fresh crop of roots was produced, the mature

type of leaf occurred again.

Another writer, Montesantos, showed by a series of experi-

ments upon Limnohium Boscii (Hydrocharitacese) that, in this

case also, the heterophylly is not a direct adaptation to land or

water life, but that the floating leaves are " Hemmungsbil-

dungen" due to poor nutrition. In the water soldier, Stratiotes

aloides, also, he showed that the stomateless leaves were primarj^

but that their production could be induced at later stages by un-

favorable conditions.

An experiment tried by Goebel on Sagittaria sagittifolia indi-

cated that absence of light in this case inhibits the formation of

leaves of tlie aerial tyi)e. An observation of Gliick's on Alisma

graminifolium Ehrh., also points to the same co'iiclusion. But it

seems probable that the effect produced in these cases was not

due directly to the darkness, but to tlio state of inadequate nu-

trition brought about by the lack of light for carbon assimilation.

Among the potamogetons, again, experimental work by Esen-

beek has shown that reversion to juvenile leaves can be obtained

under conditions of poor nutrition. For example, when a land

plant of P. flmtans, which had been transferred to deep distilled

water, liad its adventitious roots repeatedly amputated, regres-

sion was obtained to the floating type of leaf and then the sub-

merged type. A similar reversion to thin narrow leaves was

brought about in the case of F. natans by growing the upper

internodes of a siioot as a cutting.

Water lily leaves respond to experimental treatment in just the

same way as the mono(;otyledons already mentioned. In the

case of two species of Castalia, it has been found possible to in-

duce the mature plants to fonn submerged leaves, either by re-

moving the floating leaves or by eutting off the roots. This con-

firms an earlier suggestio^i, made by an rtaliaii writtM-. An-angeli,

that the development of the submerged le;iv,'s ,,t A ifiniJnia lutea

was due to "un indebolimento o diminu/iuiu' di ciKTLMa vitale."

This suggestion has roccivtMl iiidopendeiit, experimental confir-
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mation from Brand, who estimated that a well-developed floating-

leaf of Nymphcea lutea was about eleven times the dry weight of

a submerged leaf of the same area.

Another dicotyledon, Proserpinaca palustris, which was in-

vestigated by Burns, gave experimental results pointing to the

same general conclusion as those already quoted. The primitive

type of leaf in this plant is always a "water" leaf, but this type

of leaf was also produced in the autumn by all the plants, re-

gardless of any external conditions which the experimenter could

control. On the other hand, at the time of flowering and in the

summer gen'erally, almost every plant, w^hether growing in water

or air, produced the "land" type of leaf—the transition from the

"water" to the "land" type taking place earlier on strongly

growing than on weak stems. The author considers it evident

that the aquatic environment is not the cause of the division of

the leaf, nor does it depend on light, temperature, gaseous con-

tent of the w^ater or contact stimulus. The only conclusion whicih

he holds to be justified 'by his experiments is that Proserpinaca

palustris has two forms, an adult form and a juvenile form;

under good vegetative conditions, it tends to produce the adult

form with the undivided leaf, the blossom and the fruit, while, if

the vegetative conditions are unfavorably influenced, a reversion

can be induced to the primitive form with the submerged type

of leaf. These results are consistent with those of McCallum,

who had dealt with the same species at an earlier date, but his in-

terpretation is slightly different. He is inclined to regard the

occurrence of the water form as induced by the checking of trans-

piration and the increased amount of water w^hich hence accumu-

lates in the protoplasm. This explanation is not inconsistent

with the more general view that any condition tending to lower

the vitality may be responsible for a reversion to the submerged

type of leaf.

In nature, the regression to the juvenile type of leaf sometimes

occurs, not only in the case of an entire plant subjected to adverse

conditions, but also in the case of lateral shoots from an individ-

ual which is otherwise producing the mature form of leaf.

Goebel for instance, examined an old example of Eichhornia

azurea (Pontederiaceae) which had wintered as a terrestrial plant

in a greenhouse ; the leaves were of the mature form, differen-

tiated into sheathing base, petiole and lamina, except in the case

of a lateral shoot, which, on the contrary, bore the grass like,

simple leaves which characterize the young plant. Goe'bel also
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describes the occurrence of subdivided leaves of the water tj-pe

on lateral shoots of normal land plants of Limnophila hetero-

phylla. A corresponding reversion has been observed in the case

of the side branches of plants of Proserpinaca paliistris develop-

ing in the air from a plant whose main stem was producing the

mature type of leaf; by removing the growing apex of the stem

in June, side branches of the "water tj-pe" were induced to de-

The interest of these lateral shoots, which show a reversion to

an ontogenetically earlier type of leaf, is enhanced by the fact

that C. and F. Darwin in "The Power of Movement in Plants"

have recorded a case of the occurrence, on lateral shoots, of leaves

whose characters are probably phylogenetically earlier than those

which the species normally exhibits. Their observations related

to the sleep habits of the allied genera, Melilotiis and Trifolium.

They noticed in Melilotus Taurica that leaves arising from young

shoots, produced on plants which had been cut down and kept in

pots during the winter in a greenhouse, slept like those of Tri-

folium, with the central leaflet simply bent upwards, while the

leaves on the fully grown branches of the same plant afterwards

slept according to the normal Melilotus method, in which the ter-

minal leaflet rotates at night so as to present oue lateral edge to

the zenith. They suggest that Melilotus may be descended from a

form which slept like Trifolium.

The idea that the "juvenile" leaves produced on lateral shoots

may in some eases represent an ancestral type, is consistent with

the facts in the case, for instance, of the Alismaeese, provided that

the ' * phyllode theory
'

' of the monocotyledonous leaf be accepted

in the sense advocated by Professor Henslow and the present

writer. According to this theory, the ancestral leaf of this family

was ribbon-shaped, while the oval or sagittate blade (or "pseudo-

lamina") represents a later development—a mere expansion of

the apex of the petiole. The submerged youth leaves of this fam-

ily would thus represent a reversion to phylogenetically older

If the interpretation of heterophylly indicated in the present

paper holds good at all widely, the teleologieal view of the sub-

merged leaf must be considerably uiodifiod. Tlie present writer

would like to suggest that, for tlif (.Id conr.'pridii of heterophylly

asinducedhy aquatic life, we sliciuld substitute the idea that such

a difference between the juvenile and mature fi)nns of leaf as

would render the juvenile leaf well -uited to aifuatie life, has been
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in many cases one of the necessary preliminaries to the migration

from land to water, and that the aquatic angiosperms thus in-

clude, by a process of sifting,^ those plants whose terrestrial an-

cestors were endowed with a strong tendency towards hetero-

phylly.

Agnes Arber
Newnham College,

COALESCENCE OF THE SHELL-PLATES IN CHITON*

Chitons are peculiar in the fact that the molluscan shell is

here represented by a series of eight distinct dorsal plates, which

in different genera overlap and articulate with one another to

varying degrees. The full number, 8, seems, however, to be

invariably present. "While examining recently a series of some-

what over 2,100 individuals of Chiton tuherculatus L., I came

upon two cases, and two only, exhibiting any irregularity with

respect to the number of the shell-plates. These were specimens,

a male and a female, found near together on the beach at Cross

Bay, Bermuda, in which plates 7 and 8 had in each instance

almost completely fused (Figs. 2-6), so that each of these ani-

mals seemed at first sight to have but 7 plates; since no rec-

ords seem previously to have been made of such occurrences,

they are here figured and described.

In the two abnormal chitons the fused terminal plates were

of similar external appearance, but in individual A, the female,

the coalescence of plates 7 and 8 was somewhat less complete

than in individual B, the male, as shown by the form of the

inner surfaces of the compound plates. It is perhaps accidental

that in both cases fusion of the respective plates is somewhat

assymetrical, being more complete on the right side. As seen

in Fig. 4, the muscular intersegmentum, which ordinarily re-

ceives the insertion plates of the eighth valve, is represented by

a relatively smf^ll tongue of tissue.

This great sifting experim

:et a glimpse at Nature in

ibutions from the Bermuda ]
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It may be of significance that the only instances obtained of

fusions of the kind figured, occurred at a sandy beach, on the

south side of Bermuda, exposed to the beating of the ocean

surf. Individual A, when found, was attached to a rock, but

was half-covered by sand left by the tide. Chitons in such sit-

uations are frequently buried for a time beneath a foot or more

of sand, and under these circumstances the over-lapping edges

of the shell-plates are kept tightly pressed together, thus pre-

venting sand-grains from abraiding the soft inter-tegmental

mantle. The posterior end of a Chiton tuberculatus is less

active in turning movements, in curling-up and in similar opera-

tions than is the anterior end, so that two valves, once stuck

together, might, at the posterior end, have a better chance of

remaining together. The incomplete union of the valves, visible

when seen from their inner side, suggests that the coalesced

plates started out independently. Whether or not this view be

valid, it would be of interest to determine if there is any gen-

eral tendency, in special localities, toward the establishment of

races of chiton possessing a reduced number of plates.

"VV. J. Crozier
Dyer Island, ,
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THE EFFECTS OF THE WINTER OF 1917-1918 ON THE
OCCUERENCE OF SAGARTIA LUCI^ VERRILL^

In June, 1902, I published in the American Naturalist some

notes on the dispersal of Sagartia lucice that tended to show
that this sea-anemone had spread from the neighborhood of

New Haven, Conn., along the New England coast as far north

as Salem, Mass. This migration was accomplished in approxi-

mately a decade, from 1892 to 1901. Since 1902 repeated ef-

forts have been made to discover evidences of this species farther

to the north than Salem but without avail. Apparently the

species had reached its northernmost limits.

Sagartia lucice was first noticed in Woods Hole, Mass., in

1898. From that year until the present it has been an extremely

abundant species on the stones, mussels and eel grass in the

waters of this region. On Pine Island, a narrow ridge of rocky

gravel overtopped with coarse vegetation and lying in the swift

tidal currents of the Hole, the narrow beaches between tides

have been covered with thousands of this species of sea-anemone.

When this locality was visited in June, 1918, not a single speci-

men of Sagartia lucice could be found, though the particular

area examined had been covered with many individuals the

year before. Nor was this condition due to the relatively early

date at which the search was made. Repeated attempts during

low tides in July and August never yielded at Pine Island

more than two or three specimens at a time, and it was quite

clear that Sagartia lucice, once so prevalent in that locality, had

suddenly become all but extinct there. The same was true of

other situations in and about Woods Hole. In fact, a general

search showed that in not a single location where this sea-

anemone had been abundant in 1917 could there be found more
than a paltry number of specimens in 1918.

The occasion of this sudden and great diminution in the num-
bers of Sagartia lucice is to be attributed, I believe, to the rigor

of the winter of 1917-1918. The cold and ice of this winter

were almost unprecedented. Mr. Vinal Edwards, the veteran

collector of the laboratory of the United States Bureau of Fish-

eries at Woods Hole, has kept a continuous record of the weather

conditions of this region for a long period and this record

shows, as might be expected, that the winter conditions in 1917-

1918 were more severe than for many years past. In no win-

1 Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the Museum of Com-

parative Zoology at Harvard College.
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ter during the last ten years has the sea water been at 0° C. or

lower for so long a period as last winter. Beginning with the

season of 1908-1909 and proceeding to that of 1917-1918, the

number of days for each of the ten winters in which the tempera-

ture of the seawater was 0° C, or lower, was 3, 40, 44, 63, 3, 55, 0,

65, 36 and 80. Thus 1917-1918 with its 80 days of extremely

cold water strikingly outruns any one of the preceding nine

This winter was conspicuous for the formation of large

amounts of anchor frost in the shallow waters about Woods
Hole. This frost or ice can be seen forming on the bottom of

shallow bodies of salt water when the temperature of that water

is at 0° C, or lower. It is apparently due to the freezing of

fresh water that, seeping through the land, rises from the sea

bottom and solidifies at once on coming in contact with sea-

water below its own freezing point. This fresh-water ice is

especially destructive to marine animals on the bottom and its

great prevalence during the winter of 1917-1918 is probably re-

sponsible for the scarcity of sea-urchins and other like forms the

following summer. It probably had little or no effect on Sagartia,

for this sea-anemone lives chiefly between tides and, therefore,

above the level at which anchor frost is found, but as a winter

phenomenon this ice is a good index of severity and it is severity

in the nature of low temperature that is responsible, I believe, for

the almost complete elimination of Sagartia.

That this sea-anemone was not destroyed by the merely me-

chanical effect of ice and waves is seen from the fact that the

same stretches on Pine Island that were populated with Sagartia

Iiici-CB were, and still are, covered with many specimens of

Metridium marginatum. This northern species seems not to

have suffered in the least from the severity of the past winter

and I, therefore, conclude, since Metridium was as much ex-

posed to mechanical injury as Sagartia and still survived m
ordinary numbers, that Sagartia succumbed to low temperature

rather than to any other factor in its environment. This is in

accord with the general belief, originally expressed by Verrill,

that Sagartia lucia is a southern species introduced by some

accident into northern waters. Granting this conclusion, it is

easy to understand why this species has not migrated farther

northward into colder waters and why in severe winters it is

almost exterminated in localities such as Woods Hole.
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TAXONOMY AND EVOLUTION

The writer has great sympathy with much of what "X" has

to say on the above subject in a recent num'ber of the American

Naturalist (Vol. XLvni, 369-382). ^ Needless to say, however,

he can not agree with all. True there is much in systematic

zoology that is slipshod, but till statistics can be produced to

show that the percentage of slipshod Avork produced by sys-

tematic zoologists is higher than in other fields of zoology, the

writer of this article has a temporarv- residence in Missouri.

He is of the opinion, also, that as great a percentage of the work

of the systematic zoologist will s):and the test of time as the work

of the anatomist or any other worker in the field of zoology and

proposes to remain of that opinion until time, the great leveler,

proves to the contrary.

Linnteus is apparently not the only genius that has left the

back door open and that has "been followed by a crowd of other

workers eager to attain to immortality," as witness the great

mass of half-digested literature on genetics, say, that has been

crowded into the past ten or a dozen years. It would be a sad

state of affairs indeed if systematics as a w'hole were not im-

proving. That there have been occasional backward steps there

is no doubt, but on the whole the progress has been forward.

I hardly believe tliat even the systematists are as big fools as

"X" pictures them to be, for I have yet to discover in my
rambles a systematist who believed that his work was final.

Heaven forbid. The czar in zoological nomenclature may arise

and issue his fiat, but there will he later czars who will do away
with them. For surely "X" would not have us believe that the

ihiv will ever dawn in this world when all things are settled.

My shorter catechism is somewhat awry, but surely such a happy
st it.^ reserved for t]ie Great Beyond.

Wifhinif w i-li iiiLT to rnsparage the m'odem workers T wish to

sny tii;ir vnitif of ih'^ oMer workers did write "careful descrip-

tions. as witness the following case which has been called to my
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attention. One of the early systematic entomologists de.scribccl

a species, on external characters only, in about three lines.

Later entomologists were puzzled hecause the species had charac-

ters common to two widely separated genera ; and one systematist

said it belonged to one genus, and another said to a widely

divergent genus, while a third said it was simply another name

for a eonnnon form. Yet, behold, when the species was redis-

covered it was found to belong to a new genus with characters

common to the two widely divergent genera. Now, what's the

answer, cei-tainly the origrinal description nmst have been a good

one otherwise how could workers nearly a century later rec-

ognize the characters?

Isolated quotations from descriptions of any species look

ridiculous (p. 370), but no more so than isolated quotations

from the work of ecologist, neurologist or what not. A kindly

feeling for my feltow workers in other fields and for the editor

of the American Naturalist stays me from quoting at length

and verbatim. Fortunately "X" has sufficiently concealed his

identity so that I can not quote some of his own discussions

until he yawns. Neither is my soul more deeply stirred by con-

tem})lating the poor hymenopterist, squinting at his box of dried

"bugs" stuck on pins; than it is by the poor hunch-backed short-

sighted cytologist (let us say) who. peering through his high

power compound microscope, imagines that the world is circum-

scribed by his field of view and that a cell, or a nucleus, or a

chromosome, is all there is to zoology.

"X" seems to deplore the fact of specialization in zoology and

at the same time seems to ignore tlie fact that it is along these

lines that the world moves. Why should we not have neurolo-

gists, taxonomists, hemipterists. etc.. in zoology just as we have

masons, carpenters, roofers, painters, tinners, etc. How many
railroads would have been built in this world or how much
progress would have been made in any other line of human en-

deavor if every man had to be a .iack-of-all-tnnlos ? Do we hire

a man to build us a house? Most e(M't;imIy not. We hire a

brick mason to lay the found;ititin, a <-;i!"i)t'ntt'r to erect the

another to do tlic finishiuir iiisidi-: nnd so n\\ until our house is

finished and the whole striirtinv stands oiilv as lonir as the work

to me it is in zoology, the systeinati.st lays the foundation upon
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tlone l)efore the anatomist can develop his work. If we take

tematist must be far to the forefront, well in advance of the

workers in otlier fields. And certainly this imich must be said

in liis favor that he has turned out enout^h '"new species" in

the last few years to keep the rest of the zoologists busy for a

••X"s'' whole attitude is that the systwiiatist makes mistake's

first I would call '-X's'" attention to the fact that anatomists a

little less than 300 years ago believed the arteries carried air, not

blood. And it seems to me if we go back about 250 years we find

one Kobert llooke descriinng ''little boxes (empty) of cells dis-

tinct one from another"; and wasn't it only alxiut half a century

ago that the cytoloprist awakened to the fact that the Iwxes were

not as empty as might seem"/ Now the question to my mind is

this, would we know as nuieh alwut cytology as we know to-day,

if Ilooke had not discovered his empty boxes? I think not.

And as a necessary corollary would we know as much about the

animal world as we now know if systematists had not described

new species ? 1 think not. Tlie fundamental ])asis of systematic

work, it seems to me, must always be external cluu^H'tei-s. though

they mny be variable and unsatisfactory in many res[)ects.

for thouiih some of their strivinL's may be misdirected is, among

reference to external characters. I see a woodpecker >itting in

a tree and identify him as a yellow-bellied sapsn-kcr by tlio fa.-r

anything e
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may not seem soul-inspiring work to "X," but to the deseriber

it may have been exceedingly so. The description of 560 new

species of Zonitidse makes it possible for some student of va-

riation or of ''phylogenetic classification" to work on the Zonitidi?

in a way that would not have been possible if these 560 "new
species" had not been described, and no one man would have

been able to describe the 560 new species and work their em-

bryology, internal anatomy, neurology, ecolc^, geograpliieal dis-

tribulation, behavior, variation, mendelian relations, etc.. ami li\ e

to tell the tale.

Furthermore, if there is any man that has the aptitude t<.

describe "560 new species of Zonitidxe" my benediction is "let

him go to it." And while 585 of his "560 new species" may
prove to be false alarms that have never been turned in. at the

same time it does not seem to have 0<'curred to "X" that he may
be doing nuich less harm thusly employed than if

.
he were

rampant with scissors, scalpels and needles or with killing

agents, stains and a microtome trying to discover the true in-

wardness of the Zonitida?. I do not want to be misjudged by

any one wlio mny think that I am making a plea for slipshod

work, but I do want to make a plea for the isolated worker who
is plodding away in his own particular field without hope of

reward or rcconipoiiso in tliis day or generation. Let us Iv veiw

eaivful alH.ut srttinu our stamp niion n tliino- as worth while

away with his peas, nevor dared dream. T v<mtiire to say. that

twentieth eeutury. 'I'hus •X"" may liave the misfortuiie to view

in a future reim-arnation tlie sad spectarle of the zooh^iiists of

say 200 years hence loudly aeelaiining the good work of the

deseriber of the 560 new species of Zonitida>, while at the same

time they point with scorn to the work of the anatomist who
discovered ( ?) that the digestive system of the ZonitidjB runs

up hill.

The writer has the fortune or misfortune, as pleases your

point of view, to be the entomologist of a state experiment

station. His principal duties as entomologist are the intensive

studies of two widely separated species of extremely injurious

insects. This work is carried on under the Adams Fund by

grants from the United States Department of Agriculture. Both

projects were so outlined as to involve everything about these
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two insects tliat could l)e discovered by the writer; internal and

external anatomy, embryology, life history, parasites, etc.

Present indications are that it will take an average ot' about

six years to finish
( I) each one of these projects. Yet such a

seemingly slow rate of -progress is made possible only by the

fact that some one working somewhere has described these two

species and given thein names. The one species was described

without tlie describer ever having seen the male! Yet without

this inadequate description progress on this problem would

have been very greatly delayed. And so it is in every other

field that these problems touch. Some one has described some-

where 29 species of parasitic hymenoptera, one of tliis iuiml)er

preying upon one of the si)ecies involved. Yet the describer

knew only the adult and that only iuiperfectly, l)ut his knowl-

edge plus my own sends us one step nearer the complete knowl-

edge of this species which "X" craves. And our knowledge of

this species plus some one's knowledge of other related species

rai.ses us just one step nearer the truth which should be the

goal of all human thought, and all science, zoology not even

excepted.

I am interested in the phylogenetic relationship of a group

ot" insects of no great economic importance. Especially am I

iiircrcstcd in the genealogical tree of these insects as shown by

tlic iii-()ii|)s of characters of one structure. Now such work is

iiijidc possihh^ because three men in this country have devoted
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"blue with pink spots." Agiain two species of scale insects

are separated by the fact tliat one has the median lobes of the

pyg-idium rounded while the other has the median lobes conical

(external characters). Yet one lives on oak trees and luis at

least four generations annually and the other lives on maple trees

and has only a single generation annually. Now if "X" thinks

that these f^cts wx>uld have been discovered as easily and as

quickly as they have been discovered, if Professor Comstock had

not pointed out these "trivial characters" some thirty-odd years

ago, he thinks differently than I think. Yet the application of

these facts is of vast importance to the horticulturalist and land-

scape architect or any other arti^in who works to l)eautify our

landscapes with trees, or any one who atteniiiits to control these

I have no doubt that Linmeus was accused of relying on

trivial characters for separating some of his genera and species.

It would be interesting if history could tell us and it would be

still more interesting if we could look into the future, say 100

years, and see what sj-stematists and others will say about the

present-day systeiiiatists who overlooked such perfectly obvious

characters as the extra spines on the liind leg of species "a" as

contrasted with "b" and their wonder and amazement that

systematists of this our irlorious twentieth century should have

overlooked su.-li iiii|)(»i-t<uit and obvious characters. So it will

be in other lidds. Th.' histMh irist of the future will wonder why
we used such ci-u.h' killini^' ami fixing agents; and will, more
than likely, refer to our hnest precision microtomes with a

shrug much as we reft>r to the stono hatchets of the men of the

Old Stone Age.

I make this somew^hat extended plea becaus<» it .seems to me
that "X" has unconsciously done the systenuitists a great

WTong.- ''X's" attitude may dis<.'Ourae-e promising young men
from entering the field of systematics where their help is greatly

needed. Let us therefore lay aside our critical air and our
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is human like the rest of us, he has his limitations like the rest

of us, but he believes, I think justly, that his work is pioneer

work of great importance; and, if occasionally he gets beyond

the limited range of our embryologist 's microscope or our an-

atomist's scalpels and needles, let us not accuse him of wandering

along the River of Doubt or being a lineal descendant of the

famous Baron Munchausen. But let us look upon the sys-

tematist's work as the foundation for the glorious Structure,

modern zoology, which completed by his other co-workers will

stand four square to the wind for all time to come. We do not

need to defend systematics on the basis of "(1) the advertise-

ment theory; (2) the recognition mark theory;" although both

are perhaps more important than "X" intimates. But what is

vastly more important is the fact that systematics is the basis

for all real work in zooloig\\ And tlie morphologist or anatomist

who takes the attitude that systematics is to be entirely avoided^

or, what is worse, is to be simply laughed at is placing himself

in the same class as the man who says that there is no such thing

as matter in the world. Sooner or later he is going to bump into

the fact that systematics must iplay its part in his field and that

systematics is broader than the question whether the "second

joint is longer than the third" or whether a species should be

called aabus Smith or beaibus Jones.

Z.

length the anatomy of, let us say, the "American frog (Eana temporaria) "

because that was the name given the frog in his perfectly good English
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The Fishermax-Fish in Mozambique Waters

In the year 1884, Mr. Frederick Holmwood, British

Consul at Zanzibar, by publishing an article in the Pro-

ceedings of the Zoological Society of London, brought

this extraordinary use of this remarkable fish to the at-

tention of the scientific world. Chancing on this article,

I became greatly interested in the matter and have been

led to collect all the available data and to present it

herein to those who may be interested.

On a trip in a steam launch from Pemba to Zanzibar,

Holmwood had his attention called to a number of remo-

ras which w^ere attached to the sides and bottom of the

boat. To these the natives on board gave the name
"Chazo." Later at Zanzibar he saw natives digging

out diminutive canoes, too small for any normal use,

which he was told were for the ''Chaza" (so he under-

stood the native word). Now "Chaza" is the word for

oysters or other bivalves, hence- he thought that these

were used to gather such in, but his servant told him
that it was a "house" for the "Cliazo" or sucking-fish
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Mada^'uscar ho was informed tliat sliaiks and even large

crocodiles wei-e caught by the use of a fish called

Tannirlii^ wliicli wns trained for the purpose. Unfor-

tnnntclv. |iis1 here Ilohnwood gave vent to his incredu-

lit\- and his iiitorniaiits hciiiu- greatly incensed refused

to talk with iiiiii hifihci- on this matter.

ITolmwood spoilt cotisKh'ral)!*' time in gaining the con-

fidence of the native hshcriiim ol Zan/il)ar and was re-

warded by being allowed to \ isii ihcir huts and examine

the "Cliazo." These he louiid to be romoras (echeneis?)

from '2 to 4.5 feet long and from 2 to 8 pounds in weight.

They were kept in the little canoes in the cabins and were

so tame as readily to come to the surface of the water at

the appearance of their masters, by whom they allowed

themselves to be freely handled.

Kiicli ( liazo had a strong iron nng or looi) fixed ]ust above tlie tail

h \i-fiunrc 1] for the purpose of attaching a hne to when being eiu-
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Holmwood purchased one of these fish to send to Eng-

land but it was killed by a crane. A second one died,

probably from lack of a fresh supply of water. He after-

wards arranged to buy another on its return from a fish-

ing trip.

^

It was brouirlit to mc a few w(^eks lat(M- minus its rin-, ami with a

liis oanoo, and lliat it liad at:t(n'wards afTixed itself to a ]ars?c sliark and,

holdirio- on after all the si)aro line had been paid out. tlie tail had dven

inferior quality of the spirit. This speeimen measured 2 t.vt ^ nciu-

in lencrth and weighed 3i/v. pounds. The sucker contained 'J.; i.;iii> nf

Ilolmwood wanted to go out with the lisliciincii and

see the fishes at work. But as the distance to the iisliiiig-

grounds was considerable, as the trips lasted fifteen days,

and as the boats were small and lacked accommodations
for a European, he was forced to desist. Thus he failed

to Ix'coine an eye witness to this ri^niai'kable procedure.^
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Holmwood's interesting account is however not the

first for the use of tlie living fish-hook in Mozambique

waters. In the year 1829 Lacepede published his ''His-

toire Naturelle des Poissons," in which, with reference

to foreign fishes, he largely made use of the manuscripts

of the lamented naturalist, C^ommerson. On page 490 of

Tome III we read:

qii^nN^.M-v often thfyoa^t of Mozanibi<ino, and tliat near to thisloasr

tlicni. we llunk that we ought to report here the (hxta which Comnrier-

.uKxunilx l.n-e not to incommode the fi^h. and small enou-h to be re-

tained by the caudal fin. A very long cord is attached to this ring.

When the Kclieneis has been thus prepared, it is placed in a vessel full

tliK. in their boat-^. They then saiftowards those regions frequented by

of the water on which they tloat, and their sleep is so lio^ht tliat tlie least

cau^e lliem to Are to great distances or to plunge to uu-.u drptl . li,.!

behold the snare which they set from afar for the fiist im tlr wliidi thrv

its long cord. The anL/al, delivered in i)art IVoni iis cnpiiMiy. seeks to

however, perceiving that its efforts are m vain, and that it cannot free
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This account of Commerson-Lacepede's is very circum-

stantial and exceedingly interesting, but it is not the first

account of the fisherman fish, and not even the first for

East African waters, for in 1809 and 1810 Henry Salt

under orders of the British government made a voyage

to Abyssinia by way of the Cape and the Mozambique
Channel, stopping at Masuril, a village on the harbor of

Mozambique. Of this visit he says under date of Sep-

tember 9, 1809 (his book was published in 1SU):

rarities of the plaoo. he imulo mo a i)n>M"iit . . . nt a l,n ~uck'M^--(ish

the eoast in catching: turtlt's. The uunlv nf doin- iliis is l.y <-.,nliiiiii- the

fish with a line to the boat, wlieii it is said iiivai i;il)ly \o dan I .M wavds,

K:\rVu'r still (in the latter half of tlie eiuliteenth cen-

to the ( ';ij>c (if Unite. ill that part of his book

(lealiiiu' with the land of Xatal, in lln' i-'feiicli translation
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This account is not found in the English translation

of Sparrman's voyage, and I have not had access to the

original Swedish edition, but it is found in the French

edition in a sort of appendix to that section describing

South Africa and is credited to Middleton's "Geog-

raphy." Inspection of volume I (1777) of this latter

work revealed the account substantially as given above,

but in quotation marks with no hint whatever of its ulti-

mate source.

Humboldt (1826) refers to a similar incident related

by Captains Dampier and Eogers. Dampier was worked

through twice without finding the reference, but a third

going through his ''Voyages" page by page revealed it

as an annex to part 3 of his volume III, "A Discourse of

Winds," etc. (6th edition, 1729). Middleton has copied

it almost word for word, so it need not be repeated here.

It will be of interest, however, to note that Dampier says

that this "annexed paper" was "received from my inge-

nious Friend, Capt. Eogers, who is lately gone to that

place ('Natal in Africk') : and hath been there several

times before."*

It must be remembered that Holmwood wrote of a fish

called Tarundu used in Madagascar as a living fish hook,

and Lacepede quotes Commerson that a sucking fish is

so used in the Isle of France as well as in the Mozambique
country and lastly that Dampier quotes Eogers as to this

use also in Madagascar. Acting on these hints a good

deal of time has been spent in hunting for such accounts

not only in books on the fishes of these islands but also

in books of travel and at this writing three corroboratory

accounts have been found. The first is to be found in

Pollen's work on the fisheries of Madagascar (1874).

letter from Eogers.
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For Malagassy waters he quotes the use of Echeneis as

given by Middleton, Conimerson-Lacepede and Salt, and

for other waters other authors to be referred to later.

He is not clear as to its use in his own time but he seems

to indicate that in his day it was so used.

Our next reference is dated 1897. In the Antananarivo

Annual for that date (published by the London Mis-

sionary Society at the capital of Madagascar) there is

under ''Natural History Notes" a translation by James

Wills of a native manuscript which reads as follows

:

In the sea off the nort Invest, coast of :Maaao:asear a fish is found

called by the people Hamby. It is round and long, somewhat like a

lizard, but its tail unfolds for swimming' like that of a ,eold-fish, and it

has fins on each side. The length of a full-sized one is about that of a

man's arm, and its girth about that of his thigh. Its back fin. from

The above account is given almost word for word by

James Sibree in his book "A Naturalist in Madagascar/'

1915. Sibree, whoso experiences in Madagascar cover a

period of fifty years, and who as his book shows was a

very close observer, evidentlv believed in this use of the

fish.

The Hunting-Fish of the AVksi Inliks

However, the accounts quoted of tlu^ rniiaikablo use

of the Remora as a Imnting fisli in tho Mo/.ainMcjUc coun-

try are not the first that we liavc of such ciiiploynu'ut.

For the very begiiuiiu.u' wc must ixo hiwk to tiic second

5 This is probably the tortoise-.l.ell tmtlo.
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voyage of Columbus to the New World in 1494. This

account given below is to be found in the writings of

Peter Martyr d'Anghera, who was a prominent figure

at the court of Ferdinand and Isabella and the foremost

letter writer of his day. In 1511 Martyr published at

Seville nine books and part of the tenth of his Decade I,

tlie Decade of the Ocean, one of the component parts of

his ''De Orbe Novo," which has since appeared in many
edit ions and translations. Possibly the best translation

available for the general reader is MacNutt's, published

by Putnam in 1912, but as better preserving the spirit of

the times, I prefer to give Eichard Eden's translation

made in 1555, the quaint English of which reads as fol-

lows :

Al tho Lies of Mayo, tlie watclie men lokin^re owte of the toppe

ciistell (.r tli(^ shviM'c iownrdo the Soiithe, sawe a multitude of Tlandes

standinao thick lo-H lior. l)e>n£re all well replenished with tree^:, crra^^e.

[(\)lunibu<] cliaunced into "a nauig-able ryyev who^o water was^oo

Tlie daye followin-e. es'pyin-e a farre off a eanoa of fysliermen of tii(e)

But they fearincre nothin<?e, taryed the of owre men. Nowe
slial you lieare a newe kind of fyshinire. T.yke as we with -reylioundes

dno Iniiit liaros. in the playne fieldes so d.u. Ihcv as it w(M'<" witli a

^icaic mAv. liavmirc on the hynder parte .>! ili.. in.hl, . \uv muizh

skymie. lyke vnto a prreate ba,£?ge or purse. Tins tysslie is iye,l hy llie

syde of tlie boate with a corde litte downe soo farre into tlie water.

for shee may in no" case abyde the sight of the ayer. Thus when they

espie any areate fysshe. or tortoyse (whereof there is great abundance

hv--er tlien -roat targrettes) they let the corde at lengthe. But when

~ • ii l\ 1- ,1' ,11 inue. And where she hath once fa.stened her howld she

.-i^hMli the piiise of skynne whereof we spoke before; And Ity dra^v-yng

then, as sone as she seeth the bniihi iiess u\ inc iiycr. she lettethe goo
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brj^mme of the water, there leapeth soodenly owte of the boate into the

sea soo manye fysshers, as maye suffice to holde faste the pia^e. \nt\[l

the reste of the coompany haue taken it into the boate. Which thin^re

doone, they loose so miiche of the cord, that the hunting- fysshe, may
ageyne returne to her place within the water : where by an otlier corde,

they let downe to her a piece of the praye, as we use to rewavde grey-

houndes after they have kylled theyr game. This fysshe. they caule

Guaicanum, but owre men caule it Reuersum. They gave owre men
foure tortoyses taken by this meanes : And those of such liyoo-enos that

they almoste fylled theyr fysshinge boate. For tliese fys^;hes are

Curiously enough a repetition of this story hy ^Fartyr

himself has been completely overlooked l)y all who have

had occasion to refer to his Reversus story. I myself

did not find it until, some two years after making notes

and copying his account as quoted above from Eden, I

chanced to go over the ''Decades" again page by page

and stumbled on it. Since Martyr himself has not been

quoted directly it will be of interest to give this second

account from MacNutt's excellent translation of Decade

VIII, Book 8, pages 299-300.

Tx?t us now consider the hunting fish. Tliis lisl, loniuM-lv vrx.,] ,no

somewhat. In my first Decades, addressed to ( nidin;il Ax niiin. I sinu-d
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It is shaped like an eel, and is no larger. It attacks fish larger than

itself, or turtles larger than a shield; it resembles a weasel seizing a

pigeon or still larger animal by its throat, and never leaving go until

it is dead. Fishermen tie this fish to the side of their barque, holding

it with a slender cord. The fish lies at the bottom of the barque, for it

must not be exposed to the bright sun, from which it shrinks.

The most extraordinary thing is that it has at the back of its head a

sort of very tough pocket. As soon as the fisherman sees any fish

swimming near the barque, he gives the signal for attack and lets go

the little cord. Like a dog freed from its leash, the fish descends on its

prey and turning its head throws the skin pouch over the neck of the

victim, if it is a large fish. On the contrary, if it is a turtle, the fish

attaches itself to the place where the turtle protrudes from its shell, and

never lets go till the fisherman pulls it with the little cord to the side of

the barque. If a large fish has been caught (and the fishermen do not

trouble about the small ones), the fishermen fasten stout cords to it and

pull it into the air, and at that moment the hunting-fish lets go of its

prey. If, on the contrary, a turtle has been caught, the fishermen

reach of their companions, men the prey is in the barque, the hunt-

they turn it loose after another fish. I have elsewhere spoken at

length concerning the method of training it.'^ The Spaniards call this

This remarkable story of Martyr's has been repeated

by many writers from his day almost to this and espe-

cially by the Spanish chroniclers of the early political

and natural history of the West Indies. Many of these,

however, add to the original story certain details which

will be of interest to include herein.

The first of these is the historian Oviedo, whose

''Sumario" was published but five years (1516) after

Mart\'r's "Decades of the Ocean," and whose "Chron-

icles
'

' were first published in 1535. My excerpt is taken

from the Salamanca edition of 1547, but there is no rea-

son to think that this particular account differs from

that found in the earlier editions. We will let Oviedo

- This account does not seem to have been preser\'ed. At any rate it is
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speak for himself, and his account is- all the more inter-

esting and valuable because he gives certain details as to

the training and care of the fisherman fish which are

absent from the other accounts, and of which he seems

possibly to have had some personal knowledge.

There is a fishing of these Manati and of the tortoise in the islands of

Jamaica and Cuba, whicli, if what I shall now say were not so public

ability. I should not dare to write. And also it is believed that when

than a pahna, wlncli tliey call ihe Rovorsus fi.h. u-ly in appearance but

best in the sea for eating, because it is dry and firm and without watery

parts, or at least it has very few; and many times I have eaten of it

and so am able to testify of it.

When the Indians wish to tame and keep any of these Reversus

salt water from the sea, and thei-e they give it food and make it tame,

until ii is of the size which 1 liavo said or a little more, and fit for their

Is iiM'ir >(M/c,l liy liic liiilc Reversns, flees through the

Ikm: ur ;iiintii,.f: ;iM,i 111 tlic iiieantime the Indian fisher-
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map of Cuba, showing the islands off the southern coast

among some of which the fishing, with the Guiacan was

observed. This seems to be of enough interest to be re-

produced herein as text-figure 3.

In 1553, Gomara published at Medina del Campo his

"Historia General de las Indias." On folio XIIII is

found an abbreviated copy of Oviedo's account of the

Eeversus fish, but as it contains nothing new it need not

detain us.

The greatest of the encyclopedic wi'iters on natural

history in the Eenaissance times was tlu^ Swiss, Kcmrad

GesneV, who was too -o.xl a senivher for tlic mnrwllous

to let such a story a- thi- rv,-;ii>c him. 1 1 i- account iMoS)

of Peter Martyr. 1 1..x\v\ rr, he give, us a tiuurc of a

hunting scene, sliowing how tliis fisherman-fish was used,

and this is reproduced herein as Fig. 4, Plate 1. The

Beversus fish is shaped like an eel and has a irrejit l)ag or

pouch attached on tlie l)ack of its neck. Tliis pouch has

.just been thrown owv hmd nf what apncni- t<. be a

seal (pro])ably meaiil t.«ra manatee), while a turth' h)oks

on in amazement from one si(h\ In the hackgronnd in this
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boat are the fishermen, one of whom holds one end of a

line the other end of which is tied around the anterior

part of the body of the eel-like fish.^ In a sort of post-

script Gesner refers to another hunting-fish which is

similar to but smaller than the above. This reference,

however, is not clear.

The first user of the name Guiacan for our fish w^as

Peter Martyr; other and later writers take the name
from him. Considerable effort was made to run down
this word and to ascertain its meaning. It was finally

found in Bachiller y Morales 's ''Cuba Primitiva" (1883).

Here w^e are told that

iards called Reverso, and whieh served them in fishing; because tied by

the tail, they fixed themselves to the tortoise and other prey which they

did not release, rendering thus a useful service.

Earlier than Bachiller y Morales, another writer, Ray-

mond Breton (1665), calls the huntsmen fish ''Iliouali"

and says that it is a fish which has on its head a mem-
branous plaque, and if it attaches itself to the canoe it

can with difficulty be removed save by breaking it into

fragments.

That part of Gesner 's ''Natural History of Animals"
which has to do with fishes was w^orked over in German
and published in 1575 as "Das Fischbuch." In it on

page L is found the figure of the hunting scene just re-

ferred to and an abbreviated account of the use of the fish

as a living fish-hook. Here also there is an account of
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another Eeversus. Apparently herein Gesner has mixed

certain data from Oviedo with the legends of another

Eeversus covered with sharp spines.

It seems that in the writings of these old Spanish his-

torians two fishes are described called Eeversus f one the

anguilliform kind, having a pouch or sucker on its head,

evidently a Eemora, or, since it grows larger, an Eche-

neis; the other the squamous kind covered with scales

bearing long spines, evidently the swell fish, Diodon.

Concerning these fishes Dr. C. E. Eastman has written

several interesting and valuable papers to which the at-

tention of the reader is called. (See Bibliography, East-

man 1915, 1915a, 191G.)

We next hear of the Eeversus in the writings of one

Antonio Galvano. His book, ''The Discoveries of the

World from their first Original unto the Yeare of our

Lord 1555," was published in the origmal Portuguese in

1563 under the editorship of his friend, F. Y. Sousa

Tavares, and translated and reprinted at London in 1601

by Eichard Hakluyt. Neither of these editions being

available. I have had to content myself with the Hakluyt

Society's reprint^^ found in Vol. 30, 1862, as edited by

C. E. D. Bethune. Here there is a short paragraph in

which the use of the anguilliform eel is attributed to the

squamous form. Nothing new is added and no quotation

will be given.

»The reversus or "upside down" fish was undoubtedly so named because

when attached to the carapace of a turtle its belly was turned upward or

outwar<l, as also when it was attached to tlie side of a fish—in any case its

Its at the surface belly up, hence it too was a Reversus fish.

" rt is interfstiii}: to note that in tlie TlMkluvt reprint the Reverso story is
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We next hear of the fisherman-fish in I Ici ri'i n 's "
1 lis-

teria Grenerale de las Indias Occident-lies" ]iii])lisli('(l in

1601. In Capt. John Stevens's transLitidii \\.' rt';i<l:

the belly [?]. li.h whi.-l! they elinjsn 'a't. um'i, - ,

'

- V<e

hold, that they u.n^t be torn in pieces before ,lny , , :,.:„„.

They ly'd these by the Tail with a Hnall Threa.l. nl.onl lu,. ha.Mred

Fathoms more or less in Lenjrth, and I he l-ish ^wi-ninin.;: aw.y the

Surface of the Water, or but a little un<ler it, when it came to where

the Tortoise was in the Water, it cluno- to the und(>r Shell thoreof. and

then the Indians drawin- [he thread, took a Tortoise that would weigh

a hundred Weight, or upwards. After the same manner they took

Sharks, which ai-e most eniel bloody Fishes that devour Men.

Next comes Ramusio, whose "Delia Historia dell'

Indie" bears date Venetia, 1606. This appears to be

merely a translation into Italian of Oviedo's Spanish

work. At any rate it adds nothing to our knowledge of

the hunting-fish, and may be passed over with this brief

notice.

Another of the "fathers" of ichthyology is Aldro-

vandi, whnso groat work was published in 1613. He
figin-cs jiiid (IcsciMbcs 1)()lh kinds of the IJevorsus. In

.^vllrl•;,l lie follows \\'\rv Mixvlvv, hui it is Very clcar that

he coj.ies (iesiier. However, he has had (Ji'sner's fishing

scene redrawn, as may be seen from the reproduction of

it heroin (Fig. 5, Plate II). The boat and boatman are

omitted, as is the cord around the neck of the fish, the

seal-like animal has been replaced by another probably

intended to roprosont a manatee, the turtle is entirely

different, and lastly the head of the Reversus is not at all

that of Gesner's figure. This is much larger, the teeth

are more marked, the upper jaw has a hooked beak; and
the bag of skin comes more distinctly off the top of the

head, and is smaller at the base and has more longitu-

dinal striations. And yet for all these changes it is

plainly Gesner's figure.

possibly.
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In another place Aldrovandi gives a figure of the

spinous Eeversus, but in his account of this form he gets

his data badly mixed since much of it is the data which

Peter Martyr ascribes to the anguilliform variety. In

neither account does Aldrovandi offer anything new.

We now come to a Spanish work published in Mexico

City five years before the Pilgrims landed on Plymouth
Eock and when Jamosto^vn was but eight years old. This

is Hernandez's work (1615) on the nature and virtues of

the plants and animals used in the practise of medicine

in New Spain. How he brings in the Remora is not

clear, but he attributes his account to Oviedo, the actions

of whose anguilliform Eeversus he describes in his

( Oviedo 's) own words. However when he attempts to

further describe the fish he gets his account tangled up

with that of the porcupine fish. He does not seem to

have ever seen either fish.

In 1635, Joannes Eusebius Nieremberg, a Jesuit priest,

who was professor of physiology in the Eoyal Academy
of Madrid, published his ''Historia Naturae" in folio

form. This is a compilation of not very great value, the

less so because the references are not set forth clearly.

Our interest in his book, in which he quotes Peter Martyr,

Oviedo, Hernandez and another to be referred to later, is

chiefly centered in his figure of the Eeversus or Guiaca-

nus. This is reproduced here as Fig. 6, Plate II. This

is plainly Gesner's figure with the addition of a sort of

saw-toothed mane on the anterior dorsal region.

Ogilby, whose huge tome was published in 1671, had

evidcnfly iicvci- seen the Guiacan, but he inserted on page

40 (»!' Aiii. i ica" such a quaint and interesting figure

of his (-(uicrption (or his artist's) of how this fishing was

can-i,.d .>]!, that this is reprodneod lioroin ns Fig. 7,

Plate ir.

Tlw Dntdn.iaii, Th. van r.ni.sM, in 17l>!i piihlishrd a

very interesting account of the KN'Vcrsns: but a careful

translation of his Dutch shows that it is but a translation

of Martyr and Oviedo, and further that he confuses the
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angnilliform and squamous forms of the Rcversus—

a

figure of the latter being given. He also need not de-

tain us.

From this time on a long succession of writers repeat

the tale. Thus we find it in Shaw's "Zoology," Vol. IV,

1803; Humboldt's "Essai Politique sur I'lle de Cuba"
(1826), his ''Receuil d 'Observations de Zoologie et Ana-
tomic Comparee (1833) and in the "Personal Narra-

tive" (English translation, 1860). We also find it in

most if not all of the "Lives" of Columbus, notably

Ti-ving's (1828), Winsor's (1892), and last and best

Tliadier's (1903).

To these foregoing accounts we may add a brief note

which may be of interest. Bernabe Cobo was a Spaniard

(born 1582, died 1657) who wrote his "Historia del Nuevo
Mundo" and at his death left it in manuscript where it

remained until found, edited and published by the Span-

ish naturalist, Marcos Jimenez de la Espada, towards

the close of the last century. Volume II, Sevilla, 1891,

contains Cobo's story wiiicli turns out to be the familiar

paraphrase of Oviedo's account. Absolutely nothing

new is added.

AVe ]iow conn* to a consideration of the sources of the

various accounts of the use of the sucking fish as a living

tish-liook in the West Indies. First of all plainly these

later accounts are all echoes of Peter Martyr, or of

Oviedo, or of both. Then these further questions nat-

urally arise: Is Peter Martyr's '-Ih-c-Aih' of the Ocean"
ill 1511 the first account jiuhlishcd And s(>coiidly what

is the ultimate source of these earliest accounts .' in

answering these questions I havi" had three inxaliiahh'

sources of information. The one is Justin Winsor's

keenly critical life of Cliristo])her ("nhiinlnis. 1h.- second

is .lohii Woytl Thaclier's nioniinieiital w ork on ( 'oliinibus

iVnl 11, lIHi:;) ,-,nd the third i> the continued advice and

unfailing help of my friend, the late Dr. Charles K. East-
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man.^- Dr. Kastman became interested in the subiect

while working on the great ''Bibliography oi Fishes'^

published bv the American Museum ot Natural History,

and finding that [ was collecting data for a series of

papers on Echeneis most courteously turned over to me
invaluable material and aided me m every possible way.

At the verv tiinc> wlieii I was slowly tracing these accounts

backward towards tlicir uhimate source, Dr. Kastman in

the most ])i illi;iiit l.isliion ran these stories down to the

original r(r.)i-.lci- hinisclf.

l^ii-tot illKtii^^.. It M.ntM's account in 1511 is the

insi pul.Iislicd accDuiit ot the interesting phenomenon.
'Vo this the answer must "No!" Dr. Eastman sent

me til. t..ll.>uiiii; ,\ti u t tiom "Libietto do Tutta la

NaMgatione de d. Sp 11,111 .1 d. h 1m, Ic .t ^I.ii.mi

Novamente Trovati,' \ ciic/ia. April. ir)n4 r'A Little

Book m Regard to All the Xavmaticn of the Kin-' of

S])ain to the MainU ni<l D ^, >v
1 11 huW

\

Alt'.T Dr. I'-astiiiaii had sent nic the ahovc translation

from the Lihivtto. 1 vrrv raivfullv worked .>ver \'<.lunie

ir ot John I h ulu 1 V inonuHKiit il lil( oi ( ..Innilnis
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and from it much of the data following have be^n ob-

tained. Only one copy of the Libretto is known in the

world, and it is preserved in the San Marco Library at

Venice. Thacher traced the original manuscript copy

of the Libretto to the ownership of a man named Sneyd,

living at Newcastle-on-Tyne, but was refused even the

sight of it much less a chance to make photographs.

However the authorities of the San Marco Library were

men of different caliber, and Thacher reproduces in his

book the whole Libretto page by page. And I in turn

reproduce here as text-figure 4 a part of Thacher 's re-

production of the page giving the Eeversus story. It is

from chapter XV.

Trouarono dapoi p'.u auati al"

cuni pcPcadori i certe fue barche de uno Icgno cauo come zopoli ch pe

fcauio.In qfto m5 haucuao lin pefcc duns forma a noi incognita tb ha

el corpo d aguilla;&: miror;6^ fupra ala teRa ha ccrca pellc tenenffima

che par una borfa gddc.Etcjfto lo ticono ligato co una trerola ala fpo

da dcUbercha p che el no po pntir ui(ta de actc:6^ coc uedeo alchun pe

fee grade o bifij fcudelcra Ii lafTiio la treroIaA' qllo fiibiro corre como
una faeca al pefcc o ala bifciarburadoli adoffo qlla pelle ch tien fopra la

icfla CO laqi tic ra'to forre rhfc^par no pofrono:6^ non li laflTa fi no! tiri

for de laqidql fut iro fentiro laire lafla la prcda.6^ li pefcadori pf^o apiV

gUrc.Ec { pntia de li nfi pfero iiii.gran caladre.leq e donorono all nfi p
cibodilicarifTimo.

to the new world ever printed, and as such is of great

interest to scientific men for more reasons than those

merely pertaining to this article ; hence it may be of in-

terest for us to consider for a few minutes its history,

Prtci' Martyr, born in Italy, was a courtier and literary

mail i.r hiuh standing in the entourage of Ferdinand and
Isabella. Tliaclicr says: "Peter Martyr d'Anghera may
bo said to lia\r composed the matter in this little book,

writing- it in Latin from a series of letters addressed by
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him to various noted persons. These letters were writ-

ten immediately after the events they describe. They
bear the first news. They reflect first impressions. . . .

This work was put into its present narrative form some

time prior to the summer of 1501."

There now enters upon the scene another Italian letter

writer, one Angelo Trivigiano, who was secretary to

Domenico Pisani, the Venetian ambassador at the Span-

ish court. Thacher publishes copies of tliifc hitcrs

which Trivigiano wrote in 1501 to the W'lR'liaii aihuiral

and historian Domenico Malipiero (whose retainer he

seems to have been) transmitting copies of various sec-

tions of a "voluminous work" on the voyage of Colum-

bus "composed by an able man." Trivigiano nowhere

names Peter Martyr as the author, but in all three of the

letters he says that the author is the ambassador of the

Spanish court to the Sultan of Egypt, and contemporary

history informs us that this was no other than Peter

Martyr, who left Granada for Kgypt, August U, 1501.

The contents of the Libretto, in Peter Martyr's own

words, baring an introductoi-y ])aragraph 1)y Tri\ igiano

(l.-M-npInc ol 111.. ixTM.nai appca

turn. Ml ..vci- l.v Malipiero to .

Lisona, and by hiii, issu..! in ill

printed hook on Api ii 10. 15114.'-



THE GERM PLASM OF THE OSTRICH

PROFESSOR J. E. DUERDEN

Rhodes Uxiversity College, Grahamstown, South Africa

ers hereditary deter-

In til.- alx.v.' .•h.;,r. ruiMMM. | , 1 ini - . ^(.MU'lliii.'^ with

MipiMMiii- niiiplll'KMtion. Dr. h\'i,M.inii<l P<;irl/ in the

piVH.lrntinl ad.ln-. lu-for.- tlu- V<.rk Mcctin.o- of the

Ani.Tir.-iii Socirly of Xaturali^t^, IHIC, contrasts the atti-

tn(h' of two -cctioti^ of Aiiiccican .ucncticists with regard

to the iiiaiiiH'r of cliati^u-o- in the uvnn i)h-isni, as affording

so niiieh somatic material upon which selection may pos-

sibly work in tlie evolution of animals and plants.

So much evidence is ahcady av ailable for discussion on

the merits of the one si<h' or the other that it would appear

gratuitous to add more, and one can well api)reciate the

advice which Tearl ui\-e- to uet down to mon-, dud niorc

searchiyifi, ii/ r, ..I'ninl - a.^ in 'h, <,( iim, Ih (fac-

torial) vatiatioH. The ca>e of o-tricli breeding in South

Africa however affords such direct evidence bearing upon

i"The Selection Problem," American Naturalist, February, 1917,
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most of the dicta that it is thought an arconiit may be wel-

comed by geneticists. At any rate it may \)v added to the

already volmiiinous ''Experieiu-c oi' l^ractical Breeders,"

containing facts which will need to be reckoned with in

any explanation of the actual causes of germinal changes.

The ostrich affords an example of an animal only recently

domesticated and still in the making, and we have before

us the practical methods followed and the results ob-

tained, enabling us to deduce in some measure the genetic

principles involved. The endeavor will be to see what

contribution its germ plasm has to make to each of the

contrasting statements at the head of tlu' i)a])cr. not for-

getting that we know but little of the nature of the uerm

plasm and its changes except from their manifestation in

the soma. It may be there is truth in both attitudes.

''Tlw fivrm plasm js fmulamruiaJ ami rmiarlahli/ ron-

()>tricli fai'mino- on mctlio.liral liiu- ua^ tirM mider-

nings were mad*' with diick- ohtaincd fi-om wihl iic-ts. as

unless "tamed" from an early auc conti-ol of the adnlt^ is

afterwards imi.o>sil)Io. S.. n-mnnerative <li.l the indn^try

])rove to be that with 1lie exe.^ptioii of one two MMhacks

it advanced witli -reat i-ai.idity until at it^ zenith, tlie year

before the war. nearly I.IKHI.IHII) domett ieatiMl Inrds

were reeorded. yieldin- an export of 1 .( >L>;:.;!n7 Ih^. of

feather^ at a valne of ^ir>.iK)(Ul(in. formin- with -old and

diamon.ls a triad eontrihut in- mneli to th." pros])(.rity of

South Afri<-a. With the adv.Mit and eoiitinnane.' of the

ostrich fai-mei's. and the nnmhei- of hinN ha> hwu re-

duced by abont two third-.

In the early days of the indnstry very little ae.-ount was

taken of the (|nality of plnma-e ].rodueed. an.l any hird

reaching .oxnal maturity (three to t^uir y<'ar>) wa- em-

ploved a> a l)reeder. AVithin the i-a^t two or three decades
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however the greatest attention has been devoted to the

many characters of the plume and only the best plumage
birds have been employed as breeders, the chief reason

being the great difference in returns from clippings of

high quality compared with those of an ordinary or infe-

rior type. An intensive study has arisen in connection

with the various structural details of the feather and also

with the measures necessary for their production in the

highest state of excellence
;
among the latter are included

both the feeding and management of the birds as well as

selection in breeding. It is probably safe to say that no

domestic animal has been more intensively and intelli-

gently studied by the farmer than the high grade ostrich,

or more pampered in its treatment. Breeding sets, a cock

and a hen, known to produce progeny giving superior

plumage have frequently realized as much as $5,000.

The ''points" of the ostrich plume relate to details con-

cerning the length, width, density, lustre, shapeliness and
evenness of the flue (vanes) and the form and strength of

the shaft, and a highly technical terminology has arisen

in connection therewith. An ostrich produces annually

from 200 to 300 commercial feathers, belonging to a dozen

or more different classes— whites, byocks, blacks, drabs,

floss, tails—each with its many subdivisions. Each indi-

vidual feather is handled and specially examined several

times in the processes of clipping, arranging, sorting and
selling, before being exported, and prior to the war two or

three hundred millions of feathers were in this manner
passed in review.

Under such keenly discriminating circumstances it will

be understood that if any plumage variation presented

itself it would be at once recognized and brought to gen-

eral notice. A bird giving rise to a departure of any
moment in a desirable direction in connection with any
of the feather points mentioned would represent a fortune
to its owner. But not a single case has ever been forth-

coming. WitJiout any hesitancy it can be afjinned that in

the course of the fifty years during ivhich the ostrich has
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been domesticated it has never produced a feather varia-

tion, germinal in its origin, such as could he regarded as of

the nature of a sport or mutation. Feather irregularities

and abnormalities are by no means infrequent, but can

generally be ascribed to some injury to the feather germ
or follicle in the process of quilling, or to malnutrition.

Any peculiarity of this nature is usually forwarded to the

writer, and some of the more common irregularities have

already been described.^ They are never hereditary

peculiarities.

This stability on the part of the various structural de-

tails of the feather has continued despite the great changes

to which the ostrich has been subject as a domesticated

creature. The birds are fed on the most nourishing and

stimulating of foods, the farmer having no option in the

matter if he is to secure a feather crop of the highest

quality; also they may be transferred from the moist

coastal planes to the dry and arid interior at an elevation

of 5,000 or 6,000 feet, a change involving great variation

in temperature, pressure and other conditions. As an

epidermal product, growing at the ra]Vid rate of a quarteV

of an incli daily, tlio fcntliiM- is cxti-iMiiol y sensitive to

changes in imlritioii niid cliinatic ('(.iiditions, often re-

sponding to tlio small dilTercticcs in hlood-pressure be-

tween day and night. Yet all tlu' iiioililications resulting

from these influences are somalic: no hereditary germinal

alteration has ever manifested it>elt'.

Like so many other African animals, the giratfe, hippo,

rhino, elephant and ant-bear, the ostrich is a survival of

ancient days, a left-over, and as becomes a creature of

long ancestrj^ is fixed and immutable with regard to the

many characteristics of its plumage. Numerous germinal

changes have appeared in the past and survive to-day in

the various feather t^^^s recognized by the specialist, all

of wdiich breed true; but it can justly be claimed that no

further alteration has taken place during the past fifty
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years, in spite of tlio many environmental changes to

which the bird has been subject. As regards the struc-

tural details of the feather the germ plasm of the ostrich

fully confirms the statement with which the se<2tion opens.

II

''Miriim nf r/rni> phis),,, }„ „>ul of Iff^elf, floes not mu-

ir tl!<' pliiin;iuc cli.-ii-Mrtci-- nf the (.^trich are so innnu-

till.ir Ulmt tiuMl i-^ llM-(.l.j.M-tixV ill hr.MMlillg? Tl KM) I" i TUll

>i\-lir^ .lithM-.Ml inurl, ;,IIM.im- t ! KM 1 1 m I V(- iu tlu" ^tlllrlurnl

sti-;iin^. 'J lir i iifin sl n/flcaror of the, ostrich breeder is

to ,nn,irnn I, tin ^iuoh phnue the best of all the many
fir.inihh h„t.:r. ,n-ninnilh, sratten'd throHfih out the

irihl i„nl.^. Tlir ultiiiwih' fiirpoM" of vxwk 1)iv<'(1,m- the

sai,i<— r.) lU'n.lii.M- a plunu. .m.hiIh ni il,,. „ia\iiii;i of all

the availahl.' t'catlicr clmnicl .')- a pliutic liMviii- the

greatest length, width, den>ity .•ni.l 1um<t an.l ilir nost

perfect shape, supported on a niiiiid. -iroiiu'. -lender

shaft. On the original birds tlic liiruc-l iiliiiiic- hnd for

the most i)ai-t a coarse, hiosc. iiii-hapcK flue, while the

mo-i eonipaet. -h.-ipely. hi-trcu-. urweeful plui.H- were

geiaT.MlK Hliall. The whiJe etlnrl i- t<. <'<.liihilie the liiaxi

mum >ize with ail th,' >n-eahed -.lualitv point-": iie .^ther

featui-e of tlie hi,.] i- talceii intn ae.-eunt in Invedin- ns

way correhlted with I'eath.T pr(H hlet iell. The prnhl<M'u

appenr> -imph', th..m:h it i- taklt-u >eai- tn aeen,,iph-h;

progress is being ma(h' eacli Near, hut the ideall_\- perfect

ostrich plume is not yet.

The genetical method- .,[" the I'annei- are likewise

sim])le. ITe y)rocee(ls eiitii-el\ in the heiief el' a hh'iiding
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it with another most closely resemhliiia' it. U\\ juTliaits

lacking or surpassing in one or more ]i()iiit> : aiiotln'r -ca-

son he may resort to a different niatiiiu' to xm uic other

features. From different breeding sets he may rear two

or three hundred chicks in a season. The iu ooimin hi iug

mostly intermediates and showing much \aiiation he

selects when mature the most desirable aiiioii.i;- them as

breeders, or maybe, being weak in some particular i)oiiit,

he w^ill purchase or exchange with auothcr l)rci"(l('r in

whose birds the character is strong. 15y this method,

essentially one of hyl>ri(iizatiou, the ideal phiuie is being

slowly built up. Soiiiotinios by a fortunate mating one

breeder will be ahead and sometimes another, a success-

ful competitor at a Feather Show being immdated with

orders for breeding birds and eliieks and his fortune well

assured. Despite the variability in the progeny no

breeder can afford to ^'fix" his strain by a measure of

inbreeding, lest while doing this another may get ahead.

Taking all the economic and biological circumstances

into account the geneticist has little he can contribute to

such a i)ractical effort; he can but assist by endeavoring
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delian reawakening. If his birds, judging by their feather

performance, are lacking a certain germ factor he is well

aware that he can by no possible means originate the

factor nor hope to produce it in any way ; he must pro-

cure it from some other farmer whose birds display it,

and then he may expect to secure it in combination in his

own strain.

Ill

''Selection only acts as a mechanical sorter of existing

diversities in the germ plasm and not as a cause of altera-

tion in it."

The term selection" is employed by the ostrich

breeder in South Africa with all that freedom which Pearl

finds among the plant and animal breeders in America,

but he is never under any delusion that it signifies more

than is implied in the simple meaning of the word. He
has retained its plain ever^^day significance and the major-

ity have never heard of Darwin and '

' The Origin of

Species by Means of Natural Selection," nor of the ex-

tended meaning which students of evolution are inclined

to give the term, as in the phrase, "The Selection Prob-

lem." To the ostrich farmer "breeding from selection"

simply means that for his breeding sets he picks out birds

having the s])0(*ial iilumago characters he desires to see in

tlicir proiit'iiy. or wliicli lie expects to get from the com-

biiiatinii of tlic cock and tlic lien. Selection is merely used

in contract with iiidiseriniinate breeding, as#where any

cock and hen may be camped off without regard to their

plumage value, or in contrast to breeding on the veld

where any cock may mate with any hen. He selects partly

on the basis of somatic performance and partly on proved

germinal production; many birds which themselves give

indifferent plumage are yet employed as breeders from

being known to produce superior chicks.

From his life-long cxiXM ionce in selective breeding the

ostrich farmer clearly ura-p- that all he is doing is to sort

out birds from amonn- lil- (lock with certain characters
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which he desires to see in combination in their progeny,

but he never dreams that any change in the characters

themselves will result therefrom. Though perhaps un-

able to express it in words he knows that the germ plasm

of each of his birds contains so many factors, and in his

selection of breeders picks out the birds having the

factors he desires to give him new combinations, but he

has no expectancy that the factors themselves will

undergo any change as evidenced by their expression in

the progeny. Selection along the prescribed lines is prob-

ably as rigid as that which any experimentalist could

carry out, and is certainly more so than can be conceived

of as taking place in nature, yet long as it has been in

operation it has never carried with it an alteration of any

of the existing diversities of plumage.

IV

''When the germ plasm changes it does so as a result

either of wholly internal physiological causes, or of very

extraordinary environmental stresses acting directly upon
the germ cells.

^'

The bodily charactci s of the Smitli African ostrich pre-

sent a remarkable niii ('(u iiiity cxcejtt as regards certain

details to be describ(Ml later. Imt in comparison with the

North African liird i)ian> striking differences appear. In

1912 the novc^iiimciit d' tlie Union of South Africa im-

ported 132 .-]HcinuMi> of the northern ostrich from

Nigeria. It was hoped that in these some one or other of

the plumage characteristics might be developed to a

higher degree than in the southern bird and could with

advantage be combined with the latter. Experiments

with this end in view are now in progress under the direc-

tion of the writer.

The northern ostrich is longer in the legs and neck than

the southeni, the head reaching a little over eight feet

from the ground, about a foot more tlian in tlio latter.

The color of the skin of immature birds of l)(»tli -i'xr< and

of mature hens is a creamy yellow, while the niaturi' cock
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is bright red or scarlet on the legs, head and neck, and red

and pink over the body generally; in the southern ostrich

the skin of the neck, 'body and legs is a pale yellow in

cliick^. dark uray in nintiirc licii^ and dark blue in cocks,

while in the -<'\nal!\ ripe ctick only the beak, the front

part of the head, the naked skin around the eyes and the

tarsal scales are a bright >earh't. The crown of the head

of the northern bird h,i- a h:dd o\ al patch while tliat of

the southern is covered with liair like feathers similar to

those over the rest of the head and nock. The northern

egg is larger and ronn<ler. witli an enanicl-like smooth-

ness, and is pi-an ieally free from ohvi(ni> pittings; the

southern is .leeply pitted all over, >nialler and more oval.

Knowing as we do the habits and life of the ostrich it is in

the highest degree improbable that any of the differences

have an adaptive significance or selective value in nature.

When the birds are observed side by side, as can now be

done at Grrootfontein, the above characters readily serve

to separate the northern from the southern ostrich, and

may well be held to justify the specific distinction usually

accorded them. That the distinguishing features of the

former are not environmental but germinal is proved by

the fact that they ])cr.-i-t under southern conditions and

have reajopeared in piogenx already reared. Numerous

cross-breds oi- hybrids (.1* tlie lir>t generation have also

been obtaiiuMl, l»ut >nriieient time has not >('t intervened

to secure the -eeond hxhrid geiieiation. As regards di-

mensions, (•ok)r and the natnre of tlie egg the tirst gen-

eration of cross-l)reds nic internieiliates in varying degree

between the northern and >onthern jjarents, but the bald

head patch of the noithern i- dominant over its absence

It i> elear that^ii.' germ pla>ni of tlie northern o^ti'ich

ha^ nnderuoiH- niarl<e.l ehan-e^ rompared uitl, tliat its

think of the various i-ae,'> or .peeie- ,,t' Stnilhin a,^ (h^rived

from acommon >toek. In term> of the <e.-tional hea<rmg
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internal physiological causes or to extraordinarj^ environ-

mental stresses acting upon the germ cells. We have

already seen that germinally the Soutli African osti i<']i is

most irresponsive to any environmental diaiiuv- and we
have no reason to suspect that its nortlin n relative is in

any way more impressionable. In the climatic and other

environmental conditions of North Africa it is difficult to

conceive of anything which could, for example, modify the

bodily colors as compared with those of the southern bird,

or could bring about a perfectly smooth round egg in con-

trast with an oval pitted one, much less which could either

directly or through the soma change the germ cells so as

to render the differences hereditary. Of course we know
next to nothing of the influence upon the germ cells of

extraordinary environmental stresses and to labor the

point would be unprofitable. But doubt may certainly be

expressed as to w^iether any external influence could so

change them as to bring about the formation of a bald

head patch, a feature which it is impossible to regard as

having an adaptive significance. It is a new germinal

character which has appeared in the northern bird, en-

tirely sui generis; there is nothing suggestive of it in the

southern ostrich.

We have the hard fact to account for that the germ

plasms of the northern and the southern ostrich differ

from one another in certain respects as revealed by their

manifestation in the soma, and it is also proved that they

breed true irrespective of environment. And while in our

condition of absolute ignorance no good purpose will be

served by dogmatizing it may be permitted to express the

conviction that the germ plasm changes as between the

northern and southern ostrich have resulted entirely from

internal physiological causes. The conviction is strength-

ened all the more from the facts to be presented in the

next section.
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V
"Hereditary determiners or factors fluctuate regularly

and frequently, if not indeed usually, and in high correla-

tion with somatic characters."

In a certain measure this statement may be looked upon

as opposed to that with which section 1 opens, but no one

would maintain either the one or the other to be the ex-

clusive state of the germ plasm, hereditary determiners

or factors of all animals and plants. We have abundant

evidence that the germ plasm is remarkably conservative

for some forms of life (persistent types) while in others

it may fluctuate or change frequently (Drosophila)
;
also,

it is not unreasonable to expect that at any one period the

factors for certain parts of an organism may remain fixed

while for others they may be in a state of change. We
have seen that the factors controlling the structural de-

tails of the ostrich plume are peculiarly constant, but the

endeavor will now be made to establish that those for the

wing feathers numerically, as well as for certain other

parts of the bird, are undergoing regular and frequent

changes and in determinable directions.

By zoologists the wing of the ostrich is usually regarded

as degenerate, on account of its small size compared with

the body and legs and the practical absence of any cover-

ing of feathers on its inner or under surface. Certain

studies recently made have given good reason for con-

cluding that in many other less obvious respects it is still

undergoing degeneration. The full details upon which

3 The three statements under section B are obviously considered by Dr.

Pearl to apply specially to Dr. Castle's claims in connection with his ex-

periments on piebald rats, a condensed account of which appears in the same
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the claim is based will appear later. Only the outline of

the facts can now be given in so far as they Ixvir upon
the condition of the germ plasm.

Only a single row of under-coverts usually occurs on

the wing of the ostrich, its members alternating with the

remiges or wing quills (Fig. 1). In but two specimens

out of hundreds examined however lias the full number
of feathers required for alteration with the complete row
of remiges been found. Usually eight to ten are missing

from the elbow end of the row, though the numl)er varies,

and occasionally two or three vestigial feathers may ap-

pear between the normal members and the uiissing

sockets. Single plumes are at times met with in front of

the row and are obviously representatives of a second row,

while in one farmer's strain an almost complete second

row of under-coverts occurs, alternating with the tirst,

and in front of this are five or six members of a third row.

One is forced to the conclusion that the ancestral ostrich

had the under surface of its wings provided with several

rows of under-coverts in the same manner as modern fly-

ing birds, and that the rare occurrences mentioned are in

the nature of survivals, the germinal factors res])onsible

for their appearance having been largely, though not yet

altogether, lost to the race.

The valuable wing quills or remiges ordinarily vary
from 33 to 39, having the same average, about 35.5, for

both the northern and southern birds. They constitute a

fluctuating series about the mode 3G, though there is much
probability that each separate number in the series will be

found to represent a pure line. Assuming that not much
numerical variation occurs in the plumes of the ostrich

the farmer has never yet bred for quantity, quality has

been his only consideration, Recently however a cock

bird has been discovered among the government's experi-

mental troops bearing 42 remiges, and it is submitted that

this high number represents an ancestral survival rather

than a reversion or mutation, and that the wing quills of

the African ostrich afford us various stages in degenera-
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tion from the maximuin 42 to the present nnnimniu of 33.

As experiments have pi'oved that the liigli num])er l)reeds

true, and as the other rows of commercial plumes vary in

correlation with the remiges, the discovery has a great

industrial bearing; for it now becomes possible to pro-

vide the farmer with a pure line of 42-plumed ostriches

in place of the degenerate 3()-phimed birds with which he

farms to-day, and the entire feather crop will sufi)ass the

present one by about 25 ])er cent.

The first row of upper-coverts varies in correlation

with tlie remiges (Fig. 2) but never shows any indepen-

dent reduction, W'liile the second row has often a number
missing from its distal end, and is clearly undergoing

reduction here in contrast with the elbow end for the

under-coverts. Again, it is usually stated by writers that

the ostrich is destitute of an under-covering of down
feathers and filoplumos. yei in every northern and

southern bird exaitiiiUMl. ddwii in all -tages of degenera-

tion occurs arou7id tlu- Isi-r of the larger plumes of the

wing and tail, and in v;\rr ci-cs >iir( ;i(ls over a wider area,

leading to the conclusion tli;it ;it niic time tlu^ osti-ich had

an under-covering of -iiinll rcnllicr- like flyinii' hirds

generally.

The tiiird digit di^plax^ rcrlwiii nio^i unrxprrird .-vo-

lutionarv >tngcs. AVliilc in ni.>^l m^.- it nllnuvthcr em-

beddod in tli(^ tlc^h of the winu-. nno mn on!\ I,.- M>en and

felt llirougli the lliin >kin. yet orrn-ionn II \ il> li]) ])ro.iects

quite freely, suggc-tinu- it- t*..r:iifi' M-|iai-nt ion. like the

first digit which fornix the nla ^i-uria. :\loivov(.r, in some
birds odd feathei's arc to he found .-d alojtu- the finger,

altogether detached from an\ (»tlici' -eric-. Tliese are

surclv to he un<h"i-to.Ml a^ -arxivaU nf a time when the

thir.l fimi.T wa^ riawed. fivr an.l iu'ovide<l with it> own
feathoi-. a prinnlive condition wliieli UHiaily hvU\ to

be represented (Uily in the oldest known fo»il bird,

Archccoptcryx.

The legs and toes likewise exhibit degenerative phases.

The African ostrich is unique among living birds in hav-
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ing already lost its first, second and fifth toes, only the

third and fourth remaining. The outer, fourth toe is far

smaller than the inner third toe, and the condition of its

claw as well as its smaller size lead one to infer that it also

is on the road to disappearance (Fig. 3). In northern

birds the claw of the fourth toe is frequently discernible,

though altogether functionless, never reaching the ground

;
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but on only a few soutliern birds is it ever seen, and tlien

in a most vestigial state, barely showing beyond the skin.

What may doubtless be regarded as the first steps in

the degeneration of the big middle toe are also displayed.

Down the front of the tarsus extends a series of large,

nearly rectangular scales, continuous all the way from a

little below the ankle and passing over the upper surface

of the toe, though usually somewhat smaller where the toe

joins on to the tarsus. In a few ostriches a distinct break

occurs at the joint, several large scales being altogether

wanting (Fig. 3), and rarely birds are met with in which

a second break takes place over the middle joint of the

toe. One may hazard the suggestion that the interrup-

tion in the scutellation over the two joints has an adaptive

significance, allowing the parts to move more freely, but

we have also to face the fact that the single break occurs

in but a few while the double break is very rare. It is

presumably a new feature in course of introduction into

the ostrich race, but not yet established for the members

as a whole. It involves however a reduction in the make-up

of the toe ; it is a minus or retrogressive mutation, and

may well be the first hint of impending loss of what will

be the only toe when the small fourth has gone.

Although definite experimental data on all these reduc-

tion phenomena are not yet available everything points

to the fact that the variations breed true and are therefore

germinal in their nature: they are certainly not ordinary

fluctuating somatic variations. Proof is to hand that the

42-plumed cock has factorial representation for its high

number of plumes. Another similarly numbered hen is not

yet available, but in crosses with various 36-plumed hens

the average number of plumes of the progeny is 39.56

which is midway between the parents, while the mode is

40. Considering the heterozygous nature of the ostrich

where number of plumes is concerned a fluctuating series

of this kind is what would be expected. Only one farmer 's

strain has the nearly complete second and third rows of

under-coverts, but they are found in all the progeny from
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the strain ; all the members of a flock bred from the same

stock have the second row of upper-coverts complete,

while in other flocks all the members have a number of

plumes absent from the row. Crossing of birds in which

the complete loss of the claw on the small toe has taken

place with others in which the claw still appears gives

results on strictly factorial lines, as also does the cross-

ing of birds with and without a loss of the scales. In a

mixed assemblage of any species where only a small pro-

portion display a certain character it may be presumed

that the latter will be heterozygous with regard to the

particular character, seeing that the chances are much
against the mating of two individuals each having the

character. The heterozygous nature of the bird can be

demonstrated on mating with one in which the character

is absent, for if dominant it will appear in half the prog-

eny and be absent from the others. This proportion with

regard to the presence of the claw and the loss of the toe

scales has been found to hold in all the crosses. Out of a

total of 36 chicks hatched from breeding pairs where one

parent was clawed and not the other the numbers were
actually equal, namely, 18 chicks were clawed and 18 un-

clawed. Out of 11 chicks reared from a pair where one

parent showed no loss of scales on the big toe and the

other had a single break, 5 had no break and 6 showed the

break.

It may be accepted then that all the degenerative phases

represent factorial changes which have come about in the

germ plasm of the ostrich. Presumably the changes in-

volve a loss of factors
;
they are retrogressive or negative

mutations. Structures which would be expected to occur

either fail to appear or are seen very rarely, and may
then be regarded as survivals, the factorial losses not

having yet taken place in the particular individuals.

Thus, to take the case of the first row of under-coverts,

the principle of alternation demands that a complete row
of under-coverts should alternate witli tli<' row of remiges.
The full row actually occurs in a IVw iinlividuals, and
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suffices to prove that this was the condition in the ances-

tral ostrich ; more usually eight to ten are missing and
also fail to appear in the progeny. It is therefore reason-

able to assume that the germ factors originally involved

in the production of the eight to ten under-coverts have

disappeared from the majority of ostriches though they

are retained in a few. The fact that all the intermediate

numbers can yet be obtained shows the loss to have been

progressive. A similar line of argument can be applied

all through. Loss or degeneration is in progress in vari-

ous directions and differs in degree in ditferent individ-

uals, and the losses are the outward expression of internal

changes in the germ plasm.

Where a loss of factors is taking place it could hardly

be expected that all the individuals of the race would be

affected at one and the same time. The process would be

more rapid in some than in others, some would incur the

loss at one time and some at another, and the results from
crossing would need to be reckoned with. PTence we can

understand the great diversity of stages represented in

the ostrich where large numbers are available for exam-
ination. It may be hard to comjirelieiul liow in the first

instance germinal cliaimc- can lie In-ouulii about, but if

once effected, their repel it ion and coiitimiaiicc can reason-

ably be expected. Beginning witli one or a few birds it is

manifest that as the loss in any direction continues more
and more individuals will become affected, until in the

end complete loss for the race will be achieved. So far as

tlie investigation of farmer's troop?; has proceeded it

affords stnmg ovidt'iu'e for the view that oidy one orig-

inal 42-]^liinied l)iid iKuv exists in South Afriea. so that

under natural condition- the extinction of this high num-
ber of remiges would be imniiiient. The los> of the claw

from the third finger is ])rohably only recent. Some text-

books of zoology^ assert that a thii'd elaw oc<-urs. but it

has never been found on the hundred- of southern and
northern ostrich«»s coinitii; under my examination, al-

though speciallv UuAivd for.
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In most instances it would appear as if the loss of all

the many factors concerned in the production of a single

plume takes place simultaneously, as is the case with most

meristic structures ; for usually the absences are complete

plumes. In some birds, however, two or three incom-

pletely formed or vestigial feathers occur between the

normal feathers of a row and the absent sockets, as if the

loss of the individual plume were taking place piecemeal.

This condition can be easily understood if we assume that

the constituent factors concerned do not all drop out

together, but follow some sort of succession. The factors

left at any time would then give rise to the part of the

feather for which alone they are responsible, and we
should get an imperfect or vestigial feather. In any

animal vestiges of a structure will continue to appear so

long as any of the factors concerned in the original struc-

ture remain. It is submitted that degeneration of any

complex structure never takes place in a gradual continu-

ous manner, as is usually supposed, but by successive

steps determined by the manner in which the factors drop

out; the appearance of continuity will however be con-

ferred if the steps are sm.all enough.

If a sufficient number of individual ostriches were

gathered together it could easily be made to appear as if

degeneration in any of the recognized directions were

taking place in a slow continuous manner, for all stages

between the extremes could be obtained. Proceeding by

such a method however would give an erroneous impres-

sion of what is actually happening. For although all

stages do occur they are in reality disconnected, and each

stage has been reached in an individual quite irrespective

of the others, and represents a separate and distinct

germinal loss
;
furthermore, in the same individual degen-

eration in any one direction proceeds quite independently

of the other directions in which the process is taking place.

It is not the wing as a whole which is undergoing degen-

eration, but the constituent parts of which it is made up,

each presumably represented by its own factors and be-
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having with a large measure of independence. The losses

are continuous for the race but discontinuous for the indi-

vidual; and it is with the individual that heredity is con-

cerned and evolution with the race.

The degeneration phenomena presented by the ostrich

in connection with its wings and legs, as well as with its

plumage, would appear to provide us with an example of

the application of mutative and Mendelian principles to

such evolutionary facts as confront the comparative anat-

omist and paleontologist. So far as concerns the indi-

vidual bird the retrogressive changes are shown to occur

as separate mutations and to follow definite factorial

lines, while as concerns the evolution of the race they pro-

ceed in a continuous determinate manner. In all prob-

ability they take place wholly irrespective of any adaptive

significance or consideration for the welfare of the bird,

and are intrinsic in their nature and uninfluenced by ex-

ternal conditions. Natural selection has probably played

no part in connection with the losses, for the greater

changes have already affected the race uniformly and the

smaller ones which still vary in degree in different indi-

viduals will probably affect the whole in the end. Should

the loss of plumage continue to a much further degree

and marked degenerative changes be set up in the big

middle toe natural selection may then be expected to bring

about extinction.

The chief point desired to establish at present is that

as regards the number of its wing plumes and in certain

other features the ostrich affords strong support for the

view that its hereditary determiners or factors are chang-

ing regularly and frequently ; they are not fixed and con-

stant as are the factors for the structural details of the

plumes ; one series is in a stato of cliaiiiio. tlie other is non-

changing. The great variety niul (Icmcc of the degenera-

tive stages in the ostrich of to-day admits of no question,

and that they are the expression of so many germinal

differences may be accepted, seeing that they breed true;

that they have been effected simultaneously as we find
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them is inconceivable, and we are justified in concluding

that in the past the germ plasm has changed frequently

and presumably over a long period. Moreover, we can

hardly admit that the various degenerative phases will

remain as they are at present, but that further losses in

the same direction will follow, that is, the germ plasm will

continue to undergo retrogressive changes of a like

character to those already initiated. We may have an

appearance of continuous change, but when analyzed it

will be found to proceed by means of separate factorial

steps. It is conceivable that a continuance of the kind of

factorial losses now in progress will result ultimately in

the complete disappearance of the wings and legs of the

ostrich, allowing that the bird could survive the inter-

mediate stages, a postulate which it must be conceded is

of no mean order. May we not suppose that the limbless

condition of snakes and some lizards, amphibians and

fishes has come about by the successive losses of germinal

factors in a similar manner to that whicli is lioro shown to

be taking place in the ostrich?

The bearing of the germinal changes involved in the

degenerative processes upon the thesis of Section \ V. rwny

be noted. It is in the highest degree improhnhlc ilint

determinate losses of such a widely emltraclN i- nnlnif are

taking place in response to any environmental stress

acting upon the germ cells; rather they may be regarded

as the result of some wholly internal physiological cause.

If due to environmental stress one could reasonably ex-

pect that in any individual the losses would be taking

place in all directions simultaneously, and would have
reached about the same degree in all. But among the

various rows of feathers, as well as in other parts, the

greatest independence in reduction is met with, as if the

factors for each were subject to a separate rather than a

common influence.

VT

''Mixing of germ p!ns„i.^ m (> i tiliintioii nJtns hrrrr]-

itary determiners mutiaiUii <iiid In'iio: is, in (ntd of itself,
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a cause of genetic variations . . . a purely external agent,

the continued selection of personal somatic qualities, will

alter the germ plasm."

It seems to be generally allowed that at any period the

majority of forms of life are static so far as gonninal

alterations are concerned, while some are undergoing

progressive changes and others retrogressive changes.

During the present period the representatives of the

widely distributed Batitae are unquestionably undergoing

marked changes and have been for ages past. The
changes are in a negative or retrogressive direction, and

express themselves in somatic degeneration, particularly

with regard to the wing and shoulder girdle. The living

Apteryx is a well-known instance of wing degeneration, as

also the recently extinct moas, in which no hint of a wing

has been found and a trace of the glenoid cavity only in

one species. From the data already submitted we are

able to learn something as to the manner in which the

degenerative processes are proceeding in the wing and leg

of the ostrich, and presumably the same method holds for

the Ratit« generally. Factors are evidently in process of

dropping out, in regular succession, along definite pre-

scribed lines, the degree varying much when the entire

race is taken into account.

All Mendelian writers seem to concede that the fac-

torial changes, plus or minus, are not autonomous on the

part of the factors, but are '*a result either of wholly

internal physiological causes, or of very extraordinary

environmental stresses acting directly upon the germ
cells." Though the results of Morgan and his associates

indicate that it may yet be possible to understand the

manner in which the factors undergo th(Mr cliMmres it will

always be competent for us to cn(|iiiro ;is to the cause or

causes inducing the changes. To be coiiiiilcic om- ;ii!al\>is

of variability will need to get bcyoiKl tlio factor- to the

force or forces acting upon thcui. In tiic pi-c\lou- sec-

tions good reason lia> been adduced t"oi- >ui.j»(K-iim- that

the losses going on in the germ pla^ni ot" the ostricli are
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due to some wholly intrinsic cause, and seeing that it

ai¥ects all the members of the race and has been operative

for a long period we may conclude that it is transmissible

and acts continuously from generation to generation.

The many stages represented also give some justification

for supposing that whatever the cause of the factorial

changes may be it varies in intensity in different mem-
bers of the race, being less active in individuals where the

loss of plumes is small as compared with others in which

the loss is greater. For example, the causative agent

bringing about the loss of the plume factors must be less

in intensity or less active in 42-plumed ostriches than in

33-plumed birds. We may with good reason expect that

the selection for breeding of the high numbered birds

will arrest the rate of degeneration of the race in this

particular feature, while on the other hand the selection

of the low-numbered birds will tend to accelerate the rate

at which the factorial losses are taking place. Where
therefore the germ plasm of a race is in a continuously

changing phase, as in the ostrich, we can hope to retard or

accelerate the changes by selecting individuals differing

in the degree to which they are under the influence of the

causative agent. It is submitted that in this sense we can

say that ''a purely external agent, the continued selec-

tion of personal somatic qualities, will alter the germ
plasm."

We can not hope that the continued selection of 42-

plumed birds will in the end give to the farmer ostriches

with a still higher number of remiges, as the factors for

the plumes beyond these have in all probability disap-

peared from the race, and there is no evidence that the

cause of the factorial changes is effective in a plus but

only in a minus direction. On the other hand the con-

tinued selection of 33-plumed birds may reasonably be ex-

pected to accelerate the loss of the remiges, by leading to

a more -rapid loss of the factors. Owing to the present

degenerative forces at work in the ostrich we can by
selection hope to modify the germ plasm in a minus direc-
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tion, though not in a plus direction, beyond the present

limits of the race. It will of course be readily appre-

ciated that this possibility differs altogether from that

due to the ordinary selection which may go on in a race of

organisms where the germ plasm is static, but where all

grades of pure lines may be extracted between extreme

limits. Where the germ plasm for a race is static, as

demonstrated by Jennings in his work on Paramcccium,

we can readily understand that no further change is pos-

sible by selection within a pure line, as nothing inducing

factorial changes is present. If where germinal changes

are taking place it is not permissible to think of the

factors as changing autonomously we have to assume that

some causative agent is present, and may vary in degree

in different members and thereby form a basis for selec-

tive action.

The same considerations can be applied to the state-

ment: mixing of germ plasms in fertilization alters

hereditary determiners mutually and hence is, in and of

itself, a cause of genetic variations." AVhen, for ex-

ample, two germ plasms, in each of which the causative

agent producing loss of factors is at its niaxiituiiii. l)0('ome

mixed in fertilization it is reasonable to expect that the

agent will be intensified and the hereditary (letei iniiiers

will be altered mutually, and some of them drop out. The
mixing will be, in and of itself, a cause of genetic varia-

tion, which will be expressed by a further loss of remiges.

Though the idea of a causative agent inducing changes

in the germ plasm, and varying in degree and also trans-

missible, is altogether hypothetical yet it is stimulating

to further experimental effort. Of the hundreds of

ostriches examined not one has been found with less than

33 remiges, hence this number must be regarded as the

pi^esent minimum of the race. There is every reason to

expect that a pure line having this number only can be

built up. If by breeding these together a further reduc-

tion of plumes should take place we should then be fully

justified in assuming that the factors concerned with the
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lost members had dropped out from the germ plasm,
especiallv if later breeding failed to restore them ; selec-

tion would have induced a definite change in the germ
plasm. Also if a pure line with 42 remiges were estab-

lished and no further increase occurred we should be

warranted in concluding that the factors for the plumes
beyond this number had already disappeared from the

race and could not be restored; the causative agent could

not act in a plus direction. It is unfortunate for such in-

vestigations that the ostrich is such a slow breeder. Ex-
periments are however being conducted to determine if

further reduction in the 33-plumed birds can be induced,

while the building up of a pure 42-plumed race is also in

progress, the latter having an important industrial bearing.

In many respects the degeneration phenomena in the

ostrich appear to be best understood on the conception of

autonomous changes and variations in potency of the

germ factors. In the case of the dropping out of plumes
during the chick stage the reduction in potency has pro-

ceeded so far as to result in entire loss of effectiveness

only from the chick stage onwards, while complete loss

of factors from the germ plasm may be regarded as the

final loss of potency. May not a variation of potency of

factors be at the root of many of the so-called fluctuating

variations? The explanation seeks for the loss of factors

among the autonomous changes in the factors themselves,

while the idea of a causative agent" throws the respon-

sibility for the changes upon some influence external to

the factors.

Since the above was written certain results have been
obtained which strongly support the idea that it may be
pos:^ibk' to induce retrogressive changes in the ostrich.

As <tattMl. a !.)>> of scales over the large middle toe has
already taken place in a small proportion. Out of twenty
southern birds of mixed breeding one showed a single

break while out of twenty mixed northern birds a single

break occurred in three cases and a double break in two.
The results given below are derived from the mating of a
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northern cock without any break and a southern hen in

which the break occurs. Of the four offspring reared

three are without the break while it occurs in hen No. 179.

From the mating of brother and sister four chicks

were hatched, two of which have a double break in the

scutellation, one shows a single break and one has no
break. Thus the proportional loss of scales has greatly

increased in the Fo generation.

SCUTELI^TION IN- F2 ChICKS COMPARED WiTH PaBENTS
AND Grandparents

No. 4 X —

From what has been adduced already we may with good

reason admit that an inherent tciidcncy exists in the

ostrich towards the loss of eei tain i>;ii t- of the fore and
hind limbs, and the above result may be regarded as

highly suggestive that by inbreeding the inherent tend-

ency towards the loss of scales can be accentuated along

definite lines. The accumulation of fuller data must be

awaited before the suggestion can be regarded as more
than tentative.
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IV. The Peinciple of Trial and Error in Relation to

Regulative Phenomena^ ^

Driesch and some other vitalists draw their most ef-

fective ammunition from the phenomena of experimental

embryology and regeneration. How is it that a frag-

ment of a developing organism—any fragment, within

certain limits—can produce the ^vhole! How it is that

various perversions of the normal course of development

do not prevent the attainment of the normal end ? How
is it that certain adult organs, e. g., the lens of the eye of

a triton, when removed by a highly "unnaturar' opera-

tion, is nevertheless restored, and restored by a process

quite different from that in which it is normally pro-

duced in embryonic development?

At the outset we must make two admissions: (1) that

these processes can not be the result of a mechanism spe-

cificallx- a(l;i])tod in advance to meet these particular exi-

.aviicics, niid (l!) that they can not be satisfactorily

explained 1)\ assuming any preformation of the parts

which aiH' restored. The former supposition is to be re-

I'The "trial and error" principle has of late years come into the fore-

ground of biological discussion, largely through the writings of .Jennings.

Spencer {Vrxncivles of Psychology, Vol. 1, pp. 544^.-)45) to account for the

origin of adaptive responses to stimuli, and was later develop^nl by Bain.

"Der Kampf der Theile im Organismus" '(1881). More recentlv, Baldwin

(Mental Pevciopw^if, 18£>8, Chapter VII; Btidniniunt end Fi 1902,

pp. 108-115) has further elaborated the same fuu.latmntnl i.lfa that of

pyschologists (c.g:, Lloyd Morgan and Thorndiko) liav,- aUo lai.i >tiv- on

this principle.

338
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jected on account ol' the unusual and artificial character

of the operations, which could never have been provided

for by natural selection, nor, so far as we can see, by any

other recognized principle of evolution. The latter sup-

position is sufliciently disposed of by Driesch's analysis

(section III) and need not be considered here.

Driesch admits that a physico-chemical machine '
' might

very well be the motive force of organogenesis in gen-

eral, if only normal, that is to say, if only undisturbed

development existed, and if a taking away of parts of

our systems led to fragmental development" (IT, 139).

If, therefore, we can explain these critical cases without

invoking any principles beyond those believed to be oper-

ative in normal life-history, we have disposed of this line

of argument.

In an earlier section of this paper I took the ground

that an adaptive or "purposive" response by the organ-

ism, if not guided by past individual or racial experience,

must be the result of experimentation. I avoided inten-

tionally at the time any consideration of tliose cases of

regeneration and form regulation in whicli tlie eiiu^r-

gency was totally new, and therefore lorcigii to llic

rience of the organism or its ancestors, i iciv ;i .-iMcinlly

evolved mechanism could hardly be invoked. 1

gested, how^ever, that the principle of ''trial aud oi-ror"

could be applied to these cases: This suggestion was, of

course, not new. Such an extension of this conception

had already been made by Jennings,^'' though it is rather

surprising to note that he has given it little further con-

sideration in his recent discussions of vitalism. For, to

my mind, an explanation involving this principle, seems

the only alternative at present to a vitalistic one, or,

better stated, it seems to me the only alternative to an

abandonment of the search for a scientific explanation.

According to the trial and error prinei ])](>, as applied

to the movements of a lower animal, "heliavior that re-

sults in interference with tlie noi'inal !th'tal)olif pr.H-,-M>s
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is changed, the movement being reversed, while behavior

that does not result in interference or that favors the

metabolic processes is continued."^** The primary

''avoiding reaction," in the presence of an unfavorable

stimulus, is, of course, comparable with a simple reflex.

Its ordinary effect is to remove the organism from the

noxious influence. When progressive movements are re-

sumed, they occur at random, so far as their direction is

concerned, and they may or may not take the organism

into favorable surroundings. If they chance so to do,

they are continued indefinitely. If not, the reversal of

movement occurs as before. Thus while, to the uncrit-

ical observer, the organism seems to "seek out" the opti-

mum environment, it really reaches this through a series

of accidents. This is as true of a cat, releasing itself

from an experimental trap, as it is of a paramoecium

escaping from a harmful to an optimum water tempera-

ture. In the case of the cat we may be tolerably sure

that the animal experiences a feeling of discomfort until

the means of escape is discovered, and we find it conve-

nient, if not inevitable, to say that her restless move-

ments are the result of this feeling. In the case of the

infusorian, we are much less sure of the conscious ele-

ment, though its introduction is permissible as an act

of philosophic faith. In theory, most scientists are prob-

ably psychophysical parallelists, but in practise it seems

necessary at times to use the language of interactionism.

In discussing the voluntary movements of a higher ani-

mal, any other course would seem pedantic. But in dis-

cussing the simple behavior of a lower organism, such

language is commonly branded as ''anthropomorphic."

Nevertheless, I believe that its oniployment even here is

sometimes useful in loicinu' iis to keep in view the essen-

tial unity of animal lite. Xo protest is raised by the

physiologist when thoroii*;hly pt otozoomorphic language
is applied to a vertebrate. Why then should "anthropo-
morphic" terminology so shock us in describing the be-
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havior of a Paramecium? Each is the extension of an

article of philosophic faith far beyond the realm of ex-

perience. But this is no essential part of our present

argument. Let us consider whether the trial and error

principle may not be applicable to other phenomena than

the bodily movements of animals.

Jennings asks:

Is it possible that interference ^vith the i)hysi()l()sieal processes may

condition just sketched, unlimited possibilities for the selection of dif-

ferent chemical processes. The body is a great mass of the most varied

direction, all those indeed that are possible—are occurrinp: at all

Looking for evidence that such a process of selection

does actually occur in physiological regulation, Jennings

cites the experiments of Pawlow, in which tlie latter

habituated dogs to various kinds of foods and noted tlie

effects upon the diuvsti\c Juicos. In llicsc cNpci-iniciits

the adaptive changes in \hv :u-iivitir< of ilic ,li-r.iiv(. ul;ui<U. liiiino- the

digestive juices to the ton,l i;ikfn, ,ln nm .H-,-uf ;ii mir,- niid .•.miplctely

Jennings concedes

:
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A line of argument which has points of similarity to

the foregoing has been independently developed by

Holmes.^ ^ He believes:

The hannoiiioiis fiiiiclioniiig of an organism is mainly secured by a

in manner more or less remotely analogous to the governor of a steam-

engme or the forces which regulate the motions of the planets. ... In

by the reactions thus brought about by other, and especially the con-

tiguous structures. If we suppose that the various cells constituting

the body have each a different kind of metabolism, and that the products

of each cell are in some way utilized by the neighboring cells, so that

each derives an advantage from the particular association in which it

occurs, we may understand, in a measure, how this checking may be

brought about.

And here an analogy is pointed out with the relations

which obtain in
'

' symbiotic '

' communities, such as those

composed of animal cells and certain unicellular algae.

The conception here developed is in some respects an

extension of Roux's intra-selection hypothesis, though

Holmes rejects the notion of a ''struggle of the parts."

This conception, which derives strong support from re-

cent discoveries respecting ''hormones," gives a certain

measure of concreteness to that rather vague expression,

"the organism as a whole." For, despite the many
known instances of local autonomy, we can not doubt

that the organism does in a high degree act as a whole.

But this "wholeness" may not be an irresolvable fact, as

has sometimes been assumed. It may be possible to con-

ceive it in terms of chemical and structural integration.""

This hypothesis, as applied to form regulation, would
^^ Archiv fur Entuyicklungsmechanil; 1904.

17a To me, such a viewpoint seems quite reconcilable with the "organis-
mal" conception of Eitter, though Professor Eitter himself (The Unity of the

Organism, Vol. I, p. 183) has gone to considerable pains to show the fallacy
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seem to be closely related to that of Jennings, and in-

deed Jennings himself views it in this light. It is diffi-

cult to gather, however, to what extent Holmes has in

mind the principle of "trial and error." His compari-

son of regeneration with functional hypertrophy does

not seem compatible with this principle. ''Eemove one

of a pair of organs," he says, "and its fellow increases

in size. Eemove a part of one of these organs and the

remaining portion grows, forms new tissue, and regen-

erates the missing part. '
' Furthermore, he believes that

these phenomena may be analogous with some of those

described under the name of "chemical equilibrium."

The decomposition of compounds in solution proceeds until there is a

definite relation established between the amounts of the old compounds

and the new. If the chemical equilibrium thus established is disturbed

by the removal of one of these compounds more of that compound will

be produced; and the more rapidly the compound is removed, the more

rapidly it is formed.

Such an "automatic" restoration of equilibrium as

this might seem to be a radically different thing from

trial and error. The process by which it is attained

would appear to be direct and unhesitating. Holmes

says that the solar system, no less than the organism, is

a '
' self-regulating mechanism. '

' Now, in the former, the

balance of its opposing forces is effected "automati-

cally" in the sense that any deviation in the movement

of one of the parts would result inevitably in a compen-

sating deviation in the others. Is the restoration of an

organism to its norm of this direct and automatic type?

Are such processes as tend to compensate a disturbance

in the normal functioning of an organism the direct and

exclusive result of the disturbance itself, or does this dis-

turbance evoke a variety of responses of which the suit-

able response may finally happen to be one? The first

of these alternatives may be admitted as probable in the

case of such disturbing factors as have been frequently

experienced in the past. But how does it happen that

certain cells of the iris of a newt become stimulated to

division by the removal of the lens? And why should
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their metabolism become so affected that they give rise

to lens tissue, instead of to iris tissue? Can we believe

that the iris cells proceeded unfalteringly to this end as

a result of the operation ?

The discussion after all hinges upon the word '^unfal-

teringly," and this term has been applied to processes

which are beyond the possibility of direct observation.

If we grant that a disturbance of growth equilibrium was

what led to the reparative processes, and that equilib-

rium was in the end restored, it does not seem difficult

to admit that each minutest step in the direction of re-

storing this equilibrium was selected from a medley of

random reactions. Indeed, Holmes suggests that

advantag-es which the symbiotic relation afforded the cells whose place

they take. Differentiation in any other direction deprives them of these

advantages and subjects them to other unfavorable conditions

Nor need it be assumed that these responses are wholly

random. Although it is incredible that each type of

possible injury has been provided for in advance by a

specific mechanism, it seems more than possible that cer-

tain reactions have been acquired which are of service

in any emergency—a sort of "first aid to the injured,"

as we might say. After these preliminary steps of a

general character—which are, as a matter of fact, the

common precursors of regeneration^®— the more special

processes may be supposed to proceed in a tentative

fashion.

All that is meant by "growth equilibrium," in this dis-

cussion, is such a normal state of metabolic balance that

the growi;h of each part is checked through its organic

relations with the rest. Attainment of this goal would
bring the organism into a condition of "no stimulation,"

like that of the protozoan which has escaped from an un-

favorable environment.

Since we commonly are able to observe only the final

outcome of such a process, and overlook the minute steps
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by which it comes to pass, we are wont to believe that the

reparative activities move directly toward the end which

we observe to be ultimately attained. Thus Driesch tells

us that

we see with our own eyes that the organism can do more than simply

perpetuate variations which have occurred at random.

Wliat we see with our own eyes, as I have already said,

is only a series of visible stages in the process of resti-

tution. We do not see the inmost morphogenetic proc-

esses, physical and chemical, by which this end is at-

tained.

Perhaps it may seem that the foregoing explanation

merely resorts to the familiar expedient of throwing our

difficulties back into an invisible realm where they are

safely beyond the reach of scientific investigation. I

would say first of all that even this typo of explanation,

which at least speaks in the language of known facts, is

preferable to one which frankl>- aliandoiis scientific prin-

ciples altogether. And secondly, I would point out once

more the possibility that this hypothesis is one which
may in reality be put to experimental test. For any in-

dication of a profiting by ''experience," i. e., of a short-

ening of the time required to effect a given regulative

response, would harmonize well ^\\\h the hypoihcsis that

the response was at first effected ihroimli T<'iitat i\f -icixs.

Indeed, such evidence, even now. is not wliolly laeking.

It may be well to remind ourselves at this point that

the perfect regeneration of missing parts, or the com-
plete reconstruction of a mutilated embryo is after all an
exceptional phenomenon. Many animals almost entirely

lack the power of regeneration, while most injured eggs
either die or give rise to abnormal embryos. These facts

liarnioiiize best with the view that regenerative processes
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tion of misplaced, supernumerary and other useless

structures, and the occurrence of anaphylaxis, instead of

immunization, certainly do not argue for the existence

of a primary teleology" in nature, though, of course,

they do not wholly refute it.

On the other hand, the occurrence of these non-adaptive

responses to growth stimuli is no more inconsistent with

an intra-selection hypothesis, such as that here advo-

cated, than is the occurrence of multitudes of non-

adaptive structures or colors in nature inconsistent with

the theory of natural selection. There must be rigid

limitations to the operation of both processes. The task

which I have undertaken here is not to explain structures

and function in general, but the more modest one of try-

ing to explain why certain among these are directed to-

ward the conservation of the individual or the species.

If various other vital phenomena are found to be non-

adaptive, our difficulties ought not to be increased.

There are cases, it is true, in which some simple phys-

ical factor, such as gravity, or the plane of section, may
determine whether the actual missing part is restored or

a misplaced organ is the result. It certainly seems arbi-

trary to offer fundamentally different explanations in

the two cases. Now, I have nowhere made the conten-

tion that the processes involved in regeneration are

w^holly random, in the sense of being unrelated to one

another and to the past history of the individual. In

normal development the processes are doubtless so con-

catenated that growth and differentiation proceed in a

direct way with little or no ''lost motion." And every

detached portion of such an organism must receive its

share of this established developmental machinery. The
tendency to reconstruct the whole, to attain the normal
specific form, is therefore opposed by another set of

tendencies, urging it to develop as if it were still part of

the undivided organism. As is well kno^\^l, the outcome
of this conflict of forces varies, depending upon the spe-
cies of animal and the time of operation. We may have
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either total or fractional development as a result. It

does not seem unlikely, therefore, that in every case of

regeneration the control of the ''organism as a whole" is

opposed, more or less successfully, by the specific growth

tendencies of the various cells and tissues from which

restitution proceeds. These might, in consequence, bring

about the "autonomous" production of a wholly mis-

placed part.^*' Thus the phenomena of "heteromorpho-

sis" should seem to offer no insuperable obstacle to the

view^s herein set forth.

Applied to the ordinary phenomena of regeneration,

say to the restoration of an amputated limb, or even the

lens of an eye, this hypothesis of achievement through

experimentation would seem to make no impossible de-

mands upon our imagination. We need only suppose

that the absence of the missing part serves as a stimulus

to varied and undirected metabolic activities, that such

of these as serve to restore the normal condition tend to

be continued and that growth equilibrium (absence of

stimulus to growth) is not normally attained until the

missing part is restored. The case would seem to be not

very different from that of an animal finding its way out

of an unfavorable environment. In both instances we
may suppose the organism to be in a condition of "un-

rest" until the end is achieved. This condition may or

may not be conceived in psychical terms. If so con-

ceived, the notion would be philosophically legitimate,

though scientifically unnecessary.

When, however, we consider Driesch's crucial case of

the development of an entire organism from an em-

bryonic fragment, the matter is admittedly far less con-

ceivable. For this fragment has retained nearly or

quite the same potentialities as the entire egg or embryo,

in that its career of multiplication and growth is brought

19 This explanation of heteromorphosis is, I think, quite in harmony with

bv.IIolmeg (op. cit., pp. 302-303).
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to a close only through the attainment of the form which

is typical for the species in question. Why should this

ultimate condition of equilibrium be the same whether

we start from an isolated blastomere, an irregular frag-

ment of a blastula or a normal egg? Does it not seem as

if the only constant feature in this case were the end

itself? In considering the behavior of a protozoan, the

stimuli may vary and the method of escape may vary,

but the organism itself is the same. The ^'equi-finality"

of the result—to use an expression of Driesch's—may be

attributed to this fact that we are dealing with the same

physico-chemical system, and one of the self-regulating

type. But w^hat of our various embryonic fragments?

Are they not obviously different physico-chemical sys-

Now, after all, the difference between this case and

that of a regenerating limb or lens appears to me to be

only one of degree. The distinctions relate (1) to the

stage in development at which the injury is inflicted, and

(2) to the proportional part of the organism which is left

to reconstruct the remainder.

1. As regards the first point, we must suppose that at

each stage of ontogeny such a state of physiological bal-

ance is normally maintained as is appropriate to that

particular stage. That the multiplication and differen-

tiation of certain cells is profoundly influenced by the

presence or absence of other cells is one of the assured

results of experimental embryology. One need only cite

the difference between the development undergone by an

amphibian blastomere which is totally detached at the

two-celled stage, and that of the blastomere whose part-

ner has been injured by a needle-prick and left in po-

sition.

Thus we have as much right to assume for tlie l)l;istula

as for the adult animal that any disturbance of metabolic
balance will be followed by varied responses, some of

which will tend to restore the balance normal to that

period. The fact that these responses are known to

differ radically, following the same type of operation,
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and that the result is often a very imperfect reconstruc-

tion of the whole, lends support to the view that the cells

of the injured embryo "feel their way"— so to speak-
back into a condition of mutual equilibrium. In some

cases this equilibrium appears to be of a simple physical

sort, as for instance, that which is brought about by the

folding together of the edges of a blastula fragment so

as to reconstruct the spherical form. But in most cases

the factors are doubtless vastly more complex.

Once the reconstruction of the normal embryonic form
is attained, the difficulties in understanding the further

stages of ontogeny are no greater than we meet with in

the case of an uninjured embryo— that is, unless we are

encumbered by a preformation theory of development.

2. As regards the second point above raised, there is

theoretically no greater difficulty in understanding how
one tenth of an organism may restore the remaining nine

tenths than in understanding how the nine tenths may
restore the one tenth. As a matter of fact, in dealing

with certain organisms, the size or shape of the piece, or

the region of the body from which it is taken count for

little in the outcome. But they do count for something,

and that something is significant. It has been found in

some cases, for example, that there are lower limits to

the side of the pieces which may carry out development

or regeneration. And in other cases, the position of the

plane of section may deteiiiiine whether a useful strnc-

ture is formed or one which is wholly useless.

But whether or not the size or shape of the fragment
count for anything in the reparation of a given organism,

we find that the species from which it is taken counts for

everything. There must, therefore, be something that

is common to all detached portions of an organism which
are capable of reconstructing the same whole. The por-

tion in question may be an asexual spore or a fertilized

egg, or it may be an isolated blastomere or other arti-

ficially detached fragment of either an embryo or adult

organism. What is this greatest common divisor? Is

it a unit of structure or is it a chemical substance?
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There would seem to be no third possibility, as long as

we keep within the bounds of scientific explanation. But

a unit of structure may none the less be itself a chemical

individual. Modern speculative physics refers all quali-

tative differences in the last resort to differences of struc-

ture, even in the case of the elements. And it has been

suggested that the various specific protoplasms, Avhich

are responsible for the slightly different metabolic prod-

ucts of different species, owe their differences to stereo-

isomers, i. e., substances which agree quantitatively in

their composition, but whose enormously complex mole-

cules differ as the result of some slight transposition of

atoms or radicals.^!

To the majority of present-day geneticists there is

doubtless a ready answer to the question: what is this

something that is common to all detached portions of an

organism which are capable of reconstructing the same
whole? It is likely that to most of them a completely

satisfactory answer would be: the cell nucleus. Thus
Jennings,^^^ in discussing specifically certain of the ques-

tions raised by Driesch, assures us that "the recent

study of genetics has shown that this [the chromosomal]

apparatus is the system on which the peculiarities of

development mainly depend. This system is not equi-

liotcntinl; ilic fate of its parts is not a function of their

])i)sitioii: it has a complex structure with a correspond-

ino- comijlcxity of action; altering any of its parts alters

correspondingly the action of the system; irregular re-

moval or disarrangement of the parts destroys the

action."

Whether or not this aggregate chromatin matter of the

nucleus constitutes the minimum dirisihle of the organ-

ism, as recent students of heredity are disposed to believe,

is still quite undc^cidcd. Kor j)rotozoa we are definitely

aMe to state thnt 111 - • i;\-))eriments in regen-
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eration show that there must be smaller bodies within the

nucleus, each containing the potentialities of the entire

organism. Ritter^^'' has recently insisted that the con-

cept of heredity must be applied unreservedly to these

one-celled organisms, many of which are quite complex

in structure and undergo a true ontogeny. Indeed, the

experimental studies of Jennings and his students have

demonstrated the transmission of individual peculiar-

ities, both of structure and function. As for the metazoa,

despite the considerable evidence for chromosomal "indi-

viduality" and for the localization of genetic ''factors,"

it seems to be entirely premature for us to assume the

existence of a mosaic of parts, rigidly predetermined and

incapable of making good a loss. One should recall what

happened to an earlier ''mosaic theory" of development.

To go to the other extreme, it might be supposed that

for each form of organism there was at least one sub-

stance, or molecular structure, which was typical for it,

and which determined its specific physical and chemical

characteristics. The other constituents of the adult body

would be modifications of this typical substance, which

had lost certain of its original components or acquired

new ones. This specific protoplasm would have some

points in common with the "germ plasm" of Weismann.

It might be credited with the ])ow('r of iiule(iiut(' growth

and self-division, so loiiu' ;»> these \vci-i> not rlu'cktMl l)y

counterbalancing forces, ^^'hvn coiupletely dierked, a

growth equilibrium would be established which would

represent the uoniial form of the si)ecies in ([uestion.

The rather vaii'ue and iuik-liuite ])oiut of view here sug-

gested would avoid, lu)\vever, the tau-le of unverified

assumptions that are involved in the hypothesis of a

"germ-plasm," conceived as an aggregation either of

Weismannian "determinants" or twentieth-century

"genes." The admitted possibility that certain mate-

rial particles of the nucleus are functionally related to

separately heritable adult characters does not constitute

21b The Unity of the Organism, Chapt. XII, XIII.
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a proof that the entire organism develops through the

combined activities of such particles. Moreover, even if

such a complete germinal representation of adult char-

acters were shown to exist, only a part—and a minor

part— of our difficulties would be solved. We should still

have to explain how the elementary parts of the body

came to arrange themselves in proper spatial order and

in proper chronological sequence during development.

Blocks do not build themselves into houses. Driesch

points out that historically vitalism and epigenesis have

always been closely related, while the mechanistic school

has commonly adopted some form of preformationism.

Such a connection is far from being logically necessary,

however. To me it would seem that preformation lent

itself most readily to vitalism—to the notion of a builder

who put the blocks together. In our particulate theories

of organic differentiation, we commonly leave out of ac-

count the spatial and chronological relationships of the

parts, or rather we take them for granted. We assume

that somehow our " organismules " will find their way to

their proper places at the proper moments, just as in a

laboratory experiment the experimenter himself sees to

it that everything is at each moment just where it be-

longs.

Let us return to an illustrative case, already consid-

ered, and ask why no one has ever seriously proposed a

preformation theory of the earth's origin. Most mod-

ems (M. Bergson is an exception) believe that our pres-

ent world was the inevitable outcome of forces that were

inherent in a fairly homogeneous molten mass, interact-

ing with those of its cosmic environment. It has never

been thought necessary to invoke the aid of special ''de-

terminants" to account for the various geographic and
geologic features of our planet's structure. In dealing

with inorganic things we are content to let our analysis

rest, in the lack of more detailed information, with the

acceptance of such general principles as "creative syn-

thesis" or the "multiplication of effects." We simply
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have to admit that differentiation means just this fact of

de novo formation. Otherwise it means nothing at all.

We must, however, recognize certain essential differ-

ences between the development of a sea-urchin from an

egg and that of our world from the structureless spore

which was long ago liberated by its nebular parent. Let

us suppose that some experimental cosmogonist, using

the refined technique of a Morgan, Eoux or Driesch, had

skilfully removed about three quarters of our newly

formed globe, leaving the remainder to reconstruct itself

as best it could. The spherical shape would doubtless

have been quickly restored, but is it likely that there

would have formed in the ensuing ages just that same

arrangement of Europe, Asia, Africa, America and the

Islands of the Sea that we now find upon our maps I Un-

fortunately it is too late to perform this experiment, but

I think that most geologists would expect a much modi-

fied world as the result. Indeed, if the excision had bi^en

made after the mixture of molten substances had begun

to separate we should be perfectly certain that a quite

"abnormal" world would have been the outcome. All

this may be granted.

Let us ask another question. Why is it that no inodcni

thinker22 has set forth a proforinalioii theory (.f idcial

evolution? It is only in accounting for individual tlevol-

opment that this has been thought necessary. Yet the

same paradox of de novo formation ^vould seem to con-

front us in both cases, while other essential points of re-

semblance betw^een pliylogeny and ontogeny have often

been pointed out.

One difference, doubtless, is that every ])rocoss of pliy-

logeny is regarded as a unique thing, while ontogeny is

merely the nih. reduplication of a known type, the char-

acter of which can be stated in advance. Hence it is that

we are satisfied to resign the former process to the realm

of "chance," while the latter we come to look on as deter-

mined in advance. Another difference seems to be that

we look upon racial evolution as largely swayed by exter-
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nal factors, of the haphazard sort which operate in the

realms of geography and meteorology; while individual

development appears to be swayed chiefly by internal

factors, and to pursue its preordained course in a high

degree independent of the outside world.

But where in all this is the necessity for preformation?

That two specific types of protoplasm, under identical

conditions of environment, will give rise to widely differ-

ent organisms implies, of course, considerable difference

in the protoplasms. It does not, however, compel us to

believe in the existence of correspondingly numerous dif-

ferences in the two cases. A single initial difference be-

tween two physico-chemical systems may determine a

multitude of differences at the end. For example, the

presence or absence of a certain amount of annual rain-

fall on a given area of the earth's surface would deter-

mine the nature of an indefinite number of other charac-

teristics, both geographical and biological. We do not

in this case endeavor to pick out a particular element of

the cause to account for each particular element in the

effect, Driesch's assumption that any ''mechanical"

{i. e., non-vitalistic) conception of the developing organ-

ism must be based on a preformation of parts may once

more be dismissed as untenable.

Some preformation there is to be sure. Kecent Men-

delian studies, particularly the investigations of sex de-

termination, make it highly probable that certain adult

characters, though perhaps in no case single anatomical

structures, are represented by spatially separated parti-

cles in the nucleus. Furthermore, a certain amount of

"promorphology" has been demonstrated in the cyto-

plasm of the unfertilized egg, though this is perhaps to

be regarded as representing merely an early stage in

individual development. I feel bound to express the be-

lief, however, that many recent students of Mendelian
inheritance have carried their factorial speculations far

beyond the evidence, and that their detailed localization

of representative particles may prove in the future to

have more interest for psychology than for genetics. We
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are dealing with a field in which ever more minute differ-

ences are being distinguished—many of them by purely

subjective tests—and one in which the ratio of inference

to observed fact is ever lengthening. May it not be that

we have here hitherto unsuspected possibilities of self-

deception on the part of even our most competent inves-

tigators? The subject is one which seems to me to de-

serve more attention than it has received.

On the w^liole, we are not compelled to assume the

existence of any more preformation than can be experi-

mentally demonstrated. And it may be regarded as

settled that we have no parcelling out of "deter-

minants" to appropriate cells during ontogeny, such as

Weismann imagined. The "sex chromosomes," which

seem to be the best authenticated instances of material

bearers of hereditary traits, do not x><iss into definite

body cells in the course of development and thus give

rise to the primary and secondary organs of sex. Kather

are they to be found distributed in every cell of the body.

The assumption that they set free their characteristic

determinants only in particular cells has no experimental

or observational foundation.

Now, I am quite aware that any such "

' iiii r.i-sclcctiou
"

hj-pothesis of organic regulation as lias her.' h.M'ii advo-

cated will be rejected l)y a large proportion of l)i()l()gists

on the ground that it is entirely sui)erHuons. N^arious

types of self-regulatinu- niec-lianisnis have been found in

the non-living world, and the phenomena of growth and

regeneration have long l)een known to he duijlicated in

crystals. Przibram has gone to eonsiderahle lenuths in

pointing out analogies between the hehaxior ot the so-

called "fluid crystals" and that ot a n-vneratinu- oi-an-
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observed by him in these studies, among which the most

impressive was doubtless the making over of a softened

hemoglobin crystal by a process of "morphallaxis," i. e.,

the readjustment of the matter already contained in the

fragment. There must thus be recognized in these non-

living masses of matter a tendency toward the attain-

ment of a specific form. And it seems plain that this

tendency may realize itself in more than one way. Yet

we should never, in this case, think of proposing any

hypothesis of "trial and error," nor speak of the choice

by the crystal of '

'means " to an " end. '

'

Now^, I will hasten to express my own belief that the

phenomena in the two cases do not differ in any very

fundamental way. 1 am disposed to regard the regen-

eration of a crystal, the reconstruction of a mutilated

organism, and the solving of a problem by a mathemati-

cian as members of a single series of increasing com-

plexity. They have in common the reattainment of a

condition of equilibrium which has been overthrown.

The fact that the organism is possessed of life, or that

the mathematician has a conscious end in view do not

alter the situation.

Such a '
' regulative '

' tendency in the inorganic world is

recognized by physical chemists as the "principle of

mobile equilibrium," or the "theorem of Le Chatelier."

As stated by Lew^is,^^*' this law asserts that "when a

factor determining the equilibrium of the system is

altered, the system tends to change in such a way as to

oppose and partially annul the alteration in the factor.

The same idea is conveyed by saying that every system
in equilibrium is conservative, or tends to remain un-

changed." Bancroft-"'' has given to this principle the

dignity of a "universal law," pointing out analogies in

the realms of biology, sociology and economics. More
recently, its importance in ecology has been urged by
Adams. ^^'^

23a ''A System of Physical Chemistrj-," Vol. II, 1916 pp 1-10-141
23b Science, Feb. 3, 1911.

23cAMEaiCAN Naturalist, Oct.-Nov., 1918; Jan.-Feb., 1919.
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111 the rogciieratlon of the more familiar type of

crystal, the latter doubtless goes about its task ''un-

hesitatiug-ly," we may believe. But this is not true of

every iiior'^anic system. "In a stream [of water],"

says eleiniiiigs, "opposing actions of all sorts are com-

batted in ways almost as varied as in organisms: a

hole is tilled up, a dam overflowed, an obstacle circum-

vented, another obstacle floated away, a bank of earth

undermined or cut through; and the stream finally

reaches the sea."*-^'' Must we not recognize important

points of resemblance between such behavior and that of

a penned-up cat, scratching wildly at the objects in its

cage until finally a way out is found?

But if we admit this essential unity Ix't wcM^n the living

and the non-living in respect ti» llicir met hod of correct-

ing a disturbed equilibrium, \\\\y >li(ml(l we liave resort

in one case more than the otlu^r to a theory of "contin-

gency" as regards the relation of means to end? Wliy

may we not suppose the regulative processes of proto-

plasm to proceed as directly toward a goal as those of a

crystal

?

Answering the first question, I wonhi s;iy that the con-

ception of contingency has Ixmmi inl roihiccd into this dis-

cussion merely in the sense oT a (h'ninl of tch'ology.

Such a denial has been deemed necessary only in the case

of organic phenomena. For inorganic events are seldom

thought of as governed by "ends," and the question of

"means" does not therefore arise. P>nt in this respect

there is really no difference between the living and the

non-living.

The reason wh> tlu' ivoul.-n ix r pi-oe.—.- ],rotoplasm

probably do not i)rncee.l ns directly toward a ,u'.)al as

those of :i .M-xMal li.'.. 1 h.-lir\.., in th.- \aMl> -r.-ater

complexity of the I'ornirr. I'.nt it doo not si'mi likely

that any "ri-id distinction can l.e di-awn. If it is really

true that a dania-ed erxMal of h.-iin»::lol.iiL ran restore

its original foi-ni with<»nt the takin-' on oi' new material,

it seems hardlv' likel\ that this rcari-anueinent is eflfected
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by the simple transfer of material from one point to an-

other along the .straightest possible paths. There is

doubtless much random molecular movement which

serves only to retard the consummation of the process.

The more complex the system with which we are deal-

ing, the more of these ''fortuitous" steps will intervene

hetiveen overthrow and recovery of equilibrium. The

chances that an entirely new disturbing factor will di-

rectly call forth the means to its own removal ivill corre-

spondingly decrease. The more plainly, therefore, ivill

the adjustment proceed in an "experimental" fashion.^^

Processes vt^hich favor the restoration of equilibrium {i.

e., which satisfy the need) will be accelerated; those

which work in a contrary direction will be retarded.

At this point it may be profitable to cite certain closely

related utterances of Jennings

The condition which results in . . . regulative action is the presence,

forces having varied tendencies; whenever this condition exists, regii-

varioiis directions, depending on -the distribution oi' the resistance and

amount and intensity of the free energy. It thus produces one effect

nu'lvly to a denial of tlu' sciciitilic validity of the adapta-

tion concept ? I think not. The concept of adaptation

stands, upon the same footing as those of life, organiza-

tion, function, food, enoni\-, offspring, environment,

sliinnhis, iicrcdity and tlio scoi'cs of otlier indubitable

f;i('1s with which 1)iol()u\- (h';ils. iiy the us(» of pedantic

(•iivuiiilocutioiis. of Ihcs.' \;iriniis .'Npi-cssions could

doul)th'>s 1).' avoided, and our idea^ lhn< s.iuaivd with

the most rigid demands of "nn'chanist ic'' pliihvsophy.
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But would such a renunciation bring us any nearer to the

truth ? Only if we are ready to regard the whole science

of biology as a provisional one, a mere temporary rest-

ing place on the way to the more "exact" knowledge

which constitutes mathematical physics. How many of

us are prepared to make this admission?

Before passing on to the next subdivision of our field,

a few words are desirable in answer to another general

criticism which may be raised against the line of argu-

ment here followed. Exception may be taken to the ap-

parent assumption that the responses to a new situation,

whether physiological or psychological, are wholly ran-

dom. Many responses are so obviously direct and un-

varying as to appear "fatally" determined.^-

Again, even where "experimentation" or "trial and
error" is admittedly concerned in the process, the tenta-

tive efforts frequently lie within a quite restricted range

of possible movements, and from the first approximate

the goal to be reached much more nearly than if they

were wholly undirected. Thus the experiments of Hob-
house^^ upon various mammals suggest to him "that re-

cent writers have overestimated the effect of pure acci-

dent." Furthermore, ho concludes that "the more a

success was accidental the less likely were the animals

to take a(lvanta<>:e of it." So, too, in learning to throw
at ;i in;ii-k, we do not coinnience by casting our missiles

indi iVcvciit ly in cxcry direction, but from the outset we
throw tlu'ni in the ut'iicrnl direction of the target. And
tlie same is |)al])ahl\ true when we attempt the solution

of a nuMital ])i-ol)h.in. The trains of thonuht arc donht-

than ivnl. Atlrr lh.' lir^l daN\n ut couM-ioux .ApM-imce,
no sitnalion is wholly nrw. KNvry }.n.hh.,.i whi,-h aris.^s
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have already solved. This is the more true the more

complex our problem. The "newness" of the latter may
relate to a very few features, the residue consisting of

elements which, in the last analysis, have been solved in

an entirely empirical fashion. And the same may doubt-

less be said of those adaptive physiological responses

which are generally assumed to be unconscious. As re-

gards the fixed reactions lmo^vn as "tropisms," I have

already pointed out the probability that the predomi-

nantly adaptive character of these has been the outcome

of racial history and therefore of some form of selection.

V. Evolution and Contingency"

In the two preceding sections of this paper stress has

been laid upon manifestations of the power of self-

adaptation in the individual organism. Very little has

been said regarding those fixed structural and functional

mechanisms by which the more usual needs of life are

provided for. The origin of such structures and func-

tions— ''adaptations," as they are familiarly called—

must bo accounted for in any adequate theory of evolu-

tion. Xow. f liiive already argued that no theory of evo-

liitiDii. so r.ii- as it is scientific, can admit the possibility

that tlir iircds of tlio organism may call forth in any

direct way the initiation of those processes by which

these needs com.- to lie satisfied. Let us look somewhat
further into this (nicstioii.

The field of organic evolution is one which has lent

itself in a high degree to vitalistic and quasi-vitalistic

exploitation. From the time of the establishment of the

doctrine of descent, there were always persons who, in

spirit, still clung to the creation principle, while accept-

ing in form the newer ideas. Indeed, among biologists

themselves, there have always been those who have seen

in organic evolution the working out of a "perfecting
principle," in a large degree independent of environ-

ment. Even Lamarck, who propounded one of the chief

naturalistic accounts of this process, admitted that life
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''tends by its very nature to a higher organization."-'

The botanist Naegeli is one of the best known exponents

of such a* view. With some, like St. George IMivart, the

question has been closely interwoven with special theo-

logical beliefs.

This writer believed in an "innate tendency to deviate

at certain times and under certain conditions," which

tendency he held to be "an harmonious one, calculated to

simultaneously adjust the various parts of the organism

to their new relations." And this guiding hand seems

to have been exercised not only in the direction of satis-

fying the needs of the organism itself, but in adapting

the latter to the needs of man. Speaking of the evolu-

tion of the horse, he tells us

:

be allowed to consider that one motive of this modification (among

Others, like Wallace, have had recoiifsc to such a guid-

ing principle only in accounting for tiie origin of man.

In recent years, the philosopher Bergson lias adopted

a vitalistic theory of evolution, weaving it into a meta-

physical system of which an important feature is the

essentially creative character of time or "duration."

We see the world of living things moving grandly on

through the ages, impelled by a mysterious force, the

"elan vital," and flowering out spontaneously into a

never-ending succession of living wonders. Such a con-

ception may stir the imagination, but it does not add to

our knowledge.

Now, curiously enough, this "teleological" factor has

been introduced by various writers to explain two exactly

opposite classes of cases: (1) tlie origin of adaptive char-
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acters (Paley's argument), and (2) the origin of highly

perfected structures and functions which are not be-

lieved to be adaptive in the biological sense, at least to

the extent of influencing survival. The musical and ar-

tistic faculties of man belong to this second class.

Natural selection, as is well known, provides us with at

least a formal explanation of the first class of characters,

but not of the second. Lamarckism, with a varying de-

gree of plausibility, accounts for the origin of characters

belonging to either class. That both of these theories

are, in last analysis, theories of selection has been pointed

out in section II.

But the claim is to-day heard on various sides that

both natural selection and Lamarckism have broken

down completely, and that no other existing evolutionary

theories merit serious attention. So impossible is it for

some biologists to square the widespread appearance of

adaptation in nature with their owii special theories of

life that they seek to escape the dilemma by declaring

this appearance to be largely illusory. Thus Loeb"
tells us

:

While it is possible for forms with moacrato disharinonios to survive,

their ])ns>ihle oxi^teiife. As a coMseciuence the cmm-^ of apparent a.lap-

hi tniicli th.' saiiK' vein, I )av('iit)or1 writes:

Oiii' might |)r()lital)ly compare such conclusions as the

for-cgoiiig with the findings of Cannon,-''^ based upon the

detailed study of certain adaptive mechanisms in man.

To most of us the conviction is doubtless irresistible, not

that such mechanisms now exist because of their harm-
^,s^;/r>.s. but tliat they came into .\i<teiic'e, step hv step,

arroHHf nf fhrir ufllilj/.
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Taking heart from this skepticism among the biolo-

gists themselves, reactionaries are boldly coming for-

ward with the assertion that the evolution principle has

been discredited. It is certain that the spread of such

ideas is not calculated to further the advancement of

knowledge. Lack of an adequate hypothesis is not dis-

proof of any possible hypothesis.

Moreover, it would now seem that some of tliese ad-

missions of inadequacy have been premature. Much of

the recent abandonment of the natural selection theory

has been due to neo-Mendelian dogmatism. Selection, it

is claimed, can only separate strains having different

mean characters. It can not change the moan characters

of a pure strain. But the experiments of Castle and

some other breeders may be cited as evidence that such

a contention is far from being established. And even

those who reject Castle's interpretation of these results

have been forced to concede that in some cases selection

may bring about the indefinite modification of our stock

—call the process sorting" if we will.

So, too, the Lamaix'kiati ])rineipl(' occuj)ies the curious

position of being douinal icall\ (Icuicd or wliollx- ignored

by a large and iiiHuciitial class of writers, at tlir same

time that others arc al)lc to adduce appa I'cnt ly coiiviue-

ai-ra\- of i 11. li I'cct oi' ci rcuiiist ant ial c\ idciicc for this prin-

ciple (lrri\C(l troiii an in>p(H-iion of the actual products

of cvolulion as \V(> lind tliciu. And we have a certain

aiiiount ol direct, cxperiniejital evidence wliicli can not

l)e thrown aside as irrelevant or uiitrust wort h\-. While,

inn factoi' are doubtless i)rcniaturc, the douniatic denial

ot thi. factor Nerx nearl> aniount^^ to .ell Multiricatioii.

Thu^. if we n.a> rea.l the .iun. ol the tinu-., the two

chief naturalistic explanation, ot exolution nia\ survive

tant part in our interpretation of life. i'>y tins. I (h* not

wish to be understood as aruuin-- that either oi' both of

these theories constitute an ade<iuate exphuiation (even
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in the sense of a description) of how evolution has come

to pasg. For many years past, I have been endeavoring

to weigh the evidence for and against both of these hy-

potheses and I have reached the same verdict with re-

spect to the two : each is both proved and disproved. It

is not that adequate evidence is lacking, as some assume.

Rather, in each case, is the evidence well-nigh over-

whelming— oh both sides.

Now, obviously, no single proposition can be both true

and untrue at the same time. What is meant here is

this. I believe the selection of virtually continuous vari-

ations and the inheritance of functional and environ-

mental modifications to have both played some part in

evolution. And I do not hesitate to say that the evi-

dence in favor of such a view is of the same general char-

acter as the evidence for the evolution theory itself, and

nearly as convincing.

On the other hand, it seems no less probable that the

operation of each of these factors is strictly limited. In-

deed, it would appear likely that much of the adaptive-

ness in nature is not adequately accounted for by either

process or by both taken together. There may well be

other factors the existence of which is as little suspected

to-day as was that of natural selection before the time of

Darwin and Wallace.

But will our explanations remain purely naturalistic,

or will they find room for extra-natural directive agents,

by whatever name called? Will they, like the two chief

historic theories, base themselves on tlie contingency of

every adaptive variation in structure or function, ante-

,
cedent to the test of experience, or will they be forced to

concede a primary adaptiveness iMlicrcnt in living

matter.

Many of those who admit the widcsjin ad occuni'nco

of natural selection as a process, are wont to deny to it

any explanatory value. To quote a now familiar saying,

it is said that the survival of the fittest does not account
for the origin of fitness. The real cause of modification,
these writers insist, is to be sought in the process by
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which variations are produced and not in the fact that

many of these variations fail to maintain themselves.

This argument is so plausible that it seems self-

evident. And indeed in a sense it is. But there is an-

other sense in which it is quite specious. Truly enough,

no individual can survive which is not first born or

hatclied, or in some way brought into being by its par-

ents. And those peculiarities which distinguish one in-

dividual from another are largely ushered into life along

with it. They exist prior to selection. But fitness is a

relation, not an absolute proi)erty of the organism. The
word denotes merely a ('(l iaiii iiicasnre of adjustment to

specific conditions of lite and tlir degree of this adjust-

ment we know to vary almost iiuldinitely. To say that

the conditions of life, acting through the selective proc-

ess, can not be the cause of an increasing degree of fitness

is like denying that a sculptor produces a statue, on the

ground that he does not create the stone. It is well to

note that even the sculptor's function is wholly selective.

He eliminates certain portions of an unsliaped mass of

material.^^'*

The foregoing analogy admittedly fails in one impor-

tant respect. It implies that the possibilities of selec-

tion in a given race are wholly unlimited. We know this

to be very wide of the truth. The question to be an-

swered here is merely whether or not they are completely

random in the sense which has been employed through-

out this article.

Now, some selectionists are wont to deny the com-
pletely random character of variation. So far as this is

simply a denial of the infinite variability of any species,

it is a mere truism. We may perhaps admit the possi-

bility that a given strain might, through rigid selection,

acquire the "habit" of varying preponderantly in cer-

tain definite directions, thus limiting the possibilities of

further evolution witliin that group. And we might even
grant that sucii defuiiicly directed variatii^iis might ac-
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cumulate without the influence of selection at all (ortho-

genesis). But can we, without departing from natural-

istic grounds, conceive of the production in this way of

a structure in anticipation of a need ? May we even con-

ceive how appropriate variations could be called forth

by an already existing need.

Of course, much obscurity of thought may be concealed

beneath this innocent-looking w^ord ''need." What is a

need? It is notorious that what is a luxury to some of

us is a necessity to others. Our needs grow with our in-

comes. And this line of reasoning is directly applicable

to sub-human realms. What an animal has, if this ad-

justs it to certain conditions of the environment, may be

regarded retrospectively as the fulfilment of a need.

Thus eyes fulfil the need of seeing. But can we say that

such a need existed before the appearance of visual or-

gans? There are beyond doubt still many forms of

wave-motion or molecular vibration for which we have

no organs of perception. Thus, in a large measure the

organism creates its own needs, even in an unclianging

environment. The word ''need," like the word "end,"
is one which has a distinctly Iclcolouical iitii)li(';it i()ii. The
more factors of the enviroiiiiiciiinl cumiilfx ;iii orujiiiisni

is brought into relation willi, tiir heller is it .'nl.jusicd to

its life conditions, and— otlicr tilings cMiual - the higher

position it holds in the scale of life. But these adjust-'

ments are only thought of as satisfying needs when we
come to look l)ack on w^hat has actually happened.^'''''

There is a more liiiiited sense, however, in which the

use (.r tills expression involves us- in no such obscurities.

All lliose fnndann'iital reciuirements, such as food, oxy-

gen, {)rotectinn from enemies, etc., m;)y l)e termed needs,

without there ivHiltinu ;in\ (•nnfn>ion of thought. Now,
anythiiiu' which led to the removnl of one or more of
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Here, likewise, we may legitimately speak of the need for

some sort of readjustment. Let us, then, restrict the

word to anything without which a species would become

extinct.

With this limitation of meaning understood, let us re-

turn to certain questions which I have left unanswered.

Can we, on naturalistic grounds, conceive how an appro-

priate trend of variation could anticipate a given need;

or can we even conceive how it could be called forth by an

existing need? The former possibility certainly can not

be admitted without frankly taking refuge in principles

which lie beyond the range of scientific analysis. The

latter possibility has, however, been vaguely implied by

some writers on evolution.

So far as the ''need" might be the result of some

marked change in the environment or in the functional

activities of the organism, it is credible that new varia-

tions might be offered to selection as a consequence of

disturbances in the germinal material. lUit liow could

these occur preponderatinylv m ilic (lii t ct ion of meeting

the particular need in question Oiili/ ni one iraij, so far

r/s / un, aurJ that uau hii tin /n, < mii^ arhiptnr

nn><h/n ninn/ <>l lln juiunf l>n<l »i \\n tlh' l.itt.-l may
<i.l.t].t itMll ( \t.« iinirnt.ilh. .u-(M.nhno to p, mciph . ai-

n-ady (riscnss..!. Tli." uvrin-.-olls could not ada].! them-

selves cxpri-iiiinitaliv, siiuT thr n.MMl is conini.iiilv one

which docs not as such aflcct thmi at all. rhu>. the

imperatix'c (Iniiaiul lor din t hil uvriuinal \anatioiis or

at least ones ot a usclul sort can he met, so tar as iiow

appears, only by assuming the transmission tt) the i;'erm-

cell of adaptive responses ot the jiarent hodv.

The Lamarckian princi])le has tiie added adxantauc of

being able to account for many ol th«' •"luxui'ies" of

organization— adaptations, in the sense ot httmu- ilieir

possessors for a fullei- and more xaried lite, hut not of

any conceivable sur\i\al \alue. Onr own race, as has

often been f>ointed out. is endow imI with nmltitudes of

such faculties. V>\\\ w> an ^adU m lu . d m .Immi e\-
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Biologists of the future may recognize the importance

of determining experimentally whether the germinal

variations of a species ever respond to changed life con-

ditions in such a way as to shift the mode of any char-

acter in the direction of greater adaptation. If such a

general tendency as this were revealed, and if, at the

same time, the transmission of somatic modifications

were rigidly excluded, we should be brought to a crisis

in the history of our science. The question at issue

would not be merely the adequacy or this or that hypoth-

esis. It would be the adequacy of our recognized scientific

methods to deal with such problems. Despite the lengthy

arguments with which I have sought to defend a purely

naturalistic position, I should not, in advance, be su-

premely confident as to the outcome of such experiments.

It might, after all, turn out that there was just such an

''immanent teleology" in living things as the vitalists

claim. If this should prove to be true, science would
have to re-survey its territory and set itself new bound-

aries well within the old ones.

Such an undertaking, like that of settling once for all

the "acquired characters" question, would doubtless be

beset by great technical difficulties. But these difficul-

ties should not be insuperable. So long, however, as

"genetics" is held to be nearly or quite synonymous with

Mendelism, evolution along dynamic lines is likely to lan-

guish. We must grant the enormous strides which have

been made in our knowledge of the inheritance of certain

types of variations, but the much more fundamental ques-

tion of the causes of these variations is almost as far

from solution as in the days of Darwin.
In conclusion, I would say a few further words in re-

gard to my use of the expressions "contingency" and
"chance" throughout these pages. It is needless to say

that I have not used these w^ords as synonymous with un-

caused. I have spoken of an event as contiiiiieiit, merely
in the sense of its being causally mirclatcd to Mniicthing

else: for example, a variation in relation to a jiccd to be

fulfilled. Whether or not, in the last analysis, all things
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are causally related in an Absolute, or whether the Uni-

verse is pluralistic in its nature, need not concern us

here. That there may be some measure of pre-estab-

lished harmony among its various parts is possible. It

has recently been ably argued—and by a chemist, not a

theologian—that there exists such a pre-established har-

mony between the organic and the inorganic worlds as

a whole.^*'

But even granting such very problematic relationships

as this, we can not deny that much happens in a purely

''accidental" way. No degree of fitness on the part of

the environment for life in general can avail to prevent

the wholesale destruction of organisms which ''happen"

into unfavorable surroundings. That all of the special

adjustments between organism and environment arose

primarily through contingency or chance in the sense

here indicated is the main thesis which I have defended

in these pages. There may be little of an original na-

ture, either in the views proposed or the arguments used .

in support of them. But I believe that this essay may
serve a useful purpose in bringing together a number of

apparently distinct problems under a common viewpoint.

3GL. J. Ilon.lcrson: "The Fitness of the Environment" (1913), "The
Order of Nature" (1917).
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PIEBALD RATS AND SELECTION, A CORRECTION

In a recent important publication Dr. Sturtevant makes "an
analysis of the effects of selection" in which he ably maintains

the current view that the single gene is not changed by processes

of systematic selection. His argument rests on a careful experi-

mental study of the behavior of the character "dichaet" in Bro-

sophila, followed by a general discussion of other work, my own
in particular. I am represented as completely opposed to his

view, and so I have been at times, but such is not the case at

present. I agree so fully with his general conclusion that I want

to obviate needless discussion based on the misapprehension.

I thought two years ago that I had evidence that a single gene

had changed in the course of a selection experiment, this gene

being concerned in producing the hooded pattern of rats. I now
find this view rendered untenable by further experiments, the

results of which are in course of publication. These results

show that the supposed changes in a single gene are more prob-

ably due to changed residufil liercdity, wliicli very likely may

The crucial experiment cip mi-..., s^I \,^ \)v Sewall

Wright. The divergent lumdr,! v.u-.-^. ••phis .m.l ••minus." re-

sulting from selection, were to be ci'ossed reitcatedly with a third

race, the hooded character being recovered as a recessive in F.,

following each cross and its variability compared with that of

the uncrossed race. It was believed that if multiple modifying

genes were involved, repeated crossing with a pure third race

would tend to remove these, in which case the extracted hooded

character being deprived of its plus modifiers would be sub-

stantially identical with the hooded character deprived of its

minus modifiers, as seen respectively in hooded recessives derived

from the plus and from the minus crosses. Well, they are sub-

stantially identical, but it has taken some time imd a good deal
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tions. So we resorted to trapping: immature wild rats from a

single locality and using; these as a foundation stock. Crosses

with the plus race were then started successfully, but the corre-

sponding experiment with the minus race was hard to get going

and so has lagged behind the plus crosses. A report on the re-

sult of the plus crosses was made in 1916 (Castle and Wright).

The crosses with the minus race were not then sufficiently ad-

vanced to show what their outcome would be and this was still

true when reply was made to the criticism of MacDowell, as it

had been previously when reply was made to Muller and to

Pearl, and subsequently when I addressed the Washington Acad-
emy of Science on the role of selection in evolution (1917). But
since then the minus crosses have given what seems to be con-

clusive evidence that tlie single gene had not been altered by
selection, although the inherited complex responsible for the

hooded character had steadily been altered in opposite directions

and these alterations were permanent in the sense that they rep-

resented racial modes, stable so long as the race was not out-

crossed.

I still have on hand a few representatives of the plus and of

the minus races which because of their low fecundity it has been

impossible to select furtlier for several generations. The two

races are very dillVrtMit in jippt^innicc The plus riice shows no

white except on tlic iiiidfr sidr ;iih1 sotnctiinos aloim- the Hank.

The minus nirr slmw^ no l.l.n-k .A,vpi .i short hoo.l 1\ in- anterior

to the shoulders, and in an occasional individual a small black

spot or tM'o in the middle of the back or on the tail. Yet the

variability of each race is still considerable; as measured by our

"grades" it has not appreciably diminished in recent genera-

tions. The somatic ditferences entailed by the selection experi-

ments with the hooded character of rats are seemingly greater

than those secured by Sturtevant or by MacDowell in regard to

bristle number in Drosophila, yet I doubt not they may be ex-

plained on similar grounds.

Crossing with a wild race affects very differently the plus and

the minus selected races. See Tables I and II. The plus race

was much less affected than the n»inus race. Its mean grade was

lowered, by three successive ci-osses with tlie wild race, not over

doubled by the first cross. Thai is tlie variability of the hooded

character, when extracted ui h\, from the iirst wild cross, was
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about twice as great as the variability of the hooded character

in the uncrossed plus selected race. In the second and third

crosses the variability declined somewhat, but was still consid-

erably greater than that of the uncrossed race. It was indeed

very similar to that of the plus race in the first seven generations

of the plus selection experiment. (See Castle and Wright, p.

186.)

TABLE I

Eace
Race wit

Once extracted hooded F2 young
. +3.73
. +3.17

.36

I

+3.34
.1 +3.04

TABLE 11

Results of Repeatedly Crossing the Min
Race

[js Selected Race w it

Control, uncrossed minus race, generation If. . .

Once extracted hooded Vz younj?

.27

Thricr extracted hooded iVyourin'

The crosses of the minus race wnv s,,,rt,,l mn rai m.,.

later in the course of the selection experiiiieiits. with iiiiiinals of

generation 16, minus selection series. Tliey show effects much

more striking than those of the plus crosses. See Table II. The

minus selected race had now attained a mean of —^2.63. A
single cross, with the same wild race used in the crosses of the

plus series, lower the grade to — .38, extinguisliing all the

changes in mean grade made by sixteen generations of selection,

and leaving the extracted hooded character in a higlily variahlf

state (standard deviation 1.25, nearly five times what it had been

before). A second cross with the same wild race converted the

extracted hooded individuals for the most part into a plus group,

mean + 1.01, but with variability somewhat decreased, standard

witli the wild race lias given ex-
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tracted hooded individuals exclusively plus in cluiracter, range

from 1.00 to + 3.50, mean + 2.55. The variability has si-

multaneously fallen to .66, which is only about one tliird greater

than that of the minus race in the first five generations of the

selection experiment. (See Castle and Wright.) One family-

containing fourteen thrice extracted hooded individuals has a

mean grade for the hooded individuals of + 3.05, which is prac-

tically identical with the grade of the thrice extracted hooded

individuals resulting from the plus crosses (Table I).

It thus appears that three or at most four crosses with a wild

race suffice to obliterate all the racial differences which had been

induced by ten generations of selection in the case of the plus

race and sixteen generations in the case of the minus race. The

plus race was changed almost immediately by a single cross, but

the change was small (a fact which misled me until the results

of the minus crosses were secured) . The changes with the minus

race were so great that they could not be fully secured by less

than three or possibly four successive crosses (eight generations

of offspring) . The wild race, which we used in our crosses, evi-

dently had a residual heredity much more like that of our plus-

selected than like that of our minus-selected race. When the

hooded gene from either race was introduced by repeated crosses

into this residual heredity, the result w;is to pi-oducc- Iioodod

races of very similar grade, a little lower in -^radr tliiui ilie plus

selected race, but very much higher in ^nulc than ihc inimis

selected race.

It thus becomes clear that the changes wliich had occurred in

the hooded character as a result of selection were detachable

changes and are probably in nature independently inherited

modifying factors. This is a view which Phillips and I gave as

one of two possible interpretations of the results which we pub-

lished in 1914. Morgan, Muller, MacDowell and others have in-

sisted that this was the only reasonable interpretation which

could be given, but I have not been satisfied with this conclusion

in advance of a really crucial experiment, such as I believe has

now been performed. Meanwhile the probability that tlie theory

of multiple modifying factors is corrcH't as a general oxphinntion
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aeters varying .quantitatively or qualitatively. I accept their

interpretations as correct in the light of our present knowledge.

I should feel like apologizing for my own obtuseness in not

reaching a similar conclusion sooner, did I not recall with satis-

faction how much clearer the role of selection now stands re-

vealed than it did when these experiments were begun, and to

the clearing up of the situation I shall at least hope that this rat

work has contributed something, if only by provoking inves-

tigation.

The "Mutation Theory" of DeVries gave us a picture of se-

lection as an agency temporarily etfective in producing racial

changes, but with those changes gradually vanishing as soon

as the selection ceased. Johannsen denied within "pure lines"

even temporary effectiveness of selection, A strictly logical use

of Johannsen 's conclusions would have limited their application

to such organisms as he studied, self-fertilizing ones completely

homozygous for all genetic factors and subject apparently to

no new changes in such factors. But the doctrine was straight-

way extended in the views of most geneticists to selection of

every sort and he was treated as a traitor to Mendelism who saw

any utility in selection or advocated its use as a means of im-

proving the inherited characters of animals or plants.

The situation is wholly different to-day. Through the inves-

tigations of Jennings and his pupils on protozoa, of Stout on

Coleus, and of Shammel on citrous fruits, the fact is clear that

even within clones genetic changes may and do frequently occur

and that systematic selection will serve to isolate these and thus

lead to racial improvement. Those who have tried systematic

selection in the ease of cross fertilizing organisms have in some

cases noted the occurrence of
'

' mutations
'

' with such frequency

as to make progressive change under selection easily obtainable.

Emerson and Hayes, in the ease of certain pericarp color pat-

terns of maize, find "mutations" so common that a wide range

of variability results and selection is able to isolate, from such

material, types "relatively stable," but very diverse in appear-

ance. Modifying factors are not involved in Emerson's expla-

nation of his results, but rather such instability of a single gene

but utlu'i-wisr similiir- di;! ii-rs. l.lit iiKi.lifyii!- f;i<-t(»rs rather than

repeated mutation seeins to lie tiu- t"xi)laiiati()ii rtMiuired in view

of the results of crosses reported in this paper.
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That selection by one means or another is an oflcctivc a.nciicy

in producing racial changes IS not i|urst lulled to da v. as it \vas ten

years ago.^ The only question now ai issur is wlicilicr ilio single

gene is changeable. I am nicliticd to i li mk. wit li M ii i tcvaiu . t liat

while single genes do occasionallv cliaimv ])rodiiciiiu' nuilti])!*- al-

lelomorphs, a much more common orcnnviico is diaiitiv in visible

characters through modifymg taciois. Wliotlin' ilic diroi-tion

of genetic variation is controllable otlicr tliaii bv the iiianii)nla-

tion of modifying genes or the .bsrowcv ol nuilliplc allelo-

morphs remains to be determnied. Ilie cvh l.nc' at present is

largely negative. It is undeniable that lial)ilii\- lo wnetic varia-

tion is much greater in some or^'atiisnis than oihers. innch greater

as regards some kinds of character than as regards others, but

whether we can produce variabilit\ ot a tien.tie character is

quite a different question. AVc (•(M'lainlv at present have to

follow nature's lead rather than to lead nature, as regards the

course of evolutionary change.

W. E. CASTI.E
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EGG-WEIGHT AS A CEITERION OF NUMERICAL
PRODUCTION IN THE DOMESTIC FOWL^

DR. PHILIP HADLEY

WiiEx one surveys the field of literature dedicated to

the subject of eg'g-produetiou in tlie doiiiestic fowl lie may
well be astonished at the vast iniiiiber of way- ami mcnii^

by which a poultryman can detect tlu' best layer- of his

flock. Indeed one exai^.j^erates only sliuhily id >a\- that

tliere is scarcely an incident in tlic lien's daily piouram,

nor an event in her lif(\ that lias not been interpreted by

ability—good or poor. Was tlie hen seen to rise early and

dispatcli a one-hundred-calory portion of ma-li. toucilicr

with nine bugs and three worms, before hei- -i-tm - wei(^

off the roost? Then put her down un(inali[iedly a< an

industrious hen and enthusiastic layer a credit to any

])oultry house. Was tlu^ hen ob^ei'\ cd to woi-k after hour-

gleaning tlie last fragment of grain from tlie litter, or

perchance chasing lightning l)ugs through the twilight

grass, when other union-members of the flock had ceased

work for the day and retired to roost? Then register her

as one that has her master's interests at heart, and one

that should be viirorou-Iy .'n<-oura-ed to reproduce luu-

like. Did the hen lo-,. the yellow -lamonr of hvv -hanks

and heak {<huibtle- the e^inivalmt of -nod eomple\i.>ii in

a hen) Did -he molt in duly .>r Auun-t.' \Va- lu-r comb
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a ruddy red in September! Was her pelvis broad and

flexible in April? Did she start laying in October? Did

she lay thirty or more eggs before the first day of March?

Did she lay 200 eggs in her pullet year, or 500 eggs in

three years? Did she lay small eggs or large eggs? By
all these signs one may (it is alleged) detect the hen that

is (or has been) the good producer. But the curious part

of the matter is that, notwithstanding these many signs

and evidences of producing ability, the hens of the aver-

age poultryman continue to deliver the same number of

eggs per year— estimated at about 120.

Among this variety of criteria, however, it must in

fairness be said that some of the tests are of practical

significance. It can scarcely be doubted that, as a rule,

hens that lay the largest number of eggs during the

"winter period" (Xovember 1 to March 1), as first stated

by Pearl, are the best layers for the entire year. ' On the

other hand, it has been shown by floodale tbat the produc-

tion during the winter period may bo >tr()iii>ly iiilliicnced

by the time of hatching: the early-liatdu'd lu'ii- iii.ikc the

highest winter records— at least tlicy lay the ureater

number of eggs between the beginning (.!' tlic la \ iiii;' i)(M'iod

(sometimes as early as August) and Mnivli 1
.'-

If a hen is entitled to be called a good prodiK-ci- only on

condition that she makes a creditable record for two or

more years successively— then there is point to the recent

contention of other investigators that hens that make a

low first year's record usually "make up" during the

second year, so that a three-year production record ap-

pears to them as representing the fairest measure of pro-

ducing ability. This is of course the equivalent of saying

that the number of eggs that a hen lays is a good criterion

of her egg-producing ability—a circumstance which no

one can deny. But it frequently happens that, for prac-

tical purposes, one desires such a criterion as will indi-
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cate alien's producing ability before sbe bas attained tbat

stage in life wben economic production ceases ; and wben,

even as a breeder, ber furtber producing days are few.

II

To tbe casual reader it will no doubt appear preposter-

ous tbat a biologist sbould attempt to inea-;ure tbe numer-

ical egg-production of a ben l)y n-cifihhip ber eggs, ratber

than by counting tbem. But tbe autlior freely admits

that tbis ridiculous tbing bas actually been done in his

laboi"atories ; and, wbat is more, tbat tbe metbod appears

to woi-k: a flock of bens can be di\'idcd into groups, eacb

cbaractei'ized by a different mean ])roducing ability, as a

result of weighing a certain number of egffs at a certain

time in t1ie layin<>- year, and sub>("(in(Mit ly b\- niakinu' cer-

tain computations lliererrom. The ronlts drtuMid ui)on

tho rclaflfju rrlsfnifi hrtirrrn rr/o-irri^ltt hihI r<i<i-pn,fl nc-

fioH „l >riffi > , ut iH nr,rl. of fh,' hiifluf/ >/< nr. Tbe>e point^-
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curve for the year ending October 31 is of the bimodal

type.3

One of these modes, appearing on the spring of the

year (in April), may be termed the vernal production

maximum. The second mode, falling in September, may
be called the autumnal production maximum. Of these

two maxima for the first laying year the vernal maximum
manifests the higher peak, in keeping with the heavy

April production which is the highest of the year. Be-

tween any two successive maxima lies a fundus whose

minimum is attained either in July or August, or in No-

vember of each year. The late summer depression may
be termed the cestivcd production minimum, and the No-

vember depression, the autumnal production minimum.
In the month of December of the second laying year it

will be noted that the curve rises slightly. This repre-

sents the increased production of the "winter cycle" or,

as it may be called, the hibernal production maximum.
Between this and the vernal production maximum of tlie

second laying year is another depression in the curve,

following llio ])oriod of winter production and indicating

111,- irilu n,nl ,nnd,ni;nn minimum. This is followed in

liini 1»\ llic xci iial iii;i.\iiinim of the second year.

TJic pi'csciicc ot* llicsc two maxima in the curve of pro-

duction I'oi- llir (ii'si l;i\ ing year indicates that at least

twice dni-iiiu' this ynw (closlii-- October 31), once in tlic

spring Mild once in tli*' ;mniriiii, tin; egg production of ;i

hen rises from its lower limits and expresses itself by

laying a larger number of eggs than at any other season.

These periods of increased production represent the

spring and the autumn cycles respectively. There exists

aNo thr wint.T cych' which is usnaily manifested with
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in the year, the whiter production maximum may make
its appearance as the first cycle of production of the first

laying year.

We have considered some of the more ohvious varia-

tions in the curve of numerical production and come now
to the curve of variations in egg-weight. Such variations

may be considered with reference to the clutch, the litter,

the cycle or the year.*

For present convenience, however, we shall consider

the variation by months—purely arbitrary divisions in

the life of the hen, which cut in on, and interrupt

clutches, litters and cycles in such a way as frequently to

obscure many of the problems involved. For our present

purpose, however, division by months offers a rough and
ready division of the year into short periods of time in

which the productions may be compared.

When all the eggs laid by a flock of hens are weighed
and recorded, and the monthly means computed and
plotted on monthly ordinatcs, such a curve of mean
monthly variation in egg-weight is obtained as that

shown by the broken line in Fig. 1. Such a curve shows

that all the eggs that a hen lays arc hy no means of equal

weight. The first eggs laid are ivlalivdy small, but the

weight increases gradually until a iiiaxiinuni weight for

the first year is attained in the imniili of April. This is

termed the vernal iveight ma.r/iinu)/ and ina>- represent

mean increase of five grams over the iiicaii wciuiit of eggs

for the first laying-month of tlu' year. This maximum
forms the first mode of the fixMiucncy curve of variation

in egg weight as sho\\n in The fiu-iii-o.

After April, the curve of variation in eu'u' weight drops

for May, again for June. an<l rracli.- tli.' lowest ])oint in

July, at which time the nwau woiulit oi' tiic .-'irs of the

flock may be scarcely uiva'. r tiiaii !or \\u- tii-T month of

production. Having struck ilii^ point, however, the
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mean egg-weight begins to rise again and reaches a sec-

ond mode or maximum in September, at which peak the

mean egg weight is slightly higher than for the period of

the vernal maximum (April). This September peak may
be called the autumnal weight maximum. The mean dif-

ference between the vernal maximum and the autumnal

maximum is usually about one or two grams. Having

attained this peak of weight, the curve drops again

through October to strike its fundus in November (the

first month of the second laying-year).^ From this point

it rises in December to the first weight maximum
{hibernal weight maximum) of the second laying year,

and then drops again in January to form the hibernal

weight minimum immediately preceding the vernal max-

imum of the second year.

It will now be clear to the reader that there exists a

noteworthy circumstance with reference to these curves

of numerical production and of egg-weight : they parallel

one another to a remarkable degree. The vernal maxima
of production and of weight fall together in April; and

the autumnal maxima of production and of weight fall

together in September. The only d.^parture from coin-

cidence lies in the circumstance that the summer produc-

tion minimum arrives in An,i;ust, wliih' the summer
weight minimum is found in July. It should be said,

however, that the plotting of the curves on ten or five-day

ordinates might show a closer correspondence of these

minima in point of time. The difference observed is

scarcely significant. The definite agreements in the

trends of the respective curves are taken to indicate that,

on the average, increased production is accompanied by

ineroasod mean wei.ii'lit of the eggs produced; and that,

r;-rr i-rrsa. a decivase in ])r()(hu'tion is, on the average,

aceonqianied hv (h'civas.Ml mean wei-lii in the eggs pro-

duced. \Vhatever, therefore, umv he the ])iological sig-

nificance of the two pro.hiction maxima for the hen's first

Bit has become common to consi,l, r tlx' laying year of a hen as extending

from November 1 of the jaillet year t.> ami iiichuling October 31 of the year

following.
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laying year, the weight maxima would appear to possess

a similar significance. Since the two are so closely cor-

related it would seem possible to measure a hen's innate

egg-producing ability by the one phenomenon as well as

by the other. This constitutes the hypothesis which we

will now attempt to verify.

Ill

If we take a cross-section of the April production as

nearly as possible to the absolute mode** of the weight

curve, we learn that, although the egg-weight of most of

the individuals of the flock has increased at this time,

there are a few in which it has not increased significantly

;

and a still smaller number in which there has occurred a

loss in egg-weight. The same is true for a cross-section

of production taken at or near the absolute mode of the

autumnal weight maximum. The following question

tliorofore arises: Dors there exist ain/ shinifiemit corre-

(iH/ujinH,! >r, n'i],l mu.,n,niyi^ ) <nut Ihr >nn,il>, r nf mns ,no-

durr,] for Ihr nitirr llrsi hniiiin nmr {Xn,-r„>]>rr 1 lo

first (Irliiic moiv rx;u-tly tlir n;itur.' of the s.H-..ri.l vnri-

al)le, iiamrly. the - Icii.lciicy lo niaiiitVst incfoased egg-

weight" as ivfci'ivd 1(. al)()vo. There must be a fixed

point from which (uic t-aii calculate, for each individual

hen, the amount or the extent of increase in egg-weight

manifested at the weight maxima. Foi- certain reasons
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it was decided to compute all increase or decrease in egg-

weight, for each individual, from the mean weight of the

first ten eggs laid at the beginning of the first laying year

of that particular bird. And, in order to translate the

differences into comparable terms, the increase or de-

crease was calculated as a percentage increase or as a

percentage decrease above or below the mean weight of

those first ten eggs. Consequently, the percentage of in-

crease or decrease in mean weight for all April eggs,

over or under the mean weight of the first ten eggs laid,

was ascertained in the case of each bird in the flock ; and

the same data were derived for the September produc-

tion. It is upon the analysis of these raw data"^ that the

appended computations rest. In the succeeding para-

graphs it is therefore the aim of the writer to demon-

strate the following point : that the higher percentages of

increase in mean egg-weight, reckoned at the periods of

the weight maxima, are so closely correlated with higher

production for the first laying year, that, by the method
to be presented, a flock of hens may be divided into

groups characterized respectively by higher, medium and

lower producing ability ; and that this method is effective,

whether the computations are based upon the vernal or

the autumnal weight maxima.

IV

We may first concern ourselves with computations

based upon the mean weight of the April eggs, including

the eggs of the entire month; and it is scarcely necessary

to resort to formal correlation tables to demonstrate the

point involved. The simpler methods may be employed:

(1) Dividinu- tlie bird^ on tlio basis of annual production

above or l)i'l()w llio flock -in(\'in and then computing the

percentage of iirt incivn^*' or decrease in mean egg-

weight; (2) dividinu ^'r.K into l;imii|k Imsed upon
percentages of ik i Mu .-ni (\<rg-

scope. They will ^ i.iii
, invosti^ration

which is still in progress.
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weight and then ascertaining the mean annual produc-

tion for each percentage-group. To make the matter

more clear both methods will now be applied— first to a

differentiation of the flock on the basis of production

groups.

For the purposes of the present inquiry the flock^ may
be divided into two groups on the basis of the mean

annual production which was 120 eggs. One group was

made up of individuals whose production w^as above the

mean, and the other group included birds whose produc-

tion was below. The mean production of the plus group

was found to be 143 eggs, while the mean production of

the minus group was 99. After these production-groups

= If:
> 10 per cent.

I
J1-

had been established tlu' nu nii ii.'t iiiciva-.- ur dccn'ase

increase fo^r the plus group was 5.4 per cent., and for the
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birds of the original flock were divided into groups ac-

cording to the percentage of net increase (or decrease)

in the mean weight of eggs laid during the period of the

vernal maximum (April). The percentage-groups were

based on the scale indicated in the accompanying table.

From the data presented in Table I it is apparent that,

on the average, the birds that showed the higher per-

centages of increase in the weight of the April eggs were

also characterized by the higher productions. Those

characterized by a weight-increase of 10 per cent, or

more showed a mean production of 147 eggs, while those

characterized by a weight-increase of more than 3 per

cent, only, showed a mean production of only 122 eggs.

The mean production of the group characterized by a

decrease in egg-weight was the lowest of all— 111 eggs,

this being below the mean production of the entire flock.

If the birds are divided into two groups only, one

having an increase of 6 per cent, or more, the other show-

ing an increase of less than 6 per cent, or an actual

decrease in egg-weight, it is found that the high-per-

centage group gives a mean production of 137 eggs, while

the low-percentage group gives a production of only 112.

In this instance the portion of the flock falling in the

high-percentage class was approximately 24 per cent.;

and this small group gave an average production that

was 23 per cent, in excess of the production of the low-

percentage group. The fact is thus brought out that,

although a certain small proportion of high-producing

individuals that are also characterized as manifesting

only a slight percentage of increase in egg-weight at the

period of the vernal weight maximum, will usually be

found, the higher producers are, on the average, char-

acterized by the larger percentages of increase (6 per

cent, or above) ; and the selection of hens on this basis

results in the separation of those individuals possessing

the highest producing value.
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V
In view of this correlation between numerical produc-

tion and percentage ot increase m egg-weiglit when meas-

ured at the period of the vernal maximum, it appeared

desirable to ascertain whether a similar correlation ex-

isted between production and increase m egg-weight

manifested at the autumnal (September) maximum. The

same two dcmoiist i-.it loiml methods used m the previous

instance i.iav 1,.. a])i.lie<l.

The dala on piiHlnctioii were first re-distributed m
such a manner as to ui 'uip the ])(M-centages ot increase or

of decrease m egu-wciulii under two headings: (1) hens

having an individual annual pi-oduetion greater than the

mean (120 eggs), and (i!) liens having an individual

annual proportion ot less than the mean production of

the entire flock. In this wav it was brought out that the

plus group. With a mean production of 151 eggs, showed

a mean net increase m egg-weight for September of 5.8

per cent., wliih^ the ininns irroup with a mean production

of 105 egus sh()\V(Ml n mean net increase of onlv one per

cent.
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From the data presented in Table II it appears that, on

the average, the birds that manifested the higher per-

centages of increase in the weight of the September eggs

were characterized by higher annual production. Those

showing a weight-increase of 10 per cent, or more gave a

mean annual production of 143 eggs, while those birds

characterized by a decrease in mean egg-weight showed

an annual production of only 108 eggs. When the flock

was divided into two groups according as the egg-weight

had increased by more than 6 per cent, or less, the high-

percentage group gave a production of 141 eggs as op-

posed to 111 eggs laid by the low-percentage group. Thus,

dividing the flock on the basis of a 6 per cent, increase in

the mean weight of all the September eggs, gave a group

of 12 hens (out of 33) which showed a mean production

17.5 per cent, higher than the flock average (120), about

27 per cent, higher than the mean production of the low-

percentage group, and 30 per cent, higher than the mean

production of the small group of eight hens which mani-

fested a decrease in mean egg-weight at the period con-

sidered.

It will hardly be necessary to call the attention of the

reader to the circumstance that this method of demon-

strating the correlation involved in the frequency distri-

bution of these two variables (increase in egg-weight and

numerical production) is, by its very nature, such as to

constitute a practical application of the means involved.

The correlations between weight-increase and produc-

tion, considered in the foregoing paragraphs, were so

obvious that the question arose as to whether satisfactory

correlations could not be demonstrated between these two

variables under conditions in which a smaller amount of

statistical data was employed. For instance, if the

method should prove of value to poultrymen in affording

a means for the detection of the higher producers of the

flock, it would be desirable to reduce the machinery of

computation to the lowest point consistent with valid

results. ' It thus appeared pertinent to inquire whether
computations basQd upon the weight of only ten eggs, laid

as closely as possible to the periods of the absolute vernal
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and autumnal maxima, respectively, would afford a satis-

factory basis for establishing: the weight-production cor-

relations.

To this end, therefore, the mean weight of ten eggs laid

by each member of the flock between the eleventh and

twenty-fifth days of ApriP^ was computed, and the differ-

ence between the mean weight of these ten eggs and the

mean weight of the first ten eggs laid by that hen at the

beginning of her laying performance calculated as a per-

centage-increase or as a percentage-decrease. It should

be added that the production during April was conducted

at so rapid a rate that, in tlie case of 28 individuals out of

37, it was possible to ol^taiii tlio ivcoivl of ton coox within

the dates mentioned. In the roniaiiidn- of individuals it

was necessary to transcend tlieso limits slightly. In no

instance, however, was it necessary to take eggs from a

date earlier than April 8, nor later than April 29. The
data thus acquired were redistributed according to the

percentage groups, and the results summarized in Table

III.

TABLE III

smaller percentage of iiu-rcaM' in .-L:--\\-('iulit. ^uc-
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ceeding group, characterized on a smaller percentage-

increase, gave a correspondingly smaller annual produc-

tion, until, when we reach ''<0 per cent.," the group

manifesting a decroasG in mean egg-weight, we find a

mean annual production of only KM) eggs. When the

flock is divided according as tlio mean Y)ercentage of in-

crease is more than G, or less than G, we find that in the

high-percentage group there are 13 hens with a mean
annual production of 138 eggs, while in tlie low-percent-

age group there are 24 hens with a mean production of

114 eggs. In other words, upon the division point of G

per cent, increase, one may separate about one third of

the flock whose annual production is 15 per cent, higher

than the flock average and 21 i)er cent, higher than the

mean production of the remainder of the ])irds.

If the reader will now make a comparison of the results

reported in Tables I and III, it will be seen that the corre-

lation demonstrated through the eni])loyinent of the "ten-

egg method" is as clearly establi-hod, and a^ valuable

from the }>ractical point of view, as tlie correlation demon-
strated through the u>e of a full month's production.

VII

In view, therefore, of these results obtained from the

weighing of ten eggs at the period of the vernal weight

maximum, it seemed desirable to ascertain whether the

same "ten-egg method" at the period of the autumnal

weight maximum w-ould also serve to distinguish a group
of hens characterized by the possession of higher pro-

ducin<>' ability. Accordingly the production data for

Septeinbei- were analyzed from this {)oint of view.

In e\|i!<-.ti;iti<.ii nf the September results, however, sev-

eral puitit> -hould 1)0 noted. In the first place, although
Septciiilx'r in-.Mhu'tion represents a definite mode in the

annual prochK lioii curve when plotted on monthly ordi-

natev, in the ca<e of the flock studied tho month ])ro-

duction falls considerably short of the April pro.liK-t ir)n.

In April all members of the flock, without (\<-('pnon,

were laying. In September there were four hcii^ that did
not lay at all ; and three hens laid only three eggs or less.
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In the redistribution of the data for the present purpose

the records of no hens are included that did not lay at

least five eggs in September. Two hens laid nine eggs

five eggs. So that, in reality, the results of this ease are

based upon the mean weight of somewhat less than ten

eggs from each hen.

In the second place it should be noted that the Septem-

ber production was scattered when compared with the

April production; and although an attempt was made to

secure eggs laid during the latter half of the month, it

frequently happened that it was necessary to include eggs

laid in the earlier part. The results of this redistribution

of data and the attendant computations are presented in

Table V.

TABLE ]V

Showixg the :Mkan AxNi AL Production for the First Laying Year of

(Groups of IxDivinuAi.s Selectkd for A^vriing Percentages of Tv-

From the data presented in Table IV it appears, as in

the former case, that higher production is correlated with

the higher percentages of increase in egg-weiglit. The
mavinnnn -nnip-i-rodnction (147) .uvurred in tho^' lien,

nlin... nuMM in.Mv.MM- in uciulit wa^ mIh-vc P: prr rent.

On the other hand, schrtiiiu- A. /'//f <> pn- rru\. u. > l.n.U
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showing a decrease in egg-weight) gave five hens with a

mean production of only 108. When we add to these the

hens that laid three eggs or less in September, we obtain

a group whose mean production was only 96 ; and when
we consider the hens that (1) gave a September produc-

tion of 3 eggs or less, and (2) gave a decrease in. egg

weight, we obtain a combined group of 12 whose mean
annual production was only 101 eggs for the first laying

year.

A comparison of Tables I, II, III and IV thus shows

that the last case presents the clearest evidence yet ob-

tained for the positive correlation existing between per-

centage of increase in egg-weight and total annual pro-

duction. The results are more definite than those ob-

tained for the "ten-egg test" at the vernal weight maxi-

mum, or for the "month test" at either the vernal or the

autumnal weight maxima. In other words a test based

upon a smaller number of eggs, laid nearer to the absolute

mode, gives a clearer indication of innate producina: abil-

itv than does a test based upon a larger number of eggs

laid m a "scatter grouping" about the approximate mode.

This conclusion is m linrnionv witli the views cxprossed

b\ CraMn^- and b^ "\\ iNdii' to th. ( Ih < t llm ilu Ix M unit

ot time for measui-iiii;' ;i cow s iiiillc-iirodiiciim- ;il)ilit\- is

notthe^eal tost, iioi th, llii>\ .1 x t. ^1 iioi tlie

seven-dav test, but the one .Inv coiidiictcd when the

production readies il- imiiii. A i
ij tniciit Iv the meas-

urement of egg-pro(lu('ti()ti HI ilic (loiiic.-t ic I owl, consid-

ered as a quantitatix ( p(tloiiniiu( u-t- upon a similar

basis.

VIII
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correlation between egg-prodnction and egg-weiglit. Most

poultrvmen believe that, if a hen produces smaller eggs,

she consequently produces more eggs; and, conversely,

that if a hen produces larger eggs, she produces fewer

eggs. This matter has not l)eeii considered m tlie pi-cscut

paper; it will be dealt with at ;i hilci- ntiic. I he iiomt

may again be stated, that the .-miiificnii! cdnvlMi ion exi-ts

between numerical production mimI lln- nhilif,/ on /In imrt

of the hen fo nnnnh <in ni< i > n^i m > <i,i n < nil, I w \\ o-e

seasons of tiic iml-; w lim hotli ju-odnd loii nnd eu'u-

weight atiam llicir rcsiicctiNC niaxima. A iimiici- per-

centage of increase and absohitc nicMn cu-u- wciulil tor tlie

entire year has not yet been att('iiiptt'(l. Mnnv ]»()ints like

this remain to be worked out and the autlior din's not wish

to present his results dogmaticalK . hxw onlv witli tlielioiie

that the problem will be attacked 1»\ otluT i ii\-e-tiu'ators.

It IS not improbable that the i'e>ults Ix- lonnd hi vary

with the breed of fowl, the dah < I
li il> 1 im, ili. non^ n<r,

the feedino- and with other factoi >.

With th. M i-oiPl. o]unl\ m iiiiiid md o>iK um, the

IHUl.nM' nt <tmnilating hirliiei- inv(-1mati(.n an<l .h^<-us-

Mcii tin aiUhoi pi(^(nt^th( folh.uinu hi i. t Mnnnia-x a^

e\pie-ino a budoui.al l.ut whuh if 1 iK i ].n.x.d lo U oi

general apphcation. max- l;il<«> it- pl;ire a- a i iiiid;iniciital

law of production lll the doiiU'-tle tow i :

Ih, lUUat< inOPIo'! ' 'f'l I > 'I' " ^ innnf, l,rl,

nnf ouhi In, Ih' >n>wi>>r nf
, o<is h,nl n-i/ln, „ n>nr. or

II ///// / ^uun >,h I , , I l> > ,
i <! nt Inin hill al hi,

Ihe r/rorrr of i,on,i.r or ,h.„„.r m Ihr lurnu irrjaht of

iinul III Ihosr pmoil, nt lininu, {Ihr n nnil mnl nnlumna]

marlmu) rini nnlrri^rfl Im i!,r )yiirrl:><ll „ imnu^.il ,no-

duction- of Ihr jlorh: anl on /Ins hnsis, ^/nnips ui In n.^

cluiractenzed In, hn/ln r proiliK nn, nhihf /, nm I,,- >!
i
;/ , r, )}-

Uatedas avciiralrhi a-^. nud mnyr rasdi, II, In, <nn, nthrr

known means.
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I. Introduction

Thk large water-strider, aerris rcuiigis Say (Fis:. 1),

is one of our most intorosting and familiar acinatic hugs.

Diiriiio- the years VM') iDclusive, \ made a somewliat

iiUcnHve Mudy cf tlu' ivHinii-r. (,r tl:i^ -^pr.-ir^ to the

pli\>ical coiiditioii^ ..f it^ ..nx^ionmrnt. in tlic viritiitx n[

rrbaiia, IJliiiois. Tlii> MiuIn lia^ lir. ii .-niit imird. inter-

mittently, u]) to the ]jreseiit time. Tiif piociit puMica-

tion forms only a part of tlif entire iiixcvt i^at ions.

Part of this paper treats of ol»si'i'\at ions m.-idr n>ar

Ilrhana, Illinois, and ])ai-t treats of oUservat ions made
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11. Physical Coxditioxs oi- axd Behavior in Beook
Habitat Durixg Si:\ i;i;i: DnoriiiiT at White Heath

7. Desfripfion of rhysicdl Conditions.—Frequently

f'(M-taiii pliysical conditions were found to exist in broolv

linbilats in tlic early stages of droughts that had a direct

hearing- n))on the very existence of the water-striders,

Gerris remigis, but which will he niontioned here only

very briefly. I wish to refer iiartieniai-l\- to a brook,

flowing partly through a forested n -ion, near White

Heath. This brook is situated about eighteen miles

southwest of Urbana, and the physical conditions to be

considered are such as existed during a drought, in the

summer of 1911. During the earlier periods of this

drought, I often found, in the drying brook bed, small

pools of water not entirely isolated from each other. (In

Figs. 2 and 3 are shown drought stages in the bed of the

l>rook near White Heath that are very similar to those

under consideration. The only difference here, of im-

portance, is that the pools are in somewhat earlier drought

stages than are those to which I have referred.) Such

pools wei-e connected by means of riffles not more than

6-12 inches wide ( Fi-s'2, :;). When food hecame scarce

in pools of this eliai-aeter. oi' when a -euin. often (hie to

bacterial growtli ( l-'ig. :'A. foimed on theii- surface^, I have

observed that the watei-->t ri(h r- ina(h' their wa\ from

one pool to another, hy mean- of the^' -mall rlllles of

water, until such connecting llnlo (li-apt'<''>i't'<^ '""I'l the

majority of the pools ])ecanie di-y. Kventnally the gerrids

were concentrated on the surface^ of the few i-olated

pools that remained. Sometimes, the liai-terial growth,

which was of a gray color, eaux'd the death of hundred^

of water-striders.

Such pools as liave he.m mentioned ju'r-i-led hmger

in that part of the brook'.- eonr^e tliat extended through

the wooded region. In -neli a leglon the pool- were

larger, with a greatei- volun f water, than l"i'e.|uently

was the case in more expo.-ed ^itnation-. The-e condi-

tions were due primarily to the protection afforded to the
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water by the surrounding trees. There, undoubtedly, is

less evaporation in a region of this character than is true

in those parts of the brook which are situated in regions

lacking both trees and shade and are thus exposed to a

high temperature and to the full effects of the summer

sun. Very similar facts were observed near Charleston,

Illinois, by Adams (1915, pp. 65, 66) in connection with a

small stream ifi a forested area. He makes the following

statement

:

In this connection 1 wi-li to ^tatc tliat the \\at('i--trider-

were found in far gi'catei' numbers, in the late s])ring,

summer, and early fall, on those portions of the stream

that flowed tlirougli the forested area. After several

years of observation, T have come to the conchision that
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Attention lias been directed to some of tlie plij'sical con-

ditions that existed in a brook water-strider habitat in

the early stages of a drought. Certain features of such

a habitat in the later drought stages, will now be con-

sidered. So far as I am aware, there are no records in

the literature on aquatic Hemiptera, that describe the

responses of these gerrids, Gerris remigis, after the water

in their habitat actually disappears. The statements

given here are very condensed records taken, chiefly,

from my extensive field notes of the summer of 1911.

Late in the summer a trip was made to White Heath for

the purpose of examining a number of isolated pools, on

the surface of which water-striders were trapped, in the

bed of the brook near that place. Particular attention

was directed to one pool in which the water had evapo-

rated rapidly during the previous week. It was exam-

ined about 8:00 a.m. and at that time the dimensions of

the pool were approximately 12 X 5 X i inches. It was

evident that the pool would be completely dry before

night. Evaporation was taking place rapidly, as the

atmosphere had been very dry for several days. The
heat had been intense for a number of weeks, a toni]tora-

ture of 90°-100° F. not being uncommon.
2. Behavior in a Drying PooL—There were twentv gor-

rids trapped on the surface of the pool, already mentioned.

The insects did not move about very much on the water-

film. They were very quiet, frequently remaining,

practically, motionless for several consecutive minutes.

There was no behavior on the part of the hemipterons
that indicated any attempt to escape from the unfavor-
able surroundings. The members of this species being
hn-firlii apterous forms and tlnnr optimum habitat being
])enn;inen! brooks and sti-eains (»t' moderate size, with a
cni-iTiit o!' medium xelocii v, it w;is, p<'rhaps, not strange
th.Ml thev ..\in.MMl no iv.pon.o. il,;,t showed definitely
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there was little to indicate its location except a small

area of rapidly drying mud.
3. Hibernation mid Estivation.—A number of writers

-among others Uhler (1888, pp. 268, 275), MeCook (1907,

p. 265), and Kellogg (1908, p. 198)- on walor-striders

have stated that during hihernntloii these ucn-ids hur-

row^ed into the mud, under the hanks of streams, at the

bottom of water under stones and roots of trees, and at the

bottom of the pool under roots or stones; and as some
investigators. Tower (1906, p. 245), for example, con-

sider hibernation and fPstivation to be "fundamentally

one and the same process." I was intorestod to observe

whether the gerrids would l)nn-o\v into tlie imid. or into

some moist, sheltered s])()i niidei' the banks of tlie brook,

and remain there in a ([nioscent condition, a state of

aestivation, until the rains came. However, there were no

definite responses of such a character. I doubt whether

water-striders do restivate in the true sense of that term
during periods of drought, althongli more evidence is

necessary before a definite statement can l)e niadi^

As will be noticed latei-. tlu^ uei ri«l< (h) ic-pdnd to con-

tact stimuli. Generally sneh a -tiinnlii- re-iilicd in in-

hibiting locomotor activity and the insect- remained

motionless with their bodie> eln-ely a]»|ilied i«. -imie H)hM

object in the bed of the hr.u.k. 'IMii- miulit pi nxc t(. he a

piece of drv nmd. a stiek of driftwei.h a -tone, or a chim])

of deadleaV.'s. Asa resuh ore<.ntaet st inudi, sometimes

they w<.idd eraxvl under sueh ohjret- as have h,-en enu-

merated and nMP.ain there for a eon.-iderahlo leu-tli of

time. 1 have re.M.rd.Ml oh.civat i-.n- wliieh prove that tli.n-

Stayed in -ueh Htuation- from a feu- -eeend- to thirtv

minutes. The uvrrid- mi-Id remain in ])lae,-s of tliis

few o,-,.aHen^. that thev wre Mill tln^re when 1 di-.-on-

tinued niv oli^'rvat ion- t'ni- the .h'lv. Ih.wevm-. I wa- tmt

a})le to iin<l them in the -ame situation \W next day. even

after nio-t earefully markinu' tlie phace. On M'veral other

occasion-. I have made .innlar oh-m-vat ion>. hut never
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was I able to discover the water-striders the followmg

day.

It is possible that there was a trifle of moisture in such

situations, and that it was this, acting as a stimulus, which

kept the gerrids there. But during these periods of

drought—accompanied, as they are, in the prairie regions

of Illinois with excessive temperature and glaring sun-

light—I have failed, positively, to find moisture in sucli

places, except under large objects, which were not present

in the bed of the brook. Frequently, however, I have

noticed that under these objects, in the brook bed, the tem-

perature was slightly lower and of course there also was

the shade. It is probable, also, that evaporation is re-

duced in such protected places. That certain arthropods

are sensitive to the ('va])oi'ating ]iower of air is known

from the work of SlK'ir.ud (I'.M.'l i)p. 85-102), who has

demonstrated that llic >dlnwma igined millipede, Fon-

taria corrugate Wood, and the ground beetles, Ptero-

stichus adoxiis and Pterostichus pennsylvanicus, respond

negatively to the increased evaporating power of air.

Therefore, lower tem])erature, shaded surroundings and

reduced ovai)orati(m may ho the three factors that ac-

counted foi- flic \va1iT-<tri(lcrs iTniai iiiiig in -ituatidiis of

the charact.'i' that have Immmi uumiI i.nicd. Of (m.uix' if it

was proved that thcv stavrd llinv dav after day, this

wculd iiidicalc the |M.»ihilitv of their tiding over a short

dn.uuht in such protected phices. 1 have noticed on a

feu- occasions, at h-ast, that th.' gen-ids have died, if

high temperature, during a drought. I also have ob-

served, when the water in in>- lahoi-atory a(|uaria was

allowed to evaporate gradually, tintil it entirely dis-

a]>i>eared. that, sometimes in a i\"\v houi-< and at other

tinie-^ in a few dax>, the ucrrid- died. Tld. occurred, not

strider^ reniai.nnu-.inietly in one
,

,1;
'ce 'for a' long period

of tinu'. r.ut it niu^t 1m- n.-alh-.] that the l.-mperature is
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low at siieli times, and tliat llu^v ri'<'(|U('?itlv sook dry situa-

tions. Tlie subjoci ..f lill)cniati(Mi will lie discussed at

2:reater lensrth in aiioiiM'i- papci-. 1 iiia\ sav. however,

that tho^e uator id. do imt hd. i„.nr ,,, .nix of tho

situations iin^nl kukmI the \vnt<T> (|U(iicd, fxccid under

thebank«^..f MM.ini^ ,u,d 1 1,, ii ax\ a ^ M .-in lli.' u ,ih i Tlio

positive thiu-tnotactic n^-iK.iix- ol tlicsc uciTid- liax .' Ix'on

observed fre(|uontlv (hiniiii- pcrioiU ol iiibci-iiai inn. At

such times they foruuMl taiiul('(l ma>M'>. winch wt-r.' due to

the water-striders crowd iim- clo-cK- load licr. 'I lic-c tacts

were recorded in itiv field mncs ;i> carlv as liic winter of

1912-191:5. It 1^ iht.n^iiim !n ,<eall that K-en])org

(1915;p)). .'.'.I?. 4()i») lia> <)l>MT\e<| >iiiiilar i'esi)onses in the

case of Gen- IS m lm Stnl.

4. Initial i; V'""- ^ J),u ni /hnnL- Witli rofer-

Wliite Hcatli. it apiK'ared a- if tlie uvrrid^ uii-lit die ri-ht

where they were, tor im iii<.\ eiiieiiN occun-ed t<»r apuroxi-

mately ten minute^ alter iiie water iiad di-appeai'ed.

Soon they began to inex-e awa\. I eaii iidt >l;ite abso-

lutely what was the stiiiiiilu.-^ that caa.M'd the initial loco-

a])pearaii<-e o\' all iii..i>tiire. as this wa- the ciilv evident

cli.niLi.' Ml the . M. mal M.nditinn^ SmuU and ,n ^-iiall

-nnip^ thev pimped .Mid u.i k< d in an iiim.iinK t.i^hion

fnaii the mP nt the PoinM pnn| \\h,h. ,, ,h.„t

tliat the wat.a-t riders were le-.^ a<-eu>tMnH.d to h-eoino-

tion ..n the land tlnm thev were p. h.<-nniotinn cm the

%\<U(M. xet theN n„lde f.lllU uoe.l pM.m,... .d-.n^ il h^d

of tlK' stream.

tlic surfaee of .a p..nl in a Mreani. .m frnm .,„ ;Hpiariiiin,

where the\ had he, n ot m . .iptn itv. .ui.l pi. u-ed on the

ground or on x.me ether -did Hii fa.-e that thcv at once
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became active. This was true even if the gerrids previ-

ously had ])eeii inactive. They would start to jump and

walk in a very ao^ile, if ungainly, fashion, and made rapid

progress, especially if they were on a smooth and level

surface. It seemed tliat the transference from the water-

film to a solid surface— for all other conditions were as

before—was a sutlicient stimulus to cause iiiternal changes

in the insects, that set free energy in the form of loco-

motor activity. To induce this result there was but one

change in the conditions. In this connection I wish to

direct attention to a statement by Jennings (1906, p. 285)

:

Often, of coursi'. stimulation docs rouso an or<ranism to increased

At this point, it may not be out of place to refer to cer-

tain observations which, possibly, may have a bearing on

the locomotor responses of the gerrids, after the drying

up of the pool of water. Abbott (1918, p. 234), in con-

nection with some responses of land isojKxls. Oi/iscus

aselhis Linn., Porcellio rathkei BrandK .iiid l'(>n<llio

scaher Latreille, to humidity and evapoiMt Ion innkcs the

following statement

:

to a dry atmosphere, including the first ^effect in desiccation exjieri-

5. Behavior lu Dni Bed of B) ook. - \hou\ ten yards

farther downstream there was another iniich laraer i)ool.

Its dimensions were ;ii >iii'o\iiii;itc!>- y(l<. 2 yd^. T) in.

I was interested to ()l.>ci'\c how iii;ui\. IimIimmI if of

the gerrids would re;i<-li it. tliii- ll.ic o\('i' the }MM-iod

of droiiu'lit. Of tile tw.Mily w;i t .T^t lid.M-. pi'<-oiit. oiu'ht
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channel of the brook. They first tried one path and then

another. These trials resulted in bringing some of the

gerrids to the . pool, but with reference to other water-

striders the trials were not so successful. I found that it

was a rather strenuous task to watch all the gerrids,

although some of them freciuoutly would come to rest.

Without giving too many details, it may be stated that all

of the eight individuals, already mentioned, made their

way in a blundering fashion to the large pool of water.

The first one reached the pool in 5 minutes and 30 seconds,

and at once moved on to the surface-film. The time re-

quired by the others to I'cncli the water varied to a con-

siderable extent, the aNci'aiic 1mm iii-' 14 mi mites and 30

seconds. The last in(li\l(lual, of the uroiip ol* eight, to

reach the pool was lil'leeii miinitrs in luakiiiu- llic journey.

Three gerrids out of the eight iraNcrxMl ihr (ristaiici' to

the pool wdth only a limited iniiiilx'i- ot st(»p> .-iiid na-

tions from the straight path. 1 1(»\vc\cr. this i> noi to

say that the journey was free I'l-diii ci-ralic iiiox cmciits,

on the part of these iii>eri^. Tor ^ncii wa^ not the raM'.

The stops usually oct-iin-ed wh.'n Ihe uvi-i-ids (•;inie in

contact with >ouw (.h-; :!<•!, in their n.-Mh,. h i;ot at

all uncommon, uhen th.- in^.vt^ nmxrd .-iNvay tVnm th.-ir

stopping ])la('e, I'or the dii-eetion ol hx-ouK ition to he
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in one direction and then in another. Sometimes they

stopped with their bodies in contact with some obstacle

in their path. Frequently the direction was changed when

they renewed the journey. The gerrids did not turn down-

stream for any considerable distance during any of their

movements. After having observed them at intervals for

two hours, I decided that they were unlikely to reach the

water unless they eventually should wander to a pool

somewhere upstream. The gerrids had moved away from

the site of the former pool to such a distance that the

water-strider farthest upstream was twenty yards dis-

tant from the starting point. One individual crawled

under a piece of driftwood and had been in that situa-

tion for tw^enty-five minutes, when the observations were

discontinued. Another water-strider crawled among
some dead leaves and was there for twenty minutes

previous to the time when I left that place for observa-

tions elsewhere.

Of the eight gerrids that have not yet been mentioned,

three of them stumbled toward the left bank and five of

them wandered toward the right bank of the brook. There

were various obstacles in their paths, such as small rocks,

pieces of dry mud, dead leaves and driftwood. The water-

striders frequently came to rest in close contact with these

objects— response to contact being a prominent feature in

the behavior of these gerrids—and at length two of those,

that had moved toward the left bank of the stream,

jumped into a large ci-ack formed in the baked mud of the

bed of the brook. I obsorviMl those individuals from time

to time—for at least tlncf hoiir^ until I left for Urbana,

at about 8:00 p.m., and they ucic >till in the same situa-

tion. I should state licrc that 1 searched for these two

gerrids the next day and was unable to find them ; nor was
I able to discover the other four water-striders— to which

I already have referred— that had moved uf)stream. The
responses of one of the three gei'i ids, that in the first in-

stance had moved toward the h'i't hank of the hrook, have
not yet been described comj)h'leIy. After reaching the
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bank, it began to jump downstream. This continued for a

distance of two yards, when it turned, facing- the right

bank of tlie stream, and jumped in that direction for one

yard until it reached the middle of the brook channel,

'^riio gorrid again turned to the left, this position directing

its head downstream, in which general direction it con-

tinued to travel, until after a number of stoi)s, it even-

tually rcnclicd tlic large pool. Tu iiassing ovci- its entire

route, this ^

It ]in> hccii stated that live gcrri.l> \v;iiidriv,l toward

the right l)aiik of the brook, on tii'st leaving tlie >ite of the

former ]iool. Three of these turned toward the middle of

the stream channel and jumped upstream for two yards,

turning to the left, they moved toward the bank of the

brook. On reaching it, first one and then the others

jumped downstream. After a number of pauses and
deviations to the right and left, two of them again turned

w^tli their heads directed ui>stream and continued to jump
and walk in that general direction. After several ei-ratic

movements and two sto|». the third ucri-id turned up-

stream. The insect jumped in this diivction for thice

Wlirn the inserts were llotie.'d last, they had ti'aveh.l

eiglil.M.n yanU upstream awa> from th.- ^ito of th.' fMian..i

pool, from which th.'N oi-iuinally cam.'. ( )ne ..f theni had

crawh.l mu\rv a i-i.-cr of ,lriflwo..d and iiad l.r.n th.'r.'

for thirty minutes wh.-n 1 di>conlinned my ohscrvations.

These gorrids were sought carefullx- the following day,

but 1 was unable to tind them.
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The wanderings of two water-striders, out of the group

of five, have not yet been traced. Attention already has

been directed to the fact that, when they first left the site

of the former pool, they wandered toward the right bank

of the brook. After reaching this point, they turned

downstream. I lost sight of one of them, while observing

some of the other gerrids, and I was not able to find it

again. The other water-strider proceeded downstream,

but frequently deviated from a straight path, and often

paused with its body in contact with various obstacles.

After wandering downstream for three yards, it made a

complete turn and its head thus pointed up=.tream. Thi>

occurred as the insect was making a jump, it appearing to

lose control of the orientation of its body. The water-

strider moved upstream for two feet and tlien turned to

the left, walking in that direction for four feot. The

geri'id made a wide turn to the left, so that its liead wa^

directed downstream. After much erratic wandering, it

eventually blundered upon the large pool of water, having

consumed forty minutes in completing the journey. It

was a task of coTisiderable ditficulty to keep all the gerrids

uiidc!' ol)S('i'\Mtioii, because, being almost the color of the

backui-ouiid. tlicy were very inconsyiicuous.

I records of a niirn[)er of other instances, treating'

of iii\ ol)-('rv;!tion=^ on tlie re^])on^e< of \vater-^triders

after the di'ving up of several othei- stream ])oo]s, at

different times and during different >easons. Some of

tliese pools were at distances of less than ten yards, while

others were eleven, twelve, and fourteen yards distant

from the original pool on which the water-striders lived.

It is true that, on the particular occasion to which atten-

tion has been directed and which has been described in

some detail, half of the liwrlds entrapped on the surface

of the pool escaped when ii l)iM-;ime dry— to another and

larger body of water niaki n-'
t heir way overland. But

in all the other in-l.iiirc. th;it wen- recorded in my field

notes of similar i)he]ioinon;i. ;i vrw tnneh <nialh'r ])ercent-

age of the entrapped -crrid- -uce.-M'ul in ranching
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other bodies of water, after their o^\^l pool became dry. I

will give a few examples : In one instance, only two of the

trapped water-st riders out of eight reached the surface of

another pool, situated about eleven yards upstream. This

was not accomplished until the gerrids had consumed

much time in random movements, stops and deviations

from the straight path. At another time, fifteen gerrids

were trapped in a pool along the bed of a brook that had

become almost dry, owing to a prolonged drought. Five

water-striders out of the tifteen, or one tliird of the total

number, only, were nble to find another ]h)o1 of water

seven yards upstream from the poiiil wliere they had been

isolated. These gerr'nU iii;i(h- m;iii\ t i-i;tN. riT..r^. .h'l;iys.

and turnings before tli("\ it'iu'lied the surfncc-filni. On

still another occasion forty watei'-st riders were eiUrai)]-)ed

on the surface of a stream pool. After the water had dis-

appeared entirely, the hemipterons left tlieir haunts, and

stuml)led along the di'y bed of the stream. After much
wandering about, first in one dii-ection and then in an-

othei-, six of the gerrids found a pool fourteen yards down-

streiiii! from their former al)ode. The method of reaching

the \vat(M- scMMtied to l)e due to a ('rud(> foi-m of trial and

I am inclined to hclicvc thai in iHM'iod- of severe

drou-ht, large numbers of apterous indivi<]uals die. If

the drought is a short one, and there i> a certain minimum
of dampness under logs, stones, and clumps of dead

leaves, some of the water-striders may sur\i\e in such

situations. In regard to physical conditions of a some-

what comparable character, Kirkaldy (189U, pp. 109,

110) makes the following statement with reference to
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After having observed the erratic, aimless character of

the responses of these insects, Gerris remigis, their ability

to reach some other distant body of water appeared doubt-

ful, and very ]arg:ely de])endent upon chance. If a larger

body of water should he very near to the haunts of the

gerrids, tlu'ii tlici e would he, through their random jour-

neys, a greater ])ossihility of reaching such a situation.

In any case, their responses appear to be responses of

repeated trial and failure, until through many repeti-

tions, some gerrids eventually reach the water.

III. EXPEKIMENTS IN CONNECTION -WITH BeOOK IIaBITAT

AT White Heath

1. Methods.—I now wish to record certain other ob-

servations, on the responses of Gerris remigis, of a some-

what different character from those that already have

been discussed. Many times when out in the field collect-

ing Gerris remigis, some water-striders escaped while I

was picking them out of the net as it lay on the ground

near the margin of the stream. I noticed that these indi-

viduals generally found their w^ay back on to the surface

of the water. Several times it occurred to me to under-

take a series of experiments with these water-striders for

the purpose of discovering their ability to return to their

own habitat after having })een remoVed from it. The

l)lan was to plaee tlietii on the uroniid at various di-tauces

away from the stream and ol)-ei-\-e whether oi' not they re-

turned to the water, ajid if so to record the readines> with

which this was done. Up to the present, the experi-

mental w^ork has not yet been carried out as extensively

as w^as desired, but the results that have been olitained

may be of interest. The experiments were undertaken

at tlie brook near White Heath, that has he.Mi nu^nt ion.'-l

previously. The site selected was at a l)laee where the

bank was flat, with its surface raised onlv a few inches

ahovr that (.f the water.

!. lirspni,srs Win „ Farinf/ //rooA'.— Twcuty gcrrids

with tlieii- head- turned directly toward the stream, were
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placed on the s^round one yai-d away fioni tlie water.

All those that got back to the water >ucc('r(l(Ml in reach-

ing the snrface-fihn in less llian (nic nmiutc. Similar

experiments were repeated for I'oiir ^iicco^ixc times,

using different individuals. Tliere was no cxpciMinciit in

which more than two gerrids failed to icacli tlic water.

Other exi>eriments were carried out in wliicli the water-

striders were placed two, tln-ec, and loui vai'ds away
from the stream. Tlie itiajoilt\ of tlie uvi-rids found

their way hack to the wnter. All tliox- tli;it were taken

two and three yards away trom the stream were ])ack

on the surface-fihn within 2 minutes and ;>() seconds.

Gerrids that were placed on the ground four yards away
from the brook evinced a few more random movements
tlian was tlie ease of tliose nearer to the water. A slightly

snialhM |)( icent,iiz( of t lie uei i i<I^ l'..niHl the wa\ hack to

the sti-eam rr..in tin- di-tance. Tlm-e water-t ri<lers that

reached the Hirfae,' uf the limck .li.l within four

minute. iVcni the time eaeli ex ) .ei'i uu'nt lu-an.

; n<^/nn>^,^ (I Inn r<nnli,l Hith lhn.>l \ oi

expenuient- Wele pelf.M.iHd identleal to tliM-,. ..Il.ach

devriihe.l. except that the ater M i idei - we,,. pj.i.Ml en

a line with tlie long axis of their bodies paiallel with tii-^

bank of the stream. It wa^ observed that the !iiai..iit>

of the o-errids were succe-f,,] in reachinu the watei. In

tlie ea-e of M.iiie individiiaK. a loimer time elap-e.i tliap

theuatel -tli.lel- eithe, tllMle.iat e, i, e t ou a 1 d 1 1 le h, ook

or elM'thex did m) a fe\\ -eeon-U afli-i tlii' liiM .oroientor

jmiiped. for one yard or more, in the (hreetion in which

their heads were directe(h hel'ore tiiriiiim- toward thi'

l)iook. Some irerri(K weie place,! on the mnuixl f..nr

xar<N ,li-tai t fioni tl^. ^^^\r^. Ceitaiii in.h\i.lu.iN ,.t'

the-e exin.e.l !u- taiKx Ml piiiipini: .iu..-tK tou<,r.l

theluonk aiKlthele w..,ea lllllllhe, . . f 1 a lldn , n n ,( .X m, en t

/. U.^i.nn... WIni, r<,<,„n Ann , txnu />'/-^m/.. Other

expenineiit-. ol a character Hitiiiar to tlio>e that already
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have been described, were carried out, in which the heads

of the water-striders were directed away from the stream.

As before, a majority of the gerrids were successful in

reaching the water. The same distances were used as in

the former experiments, but in all cases there was less

promptness in moving toward the brook. It also was

evident that thoi'c wore more random movements than

was true in the ronnci- oxpcrinionts. Of the water-

striders phicr.l I'oiii' \;ii(ls ;i\v;i>- from the stream, a

greater ix'rccnt.-mv. tluin in ot' llie other experiments,

failed to rca.-li the w.-itrr.

These iH'int.lM-..,!^ cinpl.-v ,m1 iwo motliods of locomo-

tion on hni(i, \v;ilkiiiu' ;i!i<l jmtiping. The more rapid

progn^ss w;is niixh' 1)>" Jiiiiiping. The individual jum])S

avcr.'i.ucd nlxuit one inch in length, although tmpiently

they wci-c ^rc.'itcf than this. Sometimes when jumping,

tlic u<M'i-iiI- m;i(l(' a coiiiplete turn, as if they were not

ahlc. t'lillv . t.. roiitrol the oi'iontation of the body, and this

frecpicntly rc-nltcd in chjinainu- their direction of prog-

ress. In \h'\< (MMincctifni. ! \\\>\\ lo direct attention to the

fact that l-NMMihMu- i VAh, y. W-u has observed a some-
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tlie water, that tliere was imicli evidence of lack of prompt-

ness in turning: towai'd the brook and of random move-

ments.

5. Experhnrnts 2rifh Bn rrirr.—ln the ex])eriments that

have been described, I felt tliat the sense of sig-ht was tlie

important factor in (iii'cctiiiiz' the watcr-striders to the

brook. However, there wa- al\va\s the i^ossibility that

moisture, as a stimnhis, miuht inlhieiice tlie roponscs of

the gerrids. Therefore, I jtlanned a nnmhci' of cxpcii-

ments for the purpose of obtaining more ilctinitc int'ot-

mation on this subject. My idea was to ai i aiiuc a -oi l

of barrier, along a limited section of the hank of the hrook,

which was to be of such construction as to pci'iiiit dilTus-

ing moisture to pass through it readily, ])nt on the ot4iei'

hand, the barrier was to be so opariue that the retlectioii

from the water of either sunliglit or dilfuse daylight could

not ))e seen through it. The })arrier first employed was
made of roughly int(M'woveii leafy branches of trees. This

wa<^ liehl in position hx ^^o(ul("n ^take^. It \\a^ four fret

high and e\trnd(Ml nhum tlir hank <.r tho Miraii, for a

fir^t. the readiiu-s 'with ^^lli(ll tlir niatni.ii- ^ ..iiM ho

ol)tained; and second, Ww fart that il> a| .po;) ranee was In

liarmony with the genera! eii\ i roniiieiit. llo\ve\er. \\

found to he practioalK inipc-^ihle t<. make It Mitlieientlv

tiuht a- to ])revent ivtle.-tion> tVoiii the -nrt'aee of tho

ments were not suniciriil 1\- sat isl';u'tor> , as ;i basis for

dclinite (.onelii-inn.. it ni.ix he MalMj tli.ii the uvrrids

di.plaNed -omeuhat le.. p,nni]Un.-- in n aehinu the

water than ua- the en-e uhni Mieh a haiiie, u,,- .-M.-ent.

iroxN.-Ner. in -eiieinl it ua- exi-lent that the uat<T -tii-lei^

;jninpe,l touaid tlie lno.,k Ullll .M.nH.lerahle eNliedltin,,
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tight, I should have been inclined to explain such a meas-

ure of promptness in moving to the water as due, perhaps,

to the effect of moisture from the stream.

Of course if the means of finding the brook was

mainly through vision, it was to be expected that the

gerrids would be a little less prompt in reaching the

water, because less reflection from the surface of the

brook could be seen than was true with the barrier re-

moved. Unfortunately the movements of the leaves by

the wind permitted many bright reflections to pass

through the barrier. Lying flat on the ground, with my
eyes as close to it as i)racticable, in order to take a posi-

tion as nearly the same as possible to that of the water-

striders, I found that I was still able to see the bright

sunlight of the hot summer day, reflected from the sur-

face of the water. I planned to use another form of

barrier and test this matter fully, when, because of the

character of the season, I was compelled to take up cer-

tain other observations, and I have not yet had the oppor-

tunity to sui^plement this work with additional experi-

ments.



ONCHIDIUM AND THE QUESTION OF ADAPTIVE
COLOEATIONi

LESLIE B. AREY

Northwestern University Medical School

1. As the result of his extensive study of the phenom-
ena of coloration in the tropical reef-fishes, Longley

(1917) comes to the conclusion that the colors of these

animals are "correlated with tlioir hal)its in sueli a way
that their conspicuousness is tlicrcl)^ i-cduccd. Tlu re is

no correlation of bright colors willi s)M'ci;il inod.'s ni de-

fence, and no evidence tlint l)i-i<:lit-c(»!()i-.Ml 1\iir> enjoy

immunity .^Tentef 1li;ni tli;i1 of llu'ii- fellow^." The gen-

eral tendciic) ol l!ii^. 111.' iMo.t ivceiil. ;nul in n.:ni> \\;i>s

the most tlioroimli. olisei'xnt ioii;il >\\\i\y of the (|iicsiioii of

f;ivoi-s ;i(lheiviiee 1o the \ iew th;it ns ;i Nvhoh' the eoh>ra-

tioil of ;niilliaU i^ of a c-o,ieraliim, heliee ;..l;il)ti\.-l\ pn)-

tectiNe kind. There ai-e inMance. anion- inv ertel.rates

wliich seem fiiiKhaiiieiitally inconsistent with this inter-

pretation, heeausi' the oiuanisms in question are not

colored like tlieii' liahitiial background and because they

are for this, and foi' other iiide])endent n^isons not incon-

spicuous. It is also a tat-t that in specilie instances of

this sort special repnunatorial s\sTenis nre frtMjuently

encountered. Becatise of lis i iiiport ance for tlu^ theory

tiii\-. I'lie natural hi>tor\ ot \\\r Iiltoi-;il pnhiionate On-
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In his notes on the fauna of Bermuda, Heilprin (1889,

p. 187) described as new the form ''Onchidium (Onchi-

diella) trans-Atlanticum, " saying^of its pigmentation:
'

' smoke color or dark olive,
'

' in dorsal view. Some years

later Pilsbry (1900, p. 503), reporting on Verrill's col-

lections at Bermuda, listed this species under the desig-

nation by which it is now known, Onchidium floridanum

Dall, adding, ''Its dark olive green color agrees so well

with the stains on the rocks that it is very inconspicuous.

-(A.E.y.)"
It is possible, though not certain, from these brief de-

scriptions, that Heilprin and Verrill had respectively col-

lected representatives of the two differently colored types

of Onchidium which occur at Bermuda. No constant

morphological differences have been detected upon which

to base a separation of those types, one of which is in

nature blue-black in general aspect, the other characteris-

tically of a light ("smoky") olivaceous hue. Some in-

termediate shades do occur, but in the field a rather sharp

separation of the two groups is always possible. The

very dark form is much the more numerous. So far as

pigmentation is concerned, it is probable that the blue-

black types contain merely a heavier deposit of a sub-

epidermal pigment, which is chemically alike in both

kinds of Oncliidia. Xevcrtlioless, we are inclined to be-

lieve that tilt' (liiTt riMicc in pigmentation may be repre-

sentative of a iTiil uviit'tic difference between the two

types, for reasons which may briefly be stated as follows

:

The tw^o modes of colorization are in many places exem-

plified side by side
;
young and adults of maximal size are

found belonging to either group; the occurrence of the

pale form is independent of the seasons, and is found

year after yeai- in the same spots; in other places, w^here

blue-black indix i( luals may be very numerous, no lightly

pigmented individuals have ever been encountered.

Therefore we an' piohahly dealing, not with a temporary
fluctuation in color, deteimined by some metabolic cycle,

but with constitutionally diverse races of Onchidium;
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wlietlier tlicy be ' * species '
' or not is immaterial. A simi-

lar phenomenon seems to occur in other genera of this

family, for v. Wissel (1898) notes that Plate (cf. Plate,

1893, 1894) collected two differently colored forms of

OucliidicUa coqiiimhensis Plate; in this instance the color

diflx'Tonce l)etween the two types, found in nature under

tlio same stones, was not so pronounced as we find it in

0. floridcuium. In an OnchidieUa whicli is very abundant

at Bermuda one of us has observed a corresponding sort

of color difference. The variation in question cannot be

in any wny a j^oxual one, for reasons already given and

because the animals are hermaphroditic.

II. Oiirhninnii thnidmmm lives between tide levels. It

is ncvrv sct'u when tlie intertidal shore-zone is covered by

the sea; during this period it inhabits deep crevices and

cavities within the eroded rock. A dozen or more Onchi-

dia live together in this way. Their *'nest" opens to the

exterior l)v means of a small opening, usually further ob-

structed by till' ui'owih of Modiolus, wliich is almost in-

vai'ialiK iiiiitc iiicon-^] licnDii--. all Inumii the densely packed

small l.la<-k- •'mussels"" within and around the entrance

itself ma\- foi'in a ver\- deiinite patcli standing out clearly

amid tli(' ()live-l>r(.wn alua- coverinu' the surface of the

rock. When the tide falls so far as to have left the level
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The nature of the background provided on this rock

surface is by no means constant in different localities.

Commonly, as in the case of rocks in sheltered places,

completely submerged at high water, or on lee-shores

generally, the limestone is covered by a feltwork of

matted Enteromorpha and associated plants, sun-

bleached to an olivaceous yellow tint. This is the usual

condition within the sounds (Great Sound, Castle Har-
bor), and along the shores of bays protected from the

surf. In places not so sheltered the rock may be colored

by minute green algae, or by the growth of calcareous

green or reddish algae, with which, as in the former case,

many serpulas are intermingled; barnacles {Tetradita

poros(f) also sometimes extend into the OhcJddlum zone,

but the })i('Viiiliiio- line, and the color of any particular

si)(it (if -mall ;ii-.-a, is largely determined by algae.

(hich '/fliiiiii also occurs, though more sparingly, on sur-

faces of a still different type. In som(> places the layer

of red earth (clay) underlying superficial jeoliaii lime-

stone is exposed at the water's edge, usually iu a small

cove containing loose rocks left bare by Ili(> tide. This

earth provides a muddy la\-ei- of icddisli l)i-own, over

which Onchidia are occasioiiallx round lo he creeping.

From such tiny coves the <lin'('t ia\s ot' the sun are

largely excluded, so that the In -lim- >ui laees of the

stones are overgrown by alga', ureeu or red-brown, un-

bleached; on these surfaces also (h/rhi/lnnn may be

found.

The zone inhabited by Onchidium is also that in which

great nundxM-s of the common Modiolufi occur. These

muss(>ls, as already stated, almost invariably line the ap-

proaches to th<' Onchidium nest, and grow within the

eiii-ii'iL; i.;i--,m-.'\vay itself. Kxcept where the mussels

ha\e -.Hied thickly in more or less horizontal fissures

betwtMMi the wind formed strata of the limeston(\ they
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where Onchidium abounds. A typical instance is tliat of

a low-lyin^ islet such as ''Little Agar 's," m (iimt Sdiiiid.

The leeward (eastern) side of this island, well inoLctcd
by the mass of llie larucr A-ar's Tshnul. > xpn., . .-it Unv

water a considerable extent of almost li..ri/<.iita^l rock-

which are, lioweN ei'. mucli nioic ahniidant arouiid the ver-

tical edges of tlie^e ^Jabs. Within tlii' chnnj)s of Modio-

lus lie many Onchidium nests, from which the mollusks

at appropriate times creep out and wander over the flat,

yellowish, sunlit beach-rock. It is in situations of this

general type that OHcliidimn is most abundant; in less

freely illuminated places it occurs more sparingly.

It is a remarkable fact that, in addition to fre(iuenting

characteristically, thonu'li not exclusively. h;d)itats which

during most of the dax' I'eceivc the (hi-ect i-;i\ s i»t llie

hours^^and nex.T (in oni . x|-Mu,e, i .M lum.r. tL Tir-

cumstance which make, tlii^ (n,i,iiti..n iMitienl.tiK

curious is that 0. fJmid^nnnn al al' hm,^ ,nanlnJi/

phofofropic, and in a \er\- pi'eci>e mannci'. when loted

apart from its usual env ironment. No more >tnki!m' in-

stance is km)wn to us ot apparent eonl rmin-t ion hdwccn
the findings ol an;il\ tieal e.\periniont;ilion rcunrdmu' the

behavior of an animal and the .-.etunl life of tho >ame

creature, toi the MiniU ^^\u n on the int itidal mrk^ moN(>

toward or awav fi'om the horizontal ravs of the sun with

])erto,-t indiltei.-Pc.-. M'he eloudme.. o, hniiiitm ut the

on the numl)ers ot ( )n('hi(ha which a])])ear u])on the rocks.
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III. The coloration of an Onchidium is the result of its

intensity of pigmentation, the texture of its mantle, and

the activity of its mantle glands. An adult measures, on

the average, 17 mm. long by 12 mm. broad by 6 mm. high

when resting undisturbed, being then oval in outline ; but

it becomes more elongated during creeping, measuring

then about 24 by 8 mm., and also less strongly arched,

being about 4 mm. high. Wlien first observed creeping

out of its nest for an airing," it usually happens that

the Onchidium bears upon its dorsal surface a thin pel-

licle of slime completely investing the mantle. This

slime-layer is tough, somewhat thickened about the pe-

riphery, and can be peeled off intact. Frequently it is so

removed, mechanically, during the snail's efforts to creep

out of its nest, for the passage-way is commonly so ob-

structed by the growth of Modiolus that the Onchidia

must slowly insinuate themselves through slit-like aper-

tures not more than 2 mm. wide. Occasionally Onchidia

are seen creeping about with their slime-coat but par-

tially removed.

The slime-pellicle is encrusted with the muddy fecal

matter .wiiich the Onchidia deposit. This calcareous

mud is swallowed when feeding on the algas over which

they creep in the open ; it represents the ordinary silt of

the shore-line, and may in part be chemically abstracted

from the thin layer of sea-w^ater covering the algas as the

tide recedes, owing to photosynthetic removal of CO2,

especially as accelerated by increasing temperature and

by isolation as the sea-weeds become more exposed.

When the slime-coat is removed, an ordinary 0. fori-

danum seems at first sight jet black; the mantle is wet

and shiny; closer examination shows that the color is

really a very dark and smoky olive. The mantle-glands

continue their slime secretion, however, and by the action

of wind and sun the surface of the mollusk quickly as-

sumes a dry blue-black aspect, its numerous papillas glis-

tening in the light; the appearance of the mantle, with

a slight "bloom" on it, then resembles that of the tiny
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thysanurans so common on the beach sands and also on

the rocks where Onchidium lives.

Typical Onchidia of the lighter colored variety appear

at all times light olive or greenish yellow. The colora-

tion is not ''solid," for the dark-hued internal organs

usually show through as one or more dull blackish

patches. The edge of the mantle is quite pale.

It has not been possible to convert one variety into the

other by laboratory experimentation. The dark Onchidia

are still dark after six weeks complete starvation.

Onchidia of either type are found, frequently side by

side, in all the varieties of habitat which we have de-

scribed. To mention some specific localities, we may
list the following: Bailey's Bay; Flatt's Inlet; the east

side of the channel entrance to Hungry Bay, at its inner

end; an island at the entrance to Fairyland Creek; a

small cove on Burgess Point. These situations are

widely separated, and cover the ditforent sorts of back-

grounds to which allusion has been made.

Not only in a general way, merely, but also in any

given place where they occur, the lightly pigmented On-

chidia fail to indicate by any peculiarity of behavior that

they differ essentially from the dark ones. That they

are easily overlooked is quite true ; they are liomochrom-

ically colored in practically all the instances that have

been observed. But it should be noted that in one such

place the homochromically colored individuals were

found in the proportion of but one to nearly 190 of the

dark black ones. This was on a greenish rock surface of

northern exposure where a color-changing form like the

isopod Ligia was pale-greenish, like the pale Onchidia.

In other places more or less isolated colonies of fifty or

th.- n.loration wa> .1<-(m.1.m11 y o.,vcnl<l.. rntlirr than oliva-

IV. The munvvou< <h.rsal i-arnll:.' n!' Otnlnrlinw were

said by Semper (1877, 1881) to iii.licatr tho h>eation of

mantle-eyes; since, however, ii<> si'1im)1\ nn-vo-terminals
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were at that time demonstrated within the "eyes," some
writers followed Joyeux-Latfnie (1882) in the opinion

that the '
' dorsal eyes '

' of Semper were in reality mantle

glands, corresponding to those undoubted glands found

in the related genus Oncidiella (cf. v. Wissel, 1898). The
more complete analysis of the histology of the mantle in

Onchidium by Stantschinsky (1908), nevertheless, proved

that the "dorsal eyes" do possess nervous structures ap-

propriate for photoreception, the retinulae being, in addi-

tion, of the inverted ("vertebrate") type. 0. fioridanum

possesses, however, repugnatorial mantle glands as well,

which are not associated with the dorsal papilla, these

last being relatively minute.

The glands are comparatively large, but are easily

overlooked in an undisturbed Onchidium. The periphery

of the mantle has a frilled appearance, numerous tiny

projecting papillae giving it a serrated outline. If the

animal be disturbed, the tissues surrounding each of the

glands become erected, and 14 stout conical papillae, 7 on

either side and each with a terminal pore, become evident.

If the animal is suddenly removed from the rock by

grasping its dorsum, the glands all become turgid, point

upward and inward, and quickly discharge by the con-

traction of their muscular investments. The secretion is

a viscid fluid, milk-white, non-miscible with sea-water,

and decidedly acid in reaction. Discharge is more easily

elicited in air than whc\n the animal is submerged. Under
water the secretion is expelled in long threads, but in air

the stream as il leaver llic ulaud breaks up into a fine

spray, which max Ix- -hot \n ;t di-tniiec of 12- ]5 cm. With
vigorous stiimdatioii. a- when \\u- hack of the Ourhidium

gland as a stream almut O.i' inin. In .li!ii„rt. r, xxhi.'h is

often too stout to form fine (Ir.ipids. h, natiii-p. \unv-

ever, the initial rcpngiiatorial <h-^<-hai-,. h^.. copious;

it then takes the t'onii of a liiir sprav, ahnost invisible,

which may be thrown for as much a< lo cm., or about ten

times the length of the Oi/i-linlnim.
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As discharged, the secretion is found to contain at

least three elements visible under the microst-opc : a clear

fluid, apparently water; clear droplets of oily a])[)('ar-

ance; and a finely granular material. The rclativo pro-

portions of these three elements vary in different glands.

An individual tested in the field, without previous dis-

turbance, usually secretes a densely granular mass con-

taining a fair proportion of globules ; in the activation, a

good deal of the secretion usually adheres to, or falls

back upon, the mantle of the snail itself— the dryness of

the mantle, and the fact that in nature violent discharges

of secretion seem seldom to be invoked are important for

the freedom of the mantle from being itself sprayed. On
the other hand, the fluids ejected from one or more

glands of starved Oncliidia ai-o almost always clear and

watery, sometimes with no tract- of the granular or

droplet constituents. \'aria1ion in the composition of

the corresponding glands of Oncldirlla was recognized

by V. Wissel (1898), who also discovered the secretion

droplets (globules) which previous workei s liad .)\ci--

looked.

When the secretion adlieres to the mantle of an Oi/chi-

fliniH, it can be seen that considerable stimulation of the

skin is thus produced. The secretion is quite acid to

litmus and to a number of other indicators. The acid is

found in the dense granular material, and does not occur,

save in relatively slight amount, when this material is

absent. Th.' whit,- ma>ses may he cau-ht on a clean slide

and studied under the microscope. The granular mate-

rial is insoluble in 90 per cent, alcoliol. or in water. If

indicators are added to a dro|) of the si'cretioii under a

coverslip, it can be seen that the acid slowly- diffu>es out
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Brennen hervorruft" (according to v. Wissel, 1898, p.

597).

Stimuli initiated in several different ways may serve to

elicit discharge of tlie repugnatorial glands, as : stroking

the mantle with a blunt point
;
pinching it with forceps

;

applying solutions (5/8 M) of NaCl or (less effectively)

LiCl, or of methyl or ethyl alcohol (5 M). Touching or

pinching the periphery of the mantle itself does not lead

to discharge, but on the contrary leads to localized retrac-

tive puckering; when a gland is erected, preparatory to

discharge, stimulation of that gland causes it to collapse,

or ''wilt," a process similar to that following normal dis-

charge. If the dorsum be scratched until erection of the

glands occurs, and then NaCl solution be applied to one of

them, it is found, as also with mild faradization, that two

or even three successive discharges are possible ; but the

later out-pourings of secretion are very meager as com-

pared with the first explosive ejection. About twenty-

four hours is required for the regeneration of a new
supply of repugnatorial substance.

Before the glands discbarge, the edge of the mantle

curls upward, forming around the Onchidium an encircling

saucer-edge bearing the now prominent glands
;
thus, de-

pending upon the intensity of excitation, the glands come
to point more and more dorsal, and in this position release

their contents. Not only so, but the individual gland

papilliE are themselves further directed in a general way
toward the irritated spot, so that if a slip of glass be held

horizontally 1 or 2 cm. above an Onchidium the back of

which is at one point subjected to mild faradic excitation,

the contents of all the discharging glands are found to

impinge upon very nearly the same point ; sometimes all

the discharges converge to an area of less than 3x3 mm.,

immediately above the spot irritated. The gland or

glands nearest the site of stimulation are the first dis-

charged, and the implication of more distant ones depends

on the degree of stinnilntion.

Semper (1881, p. :57i' rl ,r,/.) vnu>ldvvvd iliat the dorsal
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eyes of Oncliidlum wore employed in sensing]: the approacli

of aiiiiiials wliieh niiglit attack it. He had in mind the

attacks of the rhilii)])ino PenopthaJmus, a blenny which,

leaping along the intcTtidal Ix'acli-'/onc on its ventral

fins, feeds npon OmhiJnnn -avA on .-ii-l lircp.xK. Semper

thought that tlie evc< ct' the ( )ii<'lii<lia i-cii.leiod them

sensitive to the shadow of an approaching lish, where-

npon a fluid spray was discharged from the skin glands,

driving ot¥ the fish. Whether Semper regarded the secre-

tion as repugnant to the tish in a chemical way, or whether

it was to act in a mechanical fashion merely, is not alto-

gether clear. Sem]Kn' endeavored to make out a correla-

tion, illustrative of evolutionary ])rinciples, between the

geographical distribution, on the one hand, of the species

of Onchidia possessing' dorsal eyes, and, on the other, of

the genus Periopihal)irii.<.

There are at Bernm-li im /'< / n.i,!l.nl nn,^. n..r any other

fishes of similar habils. (hicitnlnim ilnn>l(iinnii is, how-

ever, (luite reactive 1<. ^liadin-. Tlu' <1.m-;i1 Mirface of

the mantle is the part -ruA\\\r in .l..<-i . .i^mi light inten-

sity. In a movinu- Oiirhninnii ihc ciiMiin- reaction in-

nmlcr water, are not photosensitive. An Onchldium

shaded when ih.( creeping, but at rest or feeding, ex-

hibit- the -auic t\ pe of response, but the mantle is more

decidedly humped. But, in our experience at least, no dis-

charge of the repugnatorial glands is in(hu'e<l !>> >hailin.u:.

This does not mean that Semper's obsei \ at i<)n> were

not correct. In 0. florulanmn the type of e\eilation whieh

is preeminently and ehai':ieiei'i>tieally etieetive toi- ulaiid

discharge is of a mechnnieal natun-, n,nnM> .
a rnhhiiiLi or

pinching of the apex ot' the dor-uin era di-loilumL; tnrn-t

upon the ventral

tested ))v faradic -land

charge may be elicited when ovn the ^.ie of the foot
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irritated, or almost any other region (with difBculty in

the case of the tentacles), a greater intensity of stimnlus

is necessary than when applied on the back of the animal.

Mechanical stimulation is in general more effective than

chemical. Of the chemical excitants tried, only NaCl,

LiCl, methyl and ethyl alcohols were successful, whereas

such substances as pure amyl alcohol, numerous acids,

alkalies and salts, in concentrations corresponding to

those used in the case of the successful stimulating agents,

as well as a series of alkaloids, were without effect when

small volumes (a half or one c.c.) were applied to the

mantle.

The designation of the mantle glands as repugnatorial

is justified by observations in nature. Isopods (Ligia)

and grapsoid crabs {Sesarma, and in some places, Pachy-

grapsus) abound in certain spots where the Onchidia take

their airing. By prolonged watching, unequivocal in-

stances have been noted in which these arthropods have

come into direct contact with Onchidia, and in every case

the glandular discharge took place, followed immediately

by the retreat of the crab or isopod; it is not implied that

the crabs wore endeavoring to eat the snails, but it seemed

ratlior that it was important for OiirJinlnim to avoid being

afvidciitally pnslied off tlie rock into the watrr; it does

not adhere to the rock witli any great tirmiiess, partic-

ularly under water, is easily dislodged, and if purposely

pushed over the edge of the stone on which it may be

creeping into the water, the animal finds it difficult if not

impossible to return to its own nest.

Tests upon a number of animals (e. g., Fundulus from

the land-locked brackish ponds at Bermuda) which could

not by any possibility have ever come into contact with

the Onchiclium secretion, have invariably demonstrated

the powerfully repugnant character of gland contents.

Finally, it i?> iaiportant to note that Onchidia of ivhat-

ever degree of pigmentation possess these repugnatorial

glands, and in an equivalent state of development. The
behavior of Oie differently pigmented individuals, with
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reference to the use of the glands, is identical throughout

the whole series.

V. Without entering upon a lengthy setting-forth of

the several alternative possibilities winch might readilv

be suggested m partial explanation of the foregoing series

of facts, we mav state our behef that an attempt at such

explanation m terms of color-adaptation is confronted b>

serious, and indeed fatal, obstacles. From such a stand-

point we are required to consider only the period during

wliich tlie Onrliidinm is emerging from its nest and creep-

iiiii- about in the open. In the ease of a dark Onchidnim it

i« quite tiue that the animal is often Aei\ oasiU o\er-

looked while m process of creeping over tlie Modiohi.s at

the entrance of its nest: the color-match of the snail and

the mussel is a fairly exact one. But an Ouchtdmm does

not resemble Modiolus, although of about the same size,

when creeping upon algre at the rate of 5 cm. per minute-

or faster. The paler kinds of Ouclndium are, in almost

e\er\ instance iioti d pm.im initdi foi tin u back

ground, and soitu'lmic^ (•.•iicliil seaivli is necessary m
order to detect them.

. The non-homoclirninic |.i-iiir!it:iti<.ii d llic dark On-

chidia would, m view ol llic i.rcM-iicc aii.l hcliavioi- of the

poison^glands, be di siiccial ititcnv-l iii coiincct khi with

iniin(('llmibl<^ 111 the face of the paler, concealmglv-colored

t\ pes. Moreover, the Bermudian Oncidiellas to which we
iia\(' ali'cadx alluded are verv inconspicuous indeed, and

th(\ aKo ])0--e-- lHHM)!i -1 iikK tlu ii mode of lif« quite

different fiom tint ol O^/^//' -iiki till oiui hlu wise

inhabiting the iiitiMiida! /oiir. liicx rctrcal diifm<>- low

water to tinv holes. <load serpiila lubes and the like —
commu- forth a'>am oid\- when eo\-ered tiie watei-.

The^e On. i li 11 im nn dl in t ,,io,< tli in nun . lU

and both liulit and dark iii(h\-iduais are in the limlie-t

degree diihciilt to detect when on their natural ha.-k-

ground; a delicate mottling of brownish pigment, m vari-

ous shades, has a pronounced concealing ettect in these
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places. Perhaps this accounts for the fact that Oncidiella

has not previously been reported from the Bermuda area.

Not only does the idea of "warning" coloration be-

come untenable for Onchidium, but the idea of adaptive

concealing pigmentation is likewise without adequate sup-

port. The dark Onchidia are not concealingly colored,

except during the transitoiy interval of their actual emerg-

ence from the nest, and even there they are easily seen, if

looked for. The slime-coating, which would undoubtedly

be of assistance in making them look like the background

(for the silt it contains is formed on rocks where the pale

bleached yellow algae grow, and in other places where

Onchidium liv^es), is almost invariably removed before

the snail begins its pi-omenade in the open. The rela-

tively meager proiiorlioii of the Oncliidia found pig-

mented in a truly honuH-liroinic manner is not explained

by the idea of ;ula])tive coloration, although, the variation

in the hues of differently tinted individuals would seem

to provide favorable ground for the operation of selection.

In this connection it might be suggested that Onchidium

floridanum represents a comparatively recent addition to

the fauna of Bermuda, and that the dark pigmentation

common to this species and its immediate relatives

throughout the w^orld is even now in process of modifica-

tion; but the fact that in the neighboring genus Onci-

diella Uno more or less distinct general modes may be of

widespread occurrence forbids the placing of any special

emphasis upon this possibility, and even then, if correct,

it would have no tinal significance for the conception of

selective color-modification. If nutritive conditions, and

temperature or light, or all three, do operate in a manner

favora1)le to ( )iH'hidia of one or the other ty]ie in different

places, the linV,it of living together in colonics miglil l<"nd

to a iiirasurablr degree of inbreeding, tciidiug to pi-c\ ciit

but at the same time a paler colorati..n, j.robahly re-

cessive in genetic bcliavioi-, would p. that extent achieve

a greater opportunity for perpetuation.
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SUMMABY

VJ. Oucli'idium floridmum Dall exhibits at Bermuda
two chief types of pigmentation, a pale type tending to

dull olive yellow, which tends to be concealingly colored,

and a much more abundant type of dark blue-black ap-

pearance.

No correlation can be established between the pig-

mentation of an Onchidium~vih\Qh. there is some reason

to consider the result of genetic factors primarily—and
the hue of the substratum over which the snail creeps in

the open at low tide.

0. floridanum possesses repugnatorial mantle-glands

of an effective type, secreting a granular emulsion of sub-

stances having a strongly acid reaction and producing on

moist surfaces of the human mouth a pronounced sting-

ing sensation. Touch and pressure stimuli on the dorsal

surface of the mantle are characteristically involved in

releasing the discharge of these glands, which shoot their

contents, in the form of a fine spray, to a distance about

ten times the length of the OncMdium and with conspicu-

ous accuracy of direction toward the source of excitation.

These facts are incompatible with the view that the col-

oration of OncMdium is determined or controlled by
selection in the direction of homochromicity or conceal-

ment. Nor can they be understood in terms of ''warn-

ing" coloration.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF CARL FRIEDRICH VON
GARTNER TO THE HISTORY OF PLANT

HYBRIDIZATION

PROFESSOR HERBERT F. ROBERTS

Kansas State xVgricultural College

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, the ques-

tion of the sexuality of plants was still undergoing a cer-

tain amount of disputation, despite Koelreuter's investi-

gations ; the history of which episode is sufficiently trace-

able through the writings of Schelver and Henschel. In

order to assist in the settlement of the matter, the Royal

Prussian Academy of the Sciences at Berlin, made public

announcement in 1819 of an offer of a prize for the solu-

tion of the question—''Does hybrid fertilization exist in

the plant kingdom." No response having been evoked,

the Academy extended the comi)etition period, and

doubled the amount of the prize offered. On July 3, 1826,

tile prize was awarded, although not in its entirety, since

the Academy did not consider the solution adequate, to

Dr. A. F. Wiegmann, of Braunschweig.

In January, 1830, the question was propounded anew

by the Dutch Academy of the Sciences at Haarlem, in the

following language

:

What does experience teach regarding the production of new species

and varieties, through the artificial fertilization of flowers of the one

with the pollen of the others, and what economic and ornamental plants

can be produced and multiplied in this way.

Since, by the termination of the contest period, January

1, 1834, no response had been received, the period was

extended to January 1, 1836. In October, 1835, Carl

Friedrich von Gartner of Calw, son of a distinguished

botanist, Joseph Gartner, formerly professor at the uni-

versities of Tiibingen and St. Petersburg, and who for a

431
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considerable period of years had been conducting experi-

ments of his own in hybridization, became aware of the

ofifer of the Dutch Academy. Thus far, only brief reports

of his work had appeared at Tiibingen and Paris.

On account of the shortness of the time available,

Gartner sent to the academy merely a preliminary report

of his experiments, accompanied by one hundred and fifty

mounted specimen sheets of his different plant hybrids,

which elicited a favorable response, and induced the acad-

emy to grant an extension of the tim^ for sending in the

completed work to December 30, 1836. The interesting

resolution of the committee runs in part as follows

:

service of the author be acknowledged.

The requirements of the committee having been com-

piled with, the award was formally conferred on May 20,

1837. The thesis appeared in Dutch translation, as a

document of 202 pages, in the Proceedings of the Academy
for 1838. In 1849, a revised and greatly enlarged edition,

''the fruit of unbroken, zealous, almost twenty-five years'

work," was published in German at Stuttgart.

The writer has found nowhere in current literature any

adequate presentation of this seldom read, and little

referred-to work, and yet it contains not only much inter-

esting information of a concrete nature, but a great deal

of speculative philosophical insight in dealing with prob-

lems in hybridization, that shows a scientific mind of

distinct value.

Sachs says of the writings of Giirtner (3), "The two works together,

are the most thorough and complete account of experimental investiga-

tion into sexual relations in plants which had yet been written. They

are a brilliant termination of the period of doubt with respect to sexual-

ity in plants, which succeeded to the age of Koelreuter." " And thus it

the foundations of the sexual theory were laid, and the theory itself

perfected, so far as it could be, by experiment only, by three of the most

eminent of observers, Camerarius of Tubingen, Koelreuter and K. F.
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lislimont of tlie theory, that all that was done by others would seem of

small iniporlanoe" (p. 427).

As Focke says ((1) ]). 4:57). 'In iiunihers of experiments, he has

prol)ably Ixmmi surpassed l)y no otlier liybridizer."

An idea of tlio sheer laborious work which Gartner's

operations involved, maybe obtained from the mere state-

ment that he performed close to ten thousand separate

experiments in crossing, involving nearly seven hundred

different species belonging to eighty different genera, and

from which some two hundred and fifty hybrid plants

were produced.

From such a large mass of detail as Gartner's memoir
involves, it is difficult to derive a concise series of state-

ments of the experimental results. In endeavoring to

group the phenomena of hybridization upon a scientific

basis, Gartner undertook to classify hybrids into three

divisions, according to their external habit: (1) inter-

mediate types," (2) ''commingled types," and (3)

"decided types," although, as he says (p. 277)

:

There exists no oxaet deliinitalion among them, but they go variously

over into one another, so that il is not seldom very doubtful to which of

these forms, this ur llmt hybrid should, with the greater right be

assigned.

In regard to the intermediate types, Gartner follows

Koelreuter's view

that, as in the fertilization of pure species, so also with hybrid breeding

in the case of simple hybrids, a complete balance occurred of both fertil-

he was still further strengthened through the similarity of types from

reciprocal crossing. He believed further, that in the later generations of

such regular process of hybridization occurs, the inclination of types

either toward the father or the mother, proceeded from the not quite

complete balance, or the slight overbalance of the one or the other

fertilization materials (p. 277).

Regarding the so-called ''commingled" types, Gartner

says as follows (p. 282)

:
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The second kind of types, frequently occurring among hybrids, is

that part of the hybrid, approaches more to the maternal or to the

Under the third class of hybrid types, Gartner considers

those—

Among which the resemblance of a hybrid to one of its parents, either

to the father or to the mother, is so marked and preponderating that

the agreement with the one or with the other is unquestioned, and

strikes one at once (p. 285).

Regarding the behavior of plant hybrids in the first

hybrid or generation, as compared with their behavior

in the second generation, Gartner's remarks are interest-

ing, although not based on numerical data.

Among plants, by far the greater number of the normal and regular

types of the hybrids from the first cross, as compared with the excep-

tions and varieties, testifies against the operation of . . . external influ-

ences, and proves rather the inner necessity of a regular formative

well as^of hybrids (p.Vs).

Regarding this supposed formative force (Bildungs-

kraft), Gartner arrived at a conception of the inner

nature of the phenomenon occurring in hybridization,

which is scientifically interesting, although amounting to

a theory, and not to a conclusion directly derived from

experiment.

The 'foundation and the determination of the types of hybrids, might

therefore be discoverable, not so much in the mass and the relationship

As we now know from Mendel's experiments, however,

it is this modification of the "sexual material" itself

which pre-determines the direction in which the forma-

tive force may run. Tn Gartner's day, the ab.stract con-

ception of a i-ehitivc i)()t('iicy of the one or the other

parent in liyl.ri.li/nt ion. \v;is ;i piwalcnt one, and this

statcnicnl mI.ow is ;i phihisot'liicnl ('(.neeption, which

paternal form, whe

transference to the
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Mendel's data made it possible to precipitate into a defi-

nite morphological theory. Gartner went so far, how-
ever, as to attempt to measure this ''potency" in a defi-

nite manner, by means of the number of viable seeds pro-

duced in reciprocal crosses.

That this relation of the factors of the fertilization forces in the case

of species of plants capable of hybridization, is definite and according to

law, we assume from the fact that from such a hybrid combination come

more or fewer good seeds to be sure, according to the favorableness or

otherwise of the incidental circumstance, but that, however, in the case

bination of that kind (p. 206).

Gartner goes so far as to say:

The inequality in the strength of sexual affinity ( Wahlverwandt-

schaft), in the case of the reciprocal combination of species, is a gen-

the disclosure of the relations, and to a closer determination of the

value in respect to magnitude of the individual factors of sexual affinity.

This inequality establishes a scale of sexual affinity peculiar to each

species, which lies in the difference in the relationship of the strength of

the two factors. In this singular characteristic of plants, the peculiar

nature of the si)ecies is most plainly recognized,—much more, in fact

than in its external form (p. 200).

Those species which are able in crossing, to exert a

preponderating influence upon other species, Gartner

calls "generic types."

Just as such ,o(Mu.rir types in hybrid broodin,-. nre iible. as it were, to

and form of these species l)r()ken'and overmastered by others (p. 290).

This manifestation of generic types, according to which one species

acts in a predominant manner over several other species in hybrid

breeding, is a further uncontradictable proof, that the relationship of

the forces, through which the union of two pure species takes place,

must be unlike, nn.l tlmt thore can he no question there of any balance

of factors. To l.o sure in mixed liyhrid<. ihe relationship of the forma-

tive forces of tlie Uvo sexual suhstrnia appears to be tolerably alike;

character of the one, now that of the other factor is mire plainly ex-

pressed (p. 290).

Gartner seems to see in this dominance of type in
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species, a way of evolution which leads to the establish-

ment of dominant family types.

The generic types appear to have their analogue in the natural family

types, and, since the origin of family types has occurred according to

certain laws, so will type-formation of hybrids, since it is not at

forms in general are formed and have developed (p. 291).

This brings Gartner to a further statement regarding

the possibility of recreating ancestral types, which is

especially interesting as a pre-Darwinian view upon evo-

lution. Referring to species of Lobelia, Lychnis, Dian-

tlius, etc., he says

:

type, or had become separated from one 'another through the subsequent

development of the one or the other individual, then it appears to be

highly improbable that they would not again unite in their ancestral

form through reciprocal crossing, or prove themselves to be analogous

types in hybrid breeding (p. 1G3).

Gartner then arrives at one of the most striking con-

clusions in the older literature on the then so much
mooted species question, and which is the more interest-

ing because it takes the physiological rather than the

morphological point of view. He says

:

The essential nature of a species, therefore, consists in the definite

relation of its sexual forces to other species, which relationship, taken

together with the specific form, is a characteristic, individual and con-

stant one; for eveiy species, form and essence in this regard are one

(p. 163).

Gartner frequently returns to a philosophical contem-

plation of the nature of the fertilization process in hy-

bridization, characteristically as follows

:
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ence of the capacity for hybrid fertilization (p. 142).

In the following discussion, more or less in the same

manner, Gartner shows an intellectual freedom from the

fetish of morphological species, and clearly demonstrates

the possession of a physiological temper and attitude of

mind.

era, have shown that we have to consider two different kinds of rela-

upon conformity in habit, i. e., in growth, in the shape and form of the

leaves, and in the harmony of the flowers and the organs of pollination

:

these, however, in their greater or lesser inclination to sexual combina-

tion of species in hybrid fertilization. The former might be identified

Now, since both are not infrequently met with in combination, for that

reason, our predecessors have not clearly distinguished both kinds of

relationship from one another, but have held both as identical, or rather,

have regarded the inner relationship as an immediate consequence of the

external, and assumed this as a law, so that the agreement of species in

habit, not only favored, not merely the existence, but also the strength

From iho norcoinont' of tlu- vx\ovnix\ Umn and habit of^species of

In the following passage, the morphological and the

physiological points of view are well contrasted:

(fiii-tiicr, IK) iiKH'c th.-iii nuy other investigator in the

field oL' liyl)ri(lizali()n of his day, with the possible excep-
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tion of Sageret, had any conception of the idea of unit

characters operating as such, and capable of being ana-

lyzed separately. The then prevalent idea was one of

"potency" and "pre-potency," in the case of the hybrid

types that Gartner called "decided," i. e., in which the

dominance of the one or the other parent was plainly evi-

dent. A species in a cross was supposed to function as a

whole as such. An idea of this older point of view is

obtained from the following:

Thus, just !is there are species in a natural g-enus, which possess a

prepotent fertilizing power upon several other species of their genus, so

there are also species, which exert upon several others such a typical

a nature that their operation in all combinations is to be recognized by

a character in common. Both of these forces, a^e, however of different

kinds, and follow different laws (p. 289).

Gartner did not regard Sageret 's case of segregation

of characters to be the normal result of hybrid fertiliza-

tion. While it is true that Gartner recognized in a cer-

tain sense the fact that parental characters often behave

in a more or less unitary manner, he was led by the

nature of his mind, as well as by the results of his obser-

vations, to take a synthetic rather than an analytical view

of the hybrid organism.

hybrids from the elements and characters of the parents, is as important

for plant physiology as for systematic botany (p. 25). and further—
The laws of hybrid types orient themselves not toward the individual

organs of plants,—do not apply to a single part, e. g., stems, leaves, etc.,

which determine the types of hybrids, must therefore be investigated and

compared in their totality, and in their mutual intei-relationship. For

the most part, the individuality of a hybrid expresses itself in its en-

tire habit, but in this respect, the flower above other parts of the plant,

is most frequently -muX ]>lainly distinguished (p. 251).

However, ( J:irtiiei-"> most fundamental view upon the

question whether the plant as a whole, or its individual

characters considered as such, determine the nature of

the hybrid offspring, is expressed in the following clear
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In the formation of simple hybrids, as in sexual propagation in gen-

eral, two factors are functional; this inequality of activity flowing out

of the specific difference of species, expresses itself in the more marked

or the more feeble emergence of the individual paternal characters in

the different parts of the hybrid. Whether the species nature in its

of the type, or whether also the individual parts of plants have a special

investigations (p. 257).

In the absence of what he deemed sufficient evidence to

the contrary, Gartner conservatively adhered to the view

that the parent organism entered into the cross as a

whole, rather than as a congeries of character-units, be-

having in a manner separately, although often linked

together.

Eegarding the recognized instability of hybrids, Gart-

ner simply says, without distinguishing as to the gen-

eration :

hybridity (p.518).

So far as any distinction as between the first and sec-

ond generation is concerned, Gartner merely says:

Concerning vari;i1)ilily in hybrids of the second and
succeeding generations, he says:

Other hybrids, and in fact the most of tliem which are fertile, present

less (]>. .lL-_')."

Perlin[)s ihv most delinite alkision describing the con-
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dition in general terms, of what we term segregation in

the second generation, is the following

:

Among many fertile hybrids, this eliaiifre in the second and succeed-

ing generations, alTects not only the flowers, but also the entire habit,

even to the exclusion of the flowers, whereby the majority of the indi-

viduals from a single cross ordinarily retain the form of the hybrid

mother, a few others have become more like the original mother parent,

original farther (p. 422).

Eegarding the matter of unusual vigor in hybrids,

Gartner remarks, giving examples, although again with-

out referring to any particular generation—

The marked increase in the size of the flowers, is a phenomenon not

seldom occurring among hybrids (p. 295), and—
One of the most marked and general characters of plant hybrids, is

the luxuriance of all their parts, since among very many of them, an

exuberance of growth and development of roots, branches, leaves and

flowers manifests itself, which is not encountered among the parents,

even under careful cultivation (p. 526).

Gartner did not omit to apprehend the possible value

of this fact to agriculture, although, of course, he did not

recognize the first hybrid generation as a special phe-

Among the characters of hybrids worthy of recommendation for agri-

culture, their tendency toward luxuriance in stalks and leaves, and

their extraordinary cai)acity for tillering is related al)ovo. With respect

use of this characteristic ' { p! 6.34)

.

So far as genetics from the present technical stand-

point is concerned, Gartner's data of course are not of

special interest, because his crossing was made upon
species as units, and not upon the character-unit basis,

and no records were made of the numbers of the different

typos secured from his crosses. It is of interest to note,

however, that Gartner's methods in his hybridization

operations partially anticipated the rigorous methods of

to-day, regarding the ])urity of ])anMitnl types.

Mill..- the niunic <.f the types
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Finally, Gartner's investigations upon color inker-

itance, which cover thirty pages of text, while not of gen-

etic value from the modern standpoint, are interesting

and valuable as a summary of the then existing knowl-

edge on the subject. One observation upon intensifica-

tion of color deserves mention

:

Red ^vitll r(Ml, nr.t soI.Lmii .uivos a lioio-liteiied brilliancy of color, as is

especially plainly shown in the llanie-colored flowers of Lnlnlia ntydi-

Giirtner experimented in the crossing of corn, Avith a

view to determining the matter of change of color in the

seeds due to crossing, as re])orted by Sageret. Unfor-

tunately for Giirtner's cxpcrinuMit, lunvever, he crossed a

dwarf corn witlioul pci-ica r]) color, with corn hav-

ing colored jicricai'p I -'of rod. ui^ay and striped color"),

inst('a<l of with coloi-od endosperm. In consequence, of

coni-se, ihe seeds l)orne ilie lirst year, -'differed neither

in size nor in color in the least fi'oni the natnral seeds of

The following year, howcxcr. instead of getting com-

plete color dominance, he ol»taiin'd from oiw ear a ratio

of 224 with non-colori'd pericar]). to (!4 with ])ericarp

colored. Tlie other ear gax e 1(i4 seeds without ])ericarp

color to col(M-ed. lie cam-led the s.mmIs throngh to the
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peculiar to the mother plant, but produces in the embryo only, the

capacity of bringing forth a mixed product from both concurrent

new plant (p. 327).

In an earlier paper of Gartner's (2b), he cites Mauz's

case of modifications in the character of different fruits

on a pear tree, through pollination from various varieties

of pears, whereby he was said to have obtained, ''a great

number of fruits different in form and colors" (p. 138).

His interest aroused by the phenomenon reported in

maize, he undertook a series of crossing experiments to

determine "whether foreign pollen exercises or does not

exercise an immediate influence on the external character

of the fruits and seeds which are the result of these fer-

tilizations," but with entirely negative results. No
change whatsoever was observed in the color or external

characteristics of the fruits arising from crossing.

The ifafluenee of the foreign pollen does not then change anything in

qualities of the fruits, the seeds and even th^ embryo. This influence

only gives to the latter the faculty of producing, through germination

and through the ulterior development of the new plant, an intimate

combination of the form of the members of the two species which have

united in its production (p. 139).

One of the most interesting matters, of course, is that

which concerns the alteration in the character of hybrid

seeds or fruits due to the immediate effect of foreign

pollen. Gartner reviews in detail the previous work of

Knight, Goss and Seton with peas. In 1829, he started

a selfed and a crossed series of peas, using four varieties

(pp. 81 85).

The results as to the immediate effect of the cross on
the seeds were as follows

:
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Parents. Hylrid Seeds.

Paris Wax (yellow) X Sugar Peas (greenish yellow) yellow.

Paris Wax (yellow) X Early Green Brockel (green) . greenish-yellow.

Sugar Pea (greenish yellow) X I^^arf Creeping (yellow) .. dirty-yellow.^

Sugar Pea (greenish yellow) X Early Green Brockel (green) .no change.

Dwarf Creeping (yellow) X Early Green Brockel (green) .. greenish-yellow.

Early Green Brockel (green) X Paris Wax (yellow) dirty-yellow.

Early Green Brockel (green) X Sugar Pea (greenish yellow) .yellow.

Early Green Brockel (green) X Dwarf Creeping (yellow). . .yellow.

As the above results show, the same dominance of yel-

low over green in the hybrid seed appears as in the ex-

perience of Knight, Goss and Seton.

Respecting identical results obtained as the result of

reciprocal crosses, Gartner makes the following unquali-

fied statement:

The most important and the most interesting phenomenon in the

crossing of plants in hybrid breeding, is the complete similarity of the

two products; since the seeds produced from the one as from the other

fertilization, give rise to plants of the most complete similarity, so that

their different origin and derivation, upon the most careful investiga-

tion of both kinds of hybrids, does not show the least difference in

respect to their form and type; and even the most practiced specialist

hybrid with respect to the sex of the parents (p. 223).

Gartner's work is not only noteworthy for its remark-

able extent with respect to the number of species experi-

mented upon, but with regard to the care which he exer-

cised in his operations, he says

:

of hybrid breeding, and for testing the conclusions derived therefrom,

we have repeated most of the experiments, especially the doubtful cases,

not once onlv. but several times, and put tliem to the test throudi cross-
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(p. (izr,).

A^-aiii, ill another ])lace, ho makes substantially the

same statement with respect to testing what he refers to

as '

' selective affinity.
'

'

('<•
i iM I i.m! h. iiiiid in rc^aliziiig the practical utility

ol' h\ l)ii(li/;iti«>ii ill ;i-ricultiire and liorticulture. The

f'()lh)\viim' ^onic\vli;it .'XiciKlrd ..\traet shows his keen

sense of Inteivsl to the i)«)svil)ilitics latent therein, al-

though his own sciciililic ('fforts did not lead him into
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ease with which many hybrids are able to be produced, is an inex-

haustible source of satisfaction and profit. lie recognizes that he is in

possession of materials with which he can busy himself, and he delib-

erites o\ei the ^\ n uid nnnner he cin bc^l md nio^t pioht xhU combine

(hiruteri/os Itself" ^xhethei HI the spknd 1 I li tiluno^wers

the fineness of then d^hneition fi UMii c . il li , untity of

lm,l .,(.v<.r I.H n.T (.xi>h.(] in n.-.ture ( pp.^.'lS-G.lO)

"

i his com ludt^ till iiiiltd ol ^iiuia inkKst iii Gait

iier's memoir. The wi-itrr lidicxcs that it should be

caretully read bv ever\ phiiit hii'cdrr. not oidv lor the

details of practical and historical \-aliie therein contained,

but because ot the philosophical spirit underlying Gart-

ner's scientific attitude upon the nature of the hybrid

organism.



ON THE USE OF THE SUCKINO-FISH FOR
CATCHING FISH AND TUETLES: STUDIES

IN ECHENETS OR REMORA, 11.

II

In 1507, there was published at Venice by Franconzio

another collection of travels, entitled '^Paesi Nouamente
Retrouati Et Nous Mondo da Alberico Vesputio Floren-

tine Intitulato" [Countries Newly Found and the New
World of Albericus Yesputius Called the Florentine].

Chapters LXXXIIII to CXIIII faithfully reproduce the

Libretto of 1504, are in fact a second edition of the Li-

bretto, and need not detain us.^^

All this however simply pushes the question back one

stc]) t'lirthei- and it }\o\v becomes ''What or who is the

soiiicc ol Peter Mni tvr's information?" The answer is

these souives nre identical with those for the "Life

..r t'hristoi.lier (',.lnnil)ns"bvhis son Ferdinand, for Las

( liiMoiN ot th. Wm [imIi.-, .m.l for Bernaldez's

••iu'ves ( ;it;ili('()<." In ndditH)!! \)v. Mastman has skil-

lnll\- worked out eei'tnin mtei'iial evnlenee which points

(lireelly to the one ])erso]i who g-ave to Peter Martyr the

data incorporated in Chay)ter XV of the Libretto.

Let us first of all consider the account which Ferdi-

n.uid -ives of th(> fishennan-n-li ineid, nt. ^^]mh soenis to
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kept a journal of his second voyage until he was stricken

down by sickness, and this is attested to by both the His-

toric and by Las Casas.

Ferdinand himself on this point says (Churchill's

Voyages, II, p. 560) that, after the fishing scene above

described, the Admiral held on his course though worn

out witli fatigue, neither having had his clothes off nor

lain 111 a lu'd sine., leaving Spain "till the 19th of May
( ] V.n ) wIkmi he w ril this," i.e., the account of the fishing

xM.iu. ill ()iiccii"s (lardcii. Windsor states (page 39) that

tlic Historic" was uj) to 1871 believed to be a biography

of Columbus by his son 1^'erdinand, and that though

doubted by some, is still firmly held to by many authori-

ties. With the above conclusions, Dr. Eastman and I,

after a careful study of all the available data, found our-

selves in full accord.

Las Casas, the great apostle to the Indians, left at his

death a manuscript history of the West Indies. This

had been long in the writing, from 1527 possibly, or more
positively from 1552, to 1561 (Las (Jasas died 1566), but

was longer in getting published (1875). However, in its

manuscript form, it was available from the time of his

death for all later historians.

Las Casas 's account of the fishing scene need not de-

lalii us liere since it is (essentially like iliat in the "His-

h.i-ie" by I'ei-dinaiHl, and like that in the "Libretto" of

ir)<i4;iiid the l)e(-;ide>" of 1 T) 11 . Mncli niore important

i> tlh' Murry a- to the ^onrc•e of La> Casas's data. Win-
sor oi) and 47) quotes Harrisse that he thinks that

both Ferdinand, or the author of the "Flistorie," and

Las Casas had access to common documents or may be a,

maniiseri])t prototyp(> of their writings. And later (p.

56) Wins..)- speaks of "the Journal .)f ("o]innl)us as pre-

served h> Las ( 'a>as.*'

One fui-ther x.mv.. of infoi'niat ion iie..ds t.) ho set

forth, and then after a Iwief eoiisidora; i..n of Vr\rv Mar-
I.M--^ ^onre..., tlii^ i>a]-t <.f our MudN will Iini>hed.

About \hr niiddl- of April, lin:,. Dr. LaMnian -ot word
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of a manuscript copy in the Harvnrd I.ihrni'v of a manu-
script document in the Royal l/ibrnry nl ^ladrid of

Columbus's time written hy a ])ei"sonnl friend of the

great navigatot- and nni-rnl ini;;' the events of the second

voyage. A few days latfi' he wrote me as follows:

Kverythino. nm .Inwn ilm> l;ir , ,v. .wc.l in iniportaneo 1)y ihc

new find, ante lodll. wliidi I t;,k. i. iln ;,,^;.<in.a verba of Cnlumhu^

in Coliiiiilnis's jmssession. Prescott makes iliis >iaieinciit

]jet us now consider Bernaldez's account, which as just

shown seems to be a transcription of Columbus's owti
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(which) occupied his attention . . . till the day of his

death. For the earlier years he had . . . not a little help

from Columbus himself."

Let us now see what Thacher, the latest and most pro-

found of the biographers of Columbus, has to say as to

Peter Martyr's sources, and we have done with this part

of this paper. On p. 215 of volume II (1903), he says.:

''The Admiral and some of his followers wrote to Peter

Martyr, and Peter Martyr thereupon wrote [a series of

letters] to an Italian Duke and to a few Cardinals." On
p. 218 , . Peter Martyr, who not only had access to all

l)iil>lic documents, but who himself corresponded with

Columbus." On p. 440 Thacher referring to Peter Mar-
t\'r speaks again of . . Personal correspondence with

till' Admiral.

"

( 'onfirmatory of all the preceding it may l)e notiMl that

the Spanish Jesuit, Nieremberg, professor of i)liysiology

in the Royal Academy of Madrid, in writing of the Ke-

vorsus, ({uotes Cliristoplier Columbus. It seems not un-

likely that he had in his day (his book was published in

1035) access to some of the Columbus manusci'ipts. m;iy

be to the journal of the second voyage. t';nTK'r tliim

Nieremberg, Gesner (1558) on page 483 ri'Tci-s to hrist.

Colubus" as his authority for the story ol' \hr Imnliiig

fisli. Fiirthcnn..r.> 1 luinl).)l<lt (1^2fi) <|u..l.- Columlms
on ihr .-K-tivilii.s nr tlu' h'rrrs.

From a round. Tnt ion oT nil ihi^ trMinioiix. uo other

conclusion vau Ik- rcaclird than that I'd.-r Murtyr liad

t'l'oin Columlms's own lips or from his innuusci-i])! jiun--

n;d of the second voyage (see reference to i'ei'diu.-iufrs

"Ilistorie" ou ]). 447), or from both, the .•utouiH of the
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SO incredible ? " In answer first let us consider the innate

probability of these accounts coming from such diverse

sources. It hardly seems probable that such an extra-

ordinary phenomenon, reported separately by Dampier,

by Commerson, by Salt, by Holmwood and by Wills for

one general locality, and by Columbus and his chroniclers

for a part of the world nearly 5,000 miles away, could be

other than an actuality. Indeed Humboldt, knowing only

of Commerson 's and the Spanish accounts, gave them

full credence (1826 and 1833). He quotes Captains

Rogers and Dam])i('r, nnd Columbus, and then comments

on the iiiaiiiici- ill which distant and alien peoples achieve

the saint' ends by dixcrsc means, the Americans having

a fisliennan-lish and the Chinese a fisherman-bird (the

cormorant), both serving the same purpose. He thinks

that the particular fish is not the small Remora but the

large Echeueis naucrates.

P. H. Gosse (1851) in the volume on "Fishes" in his

"Xatural History," refers briefly to the old use of Re-

mora as a fisherman at "Hispaniola and Jamaica" and

c'onclndes as follows:
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oimimstanlial as tlio^e (inotod alxixc TIicm- will l)e taken

up ohroiiolosjioally for the localitio iti\ (»lv('(i.

And jnst at tliis point T am liappx al bt'iiiu' alile to ^ive

wliat is alnio-t an witiie-- acconiM ol'aii almost i)resent

day use of tlio RiMiioia a^ a li\in<i li-li hook in the very

waters in whicli Coliiiiihiis >;iiKm1. I.ady Annie Brassey

tells ii< llijit. wliilc tile ••Suiilx'niir' l:iy at aachoi" in tlie

The Tndinii e^isily raises his" little anchor, paddles leisurely after the

reinora. renune^ the caiytiired fi-li into hi^ canoe, and repeats the opera-

lion untd he htx^ cau<iht as many fish as he wants. Thus, one of the

uolicst and most incapable-lookina' of creatnio^ i. made hy ^avace in-

C. F. Holder, vvlio kn<-u i1h- (Mh- tlu' KInrida KNm-C

as no otlier scientific n>an rxn \u\-. icfn^ to I jolmw n,,d \

accounts, makes mention of ( "olniiihus. note- that tlii' ti<h
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this paper in a photographic reproduction of Holder's

illustration and being a very spirited one is of interest

, and value. It is of course not a picture of an actual oc-

currence.^^

In the paper previously referred to (1905) Holder tells

of trying to catch turtles and sharks by means of a living

fish-hook, in which effort, however, he was unsuc<5essful.

He says:

I experimented with the Remora but the fish invariably refused to

dart after the turtle, preferring to find shelter under the boat. One

tossed to a shark was seized by the latter, that doubtless thought it a

been stale : they surely were not ship or turtle slayers.

In this connection the only other modern figures of

fishing with the living fish-hook may be given. Fig. 9,

Plate III, is a reproduction 'of one of tlie illustrations

from Hudson's ''Curious Bread Winners of the Deep"
(1893). It was made to illustrate the story copied from

Ogilby's ''America," and is reproduced here for the sake

of completeness. The other figure number 10, Plate III,

is from Frederic Ober's "Crusoe's Island" (1901). He
gives the Columbus story and has had this figure drawn to

illustrate it. The same data without the figure is found in

an earlier book by Ober—"Travel Tales of the West

The Living Fish-Hook in Chinese Waters

From the Caribbean we will go half way round the

world to find the same story in all its essentials told of the

fishermen along the southern coast of the Celestial Em-
pire. Our reference here is to Frank T. Bullen, who in

his delightful book "Denizens of the Deep" (1904) gives

the following interesting account

:

Turtles are many on the Chinese Coast, and tlie guileful Chinese

Holder's " Half flours with liMi... l;,[,ti!,... ,V li^r' n'
'

'

'

x/w" York,

190C, page 80 and figure 4".).
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Th

of a wliitp UMinnn, r.aii;.i,i TlioMip^.n In iiiiiim'. uliolind

boon held CMpr t'dr -oiiic yc.-ii.- li\ the n;iti\c- <»!' Miira-

lu£? or AVeMfiii I'riiuT ni \V;.l,-. Nhnnl In T.^ik- Sii.-iit-

aiul iind iM'cii tiniii.M! l,y iIhmii (;i<Mn ( i i ( ;i) ..„,.
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counter, and both are hauled in together.

Our next account is an eye witness one dated but a few

years after MacGillivray's. John Jardine was for some
years police magistrate at Somerset, Cape York, where his

duties brought him into close contact with the natives.

As a result of his experiences, in 1866 he published the

following account of fishing with the sucking-fish at Cape
York:

natives here. This custom, though said to be known so long back as the

time of the discovery of America by Columbus, is so strangely interest-

species of suckSg-fish (Remora) is used. On the occasion to which I

allude, two of these were caught by the blacks in the small pools in a

coral reef, care being taken not to injure them. Thfey were laid in the

bottom of a canoe, and covered over with sea-weed—a strong fishing-line

having been previously fastened to the tail of each. Four men went in

the canoe; one steering with a paddle in the stern, one paddling on

attending to llie fishing lines; while I sat on a sort of stage fixed niid-

sliip, supported by the outrigger-poles. The day was very calm and

very strong on these shores. A small turtle was seen, and the sucking-

fish was put into the water. At first it swam lazily about, apparently

element; but presently it swam slowly in the direction of the turtle,

till out of sight; in a very short time the line was rapidly carried out,

there was a jerk, and the turtle was fast. The line was handled gently

for two or three minutes, the stcei-sinan causing the canoe to follow the

course of the turtle with great dexerity. It was soon exhausted and

hauled up to the canoe. It was a small turtle, weighing a little under

40 lbs., but the sucking-fish adhered so tenaciously to it, as to raise it

from the ground, when held up by the tail, and this some time after

being taken out of the water.- A strong breeze coming on, the^canoe

\vci..Iiiiig more than KM) lbs., which have ])eon taken in the manner

Wo next hear ofllils H<li in dill's ''Life in the Southern

I>l('s" ( ls7(;). wlicrriii ln' cori-oliorates MacGillivray and
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Another mode of turtling is to call in the aid of the Echeneis remora,

or sucking-fish, which is ahont three feet in length, and is easily caught

by a hne. When caught the Straits Islanders pierce the tail, in order to

insert a strong cord, which is also wound round it for the sake of

security. Generally captive sucking-fish are kept swimming after the

near the sleeper as possible. These sucking-fishes at once attach them-

sehes to tlie turtl(^ wli.ch awakes to find itselt a prisoner. The cords

half-filled witli sea-vvnt..'. imtil !nrilr> ;,,v mv...

In 1888, Professor \ ( ILuM.mi u.i^ .1 mm miIxt of an

expedition to Torres Sti;iit> id >tM<l\ (-(.raU, -'uul while

there (some eight iiioiilli.-) lu' iMadc iM)t('s ol the use of

Echeneis as a turtle-catcher and of it- supernatural

powers. Brief accounts of this remarkable use of the fish

were published in 1889, 1890 and 1890a (see in bibliog-

raphy under Haddon), but as a much fuller account by

him will be given later the above need not be quoted here.

Stirred up by Haddon 's note of 1889, Sclater later in

the same year in Nature called attention to ITolmwood's

article. And, stirred by Sclater, TI. Ling l\oth in the

same volume of the same journal cittMl the account by

Ferdinand Columbus given in ( 'Iiuichiirs XOyages as

quoted on page 448.

Saville Kent in his book, "The Great Barrier Reef of

Australia" (1893), has the following to say anent our

subject

:
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Corroboratory of the foregoing is the following account

extracted from Semon's book "In the Australian Bush"

(1899). In describing the catching of the turtle, Chelone

midas, by divers who jump on its back, or by tishermen

who harpoon it, Senion adds

:

the snrlace witli the siickiiiu' lisli. I'Hiiionm' l),,;it and

turtle together on the sui-racc hy piilliim cii the liiir i> .nic

thing, hauling a turtle up I'nuii the I'.ottoin i> iiuilc an-
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board. In all probability, the sucker will go straight for the object and

attach itself: it acts only as a guide, and tells the hunter the next move
of his prey. The aboriginal now plays the line out very guardedly,

merged reaches a point on the line, previously marked, he knows that

he is within striking distance, and as his quarry comes to the surface,

in no sense does the sucker-fish pull the prey into the hands of the

hunter: it only indicates the direction in which the harpoon, etc., can be

advantageously thrown.

The account given by X. W. Thomas in his book

''Natives of Australia" (1906) is taken ahnost verbatim

from the above and beyond this mere citation no notice

will be taken of it here.

We now come to another account of the peculiar use of

Echeneis under discussion, and I am able to offer no less

an authority than the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," in the

eleventh edition of which, in Volume XXII (1911), in the

article on Queensland, Australia, Mr. T. A. Coghlan

writes:

In Torres Strait and the northern coast the hawksbill turtle ... is

said to be cai>tured in a peculiar manner, the sucking-fish or remora

(Echeneis naucrales) being utilized by the islanders for that purpose.

The remora is oan-ied alive in the bottom of the canoe, a long thin line

being attached to the fish's tail and another usually to the gills. On a

turtle being sighted and approaclie<l to within the length of the line, the

sucking-fish is thrown towards it. and inutiodiiitcly swims to and attaches

which if of moderate size is easily pulled into tlie canoe.

During the year 1898, Professor A. C. Iladdon was

leader of the Cambridge University Anthropological Expe-

dition to Torres Straits. On this expedition ho made an

extensive study of tlic use of tlio fisliermaii fisli. Professor

Haddoii'> .Inta eoniplet*^ tli;it he efleetualiy

settled the matter ct' the im-etit-day actual ii^^ of the ti^li

for takiim- nth.-r ti^h. ati.l Aurr hi. rrp,.i't. are cfthe liio-h

.-t vahie. piittitm- a- they .hi the iiiipriinatur of truth on

h uhnh- matter. th.'> uill h,. rct'eri'e.l in in some detail.

i'rol\-^ur Ila(hl(jii"> lir>t aeeoimt ha^-d on the data of
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liis second expedition is to be found in his "Head Hunters

:

Black, White and Brown" (1901). This gives essentially

the same data as that contained in the short article in

Folklore, 1890, but for fuller accounts we must turn to the

various reports of the Cambridge Anthropological Expe-

dition to Torres Straits.

Taking up these reports chronologically fits in well with

the scheme of this paper, as will be seen presently.

Volume V (1904) deals with the "Sociology, Magic and

Religion of the Western Islanders." Here Haddon gives

three folk tales, one of which has to do with the origin of

the use of the Gapu (the native name of the sucking-tish),

and two with its use. Later in the same volume Dr. Elvers

gives a very detailed account of the method of procedure

in fishing with the Gapu. This data will be found later in

Haddon 's final account of the use of this fish. Further

along in Volume V Haddon and Rivers give accounts of

the Gapn as a totem.

Volume VI of the Reports bearing date 1908 has for its

title the "Sociology, Magic and Relation of the Eastern

Islanders." These peoples do not ^ocm to liavo so many
tales of the Gapu as their western luctlircti -iiicc Haddon
records but two. It seems apart fVom the ]airii()-(^ of this

paper to insert any of these folk talo 1i('r<". Imt it is my
purpose later with Professor Ifaddon's kind pcnnission

to collect them and publish them in a slun t at ticlc

We now come to the latest, most di'tailed, and most valu-

able of all the accounts of the use of the living fish hook in

Torres Straits. In Volume IV of the Reports issued in

1912, Professor Haddon gives a very circumstantial ac-

count and this will be quoted in full. In this volume,

dealing with arts nnd crafts, fi-hiiig witli the sucking-fish

is freqiK'iitly ivfcnvd to. Thv fi>li i^ well known to the

natives as their itiytlis and U-yomU >ho\x and it is a com-

mon motif in their ornanu'nt> and (^rnanuMitat ion. Had-

don 's account of its use now follows :

The mo.st inten-stin- me\hod <>f .•Mh lnn.;- lu.il.. is that in whidi the

su.-kino. fisl, (ralliHl napx m \he wo.ten, i>ai1 of thv stniils. and gep in
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Ho ones (lie cndei to ])a(l<no till lie llie luitle. then yne^ the ^^oid

to Mop, and the anclioi kM ,o h^ the o^MH i linnm liaii pitMou^h

^liilted to the stein of the < mo, W li. i tlu Una, ,jml a -uliK i luiih

obtained, the owner of the canoe frives the order to j^o home, and tlie

hual-fiarka resumes his subordinate fimctions. and resions into the liands

of his l)i-other-iii-hnv the dircHion of affairs which had hecii his part

III a footnote Professor Haddoii tells us that the siieker-

\\>]\ is eaten at the end of the day's fishing. This seems

like a very wasteful coui'se of action, but it. mny have

arisen he.-nusc of tlie dithculty iti keepiiiu' tlie tisii alive

imtil til.' next liinr It wouUl \u' pccdcd. In icxt-lioi,,-,. :>.

we liavr n iiaiivr di-.-iu in- ^liowin,- l;o\v the "(iai-n" i^

attached t.. the raiuu' diiri n- tlic t ri
i

. to I hHi>hi n- urounds.

We have in HohnwondV ;ir.M.in,t n (h-cription with

fiuures of how the leashin- ar.Min.piidi."d. and ilad.lon

aNo is too good a sHt-titi^t to Icavr n^ in <h.nht a^ to how
tlu' T.>rr.- Strait^ natix*- nian.auv tin- matt.T. In ad<li-

tion to what ha.-^ alivad> 1hm.|i ulvn a^ to thr inantnT ol^
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The sucker-fisli is so well known to the natives as to

give rise to a decorative motive in their decorative art.

Haddon gives numerous figures of tliis. It is also a sub-

sidiary totem of one of the clans in the western islands

and Haddon thinks may once have heen a chief totem of a

larger but now extinct clan. The natives moreover ascribe

to it considerable intelligence. TIaddon thus concludes

his interesting account:

The nalives hnve aTcnt rosi)eet for tlie sucker-fish and firmly believe

it to possess oininons i)owors. For cxainplo : when (lie fish does not

take a good hold on the liirlle and then swims off it indicates that some

].art of the canoe is not s<>cnro; wlieii tliere is somethin- the matter

with the bow of the canoe, the fish is said to attach itself to the uock of

tlie tnrtle, but should the stem of the canoe l)e weak, the tisli adiioros to

the front part of the carapace, the caiuu- i> >!ro,m-: when it -oos to^one

side of the carapace or keeps nuniii- mIm),,!. ii >lio\v^ iliat tlie leashings

of the float to the onlri-irer on that i.arth-nhir si.le are insecure. More
than once T was told. Gapn savey all same man. 1 think him half devil

a. c, spirit).-

One other account is now to follow and all the known
data will have been fully presented to the reader. E. J.

f'>anfiel(l. tlio well-known Anstraliaii, lived I'oi- a nnniber

of year- on Dunk M;ni<l. off tlu' of ti-(.]H<-;il (,)ueens-
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recounted in a charming- book, ''The Confessions of a

Beachcomb.er. " This was first published in 1908, and re-

printed in 1910, and again in 1913. The following quota-

tions are from the 1913 reprint

:

Generally unprogressive and miinvenlive, the aboriginals of Iho coast

of Xoith Queensland apph i)ractioalh the result of the obsenation ot a

certain fact in the life history of a fish to obtain food. By them the

sn. k< I ( KM.io.a) IS not lejiaided as an mteiestm- example of a fish . .
,

Otlid .nuuiiii. hn. su(k,, fivl, ot dilt.HMit torm; but it remained

fot ih( 1). iiuii, 1 VuMMlnnbluk^ niin,,^ i |,u othei -^ax aae i aces to

Having located the haunts of a remora the blacks feed

it from day to day until its shyness is worn off, and then

catch it with a hook.

When iva.lv lo hunt for turtle, tlic natives aniicd with

speais go out in tlidi haik < .iiioc to the liottoni of which

one of the suckinu' h-li is aUaclied by its sucker. AVhen

they reach a locality wlicic turtle abound, they soon get





THE ENGLISH SPAREOW HAS ARRIVED IN DEATH
VALLEY: AN EXPERIMENT IN NATURE^

The English sparrow first became well established in the

United States in 1860-1864 in the vicinity of New York City.

Several small plants had been made in other Atlantic cities

within the few years preceding, but practically all of these are

definitely known to have failed. The original stock is in nearly

all the cases of importation known to have been obtained in Eng-

land. Its spread through the eastern United States after once

established was phenomenal; its rate of invasion towards the

west only slowed up at about the 100th meridian, and this, sig-

nificantly enough, is about at the line limiting a great many spe-

cies of native eastern birds toward the west and of native western

birds toward the east. Nevertheless, the English sparrow ulti-

mately crossed this barrier, constituted by change in humidity,

and it has continued expanding its range until it exists now in

nearly every part of every state in the Union. It has also ex-

tended throughout southern Canada and has become well settled

in the Hawaiian Islands.

In California the English sparrow was first noticed in 1871 or

1872, in San Francisco, and it quickly thereafter appeared in

many of the towns in the west-central part of the state. But it

was very slow to enter southern California. It did not reach

Los Angeles for nearly thirty-five years, in 1907 ; and San Diego

was not reached until 1913. To-day it is familiar in practically

every town "south of Tehachapi." Among the places in Cali-

fornia now inhabited by the English sparrow, to designate some

of those showing extremes of climate as regards temperature

and humidity, are Brawley, Imperial County, and Sisson, Sis-

kiyou County; Needles, San Bernardino County, and Eureka,

Humboldt County.

In 1917 the California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology under-

took as field work for that year a study of the vertebrate animal

life of the Inyo region of southeastern California. In connec-

tion with this work it was the writer's not unpleasant fortune to

spend the iiiontli of April in Death Valley. What was his sur-

1 fontrilaitioti f iniii t!u' Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University

468
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prise to find there a thriving colony of English sparrows. These

were established on the Greenland Kaneh (otherwise known as

Furnace Creek Ranch), elevation 178 feet helow sea level.

Specimens were collected, both as alcoholics and .as dry study

skins, but not to an extent to threaten the persistence of the

colony. For here, it occurred to the writer, we had at hand a

particularly convincing "experiment" already under way, of

just the sort called for by certain critics of the work of the sys-

tematist and distributionist, which in time would test the ques-

tion of the evanescence versus the relative permanence of char-

acters of the category commonly viewed as subspecific.

The sparrows of Furnace Creek Ranch, which were estimated

to number about fifty, had their main headquarters in the tops

of the several tall Washington Palms which overshadow the

ranch house ; also several nests were seen in the Fremont cotton-

woods which line the irrigation ditches along the alfalfa fields

for a quarter of a mile down toward the glistening borax flats.

The traveller on entering Death Valley is impressed by Green-

land Ranch as a wonderfully rich oasis surrounded by a desert

of surpassing barrenness. The English sparrow colony there is,

then, isolated under a climate that is probably of the greatest ex-

treme in the direction of high temperature combined with low

relative humidity, of any place in North America.

Greenland Ranch is owned by the Pacific Coast Borax Com-
pany, who value it for its output of alfalfa hay and for certain

appurtenant water rights, there being a constant flow of forty

inches from the warm springs nearby. Fortunately for our

present problem, the company has for years required its mana-
gei*s to keep a daily record of weather conditions. There is a

standard instrument shelter, and the records are kept in avail-

able form, and furthermore have been transmitted regularly to

the United States Weather Bureau. Without going into details

here, it is of interest to note that the highest recorded tempera-

ture for any place in the United States was observed there on
July 10, 1913, when an afternoon temperature of 134° Fahren-

heit in the shade was reached..

As to the time of appearance of the sparrows in Death Valley

I have good reason to rely on the statements of Mr. Oscar Den-
ton, who is the present maiiiiirrr of tlie (irooiiland Ranch. He
says that he firat saw theiu m tlie I'lnn'i! yard five years ago

(1914). That was about Ww tlnw \ho D.-atli Valley spur of the

Tonopah and Tidewater Railroad was run to the present location
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of Ryan. Ryan, by the way, is the terminus of the narrow-

grange line, wlierever that terminus happens to be, and this shifts

about as determined by the extent of the different ledges of

borax ore mined. The borax deposits on the floor of Death Val-

ley are no longer gathered. The day of the 20-mule-team. borax

wagons is gone except on the labels. It is cheaper to handle

the richer borax ore high on the mountain sides and to reach

these ledges by railroad. The present Ryan, the nearest the

railroad lias so far gotten to Death Valley, is 17 miles from

(h-eenland Ranch and 8,000 feet altitudinally above it. I saw

English sparrows tliere repeatedly in April and May, 1917, as

also at Death V^alley Jnnetioii, 40 miles farther away, on the

Tonopah and Tidewater Railway. Mr. Denton believes, and I

think he is likely right, that the sparrows followed the construc-

tion camps along the route of the T. & T. R. R. from Ludlow to

Death Valley .lunction and tlience along the narrow-gauge to

Ryan. It may be further suggested that since hauling is done

from time to time down the 17 miles of Furnace Creek Wash
from Ryan to Greenland Ranch this is the route probably trav-

elled by those sparrows which reached Death Valley. It is less

probable to my mind that the birds simply started out overland,

from some more distant point, and a pair or more just happened

to reach tiiis remote and forbidding valley. It is true, however,

that the green of the ranch shines out conspicuously for miles

round about and would surely attract to it any vagrant sparrow

w/h.Mv in Am.'rir,, liasv b.-.-n an-nst .)n.e. 1 to tliink of the

Kii-lisli s|.;ii'ruu ,i fiiM ^/.nu.. I'„.s,r ilnnn^tnns. The bird

was oriii-inally iimurd l.v Li,^uuM.^. aii.l llius has Mvn.rd from all

standpoints ..onstuut. a tn.K •• Lin.ia. an s,H.r...s.
"

" How-
ever, recent developments in the geographic knowledge of birds

in the Old World has brought out the fact of geograpliic varia-

tion within tlie specie^ Passer (]om(sticus as previonsly under-

1 "Hl,n.,rv -nor.iphic intergradation. ITartert (1910^
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tlio ])asis ot Linnaeus s name, becomes Passer donusticvs domes-

ficHs. and the sparrow of England Kleinschmidt names (cited

mider date 1915, thoujjh I have not seen the original description

iiivsdf^ Parser donie^ticus ho^idi^ As pointed out b> Ober

holser (1917, p. 329), since the American stock came from Eng-

land our bird must also be known under this name. And fur-

thermore, the vernacular term. European house sparrow, which

some people have preferred because of a fancied unpleasant

association in the name English sparrow^ can not be used prop-

erly for the American bird.

The point I wish to make now is that the English sparrow,

which IS spread all over the United btatcs. is itself a subspecies

ot a wide ranging and decidedlv variable species which is thus,

geographicallv speaking, quite like our American song sparrow,

or the horned lark. In the Old World, each race "stavs put"

as regards aggregate ot population, each m its own taimal area

just as do our own song sparrows. All of these races are non-

migiatoi\ /"(/sicr dom<!>tiCHS hostdis Klemsdimidt is also non

migratory, as far as T have been able to learn, wherever it now
occurs, north and south, in America. But here, by reason ot its

marvellous powers ot accommodation, and finding no competitor

m (\actl\ its own (lologic nuhe it has giaduallj advanced its
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ferences are now discernible from place to place in North Amer-

ica, in so far as perfectly comparable material is at hand. This

accords with the findings of Phillips (1915), which also were

practically negative.

Are we not to infer, then, that there has not as yet been suffi-

cient time (up to three years and as many possible generations

in Death Valley and up to sixty years elsewhere in North Amer-

ica) for the impress of diverse environments in the different

parts of the territory newly occupied by Passer domesHcus hos-

tilis to bring physical changes in the birds of sufficient magni-

tude for the modern systematist to detect ? Is there not here a

demonstration of the relative permanence of subspecific charac-

ters far beyond what many naturalists have supposed ? Are not

such characters in general far more likely to be germinal than

somatic ?

How intensely interesting it will be to waterh the course of this

"experiment," now under way, irrespective of human effort, in

Death Valley, with "controls" vigorously maintaining them-

selves (against man's wish !) in San Diego, Berkeley and Boston.

But perhaps it will be urged that the conditions of an orthodox

experiment are not here properly met. The "factors" of the

environment are not sorted out, and none is under any kind of

regulation. Moreover, rigid control has not been secured, in

that there is no way in which any of the naturally established

colonies of English sparrows can be strictly isolated and kept

from genetic contamination by new influxes of birds from else-

In reply, I would say that we are not expecting more from our

natural experiment than the demonstration of what we set out

to prove, namely, the length of time necessary for the develop-

ment, in a stock under natural conditions some of which are

known, of characters of subspecific value. In the breeding cage

there are always "unknown" factors; so let us admit the exist-

ence of tlio^o ill tlie wild as not invalidating the "experiment"
as Mii'li. In ii.ilui-e. subspecies have differentiated under just

rli.' .orHiliions scit'-iiiiposed by the English sparrows through

Indiv id luil song sparrows &nd horned
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INHEEITANCE OF WHITE-SPOTTING AND
OTHER COLOR CHARACTERS IN CATS

T)K. P. W. WlUTIXd

Ix a previous paper^ I have presented data bearing on

tlie general subject of the inheritance of coat-color in cats.

The experiments at the University of Pennsylvania were
still in progress when the paper was published and
fui'ther results have since been obtained. Unfortunately

ail cczfiiia iiit'ceted the stock and the investigations were

l^rou.niit to ail oiul by the death of several animals. It is

tliouuiit aih isabh' therefore to present the rest of the

data ill the present ])aper and to summarize results thus

Xunibei's deiiotiii.u- indiviihials or matings are insei'ted

as in the previous i)aper for the purpose of cross ref-

erence. In the genetic formulfe A' denotes much-ticked;

-4, little-ticked ; non-ticked ; B' denotes lined
;
B, striped

;

h, blotched; denotes intensely pigmented; m, maltese

dilution ; TT' denotes dominant solid white; w, color; F de-

notes yelhnv; y, black; Yy, tortoiseshell. Symbols are

omitted when character was for any reason undetermined.

A eivam male (24) (b.m.w.Y) was crossed (48) to a

solid-white vellow ."ved lialf sister I \V) frniii matinu-

4:^ (a white'iiKde hvnii ••aiio,iiah.ii>" ( Vv) ereani feiiiah'

(2:',) mentioned hehnv). There were pnuhu-ed <me orange

mah' (l).^l.w.V). and one cream female (h.ni.w.V). Both

473
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had an extreme amount of, white-spotting. The same
male (24), when crossed (51) to his "anomalous" (Yy)

cream mother, (23) (b.m.w.Yy), sired two cream females

(b.m.w.Y). He was also crossed (53) to a black female,

(32) (a.B.M), and sired one maltese male, (a.B.m.w.y)

and four tortoiseshell females, (one a.B.M, one b.m, and

twoa.M).

The progeny from the "anomalous" (Yy) cream female

(23) by her cream son (24) now consists of four litters

(41, 46, 50, and 51) containing two maltese males (yX
— ), one cream male (YX — ) and four cream females

(YX ?X).

There are now in all eight matings of "yellow" male

(YX — ) by "black" female (yX yX) giving sixteen

"black" males (vX — ) and seventeen "tortoiseshell"

females (YX yX)*.

Dr. Charles Penrose, of Philadelphia, very kindly

loaned his Caffer cat for crossing, a much-ticked lined

male (21) (A'.B'.M.y) mentioned in the previous paper.

A cross (52) made with an orange striped female (31)

(B.M.Y), from mating 37 produced three tortoiseshell

females,— a much-ticked lined (A'.B'.M.Yy), a lined with

ticking present but with so much yellow that the exact

d<'grre was uncertain, (B'.M.Yy), a ticked of uncertain

degree in which the ])aii(linu- wns also imccrtaiii on ac-

count of admixture of black and xcllow, (^^.^'>').

The same male (21), (•r(.-^>c(l (:>7)) ic aii oraii-v striped

sister (33) fB.M.Y) of I'cinalc :n. >iivd five orange lined

males (B'.M.Y).

The same male (21) crossed (54) to a tortoiseshell (28)

(a.P>.:^r.Yy> sired four lined n<)n-v(>]l(>NV kittens,- two

hill. -ticked mn\r< (A.lV.M.x), and two much-ticked

remains ( A'.ir.M.v ).

Til., ^anir male (21 . .Td^^. d i."..;, in .-, hlntcli...! maltese

t(.i-t..i-.-ii.'l! (l;:) ( .\.l).iiiA'\ ) >lr('<l four lined orange

ma!.- (['>'.MA ) and two lined tortoiseshell females

(B'.M.V> ).

When he ua^ crossed (57) to a dilute tortoiseshell (34)
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(a.b.m.yY), there were produced a lined orange male

(B'M.Y) and a lined tortoiseshell female (B'.M.Yy)-

When he was crossed (58) to a tortoiseshell female

(80) (a.B.M.Yy) he sired two ornii^v lined males

(B'.M.Y), one little-ticked, lined male (A.IV.NF.y), and

two lined females,— one tortoiseshell with so umch yellow

that degree of ticking could not be made out (B'.M.Yy),

and one non-yellow^ with so much white that degree of

ticking could not be made out (B'.M.y).

The crosses of this Gaffer cat are reciprocal to those

summarized above, crosses of ''vellow" males ( VX —

)

by '^black" (yX yX) and by - to.loi>rsheir ' i VX yX)

females. Here we have a "black" male
(

_\ X ) by '^yel-

low" females (YX YX) giving live •'yellou-" males

(YX -) and three "tortoiseshell" females (YX yX) and

a "l)laek" male (yX — ) by "tortoiseshell" females (YX
yX) gi\ ing three "l)laek" males (yX — ) and seven "yel-

low" males ( VX — ) and four "tortoiseshell" females

( VX yX ) and three "black" females (yX yX). It may
l)e seen, therefore, that the principle of sex linkage a])-

plies in all these cases.

The progeny of the ("affer cat (l'U ai-e of interest also

from the point of view of tickinu' and l)anilinu-. The es-

sential characteristic of ("affei- is the narrow !)ande(l or

"lined" condition. I^aiKhnm- of int.'rmediate width,

"striping," acts as a reces<i\c as iire\ i.)n>ly shown ami

the widest bands, "blotches." are rece>>i\-e to lioth

"lines" and "stripes." The i)ai-eiits ( is. lii) ,.f \\u< cat

were both lined, but ])ro.lnce(l bloti-he.l off^prin- a> well

as lined. Kvidentlv this cat i2]) is the honn.zy-on> seg-

regate, for twenty-foui- of ]ii> twmty-livc oflVprin- are

certainly lined and in the othei' (oi'.:'.) th.-re is >o mnch

the fenialr> to

IV blotched, and
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the other four (28, 30, 31, 33) were striped but known to

be carrying blotched. Lined is therefore dominant to

both striped and blotched as previously stated. The re-

sults thus far obtained do not demonstrate the allelomor-

phism of the three types of banding. In order to do that

it would be necessary to cross one of the offspring carry-

ing striped (B'B) to blotched cats (bb). All kittens

should be lined (B'b) or striped (Bb). If blotched oc-

curred it would demonstrate that two loci were involved,

LI and Ss. Blotched would then be ll.ss, and the nomen-

clature would have to be changed.

The production of orange and tortoiseshell lined cats is

of interest. They are as expected in every way com-

parable to other oranges and tortoiseshells except for the

narrower bands.

Eesults in regard to ticking may now be considered. In

the previous paper a was used to denote lack of ticking

;

A, little-ticked or dark tabby; and A', much-ticked or

light tabby. It now appears that there are two hered-

itary grades of ticking previously grouped under A' be-

tween which there is a fairly wide difference. Compar-

ison of kittens at birth or of adult cats makes the distinc-

tion clear. During growth intergradations appear for

ticking increases with age as in rodents. A' should

therefore be divided into A% extreme-ticking, and A"\

much-ticking. Fully as much difference exists between

A^ and A"' as between A'" and A.

A blotched male (11) crossed (14) with a black female

(15) sired four blotched kittens, and a blotched female

(14) crossed (31) with a lined little-ticked male (18) pro-

duced one lined and three blotched offspring. The two

blotched cats (11 and 14) were extreniel>'-ticked, A% as

were also the eight kittens. A iiiucli-tickcd, J'", Caffer

female (19) when crossed (1!») to ihc little-ticked, A,

Caffer male (18) produced one iiiueli-tick.Ml (21) and

three little-ticked. The much-ticked nu.tlici- .•ind

son (21) are very similar and contrast stionuly with tlu'

extremely-ticked cats mentioned as well as with littl*'-
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ticked. With the exception of five kittens, the offspring

of the much-ticked male (21) are useless for determining

degree of ticking on account of the presence of yellow.

Three kittens (58.2, 54.3, and 54.4) are little-ticked like

their grandfather (18). Two kittens (54.1, 54.2) were

much-ticked like their father and grandmother. The
mothers of all of these kittens were non-ticked. The same
degrees of ticking, ^1'" and A, have been possessed by
three generations.

Skins illustrating the three types of ticking A% A'", and
A are preserved for reference.

The crosses summarized in the preceding paper and
above may now be considered from the point of view of

white-spotting. Solid-white acts as a complete dominant

to other colors as shown in the previous paper. White-

spotting as seen among cats in general grades all the way
from solid-white to self. In individual fraternities, how-

over, it may show wide and clean segregation as the

crosses below demonstrate. A ''self" cat may have a

winute white spot on breast of belly or a few sparsely

scattered white hairs. In this case it might be called

near-self. Restricted spotting denotes white on nose,

breast, belly, or feet. It segregates widely from near-self

in the crosses hero considorod, but grades into moderate

spotting, which (b^notos tlic further cxtciisioii of white to

sides of bodv ns well, ^lo.lrrate si-ottiii- in turn uTades

into considerable, ^^\mh denotes more white than eolor.

Extreme spotting' denott's that ])i,u'nieiit is limited to

small spots on hea<l, hack, or tail.

Crosses involvin-- only s.'lf. restricted and moderate

spotting, and solid-white may he considorod first.

A self male (18) crossed (19, 31) to two self females

(19, 14) sired eight self. One of these self offspring (21)

crossed (55) to a self female (33) sired five self. Self

mai/ therefore breed true.

Th(^ first mentioned self male (18) crossed (28, 29)

witli two restricted spot females (10, 2) sired three self

and four restricted spot. The other self male (21)
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crossed (54, .56) to two restricted spot females (28, 13)

sired five self and five restricted spot. A restricted spot

male (8) crossed twice (9, 30) to a self female (20) sired

three self and seven restricted spot. A restricted spot

female (3) crossed (16) to a self male (6) produced six

self. Self by restricted spot therefore has produced sev-

enteen self and sixteen restricted spot, the expectation

if restricted spot is heterozygous.

The restricted spot male (8) crossed (12, 33) to two

restricted spot females (25, 3) sired one self, three re-

stricted, and one moderate. This is in line with expecta-

tion if spotting is dominant, the moderate in this case

possibly representing the homozygote.

The same restricted spot male (8) crossed (32) to a

solid-white (22) sired two solid-white and two completely

self. This is in line with the assumption that the white

female was homozygous for self, ss, and heterozygous

for color, Ww, or that spotting and white are both allelo-

morphic with self and that she was carrying self. The

male would then be ?r^;r, tr^ standing for restricted or

moderate spotting.

Crosses invoh inu' uicatrr amounts of spotting may

The self male (21) crossed (52) to a considerable spot

female (31) sired one self and two considerable. When
crossed (58) to a moderate spot (30) he sired three self

and two considerable. These results show that consid-

erable segregates from self and that a greater degree of

spotting may be produced from a less by crossing to self.

Modifiers are indicated.

The same male was also crossed (57) to a considerable

(34) and sired two restricted. In this case modifiers

may have been assorted to produce restriction, but the

female (34) was derived from a cross (34) of a consid-

eral>le (24) by a restricted (3) each of which was known
to eari'v self. She may t In'iefore have been of composi-

tion If' )!'
: II- . nnn-h six.tiing, l)eing derived from her

consideral)le parent and /f little spotting, from her re-
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stricted parent. She could then produce restricted off-

spring, w'^iv, when crossed to self.

Offspring of self by spotted known to carry self are

therefore twenty-one self and twenty spotted.

The considerable spot male (24) was crossed to various

spotted females known by these or other crosses to pro-

duce self. With a restricted (3) he sired (34, 49) two
self, one restricted, three moderate, and three consider-

able. With a moderate (32) he sired (53) two self, one

restricted, one moderate and one extreme. With a re-

stricted (28) he sired (44) one self, one restricted, one

moderate, and one considerable. With a moderate (30)

he sired (45) two considerable and one extreme. With a

restricted (13) he sired (47) two self, two considerable

(one of which graded toward extreme), and one very ex-

treme. This last cross is interesting for the offspring

vary far in both directions from the parental types.

Crosses of spotted by spotted when both carry self

have produced twenty-three spotted to eight self which

is very close to the three-to-oue expectation.

The considerable ^]hA male (24) above mentioned when
crossed (41. 4(;. :>^K :>n In lii^ e..iiM<lrn.l.l.' ^pnt iiiotluT

(23) sired fivr .M.uMdn-al.lr .-iikI tu.. ivMrictrd. th.^ m-uiv-

gation being ^ti-iking throim-li I'ailiiiv of an\ inod.-ralrs

to appear. This is in line with the snpjjosition that the

mother (23) was carrying little spotting and was there-

fore of composition 7r"'vr^ The cross might therefore be

n-"'u'Xu""w' = oiu-'"u-'", ,r"'u- or /r"'/r' )
-f 2( /r' h").

The same male ( 24) ( w" ir) was crossed (48) to a solid-

white half sister (2*0 from the same mother (23) {w'"w^)

by a white mah^ (U'?). There were produced two ex-

treme >p,)t. The white female (2!)) niav th.M-.^fore have

be-n fl'/r and lh,- .Atn-iii. ^pm nff.prin- .

The raihnv of aii\ thill- hiu-h.T tliaii n-trieted spot-

ting to occur among the offspriiiu' of rest ficted l)y self,

although cats with con>idernl)lf may carry iiidi('ate>

that there may be allelonu.rphie fact..r> determining

different degrees of spotting. In any case it appears
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that self is recessive to spotting and that color is re-

cessive to solid-white. The principle is suggested that

there is a quadruple allelomorphic series:— TT^, solid-

white; w"\ much spotted; w^, little spotted; and w, self,

with dominance in the degree of decreasing pigmenta-

tion. Crosses of white to self and of spotted to self would

])e of value in checking this principle. Any one white cat

might throw besides white either much spotted, little

spotted, or self; a much spotted might throw besides

much, either little or self, and little should throw little

or little and self. If three distinct types were produced

from any one white or spotted cat crossed to numerous

self cats, this would demonstrate modifiers of consider-

able importance or disprove the hypothesis of allelomor-

phism suggested.

Attention should be called to an interesting but unex-

plained relation that exists between yellow- and white-

spotting. "Self" tortoiseshells have yellow hairs closely

intermixed with non-yellow. This makes it very difficult

to determine degree of ticking in such animals. Tortoise-

shells with restricted white-spotting tend to have yellow

separated into patches, while further extension of white

separates yellow and non-yellow areas still more. Sep-

aration of yellow into patches appears not to be corre-

lated with amount of yellow.

General Summary of Inheritance of Coat-Color in

Cats

It may be of interest to summarize very briefly the

genetic* data thus far collected on coat-color in cats.

Eatios are not significant since fraternities from homo-

zygous dominants and heterozygotes are included

together.

Maltese dilution, w, is presumably a simple recessive

to intensity, M. Intense by intense have produced 41 in-

tense Tntt'iisr !)>• dikite have produced 37 intense and 23

(lilntc. Dilntr 1)\ dilute have produced 18 dilute.

Solid-white, W, evidently acts as a simple dominant
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over color, iv. It is true-breeding in the hands of fanciers.

White by color (amount of white-spotting undetermined)

have produced 3 white and 4 colored (one near-self).

Table I shows summaries for white and white-spotting

of determined degree. It is obvious that although exten-

TABLE I

sively pio-nu'iited aniiiinU appear among the oft'spring of

cats showing much whWo there is little tendency for a

kitten to show more white than appears in either parent.

Table II gives a summary of the results thus far col-

TABLE n
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lectecl in reference to the inheritance of yellow. Don-

caster 's^ summaries from fancy breeders and from

Little's data are given, kittens of undetermined sex being

omitted. The three tortoiseshell females from one pair

of Doncaster's yellow by yellow may be readily explained

if it be supposed that the mother was an, extreme yellow

variant of the heterozygote Yy, comparable with my
cream female number 23. Anomalous black females may
be similarly heterozygous. Anomalous blacks and tor-

toiseshells are to be expected from anomalous yellow

females. Anomalous offspring are recorded in italics in

Table II.

As regards banding, certain creams and blacks could

not be classified and are consequently omitted from the

summaries. Lined by lined have given 2 lined and 2

blotched. Lined by striped have given 17 lined and 2

striped. Lined by blotched have given 12 lined and 4

blotched. Striped by blotched have given 19 striped and

8 blotched. Blotched by blotched have given 4 blotched.

As regards ticking, it is necessary to omit all yellows

and many tortoiseshells, as well as some with much white.

Extremely-ticked by little-ticked have given 4 extremely-

ticked. Extremely-ticked by black have given 4 ex-

tremely-ticked. Much-ticked by little-ticked have given

1 much-ticked and 3 little-ticked. Much-ticked by black

have given 2 much-ticked and 3 little-ticked. Little-ticked

by littlo-tickcd have given 5 little-ticked and 1 black.

Little-ticked by black have given 7 little-ticked.



SOME HABITAT RESPONSES OF THE LARGE
WATER-STRIDER, GERRIS REMIOIS

SAY. II

('. F. (TKTrS Kir.EV

IV. Description of and Experiments in C^onnection

WITH Brook Habitat at Syracuse

1. Description of Habitat.—Some further experimen-

tal work, much like that which previously has been con-

sidered, was done near a small, rapid stream (Figs. 4, 5),

approximately 4.5 miles southwest of Syracuse, New
York, in the late summer of 1918. The stream flows in an

easterly direction, into Onondaga Creek, its source being

a spring iiI the hills, forming the western side of Onon-

daga XixWi^y. Water-striders, Gerris remigis, are com-

rtaiii situations on the surface of this brook
i). The water in tiio stream is clear, and its

channel a )nlaiiis silt, ,i;ravL'l, small and large rocks.

TIkmv i> liittlc i-ootcd a<iuatic vegetation growing along

the oivat,. r pari of its course. At certain places the

• liiitc iai)id, but even at those points where it

. there are small areas of quieter water, pro-

tecti-d by rocks, or points of land jutting out into the

stream. 1 n such situations (Fig. 4) are found water-

stridcrs. s iiiuly and in small groups of two, three, or

four iudivi (hials. Occasionally there is a short reacii of

t(>r, sornetinios ])rotoctod by ti-ees (Fig. 5), on
th.- siii-fac. ' of which watei--st riders are found in small

.•ii-ts hv the decavin- ti'nnk of a lar-e faheii

tree. Cha n, -rows rankly and in ureat mats in the pooh

On its surface water-striders li\e in large numbers (Fig.
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6). At this phico, T have captured gerrids by the hun-

dreds. I have examined this \)oo\ and the immediate

vicinity for two successive seasons and 1 am convinced

tliat they breed here from year to year. They undoubt-

edly hibernate, in hirge numbers, along the shores of

this pool. In fact 1 have found a few of them hibernat-

ing in interstices where the shore slightly overhangs

the water, and also among dead leaves and other vegeta-

tion at points from a few inclies 1o tlirec xai'ds away
from the pool (Fig. 6).

Mf'tliorU.—'Y\\Q experiment^ wnv
i
MTl'i.nM'*! on the

Miore (»r tlie i)o..l, whi.-li i< a hn-c n,,,. t'ur ^n.-li a Hiiall

hrook. Tlic .lii.HMiHoiK (.r tlii> liodv n\- ualri' are ap-

pr..\iirat.'lv :.:> 17 L\:> h'd. Till' ^In-iv. v.licre the

..xp.-nnirntal uurk waxl i. fiat a.nlil^ H.r!an. i. only

al\'wihchr. hi.uhrrtliaiithatortlM'XxatrriKiu.i;). IJack

of tlii^ flat aiva. a little nion- than liir.M. sai.U auax tVoii;

the tliMv 1. a l,i!| with a nin,le,ate --hM,... ()i,!>

thoM- experiiiuMit^ uiP li,- rnnH.lenMl !,riv that ueiv car

rie<l far ...ouuh in evin.v i'ai,-|v <l..|ihitr v.^uW^. Tlie

water-^iii.h-.- n^..| in th-.^e .Ain.riiiirnt^ ^^vvr taken

directly tVoni the sui ia<'e of the po.,!. Di fiVr.'iit indi-

viduals were used in each exiMM-lnient. All thcM' experi-
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ments were carried on at Syracuse in the afternoon, at

which time there was considerable reflection of the rays

of the sun from the surface of the water.

3. Responses When Facing Away from Pool.—The first

set of experiments deals with gerrids that were placed

on the ground one yard away from the margin of the
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TABLE I IT

hveiily-tive seconds in making the journey to the pool.

Experiment XA'X/.—This gerrid jumps in a zigzag course toward

jumping in a direction slightly oblique to its margin and gaining the

Erperiment A'XX/1'.—This homipteron t:ikr. a po^iti.-,, ^.o that the

body is slightly oblique svith reference to the uiMi-iu ol' ilic j.ool. The

gen-id jumps along a straight path toward the water I'oi- two feet. It

now turns so that the long axis of the body is i)arallel witli the margin

of the pool. It jumps straight ahead for one yard, when it turns toward

The results evinced in these experiments are typical

of the results obtained in many others not recorded

here, except a few which are indicated by tables. It is

noticed that tlio water-striders reached the pool much
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more promptly than was the case when they were placed

on the ground with their heads directed away from
the water. All the gerrids reached the water—as was
generally the case in many other experiments of a simi-

lar character—with but a limited number of random
movements. The only prominent exception to this was

the gerrid used in Experiment XXXIV/ Usually, there

were one or two individuals that displayed this lack of

promptness. All the gerrids employed in the six experi-

ments consumed a total amount of time of 2 minutes

and 40 seconds. The average amount of time necessary

to return to the pool was 26f seconds. If Experiment

XXXIV should be omitted, it is evident that the total

amount of time consumed by five water-striders in reach-

ing the pool was 1 minute and 10 seconds. The omission

of this experiment reduces the average time, consumed in

reaching the water, to fourteen seconds. These results

TABLE IV

riMF Consumed b\ Water Stridfrs in Ef\ciii\g ^^ \ter from Distvnce

OF 1 Yard

XXX. . .

.

xxxi

XXXIII
xxxiv
XXXV

are sho^v^l in I al.l. I\ Hi. miIu ,,t etlh i . \\n m
ments of a siiiiilar cliai'aclci- arc indK-alcd iii TaMc \

and Table VI.

5. Ep^pon^es WJiPii P<nnlh ' II :lh r<,ni S,,in, . \\n i i-

ments were performed with watcr-sl ndci-s liaviim' llie

long axis of the bodv |iarali«'l with the iiiaruin of the

pool. In all other respects, the conditions were sinidar
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TABLE V
Time CoNst mh) B^ A\ \tfr stkidfks i\- Hk\( h

OF 1 Yakd

to tiu.M will 11 tM li(.i<K\\ii( .liiM i( .! towaid ,111(1 \\lieii

tli('\ uu. .liK ( 1, ,1 .i\\.i\ MMip liu |M)<)! ni(M( Milt- wore

mm h liko thoM^ ('\ meed m T.ihh II * \m
i.j

that tho time

consumed in reaching the water was slmlitU iiieater in

the majority of cases. Tliere wa> a little icx |ironipt-

ness, perhaps, in moving toward itu' water and a urenter

number of trial (hreetioiis. Occa-ioiialh a licrnd did not

reach the yxx)! at all.

6. ne.poN^^-^ Winn \nl (),n,ih>l liifh H>l,n>U, In

Poo] \ munlM ! ot nth. I MitipN < \p( iiin. nl- u.ie

menth.MMl (I (>) In tiL. tlh w ltd Miiihi- xN.n

not (.11, iilcl with j( t( u II. . to th. pu.iiMm ol tlu pool at

th(> hcgmning of each e\ iiontiiciit. I'ortv gerrids .pist
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captured from the surface-filni were put into a small

wooden box. This was taken to the place where the

other experiments were performed (Fig. 6). It was then

inverted and all the water-striders carefully shaken out

on to the ground one yard away fi-oin the water. It was

of course impossible to watch in detail evei'y gerrid, but

it w^as possible to observe how many of the hinnipterons

reached the water. The majority of them were back on

the surface-fdm within fifteen seconds after being placed

on the ground. All but two individuals had reached the

water within thirty-five seconds after the experiment

began. At the end of one minute of time all the gerrids

were on tlie surface of the pool. Sometimes a water-

strider was not successful in reaching the pool. These

statements are fairly typical of the results of many other

similar experiments.

A series of exi)eriiHent^ of a similar character was

undertaken in which the gerrids were placed on the

ground three yards away from the pool. As in the ex-

periments one yard away from the water, the hemipterons

found the sui-face of the pool with reasonable promptness

and dirtH'tness. The greater number reached the water

within f()rt>' seconds from the time that they touched the

surface of the gr-ound. Tn the majority of these experi-

ments, all the water-striders were back on the surface of

the pool. -1 iiiiimtt's and T) seconds later. In each of two

diOViviit trial>, out of a total of six, there were two

gerrids that jumped awa\ from the pool and had not

reached the water at tlie time my o])servations were dis-

continued. 1 belie\^e that vision was the chief factor em-

plo>'ed in directing the gerrids to the water in the

exfXM-imonts when forty individuals wore used at each

trial.

1 !iav.' n..t \«'t oI)-^ci-n(m1 tlir i(-nll^ of plarinu tho water-

stri<hM- the uTM,n„| in lai-e niiinhci- farliier auay
from t!ie pool than tlir.e yar<l^. Xor have I made any
tnal>. cither in the vieiriity ef ri-l>;,,ia oi' Syraeii^e. with

the iien-i<U fur a urealer .li.laiu-e from the uater than

four yards.
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V. Discussion of Observations at White Heath

1. Initial Locomotor Responses.— \t is an iiitorestinp;

fact that, just previous to the drying up of the ])oo], in

wliic'h the water-striders were livins:, there were no re-

sponses on the part of the gerrids which indicated any

attempt to escape from the unfavorable surroundings.

Not until the water had disappeared entirely was there

any tendency to leave tlic pUice. Soon after it l)ecanie

dry the water-striders began to move away from the site

of the former pool. What the immediate stimukis was, it

is difficult to say. A cliange in the physiological condi-

tion of the body, wliicli might have been induced by tht

drying uj) of the i)ool, would be sufficient to account for

the kx'omotor reN]K)n^e^. Whatever the stimulu'^ was, the

gerrids began to walk and jump away in different direc-

tions. But as Jennings (llXMi, pp. 284, 285) has pointed

out:

Th,Mvh,iT. It i. not in.,M...nv t.. a^Mn.u that

moxciiiciit i^ ihw to ^oMu- x.'i> icrrht ^timnl;iti..n.

Whatexei- the e\ph-iiinth.ii h.'. \hv u atcr-M i iders

moved off in the diiv.-tinii m ^^huU tii.Mi h.-.-uK Nvere

pointed. They contimuMl alonu' tlic >aiiie line of proo-ress

until they arrived at sotiu^ ohsiach^ in thcii- pathway.

Such an obstacle miiilit be a lump of di'ied mud, a stone,

or a piece of driftwood, ^riien IIicn UMiall> turned to the

ridit oi- h'ft. as tlie case mla-ht he. thus "hciim- deflected

from their former direction of mov<Miient. They con-

tinued along the new path uiiti! tlics w<'re dethM-ted aa-;iin,

2. Boir of Trial ,nu/ i:nn>. s,,. I, i,-pon^(- a^ juvvi-
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progression and then they tried anotlier. As Holmes

(191(), pp. 157, 158) has said:

Wiiere there is " error," the organism trios aoaiii, and keeps on doing

so until it attains ultimate success.

This statement does not mean that all achieve success,

nor does it necessarily mean that the org^anism possesses

any conscious appreciation of means to an end. Cer-

tainly, I do not consider that water-striders have such an

appreciation. Frequently, on coming' in contact with

such obstacles, as have been mentioned, the gerrids came

to rest with the side or sides of the body closely applied

to the object. This was due to their thigmotactic procliv-

ities. They remained in such positions for varying

lengths of time and then moved forward again, but

usually the direction of }~>rogression was changed. Occa-

ssional ly, they remained motionless in such situations

until the time set for me to discontinue.my field observa-

tions for that particular day. Sometimes individuals

crawled under lumps of dried mud, under pieces of drift-

wood, or among dead leaves. On a few occasions, a few

gerrids jumped into large cracks in the baked mud of the

stream bed. AVater-striders getting into sucli places,

occasionally remained there, but T never have been able

to find them llic day rollowiiig tlie o])S(M-vation.

It aircjidx \\;\< Ix'cti st.-itcd that xuiie of the gerrids

reaclM'(i ihf lai-o(.i- jH.ol oi' ualcr xniie <listance down-

stream, and attention also ha> been dii'ected to the fact

that on several other occasions, when water-striders had

been trapped in stream pools, some of tlieir number were

successful in reaching other bodies of water- in the innne-

diate vicinity. I have not obx'rvtMl that o(M-i'ids ever

weiv Hic(M-rnl in lindin- an-.thrr l.o,K of wa't.-r that wa^

situated raithcr awav than I'oiii-tccii vai'd^. In nonr of
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proved to be lacking in definiteness, precision, and in

direction of response. Their locomotor movements were

very awkward and they stumbled along the route in a

very blundering fashion. Their method, if it can be

called such, of reaching the water seemed to be entirely

one of chance. They might blunder on to a pool of water

in the vicinity or they might not. They frequently took

the wrong direction and made many mistakes. A better

way, perhaps, to express my thought, is to state that these

gerrids pass from the site of a former pool to another

body of water by a blundering method of trial and error.

As Holmes (1916, p. 158) w^ell has said:

The method is round about and expensive, but it is better than

nothing. It is Nature's way of Wundering into success.

It is not improbable that the method of trial and error

forms a large part of the habitat responses of arthropods.

It is certainly true that a number of writers have been

impressed with the prevalence of behavior of such a

character among tlie members of this groui). Among
others, this is evident from the work of Bohn (1903) in

connection with hermit crabs. Holmes (1905, p. 106) in

describing the behavior of the blow-fly larva, ^vith refer-

ence to light, makes the following statement

:

Writing of the trial and error method in the conduct

of lower animals, Holmes (1905, p. 108) states that:

The lives of most insects, crustaceans, . . . and host? of h)wer inver-

tebrate forms, . . . show an amount of busy ex])l..ralion (liat in many
cases far exceeds tliat made by any higher ai)iiiial.

In this connection the following geiiei'al statements are

of great interest, as tliey show the imj>ortance that is

now attached to sucli a method of conduct among inverte-

brates: Holmes (1!)0.-). ])]>. 107, lOS) points out that:
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fail to see the method exemplified.

Jennings (1906, pp. 246, 247), also, directs attention to

this form of behavior in the following words:

the behavior of otlicr itivertebrates little mention,"^ it is true, will be

found of such movements. This is apparently because attention has

been directed by current theories to other features of the behavior, aiul

the trial movements have been considered of no consequence. Often an

mention of various "disordered" movements, turnino-s to one side and

the other, and other irregularities, whicli disturb the even tenor of the

accounts of movomeilts which are clearly of the "trial " cliaractlr.\vet

T have made a statement about a final goal, but 1 do not

intend to cotivey tlie idea, in any way, that these insects

are endowed with even the smallest amount of prevision,

n<.r (h> r wish to lu- understood a. a-umino- that honm^c
nt'ccrtalii pcvcplinii. 0,1 tl,.. pari oflli." xvat.T Miitlci^. of

Ihr rxiuclici.- ol t 1 1 ^r. 1 1 1 . .V tlh'K.h.lV IV^lHUMlrd W i t 1

1

a S'<'<'i;«l form <.r hdiaM-.r Hiilal-lr \n inr.\ \Ur .litliciilt i.-

of the <it]iati(.n. r.ut. ..11 Ih.. n\Ury liaiid. I wi^li In pi'.-rnt

the tlM.nulit thai tln-M- u-nhU. i„ wn^\n'^ auax t'm,,, ih.ir

foniuM- ha.n.t^. .,.a> or n.a> .mt ,1,,.,,, annth.r ho.l>

of water, it' tliere is one in the vidaitv. and that thi^ hap-
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pens not because of any direct or detinite response or re-

sponses to the body of water per se, bnt rather is due
more to the fact that many of their locomotor responses

are spontaneous ones, modified frequently as to direction

and speed, mainly, by contact stimulus, many of these

movements probably being due not to some very i-ecent

stimulus or stimuli which have any direct relation to the

body of water, but tliat they, more probably, are due, as

Jennings (1906, p. 285) suggests,

tbo channels provided by its structure.

3. Role of Moisture.—Undoubtedly it is true that water-

striders, Gerris remigis, are sensitive and responsive to

moisture. The fact that the greater portion of their lives

is passed on the surface-film of brooks and streams would

seem to be sufficiently indicative of this. Then, also, the

ability to find their way back to the stream in the spring,

having left it in the fall. lV(M,u("nllv I'loiii distan.M's of

three and four yards, and snincl iiiio l"r<iiii urcatci' dis-

tances, after passing seNcral iiiMntii- iii li i hci iial i. >n. is

further indication that they arc -cn-itixc to <(»iiic -i iimihis

or stimuli, the response to which ic-uli> in hnnmiii:' tiicm

back to the water.

That the miu-ration of tlu-e u.mm.K Imn, t^- ^'tr of a

that form"<)f ic^iInuM- i- uMialh nitc,,„clrd, I lMlic^c to

he cxlfctnelv ,l..ul.tfnl. I lovvvcr. it is not my intcnti.m

th<- cc.MH.,,i> ,.r ihc^.. uat.M Mildc. \\xx\ I <lo lint i)e-

lievc that tlie movements of the uci'ri.U iii tlic drv l,cd of

the brook afford any definite^ iiuhcation that thcv are

direct I'csponses to moisture. It i- \'cr\ ituprohaltic liiat,

<hii-in<i- severe droughts and hiu'h tcni|icratu!c>. nKM-iure,

diffiisiiio- thi-onuh the atmosphere, rmm Midi rompara-
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the hemipterons in any manner that would be effective in

producing definite responses to the source of this mois-

ture, as for example positive responses, resulting in the

water- striders wandering toward the pool. This is the

more improbable when it is recalled that the gerrids were

ten yards away from the water, and in other instances,

not recorded in detail in this paper, they were even far-

ther away than this, eleven, twelve and fourteen yards

distant. I also have observed their responses in the dry

bed of a stream, when there were pools of water at a less

distance than ten yards apart..

i]i this con7ieclion it may be of interest to quote a state-

ment from Weiss (1914, p. 33):

"Wiiiolf- forms of (ierris marginalus, which is quite common through-

out New .lei'sey, when removed from a pond containing some three

thou«nid scjuare feet of water and liberated at distances of one, two,

tlu'ee. four. live. six. seven, eight, and nine yards from the water, imme-

diately made their way l)ack to the water without hesitancy. Of course

When liberated at n distance of ten yanls. they had some slight trouble

in getting tlieir !)eariii.i:s. but after n'laking several false starts, finally

wound uj) by going in the direct if>n of the water. At a distance of

be-fore the rioht direction was located. At thirty and forty yards away,

they seemed to lo^e their bearings completely and moved aindesslv about

in all directions. Kven at the end of an hour thoy were no nearer the

The observations of Weiss were of responses of water-

striders under exjK^rimental conditions and not observa-

tions of their res]-)onses under the natural conditions of

their own environment undisturlied })y any extraneous

-timulu-. a< was the ca^e of my observations. However,
it is pcrtiiKMil to (liivct jUtciition to certain facts in con-

lu'clinii uith hi^ .AiH'iimcnt^. It is evident that the re-

sjxdi-.- nUii i r'is ninrfiiudt us, especially those individuals
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definiteness recorded in the experiments of Weiss with

individuals of Gerris marginatum. I infer from the little

description recorded, that the responses of individuals of

the same species, when placed on the ground ten yards

away from the water, were more of the character of those

of Gerris remigis at such a distance from a pool of water.

While I have not observed gerrids of this species make
their way to a body of water quite so far away as fifteen

yards distant, as did Weiss in some of his experiments

with Gerris marginatus, yet I am not prepared to state

that they can not do so. However, if they are able to find

water at such a distance, I believe that the achievement

is one purely of chance, or the result of a blundering sort

of trial and error. On one occasion, I observed individ-

uals of Gerris remigis leave the site of a former pool in

the bed of a stream and although I watched them for an

entire afternoon, only one, out of a. group of thirty, had

reached an isolated pool fourteen yards distant, when I

discontinued my observations at dusk. On another occa-

sion, SIX water-striders onlv, out of a group of forty indi-

viduals, were successful m finding a bodv of water four-

teen \ ikK tiom the ^tc of tin i^ool m wliuh tlie\ for

mcih hhlliN..] I x\.>nl.l <\pM! tinin ii,N ol)serva-

tioiis (.1 ^ry//,s n ui/fiis, the fc-

1

m ni -cs ol aiitcroiis Gerris

wairnuilH It (li-t m(( ^ ol tlnit\ nulloit\ \aid-, tobe
iiiurli a- (li'x'i-ibed })V A\ eiss, although I have recorded no
nl)M'i \ ai loiis of the responses of i>-errids at such distances

1 believe that alate iiidivulunls of (n-rn.^ murninafus.

(luring migration bv fliulil, tiiid IkkIio ct \vat>'i- maiiilv

through the sense ot \i>iivii. a- i> |irMl)al)l\ true m the

(•as(^ of manv different >|ici'ic- oi a(|uati<- llcnuiUcra. a

Mil)I<( t to x\liuh Kill I, l\ ( 1- ">
I

nil iH 1 MtiK I unt.

haw (iiivct.Ml attmlioii. IJ.rnil wurk on pholntaxi-

( liohui^ I't.l , , , ,11, hiM I'lli: p,. IMI H.l ) (( nl 1
Ml7

].p I I nlH 1 11 . p tiiin ,n<l < L'lh \ Ms )

i.^p>n<l poMlix.lx to luht ln>!, ,1 nu\ h.) I ,n , u.
spond to liglit diiriiiu' migration. In the fall of 11>()S, at
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Maiikato, ^liiniosota, a few hundred yards from a larg-e

swamp, near tlie confine? of the oity, T observed them for

several ni^-hts, as they flew in great swarms, around the

globes of the street arc lights. On the ground, within a

radius of thirty to fifty feet of certain of the lights, were

thousands of these aquatic bugs, both alive and dead. On
several occasions, it was possible, in thirty minutes of

time, to fill a half bushel measniv with the insects. In

the fall of 11)15, at Milwaukee, Wi^con.i n. in ih.- \icinily

of Lake Park, between the JMilwankt-e [I'ww and tlu' w.-^t

shore of Lake Michigan, T o])served >evernl occurrences

similai" to those just described. In these instances, the

a(iuatic bugs wei'e not present in quite such large num-
])ers as in the former cases. The point of importance

here is, of course, the fact that members of the two

groups, Benacus and Belostoma, respond positively to

light during migration. Comstock and Comstock (1895,

p. l.'^S) refer to somewhat similar responses. All these

facts add still more emphasis to the probability that

alate gerrids. when migrating, locate streams and stand-

ing water ])y means of vision. It should be recalled that

such hodic- of watei' are effective reflecting surfaces.

]|()\vc\ cr. it i> <|ultc possible that both alate and apterous

indi\-idiiai- <>> ///s nuirff'nxbtus are res])onsive to mois-

tniv at ui-catcr (li^tanccs than i- the ca-e with apterous

inei.iher^ of r;. ><n>u,^^. jftlii. -.ImnM prove to be

the ca^e, it wouM W .,f .-i-^l^Pi! cc il,.. ucn j.l^ in find-

ing l)()die> of water. Fnrtiier, it nniM l)c i-ecalh'd that the

])ond to which AVei-> directs attention covered an area of

8,000 square feet, wliile the pools of water to which I refer

Ft is i>robably true that many artlii-otiods resi)0]id

ivadilx to moisture. But there i^"n<.t ;i a1 dea! of ex-

pei-imciilal evidence recorded in the literature, tieatluu'

of tiM' hehavior of memliers of the lii'oup. that pi-e-eiits

the Mibjcct under di^cu^^lon.
' tL 'e\|!'Vim^^^
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luivior under consideration was found in a ])ai)('r liv

Drzewina (1908) on the ]iydrotroi)isni of ci ahs. Caimni.s

mccnas. Because of the character of this woik, I shall

refer to it and quote from it at some length. This wi iter

makes a careful analysis of the responses of these crusta-

ceans to the sea. She noticed that when one of the crabs

was placed on the heach that it oriented itself and moved

toward the sen. even at a .listaucc of 100 iiu-ters. Her

statcincnt ( IHOS. pp. Kin'.i Inlli) Inllcws:

Her observations seem to i)rove tiiat both onciitatioii to

and direction of inovement towai-d the sea wi're not (hie

to resi)onses to light, to the sight of the sea, to the wind,

or to gravity, but on tlie other hand were due to the mois-

ture given off by the sea. Observations w^ere made every

dav foi- nioi'c than a month, at ditTerent times of the day,

both 111 l)i iiilit snnliuiit and also in cloudy weather. These

facts me hioii-li! out in the following quotation (1908,

1). iniO) :
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sur des pentes creusees artificiellement et diversement inelinees, que ces

animaiix peuvent tout aussi bien descendre que monter les pentes dans

Apres avoir elimine sueeessivement divers faeteurs, je me suis arretee

a cette hypothese: les Crabes se dirigent du cote de la mer attires par

rhumidite dogagee par celle-ci; il y aurait hydrotropisme.

Drzewina noticed the character of the behavior of the

crabs after a heavy rain. The peculiarity of this behavior

seemed to present additional evidence that the movements

of the crustaceans, previously mentioned were responses

to the moisture from the sea. At such a time the ground

was very moist. Therefore there was no longer a sharp

contrast between the land and the sea, with respect to the

amount of water vapor given off by each. The crabs did

not go directly toward the sea; but some of them moved
obliquely to the right and to the left; others followed a

zigzag course, parallel to the sea ; while still others climbed

a slope and proceeded in a direction opposite from the

sea. I will record these very interesting observations in

her own words (1908, p. 1010)

:

Plusieurs faits que j'ai o1)sorves viennent a I'appui de eette hypothese.

Apres uno pliiic .•ibon.lant.". h' >nl ,'tnnl Iniiuido. quand on depose les

Crabes sur yvnw >al)I.M,<,'. il> w se .lii-iuvni ].a> diroftemont vers la

This observer found that, when a crab was placed in

front of a kind of dyke, which at low tide separated two

bodies of water, tlie animal did not respond by moving
Inward either body of water, but, instead, it took an inter-

in. 'diate dirwtion, and walked toward the dyke. She
iv,M,id(Ml t]ie>(> UwU as follows (1908, p]). 1010* 1011):
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The responses of crabs living in shallow water differed

from the responses of those living in deeper water. AVhen

the former were placed on the beach, they displayed a

very definite hydrotropism, but the latter, under similar

experimental conditions, evinced no such definiteness of

response. Drzewina considered such responses to be

adaptive in character. She seems to infer that the char-

acter of the behavior, already acquired, must be taken into

consideration in the interpretation of their present re-

sponses. These observations are described by her as

follows (1908, p. 1011)

:

4. Bole of Vision.—On tlie several occasions that I have

observed tlie drying up of isolated stream pools, having

on their surfaces trapped Gerris remigis, I liave watched

carefully in order to detect whether the sense of siiiiit wms
the principal factor in aiding these a(inati(' liiiu- to Hiid

other bodies of water. The role played, directly. ])y

vision, is probably not of immediate importance dui ing

their responses in this connection, except in those in-

stances when the ground is flat and level and the gerrids

are comparatively close to the water. There are various

obstacles that modify the possi])ilities of such an ex].1aiia-

tioii. [f there are two or more bodi.'S of water in tlie im-

mediate vicinity, it ha^ l.een ol.-erved that the -cnids

are just as likely to move toward the farthest one, a^ they
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are to move toward the nearest one. If vision were the

main factor in assisting the hemipterons in finding pools

of water, they would be expected to go to the nearest one

first. Another fact against the idea of vision being the

chief influence in guiding these insects to water is that the

dry channels of the streams, where I have made my ob-

servations, frequently have very rough and uneven sur-

faces, with small boulders, stones, lumps of baked mud,

pieces of driftwood, and clumps of dead leaves scattered

along them. When the small size of these insects and the

nearness of tlieir eyes to the surface of the ground are

botli taken into (•(uisidcratioit. it becomes very evident

that tli<' vari(»u> object- tliat liave been enumerated must

obstruct the view of tlie water-striders in a very serious

fashion. Tlien again, sometimes the nearest pool was

around a bend in the stream, away from the gerrids, thus

making it impossible to be seen by them at a distance.

With reference to the exi)eriments of Weiss (1914, p.

33) it is probable that siglit was an iin])ortant factor in

directing the gerrids to tlie water. esi)ecially over the

shorter distances, one to six \ anl- lnchi.>ive. On a bright,

sunny day. it is evident tliat tlie uli>tening mu\ reflective

qualities of a lnuly ot' wattM- nm>t l)e taclor> of importance

in attracting- tlioe a<iiiatic lieniiitteron.-. It must l)e re-

called that the ]H)n(l to which Weiss refers was a body of

water extending over an area of 3,000 square feet in ex-

tent while the pools to which I have referred were pro-

portionately insignificant in size. If there was a gradual

slo]ie to the shore of this pond and if the ground, where
tile experiments of Weiss were performed, had a smooth
-u iface free of obstructions to the view, all this should be

in favor of tlie idea that vision was the important factor

in ilirectiiiii- tlie water sti'iders back again to the pond.

However, the local i.liy>i<-al conditions are not described.

Certain experiments of Drzewina (1908) are, perhaps,

wmthy of mention in this general connection. This

writer fonml. in lier ol>servations on the hydrotropism of

eial.~. that the-e animals responded positively, and with
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considerable precision, to the moisture given off from the

sea. However, in other experiments with crabs she con-

sidered that the past life of the crustaceans and the char-

acter of the behavior, already acquired, must be taken into

consideration, in the interpretation of their present re-

sponses. Crabs, living in deep water, among rocks cov-

ered with algae and beaten by the waves, when placed on

the sand, in the vicinity of the sea, did not evince definite

hydrotropic movements, but, on the other hand, their re-

sponses were of a very different character. The factor,

in these responses, of importance to the present discus-

sion is that of sight. Vision, apparently, played a promi-

nent role in determining the direction of movement of the

crabs. Drzewina (1908, p. 1011) has given a rather full

statement concerning these facts

:

Les Carcinus de la zone basse de Fucus serratus, pris i\ une pointe

converts d'algues et battus i)ni- flots. so comporteiit encore autre-

iiient: laches sur du sal)l('. :in v.ii>iiia-^v do la inor, an lieu de deseendre

vers celle-ci, ils se diriyftn iininraiaiciiiciii. en lipie droite, vers des

on nienie dans le sens oppose u la nier. Et ceci, quelle que soit la direc-

tion du vent et du soleil. Ces memos Crabes, deposes sur du sable clair,
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Ix a discussion of Liebig's law of the minimum (Hooker,

'17), proof was given of the existence of an integrating

principle which, as Adams ('18, p. 481) points out, is

equivalent to Bancroft's law, so called because Bancroft

( '11) was the first to indicate the application of Le Cha-

telier 's theorem to biology. In fact, if it be admitted that

organisms are systems in equilibrium, it follows that they

obey the theorem of Le Chatelier. Bancroft's formula-

tion of the law is "that a system tends to* change so as to

minimize an external disturbance." But this statement

is so broad that it fails to convey the full significance of

the theorem and apparently has led to some confusion.

It therefore seems advisable to give a detailed discussion

of the theorem of Le Chatelier in its application to biol-

ogy and more particularly to point out its relation to

other biological principles.

''It will be perceived," says Troland ('17, p. 325),

"that the demand ... is not for new biological facts,

but for physico-chemical conceptions in terms of which a

chaos of biological facts, already at hand, can be ex-

])lained or systematized."

Findlay ('04, p. 56) defines the tlieorom of Le Cliatelier

follows:
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Let us consider, by way of example, a simple case of a

system of three phases, namely, ice, water and water-

vapor, in equilibrium with respect to temperature and

pressure. This system can exist only at 0° C. and at

atmospheric pressure. If heat is withdraw^n from the

system and the pressure and volume are kept constant,

a part of the water freezes to ice and the temperature is

maintained by the latent heat of fusion. Since the for-

mation of ice would increase the volume and therefore

raise the pressure, a certain amount of vapor condenses

to water. If heat is added to the system, changes take

place in the reverse direction. Similar changes occur

when the pressure is altered at constant temperature. In

general (Findley, '04, pp. 56, 57), ''so long as the three

phases are present, no change in the trin[)eratiii(' or

pressure of the system can occur, but o)dii rlKuitit s in (lie

relative amounts of the phases; that is to say, the etfect

on the system of change in the exlenial eoiiditions is op-

posed by the reactions or changes w hieh take ])hK'e within

the system (p. 60). If the speeitie \ohmirs of the phases

are know^l and the sign of the heat effects wliicli accom-

pany the transformation of one phase 'into the other, it is

possible to predict (by means of the theorem of Le Cha-

telier) the changes which will be produced in the system

by alterations of the pressure and temperature. ... It

should be noted that ./// Ilin r /,hasrs ar< iHrnlr..} lu the

change."

behavior of living organisms. The system in eqnililn'ium

is the organism. The <'xternal eondition of the system is

the environment. The constraint by whieh the e(iuilib-

rium is shifted is the stlmnlns. The I'eaetion tliat op-

poses the constraint and ])artiall\- annuls its effect is the

response of the irrital)h' mechanism.

A stimulus is generally considrred to be any chan.u-e in

the rehition between the organism and a fact(".r of its .-n-

vironnn-nt. hut n<. rrs{,ons<> occurs unless the change be

.me bv which the eMuilihrium is shifted, to effect wliich it
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must be, (a) of a magnitude sufficient to overcome the

inertia of the system, that is it must be a liminal stimulus

and (h) it must relate to a limiting factor of assimila-

tion) cf. Hooker, '17, p. 204). Furthermore, the change

in the relation between the organism and a factor of its

environment may be produced either by a change in the

environment, i. e., it is heterotrophic, or by a change in

the organism, i. e., it is autotrophic, or by changes in

both.

The response is characterized by the facts that {a) its

nature and direction are determined by the stimulus but

{h) the energy is supplied by processes that occur within

the system; in other words the stimulus releases the

response. Thus in the ice-water-vapor system when heat

is withdrawn, this is supplied by the latent heat of fusion

of ice. In this simple system there is a direct relation

between the amount of heat withdrawn and the amount

supplied. Such a relation does not exist in the behavior

of organisms, nor should we expect it in such complicated

systems. A wealth of examples illustrating the applica-

tion of the theorem of Le Chatelier to the behavior of

plants and animals will be found in Bancroft's article

('17). A brief discussion of the integrating character

of development, evolution and biotic succession has been

made elsewhere (Hooker, '17) and supplies illustrations

of these principles. It will be sufficient to reiterate here

that cells, organs and groups of organisms form systems

as well as the single organism. Correlations and mor-

phogenic responses are therefore conditioned in accord-

ance with the theorem of Le Chatelier, and it is unneces-

sary to postulate the existence of hypothetical inhibiting

substances to account for tlio normal behavior of parts.'

Inasmuch as tlic I'cactinn of s>-st(']n is directed ac-

cording to the tiicoiTin of Cliatcru'i-, i-xwy system in

equilibrium is tclroloo-ieal. The means that i)roduce the

reaction are directed to a definite end, to overcome the

constraint, and the i-eaetion might be said to take place

in order that the system may be preserved. This is evi-
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dently the source of the " purposefulness, " that has occa-

sioned endless biological discussion. The living organ-

ism, however, is teleological only to the same extent as

the ice-water-vapor system.

These being the facts, the essential problem that con-

fronts us is a study of the physical and chemical aspects

of the equilibrium under the influence of a complex of

environmental factors. There must exist some degree of

correspondence between this equilibrium and the en-

vironment. Comparative morphological structure is evi-

dence of this and the same must obtain of chemical com-

position. The task before us is not so much to ascertain

the "function" of any particular substance or element,

as to acquire a knowledge of the equilibrium as a whole,

for it is only in relation to the other constituents that the

function of any one compound can be understood. The
need is consequently for a more detailed knowledge of

the interrelationships of the eliomieal constituents and

for determinations of how these n'lati(>nshii)s are altered

by changes in the organism itself. 'Hiis can i)robably be

carried out more readily with i)lants, hut the problem

demands more comprehensive analyses than any that

have hitherto been nunh'. Invest iuat ions with these

points in view are now \u\dvv way and the remarks in this

paper will serve as an introduction to them. A knowl-

edge of the conditions governing the change from one

phase to another within the organic system is a necessary

prerequisite to a more complete understanding of organic

equilibria. For the discussion of Le Chatelier's theorem

has shown, that in any reaction all the phases are in-

volved, and if the changes, such as tlie sign of the heat

effects, etc., accompanying the transformation of one

phase into another are knowm, it will be possible to pre-

dict by means of the theorem of T.e Chatelier the effects

that will be produced within the system by altering any

of its relations with the environment.

Adams (MO, p. 74) says: ''Irritability may not be

causally explained, but it seems to obey these general
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laws in the same measure as causal changes." A com-

plete description is the only adequate explanation. Al-

though it is impossible to give a complete description of

the physical and chemical processes involved in the ir-

ritable mechanism, it should be evident that organisms

are irritable because they are systems in equilibrium and

as such obey the theorem of Le Chatelier.

II

When Adams ( '18, p. 474) says, referring to Bancroft's

law: "In other words this is a perpetuating tendency, a

method of assimilation, of which reproduction may be

considered but a special phase," he makes a serious

error. That some other principle is involved is hinted

at in the following passages (Adams, '18, p. 474, 475)

:

or hasten activity) and do not change its character, but only the intensity

of the response (temperature, enzymes, repetition, etc.). By this method

Thoni.irko in sunniKU-i/.in.o tlie laws ..f " n.'.,uire<l bcliavi.n- or learn-

ing"' fonnnlaifs t uo ]nu->. Tlir tirsl is (-M-nlially a slalcment of Ban-

P.iit whfii Adams ('is, p. 47.")) states: "This law ap-

)ifar> 1(1 1)1' a cdrollai'v of liaucroft's law which is con-

eeiiu'd with intc-rt\Tence or retardation," he is dodging

the question.

The second principle which Adams calls the law of re-

inforcement is the basis of assimilation and the related

processes of growth, reproduction and inheritance. That

the assimilation of an organism may take place, three

conditions are essential: {a) available materials to con-

struct the organism; {h) a supply of energ>^; and (c)

the presence of the living organism. There are also cer-

tain formal conditions of temperature, pressure, etc.,

which need not concern us at present. In short, assimila-
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tion is an autocatalytic process ; because the end products

of assimilation act as catalytic agents for their own syn-

thesis. In green plants and the independent bacteria it is

also an endothermic process, because the end products of

assimilation have a higher energy content than the com-

pounds from which they are constructed. As an illustra-

tion of an autocatalytic reaction between inorganic com-

pounds, the formation of Millon's reagent may be cited.

When mercury is dissolved in nitric acid, a certain

amount of nitrous acid is formed. Nitrous acid is a

catalytic agent for the solution of mercury in nitric acid,

and therefore for its own production. To quote from

Troland ('17, p. 337), w^io has discussed the theory of

autocatalysis

:

matter as a n.niiilcx mixim.' nf substances suspended by colloidal sub-

division in WMKT. ^iiMv ilic.v i~ iiM fvidenec that the individual colloidal

Livable that these bodies, whicli are the real cheniieal units in proto-

lii other words, the process of assimilation is like crys-

tallization from a supersaturated solution by seeding

with a crystal. The following quotation from Findlay
('04, pj). ()7 ()8) throws light on this process:
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under the existing pressure and temperature, this transformation will be

"suspended" or delayed, and the system will become metastable (that is

temporarily stable as long as it is not brought in contact with the new

phase). Only in the case of the formation of the liquid from the solid

phase, in a one-component system, has this reluctance to form a new

To ensure the formation of the new phase, it is necessary to have that

phase present. The presence of the solid phase will prevent the super-

formation of the metastable phase, quantitative measurements have been

carried out only in the ease of the initiation of crystallization in a super-

cooled liquid. As the result of these investigations, it was found that, in

the ease of superfused salol, the very small amount of 1 X IQ-i gm. of

the solid phase was suflTieient to induce crystallization. Crystallization

of the supercooled liquid, however, can be initiated only by a " nucleus "

of the same substance in the solid state; ... it is not brought about by

The following illustration is of interest in this connec-

tion. From a saturated solution of anhydrous sodium

sulphate, Na2S04, at 24° C. different compounds may be

obtained by seeding with different crystals. If a crystal

of the heptahydrate, NaoSOj-THoO, is added, this salt

crystallizes out ; if a crystal of the decahydrate kno-svn as

Glauber's salt, NasSO. lOHsO, is added, Glauber's salt

crystallizes out. In this case both the solution and the

heptahydrate are metastable. It should be noted that the

seeding accomplishes two things: (a) it induces crystal-

lization and (b) determines the nature of the crystals.

Moreover since the crystals produced are hydrates, they

represent products of synthesis.

Ill

Living organisms accordingly perform two processes,

behavior and assimilation, and depending on whether the

one or the other process is considered, they present fun-

damentally different aspects. If we make a cross-section

(to borrow an expression of E. B. Holt) through the or-

ganism in one direction, it appears as a system in equi-

librium obeying the theorem of Le Chatelier. If we make
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a cross-section at right angles, as it were, it appears as

part of an autocatalytic reaction. Behavior and assimi-

lation work in different planes. The theory of auto-

catalysis does not explain all biological enigmas as Tro-

land ( '17) intimates, nor does the theorem of Le Chatelier

account for assimilation.

However, these planes intersect ; the two processes are

interrelated in the following four respects.

1. The factors of the environment that constitute the

external conditions of the behaving system are the pos-

sible limiting factors of assimilation.

2. Assimilation is an endothermic process that sup-

plies the energy expended by the responses of behavior.

3. Behavior overcomes the effects of the limiting fac-

tors of assimilation and so places the organism in what
is, under the circumstances, the most favorable situation

for assimilation.

4. Assimilation and growth eventually change the re-

lations between the organism and the factors of its en-

vironment, consequently producing stimuli to behavior.

Behavior is the process by which the organism is able

to cope with its environment, it renders its condition as

"favorable" as the situation permits, but contributes

nothing to its increase. It is the progressive element to

which change and variability are due. It is the "guide

of life." Assimilation is the autocatalytic process by
which the organism increases and multiplies, but which

would soon be brought to a standstill according to the

law of the minimum, w-ere it not for behavior. It is the

conservative element that determines that like shall beget

like ; it is the principle of heredity. An organism may be

defined as a system that perpetuates itself by autocataly-

sis and reacts according to the theorem of Le Chatelier.
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ON THE USE OF THE SUCKING-FISH FOE
CATCHING FISH AND TURTLES: STUDIES

IN ECHENEIS OR REMORA, III

DR. E. W. GUDGER

Amkricax :\lL-SFA-ir OF Natural History, New York City

Abe These Accounts Credible ?

Even with the cumulative evidence of all the foregoing

accounts, the matter seems almost incredible. Dr. East-

man, when working up the data for his Revcrsus ])aper,

wrote Dr. David Starr Jordan, and 1 also have written

him. Dr. Jordan, without having liad laid before him the

later accounts found in this paper, donbts the Coliinil)us

stories and kindly gives some data from liis own wide

experience. He notes that the Remoivi i ;irrl\ urow- over

sixteen inches long, and, although it holds so liuht ly tliat

it may be drawn out of wat(M-, is so small that it could

hardly be used as a liuiitiiiu- fi>li. He further adds that

Echeneis though it giow- to ;i Icimtli of three feet doesn't

''sit tight" but droits off tlu' miiiute "the sliark to which

it i< t'MstoiK'd is drawn out of the water." This ohserva-

lioii of Dr. .loi d.Mii's is in full accord, it nia> h.- iioh.l. with

the ivcoi-.l. left hy (N)]umbns and his clironiclrr^ tli:it tlic

ti-li caiiiiot Maud acce^^ to the air. aiul lu'iu-o tiiry intin.i

that, while it cannot hy ].ullino' hv di^loduvd froni it^ prey,

it may cnnly l)o (liM'n-auv.l hy lift In-- hoth lnuitci' anVl

In thisconncction it i> p*''"tinent to givcHiere an observa-

tion which I ni;ul(' ;it licnufort, N. C. a number of years

ago. A sliai k was liooki'd off tlie laboratory wharf and
when pulled in was found to have an Echeneis attcMidant

about a foot long. As shark and Echeneis woe both

drawn up, whenever the latter was elewiteil ;il»o\*. the

water it would let go, drop down into the water, and take

515
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a fresh hold. This was repeated several times, ])ut at last

the sucking-fish dropped off and swam away into deeper

water.

A shark, which I hooked at Tortugas, had two Eche-

neises and one Kemora on it. Being rapidly dragged up

on the beach, the attendants did not let go until the shark

was high and dry. One Echeneis was captured but the

other two '

' suckers '

' got back in the water, and in many
other cases I have been unable to bring the fish out with

the shark. Dr. Townsend, however, writes (1915) that he.

has taken many sharks while on the United States Fish-

eries Steamer Albatross, and that nearly all of them came
aboard with one or more Echeneises attached. Thus it

would seem that in some cases the Echeneis holds fast and

that in others it lets go. The causes of these different

actions are not clear.

However, it is after all not a question of whether the

sucking-fish lets go when brought into the air, but whether

it can stand the strain of hauling in a heavy turtle or large

fish. Hence the question is one to be settled by experi-

ment and if possible by mathematics.

Holder (1905) has been quoted a- liaviii-- Iricd the ex-

periment but without results since iii> Hi.-kci'^'' would

not leave the sides of his boat to lay hold of tlie turtles

and sharks, record has been found of any similar ex-

IH'riments. In the same paper Holder speaks of lifting a

1 tucket of water by a Eemora which gripped the bottom
with its disk.

Dr. C. H. Townsend, in an article in the Bulletin of the

Xew York Zoological Society (1915), describes experi-

ments to test the holding powers of sucking-fish in the

New York Aquarium. A two-foot specimen (size of disk

not noted) held by the tail lifted a pail half full of water-
total weight 21 pounds. A second, 26.5 inches long and
having a disk 5.5 inches in length, supported a pail and
water wciglnng 24.25 pounds. Had a deeper bucket been
UM'd ,^0 that the water w^ould not spill out, Dr. Townsend
thinks that the li.-h could have lifted an even greater
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weight. Fig. 11, Plate III, is reproduced from the article

in question.

Dr. Townsend made another and even more pertinent

experiment which we will let him describe in his own

words

:

By Avay of tfsting its fisli-ealching- capacity, a shark-sucker sixteen

although if could not be lifted out of th^e tank. When the fish began to

strim-de tlie shark-sucker let s'O. When tried on a fifteen pound sea

turtle, tlie hilter could easily be drawn to the surface.

[Echenei>?l a niucl) Inroer sea turtle could be hauled in without

difficulty.

My opportunities for making such experiments have un-

fortunately been very few. At Tortugas in 1914, 1 pulled

on tbe tail of a sucking-fish, stuck fast to the glass wall of

the aquarium, so hard that its muscles could be heard to

crack, and I had to desist for fear of pulling the tail off.

In 1913 in the Bight of Cape Lookout, N. C, we caught a

27.25 inch Echeneis having a sucking disk 6 inches long by

2.13 wide. AVhen stuck to the wet deck, I pulled on this

fish so hard that I feared that I would tear it in two, but

it resisted all efforts to pull it off backwards—a pull of

possibly 50 pounds. On pulling upwards on it, it held fast

until the disk began to tear loose from the head.

Another fish 33 inches long, with a sucker 7.25 x 2.63

inches, caught on the same day, was also experimented on

but it was not in good condition and did not have the
'

'
grip " of its predecessor. A spring balance was attached

to its tail, and the fish was found to resist a pull of 14

pounds lengthwise and 17 at an upwaivl aiiglr of 4.") de-

grees. The other fish would undouhloilly Ikim' >lu)wn

better results. In both the popping of tiic iim-clc- was
noted. The literature is found to be tillr.l witli M.'itriii.Mits

that the fi>li ho]iU tiu'lit .trniiolv tlint it uill ^utTer

itM-ir in l.r torn ill iwo ratli.T th:ui l('t -o.

Ill nx-urtaiiiiiii-- H,,. -puir- tlint an Krliciieis might
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withstand when used as a fisherman-fish, the problem may
he attacked from two standpoints. One might first ascer-

tain how much adhesion the sucker would develop or

secondly work out the ''pull" necessary to land a turtle

or large fish. This has never before been attempted, but

it is worth while trying.

My largest Echeneis had a sucking disk whose longest

diameter measured 7.25 X 2.63 inches. Assuming that it

was an ellipse in shape let us proceed to get its area. The

formula for the area of an ellipse whose longest diameters

are a and h is as follow^s: Area =7r X « Xh/A. Substi-

tuting and performing tlie oi)erations indicated we get

14.98 square inches for the area. This is of course too

large, for no allowance has been made for the longitudinal

rai)he or for the lamclhe arranged like the slats of a

Venetian blind. This cannot be ascertained but we will

allow 1.48 square inches for this and thus reduce the avail-

nl)le -ucking area to 1 :{..") xiuare iticlio-. It is understood

that the fish adlici-es to its host hy rai>iim' its disk through

this vac'imiu wiM'c perfect t Ik' adlu'^oii luuU\ hr i:5.:) X 14.7

l)Ounds or 11)8.45 pounds, or in round minihci s IDS j)()uiids

would be the measure of the adhesion of the disk to the

host fish, shark or turtle.

But it is objected that thedi^k eai! IM.t dexelopa iM^feet

vacuum, and a> thi> i> ti'iie nm- limires inu>t l)e i-ediiced.

Let the reduction he per cent, an.l the .•ulhe.-h.n ^tili

99 pounds, or if it he cut hv tliree r(.m-1l!> the adlieslon

will still be 49.5 ])()unds. The Intter is pi-obably too low

just as the lirst is uiidouhtedl v too hiuii. For one thing

there has not been and c;in lu.t he lii-iired out the ad-

ditional adhesion dewh.prd 1.x tin. h.-ickuardlv directed

teeth the hunell.T. which were f'<.l-nierlv thon-ht to do

all tin- iioldinu-. A^Mnuin- Hint ilu" liohlin- t'orcr i~ W
ponnd^. It uiM be MM.,, th.it ulien 1 p„lh.<l on thi^ ti^h"^

tail uith a pull eMi,„;,le,I at 5i) pounds the liu,it. of its

a<lhe^io,i had n.M ,i..arK heeii n.a<-hed. An.] yet at the

time it wa> noted that the ii,u>ch'> of the li-h >tuii)ped and
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cracked until it looked as if its tail would be ])ullcd off.

Furthermore, scores of observers have noted that the fish

would allow itself to be pulled iu two rather than let ^o.

In Dr. Townsend's article, Mr. L. L. Mowbray, of the Xew
York Aquarium, is quoted as believing tliiil the luiiier

strain while under the w^eight of a considcr.-ihlc roluiim of

water can not relax the grip of its disk. With a backward

pull on its tail the teeth setting in the e])idermis of its host

would tend to keep the lamelkr vertical, for the lamellae

can only come to rest, relaxing the gi'as]) of the disk, by

describing an arc backward and downward. AVlietlicr or

not Mr. Alowbray's suggestion is tena])le. it is certain that

with a strong pull backward on its tail the Kcheiiois would

find it hard, perhaps imy>ossible, to flatt(Mi the disk and let

go its hold.

The data offered above ought to convince any one that

Echeneis can liold on tightly enoui>h to enable the fisher-

man to haul in the j.rey thus laid iiold of by the ti>li, but
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threads and many on 15- and 18-thread lines. On the

following page (130) he tabulates the weights of eight

black sea bass ranging from 327 to 436 pounds caught on

number 24 lines. Again on page 109 he states that Edwin
vom Hofe took a 600-pound sawfish on a 15-thread line

breaking at 30 pounds dead pull. On pages 166-167 of

his '^Eecreations of a Sportsman on the Pacific Coast"

(1910) Holder describes the catching of an 8- or 9-foot

shark with a 9-thread line, and on page 169 he describes

the taking of a 12-foot, 310-pound shark with a tuna rod

and reel, the line of which was not heavier than 24

threads. Examples might be still further multiplied, but

enough have been given to establish the facts.

Now the tuna is probably the hardest fighting game fish

in the world taken on a light line, while the black sea bass

and the sharks are undoubtedly the heaviest dead weights

of any fishes taken with rod and reel. Thus the argument

is that if these fishes can be taken on lines breaking at

dead weight pulls of from 18 to 48 pounds, then an Eche-

neis, which, suspended by a cord around its tail, supports

a dead weight of 24.25 pounds,. could easily be used to

draw in fish and turtles of the sizes noted throughout this

pajK'r. And this without any danger of tearing its tail off.

To the present writer, all the evidence at hand sustains

and confirms the stories of the living fishhook from the

time of Columbus to the present day.

POSTSCEIPT

Since this paper was written I have chanced upon an

article by F. Tamborini, bearing the title ''Jagd- und
Kunstschafterdienst im Meere," published in ''Die

Xntiir.'' 1900, Vol. 49, pp. 231^235. Examination of this

>li()\v- tliat it contains nothing new, but note is made of it

here that this may be understood and for the sake of
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VARIABILITY IN FLOWER-NUMBER IN
VERNONIA MISSURICA RAF.

DR. H. A. GLEASON

New York Botaxical Garden

In studying the species of Vernonia in the western

states, the writer was impressed as early as 1903 by the

constancy w^th which the number of flowers in each head

of certain species agrees with the numbers of the Fibo-

nacci series. This appeared at the time to be particularly

true of Vernonia fasciculata, which normally presents 18

to 21 flowers. Extending his studies later to the species

of tropical America, he found a still closer agreement

with the Fibonacci series in the species with fewer-flow-

ered heads, wkere the numbers 8 and 13 are repeated

with little or no variation in several species. Inspired

by the more recent studies of Stout and Boas,^ who re-

ported a steady seasonal decrease in flower-number in

the heads of Cichorium Infybus, he again examined in

1918 a series of specimens' of Vernonia missurica, the

only species native in the vicinity of Ann Arbor, Mich.,

and made careful determinations of the number of flowers

in every head of several plants, chosen from different

localities and habitats. The results of these studies are

presented here.

In the western part of its range, from Kansas to Illi-

nois, Vernonia missurica is essentially a prairie species

and is seldom or never found in woods or swamps. In

Indiana it is excessively common on rolling hills in clay

soil, preferring land formerly wooded but now used for

pasture, where it is apparently avoided by live-stock.

In the extreme cnstci-n cihI of its t-;uiu'p. in southeastern
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Michigan and adjacent Ontario, it is typically a species

of moist, cleared, uncultivated bottom-lands along the

rivers and lakes and occasionally is found in low woods

as well, where it is taller and more slender, with rela-

tively lax, irregular, few-headed inflorescences. Judged

from herbarium evidence from all parts of its range, the

mode of its flower-number seems to be 34. Since flower-

numbers deviate more freely from the Fibonacci series

in the higher numbers and since the species has such a

wide range and such a wide variation in its habitat, it

may naturally be expected that it will present a wider

variation in flower-number than many other species of

restricted range and habitat and with smaller heads.

The inflorescence of the species may be described in

some detail. It is strictly cymose. The main axis of the

plant is unbranched and rises to a height of one to two

meters. The lower nodes bear full-sized foliage leaves

and are separated by internodes of fairly uniform length,

while the upper internodes are abbreviated and bear re-

duced or bracteal leaves only. The main axis terminates

in a single head on a short peduncle, and this head is the

first, or among the first, to bloom. From the axils of the

uppermost leaves branches appear which are in turn

terminated by a single head on a longer peduncle, which

therefore overtops the primary head. The next nodes,

subtended by larger leaves, bear short simple leafless

clones of 2-5 heads. Below these, leafy branches appear

from the lower nodes, and these bear single primary ter-

minal heads, axillary heads on longer peduncles, and
simple cymes in the same order in which they appear at

the summit of the main axis. The uppermost of these

leafy branches, since they arise relatively near tlie sum-

mit of the plant, als.^ ovei-io|. ihc main axis and with it

produce a nmiT m- los tlattencd or dcpn^sed eorymbi-

form cluster. Tlie lowci' lateral Irat'y l)i-aneh.'< aiv suc-

cessively shorter, bear U'W^-v heads whieh lilixmi later,

and tend to produce in conjunction with the up].cr ones

a more or less cylindrical cluster. l''inall\. tlu^ lowest
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nodes bear short and frequently undeveloped lateral

branches, which usually appear so late in the season that

none of their heads, or only a part of them, open their

flowers before frost. In many plants only the uppermost

nodes bear branches at all, and in such cases the inflores-

cence is flattened or depressed. Every plant normally

bears the primary terminal head and few or several sub-

terminal heads and simple cymes from the uppermost

axils. The number of heads is at a minimum in shady

situations. The middle nodes bear floriferous branches

only on large plants of favorable situations, where there

is sufficient light and the plants are not crowded for space.

A single cyme consists of two or more heads on pedun-

cles 1-3 cm. long with subulate bracts. Each peduncle

is usually accurately curved and leaves the straight axis

at a prominent angle, so that the true terminal heads are

easily recognized. The usual number of heads in each

cyme is two to five and the maximum number observed is

nine. A cyme of two heads consists of a terminal head

and an inferior lateral head. A cyme of three heads con-

sists of the terminal and {a) two inferior lateral heads or

[h) an inferior two-headed cluster. A cyme of four

heads presents the usual terminal head and {a) three

inferior lateral ones on separate peduncles or {h) one

lateral head and one two-hcadod cluster. One of five

lateral head and a ihi-cc-hCadiMl vyww of citlirr of the

types mentioned al)ove or ih) two two-headed clusters.

Cymes of greater numbers of heads have the same gen-

eral structure, of a single terminal head with various

combinations of single inferior heads, two-headed clus-

ters and three-headed clusters.

Three types of vai-iatimi wciv looked for in examining

the species: (1) a xariation hrtwccn ihe heads of each

cyme, possibly correlated with their i)osition, whether

terminal or in fcrioi' ; (
i'

) a \ ariation between different

tlorifei-oiis bi-jiMclies of the same plant, possibly corre-

lated with the aiiioiiiit of a\ailable nourishment; and (3)
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a general variation between different individuals, pos-

sibly correlated with the size and vigor of the plant and

therefore indirectly with the habitat.

1. Within a single cyme of 2-6 heads, the terminal

head is usually the largest. In larger cymes of 7-9 heads

some of the secondary terminal heads, ending the lower

lateral branches of the leafless cluster, are frequently

larger than the primary terminal head.

Table I exhibits the number of flowers in the terminal

mid these have been

of the 25, the prim

average of the othc
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much as 9.4. On 15 branches the primary terminal is

actually the largest head on the branch. In 3 cases the

primary terminal is smaller than the average, and in 10

cases it is exceeded in si'ze by one or more of the lateral

heads. It Avill be noticed that these conditions occur only

on branches with numerous heads, where the terminal

heads of certain individual cymes tend to raise the aver-

age. In fact, on those branches which bear a total of

less than ten heads, and in which there are accordingly

fewer chances for large secondary terminal heads, the

average sizes of the two classes are 55 and 50.8 and with

two exceptions (branches nos. 24 and 27) the primary

terminal is actually the largest head on the branch. On
branches with a total of 10-20 heads the averages are 55

and 51.9 and the primary terminal is actually the largest

in only two fifths of the branches. In the two cases with

over 20 heads the averages are 52 and 53.2 and the pri-

mary terminals are conspicuously exceeded in size by

some of the other heads. Since the heads of each cyme
differ but little in age, the variation in their size may
possibly be due to difference in the amount of food-stuff

6r water available, by which the terminal heads at the

end of a continuous axis are favored.

2. It has already been stated that the solitary heads

and the floriferous branches appear in basipetal order

and that those from the lowest nodes may not be suf-

ficiently developed to bloom before frost stops all further

growth. Table II shows the variation in flower-number

correlated with the position of the branch.

The table indicates a steady increase in the number of

abortive heads from the older branches at the summit
to tlio yonii,a:or ones at tlie l>a.se. The greatest number of

\w;uU nvo foniid ii.'nr tlic middle of the series on the

]u„uv^t l.Mt.T.-il hiniK-hrs. wliich rise from the middle

iiitcnnxlfs to a lici.uiit (Miual to or surpassing the summit
of ihr stem. I>ut the average number of flowers is re-

markably constant throughout, varying only from 50.7

to 52.9 for each set and, in general, reaching the maxi-
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mum among the larger brandies. It is obvious that

there is very little relation between position and flower-

number and the same conclusion is supported by the data

from other plants.

I ml
5 SjSSS—Ssls,

;;; %

i i i

iiring heads and tl

umber of flowers pc

ble III. Of these

?, collected from r
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habitats and stations, in shade and sun, and in relatively

wet and relatively dry soils. They show in every case a

small variation within each plant, but a great variation

between different plants, the averages ranging from 29.3

to 52.1. It happens that the plant with the largest num-
ber of heads also presents the highest flower-number,

but in general there is no correlation between them, and

TABLE Tir

Vakiatiox in Flowek-numbek on Different Plants

the third highest avera^uc is presented by \\w plant with

the smallest number of heads.

The last four plants, numbers 19 -22, were collected

fi'om the same station and grew under similar environ-

mental conditions in the usual (and for the region prob-

<'il)Iy also the optimum) habitat of the species. They also

|)i"esent very similar averages in their flower-number.

Others of the same station were also examined and

demonstrated tliaf e^^eiitinlly the same averages were

repeated throiiuhoul the lii'-Mijt.

From an examinat ii)ii ot this table and from additional
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experience with the phuits, the writer is led to the ten-

tative idea that two sets of factors, which may be en-

vironmental, or hereditary, or both, act on the plants

independently, one determining the nmnber of heads pro-

duced and the other the average number of flowers in

each, so that there may result plants with many large

heads (as no. 1), many small heads (no. 10), few large

heads (no. 15), or few small heads (nos. 5, 18).

Table 4 shows the distribution of flower-numbers for

all the heads of five plants. In each case the curves show

a close relation to the main or secondary numbers of the

Fibonacci series, 55, 29, 29, 34 and 34 respectively, al-

though in only two cases do the modes fall precisely on

these figures. Plant 1 shows a rather close grouping of

heads just short of 55, plant 9 has over half of the heads

grouped at 28-30, and plant 11 has almost half grouped

at 33-35. It is scarcely to be expected that the series will

be followed closely with such large numbers of flowers

;

in fact, Stout has demonstrated that there is no relation

whatever to the Fibonacci series in the heads of CicJior-

ium Intyhus. Since the numbers were determined in

every case by counting the mature achenes, the numbers

should fall somewhat below the Fibonacci series, rather

than above them, because of the possibility of some

flowers not setting seed.

The plants used for these five tabulations were selected

merely because of their large number of heads, which

offer Itrttcr (lata for developing a representative curve.

Phiiits 2i> 22. with large numbers of heads also, agree

closely with plant 19. A moment's inspection of the

averages for the other plants, as sho^\^l in Table III,

shows that in many cases, such as plants 2 and 3, thoy

could not agree closely with the Fibonacci series, or that

an apparent a.u'reement miglit l)o fictitious if based on

plants with a few heads milx . a> numbers 12 and 13.
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Summary

1. The number of flowers in each head is greatest for

the terminal heads of each cyme.

2. Otherwise the number of flowers in each head is rela-

tively constant for each individual plant.

3. There is a great variation between individuals but,

in those plants with numerous heads, the mode falls on

or near one of the main or secondary numbers of the

Fibonacci serie^.



DARWIN'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE
OF HYBRIDIZATION

HERBERT F. ROBERTS

University of Manitoba

The period from 1859 until the re-discovery of Men-
del's papers in 1900 was so strongly colored by the views

of Charles Darwin, and so dominated by the magnitude of

his work, that it sometimes seems as though originality

and initiative had been abandoned, and as though, so far

as evolution were concerned, the scientific world had re-

mained content simply to quote Darwin.

It is the purpose of the present paper to present the

contributions of Darwin to the knowledge of hybrids. To
this end it seems desirable, so far as possible, to let Dar-

win's words speak for themselves, and hence, although

the paper may seem burdened with extracts, yet, for those

interested in tracing the history of ideas in genetics, it

will perhaps be of service to assemble such a resume of

Darwin's work and thought in the field of hybridization.

Brought together in such a way, an author V contribution

may be more successfully valnatt-d at leisure by tliux- who
may be interested. The writtT has. thtMcforc. >oimlit to

bring together, in somewhat connected and eoluM-ciit form,

the various views, conclusions and experimental data on

the subject of hybrids and hybridization, found in Dar-

win's different writings.

It is also the purpose of the writer to bring into relief

certain fields of investigation opened by him, but in whicli,

so far as appears, there has been little or no research

since his time.

On November 24, IR.IO, ai^pcarcd the \\v>t odWum of

''The Origin of Species (1), antedati.ii>- l.y >,.vcii yrars,

the appearance of the pai)ers of ^NFendel.

535
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One of the primary questions concerning crossing that

interested Darwin was the matter of sterility and fertility

in hybrids. Investigators before Darwin's time had been

to a considerable extent obsessed by the species question,

which crossing was supposed to solve. If a cross suc-

ceeded, or produced fertile offspring, it argued that the

parent forms were '^varieties." If the cross failed, or if

its offspring were sterile, it demonstrated that they were

''species." With the sole exception of Sageret (2), none

of the earlier hybridists seems to have formed anything

like the unit-character conception, and with the sole ex-

ception of Naudin and Darwin, no scientific theory was
conceived of which might explain the modus operandi of

amphimixis in the case of hybrids.

By Darwin, the question of hybridization, while indeed

for the most part, taken up more or less conventionally,

received, nevertheless, broader treatment. To begin with,

Darwin held that the inability of species to cross ''is

often completely independent of their systematic affinity,

that is, of any difference in their structure or constitution,

excepting their reproductive systems" (la, 2:14).

So that, even as early as the writing of the "Origin of

Species," Darwin is seen to maintain that the susceptibil-

ity of plants to crossing stood in no relation to the degree

of their resemblance to either parent, and that "the facil-

ity of making a first cross between any two species is not

always governed by their systematic affinity or degree of

resemblance to each other" (la, 2:16).

This fact, he adds, is demonstrated by the case of re-

ciprocal crosses, alluding here to the relative facility of

making the cross, according as the one or the other species

- 11 ^cd as the male or the female.

< >. r;i-i(.iially he says there is "the widest possible dif-

iM-o in tlu' facility of effecting a union. The hybrids,

inuicover, ]n-odii(*od from reciprocal crosses, often differ

in fertility" {ihid.).

Darwin again later in "Animals and I*iants under
Domestication," refers to the matter as follows:
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Why should some species cross with facility, and yet produce very

sterile hybrids, and other species cross with extreme difficulty, and yet

produce fairly fertile hybrids? Why should there often be so great

species? (la, 2:17).

Darwin comments frequently in the ''Origin of Spe-

cies," upon the fact that the hybrids produced from re-

ciprocal crosses often differ in fertility, and that while

two species may be difficult to cross, there is no strict

l)arallelism between the difficulty of effecting the cross

and the degree of sterility of the hybrids resulting there-

from.

As Darwin observes, differences in the results in respect

to the relative ease of making reciprocal crosses had been

l>reviously noted by Koelreuter, who found, after two

hundred trials, continued for eight years, that while Mira-

bilis jalapa could easily be fertilized by M. longifiora,

the reverse cross could not be effected.

With regard to the difference in the facility with which

reciprocal crosses can be made, there may be some fun-

damental resemblance between this fact and the ease with

which reciprocal grafts can be made, wherein Darwin in-

stances the fact that the currant can, although with dif-

ficulty, be grafted upon the gooseberry, while the recip-

rocal graft can not be made. Certainly the woll-ostab-

lished facts of somatic segregation followiMl ]>> ucniiinal

"mutation"—so-called, should sufficientl>- iiulicatf that

the behavior of the somatic and of the re)»roiluctive cells

should not be regarded as being so sharply separated as

is usually done in genetic studies. At all events, the prob-

lem as to the reason for the relative differences in the re-

spective facility of making reciprocal crosses, as well as

the further one of the differences as in the case of imilc

and hinny, between the respective products of rocipiocal

crosses, are questions that have been Init very littli> inves-

tigated since Darwin's time, and dcinniid tlioi'ono-li ex-

ploration.

Since the advent of MoiuK'Haii AxuWv- in IDdO, it has
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been rather conventionally and very loosely assumed that

reciprocal crosses are invariably identical in type. That

such is not necessarily the case, Darwin's early observa-

tions should suffice to indicate.

The problem of the fertility of selfed and crossed

plants engaged Darwin's close interest in forty-one cases

belonging to tw^enty-three species. The ratio of the fer-

tility of the crossed to that of the self-fertilized plants was
found to be as 100 : 60. In another experiment to deter-

mine the relative fertility of flowers when crossed or

selfed, the ratio in thirty cases belonging to twenty-seven

species was as 100:55.

There is no evidence, Darwin finds, That the fertility of plants goes

correspondence, either in the parent plants or in the successive genera-

tions, between the relative number of seeds produced by the crossed

and self-fertilized flowers, and the relative powers of growth of the

seedlings raised from such seeds (lb, 327).

Darwin's investigations were directed quite extensively

to the question of self-fertility in plants, a field w^hich

bears strongly upon our knowledge of heredity, but in

which likewise comparatively little experimental work
has been done since his time. As the result of his own
studies, supplemented by those of Hildebrand and Fritz

Miiller, he was able to say:

We may therefore confidently assert, that a self-sterile plant can be

l^ogarding the cause of sterility or inability to accept

fertilization, wo arc as irrcatlv at a loss for an explanation
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or in some degree sterile; if fertili/ed witli pollen from another (lower

fertile; if fertilized with pollen from another individmd or variety of

species they are sterile in all possible dej>Tecs. until nltei- sterility is

reached. We thus have a long series with absolute sterility at the

ferentiated, and at the other end to their having been differentiated

The questions wliicli Darwin raises in this eonnoetion

are as follows (p. 458)

:

1. Why the individuals of some species profit greatly,

others very little by being crossed.

2. Why the advantages from crossing now seem to ac-

crue exclusively to the vegetative and now to the repro-

ductive system, although generally to both.

3. Why some members of a species should be sterile,

while others are entirely fertile with their own pollen.

4. Why a change of environment or of climate should

affect the sterility of self-sterile species.

5. Why the members of some species should be more

fertile with the pollen from another species than with

that of their own.

Eegarding the general matter of sterility in hybrids,

Darwin comments as follows:

It is notorious that when distinct species of plains aro ciossiil they

ber. This unproductiveness varies in different speri,^ up to sterility

so complete that not even an ein]>ly <-a]><u]o is f,>rnio.l ( lb. 403).

It is also notorious that n<,t ..mK ilv par.-m ~|m.,-,..^. hnt the hybrids

raised from them are nion> or less >iciilr, aiul that th.'ir pollen is in a
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As tlie result of his investigations regarding sterility

to pollen, Darwin was able to render at least one service,

that of removing the obsession which had so long af-

flicted the study of the hybrid question, viz., the variety-

species discussion. He says

:

It can thus be shown that neither sterility nor fertility affords any

(la, 2:4).

The question of the chemical and cvtological basis for

sterility or non-receptivitv to pollen, remains still in part

an open field for tlic invcstiii'ator.

One of the iiio-t itii] loilMiit <niestions from our present-

day |)oiiit ot \ winch Dniwm investigated was the

relative vigor ot tirst-ut'iici-alion hybrids as compared

with tliat of their i)aivnts. The following allusions occur

in the "Origin of Species."

Darwin comments on the fact that crosses between in-

dividuals of the same species, where thev differ to a cer-

tain extent, give increased \mor and tcrtihty, while close

Icrtilization, long continucfh ahiio-i aiwavs leads to phvs-

ical de^-eneracv, and remark-:

L.tu-.m tlu. ,lis!in.-i in.livi.lnals of the

i.-n,i<-t vm-i,>ii<.>. ii.rrcas... the number of the

Darwin thoroughly investigated, as is well known, the

comparative relation of tlie offsprino- of crossed to those
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relations, if these be kept under llic -mnr rnn,liih.ii> ol life, almost

always leads to decreased size, wenkiics- ^u iiliiy i la. 2: 27).

In "Cross and Self Fertilization," Darwin a^rain dis-

cusses the effects of crossing as follows, expressing the

view:

Darwin also remarks upon tlu' lircatcr powci- ol the

cross-fertilized phiTils m cx] xTitiiciit to st.-uul r\i)o-

sure, the crossed plants ciKliiniiii- >U(M('ii rcniox al l i-oin

greenhouse to ont-ot-door coiMlitioti^ lu'ttor tiian ilnl the

self-fertilized, and also roi-tiii-:- cold and iiiti'iiijKTate

w^eather conditions niorc -iicc'-^lullw Tins wa- tlic <'ase

w^itli morning glorv and with Min/iihis.
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eight cases, a crossed plant, in nine cases a selfed plant,

flowered first.

Darwin broached the view that the increased vigor of

first-generation hybrids was chiefly due to the forms used

in the cross having been exposed to somewhat different

conditions of life. He also contended that his experi-

ments proved that

often miu-h diniiiiisluMl or wholly (li>a}.]>oars (la, 2:270).

This statement appears to be an ohiter dictum of Dar-

win's to the support of which he does not adduce direct

experimental evidence.

Again he says

:

Anyhow my experiments indicate that crossing plants which have

the most powerful of all the means for retaining some degree of dif-

ferentiation in the sexual elements, as shown by the superiority in the

later .-ionoratioMs. of the intercrossed over the self-fertilized seedlings

(11). 450).

We know, he says, tliat a i>lant proi)agated for some generations in

hi"!, fertilization powers (ibid.).

The importance of this view has yet, so far as the

writer knows, to be thoroughly re-investigated under com-
pletely controlled conditions.

It was Darwin's view, as the result of his experiments,

that the increased vigor of intercrossed plants is due to

the constitution or nature of the sexual elements, which
condition he took to be of the general nature of differen-

tiation due to tlie action of environment.
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Darwin asserts that there is not a single case in his ex-

periments,

Which affords decisive evidence against the rule, that a cross between

plants, the progenitors of which have been subjected to somewhat

diversified conditions, is beneficial to the offspring {ibid., 281).

The fact that increased vegetative vigor in first gen-

eration hybrids was also sometimes accompanied by di-

minished fertility was likewise observed by Darwin,

which are so far from being sterile, that their fertility is often actually

augmented, have, as previously shown, their size, hardiness and con-

tingencies of increased and diminished fertility (Ic, 2: 108).

In the case of Darwin's experiments to determine the

relative effects upon vigor of selfing and crossing, respec-

tively, the data were determined chiefly with respect to

height and weight of the plants, which were grown on

opposite sides of the same pot in all instances.

Eegarding the relative heights and weights of 292

plants, derived from a cross with a fresh stock, and of

305 plants either selfed or intercrossed, between plants

of the same stock and belonging to thirteen species and

twelve genera, Darwin says:

profit immensely, though in different ways, by a cross with a fresh

stock, or with a distinct sub-variety. He emphasizes further. It can

not be maintained that the benefit thus derived is due merely to the

plants of the fresh stock being perfectly healthy, whilst those which

Experiments were also made with plants belonging to

five genera in fonr different families. One of the most
interesting cases was that of a })lant of marjoram {Ori-

ganum vulgare). The height of the crossed was to that of

the selfed plants as 100:86.
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They differed also to a wonderful degree in constitutional vigor. The

crossed plants flowered first, and produced twice as many flower-stems;

and they afterward increased by stolons to such an extent as almost

to overwhelm the self-fertilized plants (lb, 302).

Darwin holds that the inferiority of the selfed seed-

lings in height can have been in no way due to any mor-

bidity or disease in the mother plants
;
certainly, he main-

tains, no such theory of a diseased condition would in any

wise hold, in the case of

conditions (lb, 445).

In four out of the five cases experimented with, the in-

tercrossing of flowers upon the same plant did not differ

in effect from' tlie strictest self-fertilization. Conclud-

ing, he says

:

On the whole the results here arrived at . . . agree well with our

general conclusion, that the advantaire of a cross depends on the

Darwin's ex])eriments indicated as in the case of

heartsease and sweet pea, that

the advantage derived from a cross ])etween two plants was not con-

fined to the offspring of the first generation (lb, 305).

Laxton's varieties of sweet peas produced bv crossing,

as Darwin says:
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Darwin finally also remarks in general

:

I lie rclatiNc weiglit and ^ermmative energv of seeds

from crossed and from self-fertilized plants, was inves-

tigated by Dai-win m the case of sixteen species, with the

result that the weight of the seeds of the former to that of

the latter was found on the average to ho as 100 :0(). In

ten out of the sixteen cases the self-fertilized scods were

either equal or superior to tlie crossed in wt-iulit. Imt in

six out of these ten, the i:)lants raised fioin tlie-c -olfed

seeds were greatly superior in lieiu'lit and in ittlicr re-

spects to those from the crossed -ccd^. In llir mattt'i- of

germination of selfed and cr(.>>cd -(mmU. ilic r.wnlt^ were

conflicting. Darwin, however, di>c()Ver;'(l ihat, in unieral,

seedlings of greater coiistitntidna! Nigoi' are ehtained

when crossed hy otli.n- indivi.hial< of tlie ^anie >tcck. than

when po]linate<l hy tlieir own pollen.

In the cases of plants of lifty-seven diffeivnt >)H'eies,

belonging in all to fifty-two genera and thirty different

families, Darwin carried out the most exten>i\c exper-

iment 5^et recorded, conducted for the ])iiri)ose of deter-

mining the differences in size, between the offspring of

cross-fertilized and of close-fertilized plants.

The total number of the crossed plants amounted to

1101, and of the selfed plants to 1076. As a result, Dar-

win found that tlie ])lants derived from crosses between

different stiains of the >anie species, were taller on the

average, than plants derived from crosses within the
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same strain, and taller in the latter case than in the case

of the offspring of self-fertilized plants. The average

ratio of 620 crossed to 607 selfed plants in height, derived

from Darwin's tables, was as 100:86.

From the fact that flower buds are in a sense distinct

individual plant units, which sometimes vary and differ

widely from one another, and yet, when on the same plant,

owing to the fact that the plant has come from the same

fertilized cell, rarely are widely differentiated, Darwin

reasons that the effects of intercrossing can be explained.

He says:

The fact that a cross between two flowers on the same plant does no

good or very little good, is likewise a strong corroboration of our

conclusion; for the sexual elements in the flowers on the same plant can

rarely have been differentiated, though this is possible, as flower buds

Hence, he concludes

:

Thus the proposition that the benefit from cross-fertilization depends

different conditions, or to their having varied from some unknown

cause as if they had been thus subjected, is securely fortified from all

sides (lb, 444).

Darwin comments also on the reversed situation, where

changes in the external condition result in sterility, for

which he seeks to find a logical connection with the condi-

tion induced by crossing.

On the one hand, slight changes in the conditions of life are favor-

able to plants and animals, and the crossing of varieties adds to the

tail, ..ilicr cliaiiges in the conditions of life cause sterility; and as this

likcv\i>e ensues from crossing much modified forms or species, we have

dole relation to each other (Ic, 2:126).
'

Darwin's view as to the reason for the good effects of

crossing was based upon the long prevalent opinion that,
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since animals, and hence presumably plants, profit from

changes in their conditions, that probably such changes

operate to affect the germ cells, or that in some way the

germ cells receive an extra stimulation on that account,

.
which redounds to the benefit of the offspring (Ic, 2 : 155).

Darwin appears to hold the ill effects of close fertiliza-

tion to be due to the fact that the sexual elements in the

different flowers on the same plant have not differen-

tiated, while in his conclusion he appears to consider the

benefits of cross-fertilization to be due to the individuals

involved in the cross having differentiated through hav-

ing been exposed to different conditions.

Darwin frequently emphasizes the same view regarding

the differentiating effects of a new environment.

tho.se already given, of plants which are coni])ltM('ly sclt'-^UMile in one

country, and when brought to another, yield cnch hi ilir liisi -viicin-

tion, a fair supply of self-fertilized seeds (lb. 477). nii.l nu.iin. . . . we

iri the same llistricr scores as a fresh stock and has high t'erlilizing

pow(Ms. The cu.ious cases of plants which can fertilize and be fertil-

sterih.\viili'ilu.ii- own pollen, become intelligible, if the view here pro-

AVhen two varieties wliicli iiresent well-marked differences are crossed,

their descendants in the later generations differ greatly from one

obliteration of some of these characters, and to the reappearance of

former ones through reversion; and so it will be, as we may feel almost

sure, with any slight differences in the constitution of their sexual

elements (lb, 449).

"With regard to the ill effects derived from self-fertiliza-

tion, Darwin says

:

Whether the evil from self-fertilization goes on increasing during

successive generations is not as yet known, but we may infer from my
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have been propagated by self-fertilization for several generations, a

single cross with a fresh stock restores their pristine vigor, and we

have a strictly analogous resnlt with our domestic animals. The good

succeeding generations. But this may merely be that crossed plants of

like any other character to their successors (lb, 438).

In this paragraph Darwin calls attention to a fact that

attracted little attention for a generation,—viz., the im-

mediate improvement due to a cross. Darwin was thus if

not the first to call sharply to attention, the matter of the

relatively increased size and vigor of first generation

hybrids, at least the first to subject the question to exper-

imental analysis.

So far as plant hybrids are concerned, Darwin's mind

was chiefly occupied, as we have seen, not so much with

the fundamental theory of hybrids, as with the question

of sterility in hybrids and its inheritance. The general

question of what is the essential nature of hybridity, and

liow and in what manner the characters are distributed in

the ]i\i)rid offspring, seems not to have come to an issue

wilhiiim.

However, among tlie matters of interest to modern stu-

dents of genetics are his recognition of tlic ucncral fact

of the interraediacy of hybrids, and of the occasional

complete dominance of one or tlie otlici' set of parental

characters, together with the phenomena which lie terms

''reversion." Eegarding the former matter he remarks :

In regard to tlic l.cliavioi- of rl,ai'a<-tcrs in cro>scs, while

admittinu- tliat, in tlii' ina.j<.rily of ca>cs. \\w liyl.rid off-

spring arc intcrinc(liatc between tlu'ii- parent^, lie recog-

nized that certain cliaracter> are incai)al)le of fusion.
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When luo l)i-ee(l. m.-o crossed, their cliaracters usually become inti-

one (Ic. 2:67).

As cases in point, Darwin cites the crossing of gray and
white mice, the offspring being pure white or gray, but

not intermediate, and the crossing of white, black and

fawn-colored Angora rabbits, in which the colors are sep-

arately inherited, and not combined in the same animal.

The non-intermediate character of the inheritance in the

case of turnspit dogs and ancon sheep is referred to, as

is also the inheritance in the case of tail-less, horn-less

breeds. Similar results in the case of stocks, toad-flax

and sweet ])eas are cited (lb, p. 68).

Darwin (Ic, 44 45), in discussing what lie called "j)re-

])()tency/' was dealing in very many case^ with that

which we now recognize as simple dominance. For ex-

ample, in the crossing of ^nap-dragons, Darwin found

that when the normal or irregular-flowered type was

crossf^d with the abnormal or regular-flowered type, the

the hWU'V. 1Mi('S(" 127 hyl.rid ])lants sci t'-rcii i li/cd. yielded

ill tlir M'c.nd uvnrraticn irn-uhir t(. ivi^ular phiut^ iii the

rath) (.( SS lo 'Idiis is very close to the exact 1 ratio

which would he rcprrsciitcd by the numbers 85:42. Dar-

win, howcxcr, -iiiiplx regards it as a

Darwin was thus (piite unable, with the iiit oniiation

then available, to frame a satisfactorx cxplaiiatioii loi- the

various phenomena passing under the iiaine (»l '-pre

potency. '

'
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other (Ic, 2:58). ^
'

The matter of sex-linked characters did not escape Dar-

win's observation, alluding to cases where a son does not

inherit a character directly from his father, or transmit it

directly to his son, but receives it by transmission from a

mother who does not show it, and transmits it through his

non-affected daughter. Darwin observes

:

We thus learn that transmission and development are distinct powers

{ibid.).

Eespecting the matter of reversion, or what we should

now call recombination after segregation, Darwin's utter-

ances are remarkable, especially in "Animals and Plants

under Domestication." In most cases he regards "re-

version" as the coming to light of a "latent" character,

hornless breeds of cattle possess a latent capacity to reproduce horns,

yet when crossed with horned breeds they do not invariably produce

offspring bearing horns (Ic, 2:44).

Darwin deserves credit for strictly contesting the point

of view then widely current, that the longer a character is

handed down by a breed, the more fully it will be con-

tinued in transmission. Discussing some of the cases, he

says (Ic, 2:37):
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not increase the potency of transmission, or eliminate be-

yond question the liability to reversion.

Darwin considered it doubtful whether, as was then

popularly supposed, the length of time during which a

character had been inherited, had any influence on its

fixedness, and concluded from the fact that when wild

species which have remained so for ages, are brought into

cultivation, they immediately begin to vary, that no char-

acter by long inheritance can be considered as absolutely

fixed (Ic, 2:56).

In this work, more than elsewhere, Darwin devoted

himself particularly to the question of the meaning of

inheritance in hybrids. The question always demanding

explanation was the reason for the reappearance after

the first generation of a hybrid of a parental, or even of

an ancestral form, a phenomenon then called "rever-

sion," including, as Darwin says:

race or species, has, at some former period been crossed, and a char-

acter derived from his cross, after having: disappeared durins:' one or

Darwin, at the outset, merely comments on the result

of crossing as follows:

In considering the final result of the commin2:ling of two or more breeds,

we must not forget that the act of crossing in itself tends to bring back

long-lost characters not proper to the immediate parent form (Ic.

2: 64).

It was noticed that from three to eight generations

were usually re(iuired before a l)reed derived from a

cross comes to be coiiMdcrcl free from (laiiavr of rever-

sion. What ron.litiit.Ml \hr ur.u-Wuu'vy lu l>rin- about re-

version reinaiiio.l. 'out f.o- Mmd.-lV }r\ uinli^.-ovvrod

in that ro.-ar.i i< wll cxoinpli liod bv Dai'uln'^ remark.
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Darwin recognized, as did most of the breeders before

Mendel, tbat

iiiteniiodiate between tlieii- p.-ireiils, hut the grandchildren and succeed-

Vrom cases of interniediacy, Darwin proceeds to dis-

cuss wliat we should call cases of dominance, and finally

cases in w^hich the offspring in the first generation are

neither intermediate nor uni-parental in type, but in

which there is vegetative splitting, or somatic segre-

gation :

In which differently colored tlowers borne on the same root resemble

both parents, . . . and those in Avhich the same flower or fruit is striped

(le, 2:69).

It is interesting to see how Darwin now undertook, in

tlu* al)sence of experimental evidence, to devise a scien-

tific solution for the reappearance of parental characters

ill the second generation of the oiTspring. Taking Naii-

(liirs idea of segregation or "disjunction" of the ele-

ments of the species, he eonclndes as follows:

The al»()\-e parau'ra|)li conies iiKtre neai'ly being a state-

ment of the true nature of the iiybrid or lieterozvgote con-

dition a^ Mendel^ analvM^ l,a^ n'vealed it. than" anv other

areount llither1(» pilhli.^ited.

Conibinin- tliis with tiie I'nlh.wiim' ^taleinent^. we liavc

v.-r> Mearlx [Ur ^anir ide;, whirh MetidelV theorx ill^
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volves, based, liowevcr, upon Darwin's tlieory of paii-

i>'enesis, whereby eaeli cell was supposed to throw off

" f?emmules" which carried tlie characters to tlie re])ro-

ductive cells. lie says:

Darwin tlien assumes that in the hybrid tiiere exist

two kinds of ''gennnules" or cliaracter-carriers ; viz.,

])Hre .iionnnnies from each of the two parent forms, and

com billed or liybridized gemmules as well, and proceeds

ill the fo!h)wini»' statement, to ^?ive about as clear an ac-

count as we hn\-e to-day. of the cause for the reappear-

The latter statcnieiit i- \ irtnally a >tatement of the con-

dition of llilim- in hctcrozy-o-ls. in principle as we have

it to-day. if wc a->uni(" the
'

' hyl)ridi/.(Ml " o-emmules to

represent the -Di." r(.inhination. \\v ha\e the necessary

substitution.

Darwin's theory wa> a iiat iiral corroMa ry to his doctrine
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himself perform MendePs experiment. However, it is a

manner of special interest that d priori, in the absence of

experimental data, he should have come as near the prin-

ciple of the Mendelian explanation as the above passages

indicate.
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2. Sageret, Augustin.
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nnalls des 'sciences Naturelles, 18: 294-314.



SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION

DOES EVOLUTION OCCUR EXCLUSIVELY BY LOSS OP
GENETIC FACTORS ?

In an extremely interesting article, Professor Duerden^ has re-

cently discussed certain aspects of evolution in the light of obser-

vations on ostrich farming. He shows that as regards most char-

acters the germ plasm of the ostrich is remarkably stable and yet

that quantitative variation as regards wing and toe characters is

occurring and is being utilized, in particular for a gradual ameli-

oration of the valued plume characters. He believes that the

quantitative variation in question has a factorial genetic basis, a

view which I see no reason to question. He holds that repeated

selection m'ay probably extend the existing range of variation

downward, but not upward. In this last conclusion I can not

concur. It rests, I believe, on too close adherence to the "pres-

ence-absence hypothesis." It assumes that minus variation

occurs only by loss of factors and further that factors once lost

can not be recovered. I do not think that either of these assump-

tions will bear critical examination. Morgan has recorded, in

Drosophila, the occurrence of a reversed mutation by which col-

ored eyes were recovered in a white-eyed race, and on this ground

has questioned the validity of the entire presence-absence hy-

pothesis. I have found that in the piebald patterns of rats and

rabbits steady progress may be made by rei)cated selection in

changing the racial avcraizo fitlu r in ;) plus or u\ a niiiuis direc-

tion. Genetic chaniivs ;iiiVcriiiL:' ilh' cxTciii df tiu' iii'^rnt-iited

as they are in the ease of iiiiinlx'i- of I'i'niiiiVN in tlh' ostficli wing,

but there is no indication that tlir cliaimvs ai'c t>\,'ius;vrly in a

minus direction, as Duerden a<Mniics ilinu to he m tlir ostrich.

He has observed variation in tlic uiiniluT of plimirs on th.' o>rrich

wing ranging from 33 to 42. lie assiinu's iliai ilu' va rial ion can

probably be carried below 33 by selection, tliroiinli nnnulation of

loss variations by dropping out of factors. I)iir that variation in

the opposite direction is not to be expected iMM-au-e 4l! is the

present maximum and factors for a liitrhei' ninnher liavniii- once

been lost can not be re-cov. red. Of eoiirse. tlie tliin- lo do m order

to test the validity of tin- view i- mve n an experiniental trial,

1 Duerden, J. E., " Tho (ierm Phusm of tlie Ostrioh," Amek. Nat., 53,

p. 312.

565
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and this, no doubt, Duerden is already doing. If the 42-plumed

cock has descendants with a higher plume number than 42, the

theory- will have been disproved, which would undoubtly be

highl}' pleasing to Duerden because it would give him a more

hopeful basis for economic work. Now my own experimental

work with loss-variations leads me strongly to hold the more

hopeful view, that genetic changes are plus as well as minus, even

in the case of structures which are in course of phylogenetic de-

generation.

The degenerating lateral digits of the guinea-pig's foot' pre-

sent a case parallel with those of the degenerating wing and the

degenerating fourth toe of the ostrich. The gumea-pig, like all

wild species of the genus, Cavm, has lost altogether the first of the

five typical digits, and has lost the fifth digit from its hind foot,

but not from the front foot. Some years ago I discovered a

gumea-pig which had an imperfectly developed fifth digit on one

hind foot. Neither of its parents had a fifth digit on either hind

foot. This fact alone shows the possibility of plus fluctuation in

a degenerate organ. The polydactylous individual, a male, was

mated both with related and with unrelated females. By the

former, he had 18 polydactylous and :]2 normal individuals; by

the latter he had 2 ])olydactyh)us and -U) normal individuals.

ThiM.^ult >ho\\ed that noinial f<in<ih- nht.d , tti, pol\dactyl

male, even tiiougli tinnnselves nornnil. i I'aiisiiiil ml a factor or

females, when hutli softs wciv maied -to the same polydactyl male.

Breeding tho poUdactx! ot1>[)ring together and continuing the

race by selecting llu;se indivitluals which had the best developed

toes (purely somatic selection), a race was secured within four

generations which produced regularly 90 to 100 per cent, of
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occur in the genus, Cavia, except in the case of a single individual

born in one of our experiments. As this individual was still-

born we had no chance to experiment further in the case, but the

occurrence shows that degenerating characters are not of uoees-

sity lost for all time when they have ceased to have somatic ex-

pression in the race. 1 am therefore hopeful that Duerdeu will

live to see not only other 42-plumed ostriches but also those which

are 45-plumed or possibly even better, if selection for high num-

ber of plumes and inbreeding are persistently practised.

One point is worth noticing, which Duerden does not especially

emphasize, though it is highly suggestive. He notes the advanced

state of degeneration of the ostrich foot (presumably through

irrecoverable loss of factors) as seen in the complete disappear-

ance of digits 1, 2 and 5, and the greatly reduced size of digit 4,

which leaves the ostrich with practically a single functional toe

(digit 3), this being among birds an unparalleled amount of

digital reduction. He concludes "Should the loss of plumage

continue to a much further degree and marked degenerative

changes be set up in thebiji' middle toe. natural seK'ction may then

be expected to brinu' ahout cWun-tum. ' This, it seems to me, is

a needlessly gloomy vu-w ,.f thr i-asc. The fact that the middle
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the geolofrical history of brachiopods, echinoderms and mollusks.

If a .suitable environment continues, the specialized organism may
coiitiiuie indefinitely. The idea that genetic variation occurs only

in I 1 tion and is irreversible is widespread, but needs sub-

stantiation before we accept it into a category of fixed ideas. The

world indeed may wait long to see again a four-toed horse, but

the reason probably is that we already have a better type in the

one-toed horse, which replaced the former because it was better,

not because it was degenerate. If selection, natural or artificial,

saw at the present time a distinct advantage in a polydactylous

hoi-se, it is quite possible that the type might once again be pro-

duced. The animal breeder would ask only such a start as was

seen in Caesar 's three-toed steed, to produce a race of polydactyl

horses. W. E. Castle.
BrssKY Institution,

Forest Hills—Boston, Mass., October 1, 1919

ANOMALOUS KATIOS IN A FAMILY OF YELLOW MICE
SUGGESTING LINKAGE BETWEEN THE GENES

FOR YELLOW AND FOR BLACK
During the course of an experiment involving the breeding of

yellow and non-yellow varieties of mice certain anomalous ratios

were i)ro(luced by a family of yellow mice. Since an explanation

of these facts brings out coiLsiderations regarding yellows which

have not been treated in the literature of the subject, it seems

well to put the case on record.

The peculiar family originated in a cross of black-and-tan (a

very dark form of yellow) with brown. F^ consisted of blacks

and yellows. The blacks when tested proved to be heterozygous

for brown and showed in their subsequent generations no pecul-

iarities of inheritance. The F^ y<5llows should theoretically have

been heterozygous for both black and brown for,

Let YyBB= black-and-tan parent (yellow carrying black)

and yybb= brown parent;

Then F, should consist of yellows, YybB. and bla<-ks, yyBb.

These F, yellows were back-crossed to |)uiv lifowns.

Tin' progeny distribution to be exi)('( ti 1 1 would !)' as follows:

The F, vellow parent. YybB, would fofni -auirtes. YB, Yb.

yB and yb.

The luown parent, yylili. would form only one type of gamete,

viz., yh. Th.' .'xiH-rt.'d /y-oii.- combinations would be

The yellow youn<r obtained from this back-cross should be of

two genotypes, YyBb (carrying both black and brown) and
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J (1)

Yybb (carrying brown only). Two were selected for breeding

to determine in which genetic class each belonged. If both mice

were YyBb we should expect

2 YyBB 1 yvBB 1 yybb

2 Yybb
(2) 4 YybB 2 yyBb

4 yellow 1 black 1 brown

The actual figures from this mating were (616 X 766) 14

yellow, 4 brown. This result resembles most closely that to be

expected if both parents were Yybb. If such were the case, all

of the yellows should carry brown only, never black. To test

them, two of the 14 yellows w^ere mated with each other

(2160 X 2162) . They produced 18 yellow, 1 black and 10 brown

young. To account for the black young, we must suppose one

or both parents (2160 and 2162) to have been heterozygous for

black and hence that one of the yellow grandparents (616 or

766) carried })]aek. Black young should have resulted from

their mating witli each other l)nt failed to do so. Black young

were also deficient in the mating of their descendants, 2160 and

2162. The ratio observed among the progeny of 2160 and 2162

indicates that one of them carried black rather than that both

of them did, for the expectation if both parents carried black, as

in (2), fits even more poorly than the expectation if only one

parent carried black, as in (4\ TIk^ doficioiicy of bla(^k young
in the mating of 2162 and 21 (iO is sliuwii hy tli.- ihT.-eiitairc of

various young observed and cxp.^ tcl :

Per Cent, expected.
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Of the yellows resultiiifr from this mating six when tested

proved to be heterozygous for black as well as brown, while four

carried brown only; and of the yellow young resulting from

these tests four were shown to carry black and brown, while

three carried brown only. E(iuality of yellows carrying both

black and brown and of yellow carrying brown only was ex-

pected in contrast with the observed ratio of 10 carrying black

and brown to 7 carrying brown only.

browii IS ilir ivvcisr i.f ihiit rxiHvti'd l)(vau<c lifdwii (normally

the expected, and black luis ai)|)fnrt'il in a fnM|ncncy less than

one third of the expected.

There are three theories uhi.-h ini<>lit explain tlu'se facts.

(1) Reversal of dominance ivsnltinn- in the dominance of brown

over black. This may Ix^ discarded because the hrown young in

fertilization by m.-ai:. of hrnw ,i uamere. united with brown

jd^age of the genes

es are formed more

the above matings

Of the three theories the last is favored because it affords a

satisfactory ex|)lanation of tlie observed facts in harmony with

other cases of linkage, and because it is more readily susceptible
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GENETICS AND EVOLUTION IN LEPTINOTARSA
In considering work of the kind presented by Professor Tower

in his latest partial report on Evolution in Leptinotarsa (Tower,

1918) it is necessary, in justice to the author, that we distin-

guish carefully between three different things : the actual experi-

mental work, the author's interpretation of its results, and his

general speculations. Professor Tower had secured an unusually

favorable opportunity for attacking his problem, by a fortunate

selection of material. The "lineata" group of the genus Lepti-

notarsa comprises a large number of forms generally recognized

habiting markedly dilVcrcnt tMiviroiinuMital complexes, and easily

bred in the laboratory. His wnrk ivp.vMMits a pro.ligioiis amount

of painstaking lal)()r. coxci-ino' many yeai-s. untiei' most favor-

able conditions. It will a -matter of regret to many that so

large a proportion of this volume lias been devoted to very gen-

eral speculation, rathei* than a more comj)lete presentation of

firnmtion. hut nothing adih'd. In what we already know, i hough
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Tlie.so experimonts, to this point, had been previously pub-
lished l)y the author (Tower, 1910). Further work on this

the ciii-licr coMcliisions as to its composition and behavior. Care-

ful nii iiMiirniniis showed that this apparently pure signaticoUis

raee ])cli;ivr(l nofiiially as rcfjards the form-index (relation of

width tn Icntitli ), a specific eharaeter never dissociated, in other

expcMiiiciiis. h-diii the conspicuous pattern difference involved.

XumriDUs c\[)cnniciits with this peculiarly behavino' hybrid
faihd Willi oMc .x^.ption to find ain evidence of the clivn-^a

pattern factor {)resetit. Individuals of this race having the

(Jnursa (broad) form, crossed with one particular strain of sig-

vatu'oUis, grave in F.. four homoz.yfrous forms : pure signaticallis,

the peculiar true-breedmor hybrid {divfr^ia form with signati-

coJIis pattern), pure diversa, and a new form, with a different

pattern. Tliese appeared in the ratio of 4 : 2 : 1 : 1 (actual num-
bers not given), with the corresponding array of heterozygotes.

At first sight, all this seems easy to account for: one or both

of the parents in the original cross were heterozygous for one or

more factors. The actual results, however, can not be accounted

for. according to any known genetic principles, on the basis of

the facts <invu. There are m.iin thinos at every stage of this

work, which we should like to know, about which we are told

norhin^j. Ttir aiiihor siaies rhar the original parents were *'not

heter(»z\ 'joiis. 1,111 no cvuhMice of any genetic analysis is given.

In tact, rlie aiitlior (i.-claivs nion- than once that he is not inter-

esleil 111 ordmai-N Meiideliaii analysis, implying that it is unim-

The author liimvli shows \ei\ umipletely, in later chapters, that

'the>ie sj[)ecies, as found m nature, are genetically very hetero-

geneous. He also emphasizes that the results here obtained can
7)robably not be repeated with material from other locations or

even from the same location at other times. Again, we know
nothing of the genetic const if iil ion ..f the <^hinaticoUis strain

used in the "test reaction" wh- i. t^l.ha) (l>vrrm is recovered;
(\cept that onl> this parii. ular strain will give these results.

I r array in this case shows that tlwre are at least two factor-

!M cs involved, while there is only one in the ordinary cros.s

, '//^ ' diversa. Other crosses, which will immediately
_ ^ th. tiisehos as bearing on the problem, have not been

iiuhli' or are, at least, not mentioned.
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Above all, it is to be regretted that in none of these experi-

ments have any definite pedigrees been given, nor the methods of

mating in the various stocks. The tables, moreover, are in most

cases merely summaries, the original and complete data not

being presented. It may well be that the full data and pedigrees

of all the author's extensive experiments would be too bulky for

publication; but in view of the fact that on this particular

series only is based any claim of modification or addition to

genetic theory, the raw data and pedigrees might profitably have

been included, even to the possible exclusion of a part of the

discussion.

Under these circumstances, no attempt can be made at an

analysis by ordinary genetic conceptions. This whole experiment

illustrates perfectly the real basis of the familiar distinction

(implied also by the author in this volume) between results ob-

tained "in the laboratory" and "in nature." The real differ-

ence, as well shown in this case, is merely one between working

with known materials under controlled conditions and uncon-

trolled operations with unknown things.

This particular experiment has been irvicwcil at Inmth. be-

cause it is, apparently, solely upon it tliat the author bases a

large amount of rather far-fetched sfxMMilaiion on the "arelii-

sci'VPil fosults aft' (111.'. inniifili;itt>ly. to a ( rcvorsible') change in

the >7 /r///o//.s- (}f th< </(H(tic lactors In nich oflnr: (2) that these

chati^-i>s ar(^ the d[r>ct r( .<iilf of the cn>.s.-<is: (•'! i lliat these partic-

direct effect of (cumulative) environmental influence on the rate

of ontogeny; and (4) that the results are profoundly and perma-

nently modified by the environmental conditions surrounding
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tlie prc-Meiulelian conception that sometliin- new is produce.l by

the act of hybridization.

In his tliird hypothesis, tlie most eharaeteristie and the most

involved of this frroup, there seems to be some confusion in the

fis to whether the environment has

produced its effect directly upon the grametes, or through its

of the rate of ont()<rei]y. The latter, however, is

clearly implied in several pla(ses. But, beyond speaking of hypo-

ytoplasmic! determiners," he makes

no attempt to1 even postulate a mechanism by which the rate of

^^. on tlu' (^videnVe, a somatic modi-

fication, directly dependent ( ,n temperature and moisture—can

(M-ni-i)hisin. In regard to the direct

effects (immediate or cuimili

rlie author makes unich throughout
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In connection with his selection experiments, the author has

im fortunately adopted the theory of ''trerminal variations" (?. e.,

modifiability of the frcnos) since abandoned by its priiicii)a] pro-

ponent. Tower's evidciiiM'. like all 11k" oWwr evidence for this

theory, is based on a vfr\ cvidciit con I'lisidn of liiiitvp.'^ with

pheilotypes, and an appaffnt failurt' td rccdunizc th, rlhil im-

portance of rigid brol h > r-si.<:l i r mntiini in sncli ('.\p<Tinicnt.s. In

the same experiments, thi' antlidi' tincU a vci-y conipN'i.' fi'fntaf ion

inflnenee of the ,.nviir,nnirnt. In r.Mitnist to these indecisive or

nc-ative results, thcv is at least one very beautiful and uncpies-

tionahlc dcnioMsi ral iuii of the effect of modifying factors (here

call.d ocnctic impuriiics--). Of the three methods by which he

attempt.',! to limit the raimv of variation in the form-index of a

certain • • hiot y i)c

'

" i a^ he calls it) of />. ))nilt ita)vat(v—\\Si\\\Q\y,

control of the cu viroiinicntal complex, ordinaiy selection of ex-
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direct modifying effect of temperature and moisture actually

demonstrated only as regards the rate of ontogeny.

With regard to the general philosophic speculations of the

author, which occupy a large portion of this volume, little need

be said, as this sort of thing is largely a matter of taste. The

author states very unmistakeably that his viewpoint is purely

mechanistic, but there is much that will scarcely be accepted as

such by most mechanists. For instance, his list (p. 6) of the

"Categories of Organic Characteristics"— (1) Specific Prop-

erties or Qualities," (2) "Attributes" and (3) "Conditions"—
will be regarded with suspicion by those to whom metaphysics is

the bete noir of biology. The same may be said of his aversion

to "particularistic" theories of heredity. His objections, like

most other recent ones, are based on a supposed identification of

the gene with a somatic "unit character." Yet he is himself

guilty, to an extraordinary degree, of such a confusion in his

"scheme of classification of the agents of the germ plasm"

(p. 86), where his hypothetical factors are classified entirely ac-

cording to their apparent somatic effects. This scheme is also

dominated by the "organism as a whole" dogma—tliat the

"basic" characteristics of th<^ race are transmitted tlirougli the

cytoplasm, only trivial characters through the chromosomes and

capable of dissociation from the "species complex."

On the whole, it may be said that Profes.sor Tower has con-

vincingly demonstrated the truth of his fundamental premise,

that "the general philosophical coiicoptions from which we
interpret nature will largely (lett'i-mine the logical, philosophical,

and experimental methods used in invest i-;ition and the hypoth-

eses created." C. R. Plt^nkett
LlTKRATrHK
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